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LDP Document:

50 Matters Arising Changes Schedule - Written Statement

RefPoint: 50.

17

RenewableUK Cymru

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
17.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

The Council disagrees with the Representor and responds to each point as follows: 1. With regard to the requirements of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015 (WFGA),
Examination Document ED020 explains that LDPs submitted before 1st April 2016 do not have to comply with the requirements of the WFGA. The Council did undertake an
assessment of the LDP using the Council's Integrated Impact Assessment Tool (see ED041) which concurred with the LDPs Sustainability Assessment, against which every
stage of the LDP has been assessed throughout the lifetime of the LDP's development. 2. The decision to revise the REA is explained in the RE Position Statement (ED061,
paras 3.0.2 & 3 and section 4). The 7km buffer is suggested by the Toolkit (WPP50) for the treatment of visual impacts as beyond that distance, wind developments do not
appear dominant in the landscape. Following representations from the National Park authorities at FFC stage regarding the duty to have regard to the purposes of the National
Park and the potential harm to the designated landscapes, this standard visual impact buffer as proposed by the Toolkit was applied. PPW states that National Parks and AONB
are of equal status in terms of landscape and scenic beauty and in development plans should be treated as of equivalent status. The Council also received Representations from
NRW and the Ministry of Defence requesting buffers be applied to SPA's and the Sennybridge Training Area. The 7km buffer around SSA's and existing windfarm developments
is a visual buffer around areas where landscape change is considered acceptable and to mitigate the potential impacts of cumulative development, but does not preclude
development close to SSA boundaries if acceptable sites can be located 3. Local scale and community schemes are covered by criterion 4 of Policy RE1; including RE
development in other appropriate locations would be repeating national planning policy and is therefore un-necessary. With regards the relevance of criterion 6, the representor's
comments are noted however this criterion arose from action points of Hearing Session 15. The Council therefore considers that no further changes are necessary to make the
Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 RE1 regarding evidence base and national policy

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

0
Representation Details
RenewableUK is the representative body for the wind, wave and tidal energy industries operating in the UK. RenewableUK Cymru supports its Welsh members and also
represents members with interests in solar, biomass and other forms of renewable energy technologies in Wales. Members have interests in renewable energy at all stages of the
planning and development process.
The following submissions are made by Renewable UK Cymru, on behalf of its Strategy Group, which consists of many developers within the sector. The comments and
observations below are made in respect of:
1. Policy fit with recent aspirations outlined at the National level;
2. The update to the Powys Renewable Energy Assessment (REA) [ED059] and Powys County Council (PCC) Renewable Energy Position Statement (May 2017 [ED061];
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Source: Email
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30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Mode

Status Maintained

and
3. The Schedule of Matters Arising Changes – Policy RE1.
The submission deals with each of these areas in turn.
1. Policy aspirations at the National level
Various pieces of legislation require UK and Welsh Governments to make large overall savings in carbon. Wales’ Environment Act 2016 places a duty on Welsh Government
todevelop carbon budgets for Wales with the aim of reducing our greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% by 2050, to support the global ambition agreed in Paris in 2015.
In the light of that legislation and the associated requirements, the Cabinet Secretary for Environment Lesley Griffiths recently (September 2017) announced ambitious targets for
energy generation in Wales, outlining her belief that Wales can be at the forefront of global efforts to decarbonise.
The announcement has set a target for Wales to generate 70 percent of its electricity consumption from renewable energy by 2030. In addition a target of one Gigawatt of
renewable electricity capacity to be locally owned by 2030, and an aim to have an element of local ownership in all new renewable energy projects by 2020, have also been set.
As set out within Planning Policy Wales (PPW), Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) have a key role in facilitating the development of all forms of renewable and low carbon energy,
a role which will be increasingly important for all LPAs in Wales if the legal requirements and policy targets are to be met.
The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 requires public bodies, including local authorities like PCC, to use the five ways of working to maximise their contribution
to the seven well-being goals – a number of which relate to climate change and low carbon. At the next iteration of the Local Development Plan (LDP), PCC must satisfy its duties
under the 2015 Act. PCC should demonstrate that its LDP aligns to the seven well-being goals and PCCs own emerging well-being objectives.
RenewableUK Cymru considers that the current renewable energy policy (Policy RE1) of the LDP needs amending to ensure that PCC in satisfies its duties under the 2015 Act,
given that renewable energy development in Powys (including wind) will further the seven well-being goals. For example renewable energy development would help achieve:
● A prosperous Wales – reducing energy costs and creating innovative, productive low carbon industry and skilled jobs;
● A resilient Wales – clean energy replacing fossil fuels contributing to improved ecosystems and energy security;
● A globally responsible Wales – making a positive contribution to global well-being with clean energy replacing fossil fuels, supporting the decarbonisation agenda; and
● A healthier Wales – clean energy bringing positive effects for air quality.
2. Update to the REA [ED059] and PCC Renewable Energy Position Statement [ED061]
The December 2015 Ministerial Letter [WPP51a] encouraged local planning authorities (LPAs) to utilise the results of the REAs in formulating local policies (including allocations
or areas of search) for local authority scale renewable energy schemes (5-25MW). The letter clearly outlines that the “designation of such areas would show
leadership and the local level; give certainty to the renewable energy industry in making investment decisions; and, through the LDP consultation process, would give
communities a say as to where renewable energy development should be located” .
In May 2017, PCC issued a position statement on renewable energy [ED061] alongside an update to the August 2016 REA [ED059]. In updating the REA a significant change
has been made to the potential wind resource within the County, outside of the identified Strategic Search Areas (SSAs). This has led to the most recent REA [ED059] identifying
only 4MW of additional onshore wind potential with no Local Search Areas (LSAs) identified for onshore wind outside of the SSAs. This is in stark contrast to the capacity of
1,124MW for onshore wind within the 2016 update to the REA [EB17] along with a number of LSAs that could accommodate this capacity (recognising that the 1,124 figure
included some consented schemes).
Having reviewed both REAs, RenewableUK Cymru is unclear on why the 2017 update was required and is concerned that the potential for additional wind resource within the
County has, without justification, significantly reduced as a consequence of the 2017 update.
When exploring the changes and rationale behind the 2017 update, the REA and associated position statement outline the following:
“ The REA was originally compiled based on the method set out in the Welsh Government guidance document ‘Planning for Renewable and Low Carbon Energy – A Toolkit for
Planners’ July 2010. A revision of the ‘Toolkit’ was produced in September 2015 and, in response this REA has been updated to incorporate changes”
This does not in itself explain the rationale behind the update given that the previous (2016) REA also outlined that the method had been updated to take account of the revised
toolkit.
In any case, it appears that the reason for the 2017 update was to introduce additional criteria, which have effectively ruled out the potential for further onshore wind development
and led to no LSAs being identified.
13/12/2017
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Type: Objection
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It is our understanding that the criteria below were added to the 2017 REA , in addition to the criteria set by the 2015 Welsh Government Toolkit:
a) A 7km buffer has been applied around protected landscapes (National Parks and AONBs); and
b) Areas of thick peat have been included. In addition, the REA through GIS mapping at Stage 2 of the process, has included the following criteria:
c) A 7km buffer around consented wind farms and SSAs; and
d) Criteria in relation to access to the electricity grid has been included.
These are matters that would more reasonably be for developers to consider and assess at the application stage of any development proposal. For example, there are many
cases where wind farms have been acceptable within 7km of sensitive landscapes as the impact will very much depend on the local situation. Similarly, wind farms can be
constructed in areas of peat with appropriate mitigation. In particular, the issue of grid accessibility / connectivity is a matter for the developer and a project viability issue rather
than a criteria which identifies potential resource. Grid accessibility/connectivity is also a changing position and therefore completely inappropriate to use at the resource
assessment stage. Furthermore, with reference to the 7km buffer around consented schemes and SSAs, this covers areas that already have wind turbine development that has
previously been considered to be acceptable. It is RenewableUK Cymru’s view that these areas offer great potential for further development, should developers be able to
demonstrate no unacceptable adverse cumulative effects and no planning reason why planning permission should not be granted. It should also be noted that Policy RE1
encourages wind development to areas within or close to SSAs which is in complete contrast to the application a 7km buffer for the purposes of policy development.
RenewableUK Cymru stress that the 2015 Toolkit was published in order to assist LPAs in the preparation of policies “that can support and facilitate the deployment of renewable
and low carbon energy systems” . Although we acknowledge that the toolkit gives some flexibility in including additional criteria, we consider that the addition of additional
restrictive criteria will effectively reduce the opportunity for onshore wind development in the County. That is not in the spirit of facilitating the deployment of renewable and low
carbon energy systems, which the Toolkit aims to achieve.
3. Schedule of Matters Arising Changes - Policy RE1 [MAC123]
Although the policy wording has been significantly updated through the Schedule of Matters Arising changes we would note the following main points and request that
consideration is given to a further revision of the policy wording:
● The policy is absent in relation to local scale and community based wind farms;
● The policy is silent on a position in relation to renewable energy development in other appropriate locations (e.g. previously developed land which has support through TAN 8);
● There appears to be a contradiction between the approach to the REA with the application of the 7km buffer around SSAs and the focus of the policy – which seeks to focus
development in or close to SSAs; and
● We do not consider point 6 to be of relevance to local policy and consider that such requirements are better agreed within planning conditions for individual schemes.
In addition, should our points in relation to the evidence base and REA hold weight, the policy may require further amendment in relation to the potential for onshore wind at the
local scale.
Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Concerns regarding the revisions to the renewable energy assessment, loss of Wind LSAs, Renewable Energy Policy, and compatiblility with the Well-being of Future
Generations (Wales) Act 2015, National Policy. Highlights policy omissions, and contradictions.
0
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78

Home Builders Federation Ltd

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

78.N1/3.36-3.38/S
Source: Email

Summary: MAC 24
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy,
para.3.36-3.38
Policy: SP1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-02. Housing - Distribution and Numbers

Support Noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC24 relating to reasoned justification to policy SP1 (WG household projections and the Plan's housing requirement)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The HBF supports the Councils position with regard to the latest WG household projections and its decision not to look to reduce the housing requirement for the plan.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
None

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
The HBF supports the Councils position with regard to the latest WG household projections and its decision not to look to reduce the housing requirement for the plan.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
78.N2/4.2.68/DM1
Source: Email

13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

Summary: MAC 61
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained
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Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 61
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.68
Policy: DM12

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-10. Welsh Language and Culture and Heritage

The Council understands the concerns raised by the Representor in respect of the uncertainty that may result from the wording of the reasoned justification and resulting impact
on developers, and particularly in view of national guidance within TAN 20 (updated in October 2017). The policy has, therefore, been reviewed and possible changes aimed at
addressing the concerns raised have been considered. Suggested changes to policy DM12 and it’s reasoned justification for the Inspector's consideration are contained within the
updated Consultation Report (December 2017).

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC61 relating to the amended wording within the reasoned justification to policy DM12

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The HBF are concerned that the amended wording firstly provides uncertainty to developers as it talks about a report maybe being necessary on developments of less than 10
units. So a developer could submit an application and then be told a language impact report is needed causing extra expense and delay to the application process.
Secondly it seems unfair to penalise a developer based on cumulative effect, would this be based on applications submitted or actual developments built. HBF would suggest that
if this cumulative effect is considered acceptable that it should be triggered by implemented developments taking account of the actual of number of units built at the time and if
the site is still being built on.
With regard to the requirement for the developer to carry out a LIA on a windfall site, it should be made clear in the supporting text that this would be the responsibility of the LPA.
In line with Tan 20 which states:
Para. 3.3.1 The LPA is responsible for conducting any assessment and for determining its form.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Amend wording to avoid uncertainty with regard to sites of 10 units or less and clarify the situation with regard to cumulative effect as to what triggers other sites being considered
to be part of this cumulative effect.
Amend wording to avoid confusion over who is responsible for carrying out the LIA.

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

Request to amend wording of para. 4.2.68 to avoid uncertainty regarding:
a) language impact report requirements for sites of 10 units or less;
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27/10/2017

78.N2/4.2.68/DM1
Source: Email

Summary: MAC 61
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

b)b) the trigger for other sites being considered to be part of the cumulative effect, suggesting that implemented developments based on the situation on site at the time;
c) responsibility for carrying out the Language Impact Assessment in line with TAN20.
Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

78.N3//H5
Source: Email

Summary: MAC 97
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: H5

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-04. Housing - Affordable Housing

Support noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC97 relating to additional wording in policy H5 regarding site-by-site negotiation on viability

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The HBF supports the following additional text ‘The provision of affordable housing will be negotiated on a site-by-site basis taking into account the evidenced viability of the
development’.

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
None

Council Response:
Question:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
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Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 97
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Support the following additional text ‘The provision of affordable housing will be negotiated on a site-by-site basis taking into account the evidenced viability of the development’.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
78.N4/4.6.21/H6

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 102
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.6.21
Policy: H6

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-04. Housing - Affordable Housing

The wording of this paragraph refers to the design of social housing being governed by various standards such as DQR and others. Reference to the DQR is only made in the
context of social housing and, therefore, it is not intended to apply to intermediate forms of affordable housing (intermediate for sale or rent). No further change is recommended.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC102 requesting clarity on requirement for affordable housing to meet DQR standards

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The HBF request that the additional wording proposed is amended to make it clear that there is not a requirement for all affordable housing to meet DQR standards. See below
an extract from the Inspector decision notice for the recently adopted Vale of Glamorgan LDP.
‘DQR standards are not an explicit requirement of national policy, although the WG has recently consulted on making such requirements mandatory. However, from the evidence
available, it would appear that the consultation related to Part 4of the Housing (Wales) Act 2014 which permits Welsh Ministers to set mandatory standards where public subsidy
is available. I am not aware of any change at the national level arising from that consultation and, in any event, it is clear that the policy requirement for all affordable dwellings to
meet such standards would go beyond national policy. I do not consider this policy approach has been locally justified.’
In essence the requirement for DQR only applies where public subsidy is used (social Housing Grant) as the WG powers are only available as clauses in the grant.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Amend the wording to make it clear that the requirement to meet Development Quality Requirements standards does not apply to all affordable housing.
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27/10/2017

78.N4/4.6.21/H6
Source: Email

Summary: MAC 102
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Requests an amendment to the wording to make it clear that the requirement to meet DQR standards does not apply to all affordable housing.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

78.N5
Source: Email

Summary: MAC133 - Appendix 2 Supplementary Planning Guidance and Development Briefs
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Appendices
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-14. Miscellaneous

Support noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC133 relating to SPG adoption timescales and prioritisation of SPGs

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

HBF supports the additional ‘timescales for adoption’ column and the priority given to the production of the various SPGS’s.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
None

Council Response:
Question:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
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Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC133 - Appendix 2 Supplementary Planning Guidance and Development Briefs
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Supports the additional ‘timescales for adoption’ column and the priority given to the production of the various SPGS’s.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
78.N6

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 132 - Appendix 1 LDP Employment and Housing Sites
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Appendices
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-03. Housing - Delivery and Infrastructure

The Council was advised by Welsh Government in their FFC representation (1084.U8) that phasing of sites should be embedded in the Plan. At Hearing Session 3 the Council
recommended to the Inspector that an additional column be inserted into Appendix 1 to set this out and that the amended Appendix 1 would be presented with the Council’s
statement to Hearing Session 6. Subsequently, a revised Appendix 1, including the indicative phasing column, was agreed through Action Point 7 to Hearing Session 6.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC132 querying insertion of indicative phasing column in Appendix 1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The HBF question the inclusion of the additional column ‘Indicative Phasing’. There is no phasing policy within the plan and there is no Annual Monitor requirement regarding
phasing, so the HBF cannot see what purpose this column serves. The HBF are concerned that objectors to development that comes forward in advance of the ‘Indicative
Phasing’ will use this as a reason to delay development as they will argue that the proposal is not in accord with the plan. It is also not clear what evidence has been used to
decide which phase a development falls under, so the phasing chosen for each site cannot be commented on.

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Delete the column as it serves no useful purpose and adds potential confusion.
0
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Source: Email
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

Summary: MAC 132 - Appendix 1 LDP Employment and Housing Sites
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Summary of Representation
Objection to the phasing column in Appendix 1 to the plan, request to delete the column as it serves no useful purpose and adds potential confusion.
0
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131

New Radnor Community Council

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
131.N1//W2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 121 - Anerobic Digestion in W2. NOT DULY MADE
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: W2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste

Thank you for your Representation. However these comments with regards Anaerobic Digestion and its regulation do not relate to the contents of MAC121 which is concerned
with waste management development proposals. As a result the Council considers that this part of the Representation is Not Duly Made

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC 121 comment does not relate to MAC and the issue of waste managment proposals

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

Anaerobic digestion - there seems to be no proper regulation in place and there should be a separate category for these units. At the moment it is dealt with under renewable
energy and waste management. There are no real safeguards against air pollution or offensive odours for instance.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Request a separate category for Anerobic digestion. NOT DULYMADE.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
131.N2//RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 124 - Anerobic Digestion
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1
13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy
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30/10/2017

Source: Email

Type: Comment

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 124 - Anerobic Digestion
Status Maintained

Mode

The Council disagrees with this representation. Any development proposal would be assessed against all the policies in the Plan. Detailed site assessments would be required to
determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable. The reasoned justification (MAC124) makes specific reference to "...odour associated with anaerobic
digestion" and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC124 concerns the omission of anerobic digestors from Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Anaerobic digestion - there seems to be no proper regulation in place and there should be a separate category for these units. At the moment it is dealt with under renewable
energy and waste management. There are no real safeguards against air pollution or offensive odours for instance.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Request a separate category for Anerobic digestion

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
131.N4/4.2.7/RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC123 - Objects to evidence behind Policy 123
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.7
Policy: RE1

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy
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131.N4/4.2.7/RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Type: Objection

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC123 - Objects to evidence behind Policy 123
Status Maintained

Mode

The Council notes the comments but disagrees with the Representor. The categorisation of landscapes for the Renewable Energy Assessment was carried out by independent
consultants as part of the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment. This employed a robust and repeatable methodology that enabled a fair and uniform approach to be taken to
establish relative landscape sensitivity for solar PV developments across the county. The LDP does recognise the value of tourism and the importance of quality of life, all of
which is reflected in, for example, the LDP's Development Management and Tourism policies. No change to the Plan required.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 regarding a Solar Local Search Area (Policy RE1)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The Council objects to Llandegley Rhos being categorised as medium landscape sensitivity for solar power development, given the comments of the planning committee about
Hendy Windfarm application. It should be high. There needs to be an appreciation of the value of tourism, and the effect on the quality of life for local residents.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
MAC123 - Objects to evidence behind Policy RE1

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
131.N5//RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC124 Local Search Areas
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
131.N5//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Type: Objection

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC124 Local Search Areas
Status Maintained

Mode Written

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic,
development management, landscape and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be
acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC124 regarding a Solar Local Search Area (Policy RE1)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The Council objects to Llandegley Rhos being categorised as medium landscape sensitivity for solar power development, given the comments of the planning committee about
Hendy Windfarm application. It should be high. There needs to be an appreciation of the value of tourism, and the effect on the quality of life for local residents.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
MAC124 - objects to evidence behind Policy RE1

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
131.N6//DM2
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC42 - Intensive Livestock Production. NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM2

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
131.N6//DM2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source:

Type: Not duly made

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC42 - Intensive Livestock Production. NOT DULYMADE.
Mode Written

Status Not duly made or Late

This Representation is Not Duly Made. It does not address the changes specified under MAC42, but raises a more general objection about the lack of a specific policy on
Intensive Livestock.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
The comment does not relate to the content of MAC 42

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

Powys CC has no Intensive Livestock Policy and relies upon NRW to pronounce on this rapidly expanding topic. There have been 18 intensive poultry unit applications in the last
few months and apparently no will to seriously consider the potentially harmful effects of Ammonia and Nitrogen pollution. There are obvious threats to human health, biodiversity
and small scale farming from uncontrolled and unregulated growth intensive livestock production.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
MAC 42 - Comment on Intensive Livestock production. NOT DULYMADE.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

481

Llandrindod Wells Town Council

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd

Late? Status Modified Summary

24/10/2017

481.N1

Source: Post or in person

Summary: Comments on housing numbers and sites in Llandrindod Wells, including the development boundary adjacent to
Woodlands and Hillside
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-02. Housing - Distribution and Numbers

Thank you for your representation. However, the representation relates to land which is not an allocated housing site but lies within the identified Llandrindod Wells development
limits in the LDP. This boundary has been proposed in the Plan since the Revised Draft Deposit Plan in 2015 and as such is not subject to a MAC. The representation, therefore,
is deemed not duly made; any representation on this issue should have been made at an earlier consultation stage.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Not related to a MAC. Comments on housing numbers and sites in Llandrindod Wells, including the development boundary adjacent to Woodlands and Hillside (included in the
Plan at the deposit stage)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We write in response to the Powys LDP team’s documentation consultations held at the Llandrindod Wells PCC offices from Tuesday l9th September 2017 until Monday 30th
October 2017, concerning recent changes to the 2011-2026 Powys LDP, and would like to make the following comments.
There were five documents submitted for review at County Hall and were all dated September 2017.
•The Schedule of Matters Arising Changes - Proposals and Insert maps.
•A Strategic Environmental Assessment - Environmental Report Addendum
•Schedule of Matters Arising Changes - Written Statement – Eng & Welsh.
•The Sustainability Appraisal Report. - Corporate Version
Our particular interest was obviously Llandrindod Wells and in particular the local proposed Dwelling Building sites, the number of proposed dwellings and their location within the
town boundaries. We have submitted our long term vision for Llandrindod for your review and information in previous correspondence.
Our assessment of an overview of the final proposed Powys LDP 2011 – 2016 Dwelling sites in Llandrindod based upon the documents on view at County Hall is:
- Gate Farm – 10 units
- Highland Moors – 16 units – 3 phases – 2011/16, 2016/21, 2021/26
- Auto Palace – 22 units
- Crabtree Green – 50 units – 30% affordable
- Tremont Park ext – 122 units 30% affordable. 3 phases – 2011/16, 2016/21, 2021/26

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd

Late? Status Modified Summary

24/10/2017

481.N1

Source: Post or in person

Summary: Comments on housing numbers and sites in Llandrindod Wells, including the development boundary adjacent to
Woodlands and Hillside
Type: Not duly made

Mode

Status Not duly made or Late

- Ithon Road - 122 units – 30% affordable. 3 phases – 2011/16, 2016/21, 2021/28
- Ridgebourne Drive – 100 units – 30% affordable. 3 phases 2011/16, 2016/21, 2016/26
- Crossgates Ashfield Meadows – 15 units. 3 phases 2011/16, 2016/21, 2021/26
- Crossgates – Land south of Studio Cottage – 19 units – 30% affordable
A total of 442 + 34 at Crossgates
It would be appreciated if you could confirm our understanding of the Powys LDP proposed Llandrindod Wells building sites schedule in its final form. As you will appreciate there
has been several changes, both in and out, during the past seven years and we would like to upgrade our internal records.
However Map no. P28B Llandrindod Wells. Now shows the three sites, no 24, 746 and 953 (Located around Cefnllys School and to the rear of Woodlands estate) all clearly
within the Town Boundary, but not scheduled as development sites within the 2011 – 2026 LDP.
These sites and this area, prior to the 2011 – 2016 LDP were not previously within the Town Boundary, and were marked as a rural relief buffer zone. Does their inclusion within
the Town boundary now mean that they could be scheduled for, or marked down for possible development, sometime in the future? Or are they still marked within the 2011-2026
LDP as a future rural relief buffer zone?
The changes to the written statement were extensive, and impossible to evaluate in any fine detail. So it is possible that some flexibility has been granted to the PCC and its
Planning Dept and WAG to make some changes and other interpretations within the LDP in the future. We will have to accept your good faith in these matters.
Our final comment, is, where will the employment growth come from in Llandrindod and who will buy these new 442 houses? If it is older immigrants from the Midlands then our
local Powys Care System will come under even greater strain. The recently well documented long term aging profile of Powys, and its long term funding ability, is of real concern
to all Powys residents.
Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:

Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

NOT DULY MADE as not relating to any specific MACs. Enquiries concerning housing numbers and sites in Llandrindod, and the inclusion of candidate sites 24, 746 and 953
within the development boundary of Llandrindod Wells. Also commenting on employment growth, who will buy the new homes, immigration, ageing population and the pressure
on the care system. The Council has provided a response to the Town Council in respect of their queries.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

505

Llansantffraid and Deytheur Community Council

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
505.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123 and MAC 124 Policy RE1 and Reasoned Justification
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. Paragraph 4.10.12, in referring to “immediately adjacent to” quotes TAN8 para 8.4 in the context of landscape change. Criterion 1
of Policy RE1 refers to ""close to"" in relation to wind energy developments greater than 25MW being located close to the boundaries of SSAs in line with paragaph 2.4 of TAN8,
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 and M124 regarding specific wording in Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

MAC123 Renewable Energy para. 1 states that “Wind energy proposals (greater than 25MW) will only be supported/permitted in appropriate locations within or close to the
boundaries of …SSAs…”
Later, MAC124 para. 4.10.6 has a similar phrase “…acceptable within or close to the boundaries…”.
Phrases like “close to” are intrinsically subjective and open to interpretation. So they should not appear in a document such as the LDP unless properly defined.

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

Delete “or close to” in both cases

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Object and request the removal of the word 'close to' in the following:
RE1 Policy - “Wind energy proposals (greater than 25MW) will only be supported/permitted in appropriate locations within or close to the boundaries of …SSAs…”
para. 4.10.6 (reasoned justification to RE1) “…acceptable within or close to the boundaries…”.

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
505.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123 and MAC 124 Policy RE1 and Reasoned Justification
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
505.N2/4.2.85/DM

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC67 Para. 4.2.85
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.85
Policy: DM13

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this Representation. National Grid proposals would be a national infrastructure project with a separate consenting regime. A Statement of Common
Ground has been published between the Council and the two electricity distribution network operators within the County [ED078] and the Plan recognises that improvements to
the grid infrastructure will be necessary to meet the future needs of Powys' communities. The paragraph quotes 2.13 of TAN8 and therefore no further changes are required to
make the Plan sound.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC67 seeking deletion of para 4.2.85 from rj of Policy DM13

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
MAC67- Para 4.2.85 claims that “new infrastructure” – by which is meant new electricity sub-stations and power transmission lines – will “improve the resilience of the local
network which will provide benefits for communities across Powys in line with…TAN8.”
This statement is not true and no evidence is provided by the Powys planners to support it. So far as can be established, the 400kV power line proposed by National Grid to
export power produced by RE projects in upland Powys to the grid in England would have zero impact on local supply and distribution networks. Even if (unlikely) it could be
shown to have some positive consequences the transmission line cost of £400-500 million would be ludicrously out of scale with any possible benefits.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Delete the whole of para. 4.2.85
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
505.N2/4.2.85/DM

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC67 Para. 4.2.85
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Delete the whole of para. 4.2.85 regarding new infrastructure” – by which is meant new electricity sub-stations and power transmission lines – will “improve the resilience of the
local network which will provide benefits for communities across Powys in line with…TAN8.”

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
505.N3//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this Representation. Renewable energy development proposals would have to consider all appropriate policies in the Plan including those relevant to
tourism development and all the development management policies including DM13 Design & Resources. As a result, there is no need to reiterate other policies in the Plan, and
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 regarding specific wording in Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
MAC123 Renewable Energy para. 4 states that RE proposals “…shall not have an unacceptable adverse effect on: “and goes on to list a series of matters numbered i to x (1-10)
such as landscape, highway safety etc.
But para. 4 fails to mention the downstream impact and potential severe economic damage that may result from inappropriate RE and associated infrastructure proposals. We
are especially concerned here about the disastrous economic effects of the 32-mile 400 kV transmission line mostly on 50+ metre-high pylons which National Grid has proposed
to export the power generated by large-scale RE schemes in upland Powys via the Vyrnwy valley and Llansantffraid to the grid in England.

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
505.N3//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

That proposal (the controversial “Mid Wales Connection”) would be very damaging not only to our Powys landscape and amenities but would severely affect our tourist
businesses and the many jobs and other businesses that depend on them. The latest proposal by National Grid is to thread the power line through Llansantffraid, crossing the
river Vyrnwy 12 times in 3 miles, on a route that would be visible from all 5 of our local caravan parks which have over 850 static caravans and up to 2,000 tourists resident each
night. At the time of writing (October 2017) the Mid Wales Connection is indefinitely suspended but we see it as vital that Powys should recognize the dangers inherent in such
wrong and inapt proposals.
So we suggest providing the same protection from development that is given to “existing and established tourism assets and attractions” under MAC62 – Policy DM13 - Design
and Resources. Our suggested wording below reflects the fact that it is not only the caravan parks that are at risk from inappropriate RE projects but also the local businesses
(and jobs) that serve them.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
The following text should be added as an item to the list in MAC123 para. 4 (p. 83 in schedule):
xi Existing and established tourism-related businesses such as chalet and caravan parks, hotels, bed and breakfast establishments and the shops, restaurants etc. that serve and
depend on those businesses.

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation

Addition of text to Policy RE1 to give the same protection from development that is given to “existing and established tourism assets and attractions” under MAC62 – Policy
DM13 - Design and Resources. The suggested wording reflects the fact that it is not only the caravan parks that are at risk from inappropriate RE projects but also the local
businesses (and jobs) that serve them. The representation makes reference to grid connection as well as the renewable energy itself.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
505.N4/4.2.75/DM
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Summary: MAC63 - Tourism Assets
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.75
Policy: DM13

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
505.N4/4.2.75/DM

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Type: Objection

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC63 - Tourism Assets
Mode Written

Status Maintained

The Council fully recognises the importance of chalet and static caravan parks together with all other tourism facilities to the local economy. Paragraph 4.2.75 contains a list of
tourism facilities as examples and is not intended to be comprehensive or exclusive. Additional examples are not necessary in this sentence to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC63 requesting additional wording in paragraph 4.2.75 of Policy DM13

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

The MAC fails to mention the major Powys tourism business model of chalet and static caravan parks. These parks are vital to our local economy and account for over 90% of
tourist numbers. in Llansantffraid. There are 5 caravan parks in Llansantffraid with over 850 chalets and caravans. It is estimated that there are 1-2,000 tourists in residence in the
parks every night throughout the summer months and significant numbers all through the year.
The parks have been blighted for several years by the National Grid proposals to construct a 400 kV power line on 50+ metre high pylons through Llansantffraid next to the parks,
crossing the Vyrnwy 12 times in 3 miles and destroying the river landscape and amenities enjoyed by tourists and residents alike. The National Grid proposals are indefinitely
suspended at the time of writing.
The sole purpose of the proposed National Grid line would be to serve renewable energy wind and solar generating projects (if approved) in upland Powys by exporting the
electricity across the Shropshire border to England.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Change the wording (penultimate line) to “… chalet and caravan parks, hotels, bed and breakfast establishments, visitor centres…”
NB New wording "chalet and caravan park"

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

The MAC (para 4.2.75) fails to mention the major Powys tourism business model of chalet and static caravan parks suggested wording change to incorporate "chalet and
caravan park".
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

514

Meifod Community Council

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
514.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this Representation. Renewable energy development proposals would have to consider all appropriate policies in the Plan including those relevant to
tourism development and all the development management policies including DM13 Design & Resources. As a result, there is no need to reiterate other policies in the Plan, and
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 regarding section 4 of Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

The EU Environment Impact Directive requires assessment of the cumulative impact of the whole project of energy generation and its connection infrastructure to the existing
grid. Wales’ new DNS consenting regime also specifies renewable energy developers should include assessment of connection infrastructure at the pre-planning stage in line
with the EU requirement.
Any associated infrastructure; pylons, power lines, transformer sites, substations, and their construction, will not only extend the intrusive landscape character of solar and wind
developments but will also have significant impact on the health and economic and social well-being of affected communities.
Section 4 of MAC 123 fails to take account of the potential economic harm to communities of such infrastructure connections and is not fit for purpose in relation to European and
Welsh energy planning for the 21st Century. It also contradicts the spirit of section 3.2.27 and 3.2.28 to protect rural areas from inappropriate development. The idea that
developments of National Significance trump other considerations is not sustainable or consistent with the Well-Being of Future Generations.
While the National Grid Mid-Wales connection is currently on hold there are still agreements in place with developers and the dangers to the Meifod community should be
recognised in the Powys LDP. Both tourism and farming and the businesses that serve them in Meifod and its sister community in Llansantffraid would be severely damaged by
the construction of a high voltage power line in the valley. So we suggest providing the same protection from development that is given to “existing and established tourism assets
and attractions” under MAC62 – Policy DM13 - Design and Resources. Our suggested wording below reflects the fact that it is not only the caravan parks that are at risk from
inappropriate RE projects but also the local businesses (and jobs) that serve them.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
The following text should be added as an item to the list in MAC123 para. 4 (p. 83 in schedule):
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
514.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

xi. Existing and established agriculture and tourism-related businesses such as chalet and caravan parks, hotels, bed and breakfast establishments and the shops, restaurants
etc. that serve and depend on those businesses.
Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
MAC 123 Policy RE1. The issues on this topic were inadequately addressed at the Hearing in June 2017 because the letter from SPEN was tabled at the meeting giving
respondents no time to prepare their evidence.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Addition of text to Policy RE1 to give the same protection from development that is given to “existing and established tourism assets and attractions” under MAC62 – Policy
DM13 - Design and Resources. The suggested wording reflects the fact that it is not only the caravan parks that are at risk from inappropriate RE projects but also the local
businesses (and jobs) that serve them. The representation makes reference to grid connection as well as the renewable energy itself.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
514.N2/4.2.85/DM

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 67 Reasoned Justification to DM13
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.85
Policy: DM13

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. Paragraph 4.2.85 relates to all types of utilities development and the Council considers that it would be unreasonable for all types
of development to connect to local energy systems especially when the distribution network operators (DNOs) have raised no objections to connections to the grid. The
location of energy generation development is a matter for developers to determine in consultation with the DNOs. Therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the
Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Submitted against MAC67 regarding wording of para 4.2.85 in reasoned justification of Policy DM13
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
514.N2/4.2.85/DM

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 67 Reasoned Justification to DM13
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
PLEASE NOTE: This MAC should be read in conjunction with the whole paragraph in the Composite Version Incorporating Matters Arising Changes. Proposed changes in the
current consultation document would not make sense without rewriting the rest of the paragraph.
Paragraph 4.2.85 refers to Utility infrastructure encompassing services such as water supply, sewerage treatment, electricity, gas and heat supplies, and telecommunications.
This entire section is hopelessly muddled.
The first two sentences refer to Utilities in general, which are treated individually in further sub-sections. Sentences 3-5 confine themselves to energy infrastructure. Sentences
are poorly constructed and confusing. Do the authors mean new housing development or renewable energy developments? The 26/6/17 communication from SPEN is quoted
out of context and the points made in the Statement of Common Ground between Scottish Power and Western Power Distribution (Ref ED078) are muddled. Since it is unclear
what kind of developments are meant here it is impossible to guess why a “wider strategic network upgrade” is required. How will hard pressed Councillors be expected to
interpret such muddled and imprecise wording in future planning decisions?
To be consistent with other paragraphs referring to individual utilities (4.2.86-4.2.89), energy infrastructure should have two new paragraphs rather than being conflated with the
first part of section 4.2.85.
To maintain absolute clarity, it is vital to distinguish between distribution networks (the responsibility of SPEN) and transmission networks (the responsibility of National Grid plc).
While improving the resilience of local distribution networks will undoubtedly benefit local communities, construction of a high voltage line to connect new power stations (wind
and solar) to the national grid should be treated as a separate issue, as the supposed benefits are highly questionable. Specific protection from harm to local social and
economic activities and employment, especially agriculture, tourism and related businesses, which are the mainstay of our economy is fundamental to the sustainability of future
developments in those sectors that will benefit local communities in and around Meifod.
Since Powys already generates more renewable energy than it uses, energy generated by the proposed solar farms will be destined for export to England, requiring the
construction of a high voltage transmission line. There will also be a need for electricity sub-stations to connect solar farms in the various LSAs to a high voltage line. (Steven
Edwards’ letter of 26/7/17 and para 2 in 1.3 in the Statement of Common Ground. ED078)
Historically, Powys County Council has been opposed to the construction of a 400kV line and sub-station to connect wind farms with the national grid. This was supported by
community surveys, conducted in 2011 and 2013, in which an average of 92% of those surveyed were opposed to the construction of a high voltage line. The mere threat of the
power lines was sufficient to cause demonstrable property blight and harm to local businesses and evidence of the harm already caused was given to the CPI in 2014.
Furthermore, a report on the impact of onshore wind on tourism produced by Regeneris Consulting Ltd. for the Welsh Government in 2014 found that consistently negative visitor
opinions of grid infrastructure presents an increased risk for tourism where power lines are proposed.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Delete the following in 4.2.85 (composite document)
“Where possible, practical and not an undue burden, particularly likely to be the case where there exists little or no infrastructure or spare grid capacity, developments should
utilise sustainable, low and zero carbon energy technologies. Where this is not possible, developments should be connected to the existing infrastructure but in locations where
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
514.N2/4.2.85/DM

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 67 Reasoned Justification to DM13
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

there is no spare capacity, future development will include provision for increasing the existing capacity and developers will need to work closely with utility providers in providing
new infrastructure where it is required. The creation of extra capacity will improve the resilience of the local network which will provide benefits for communities across Powys in
line with Paragraph 2.13 of Annex C, of TAN8”
New section 4.2.86
New housing developments should utilise locally generated, sustainable, low and zero carbon energy technologies. Where this is not possible, developments should be
connected to existing infrastructure. In locations where there is no spare capacity, future development will include provision for increasing the existing capacity and improving the
resilience of local distribution networks.
New section 4.2.87
New energy generation developments should be sited close to the existing 33kv network. Any new generation that is sited where there is limited or no capacity will need to make
provision for network upgrades, potentially with developers working together to fund investment into both their own individual connections and the wider strategic network upgrade
required. Such developments must take account of the significant cumulative impact of downstream infrastructure (high voltage transmission lines, electricity sub-stations, roads)
on economic activities and social well-being of communities that are not served by the new supply.
Renumber subsequent sub-sections in section 4.
Council Response:

Question:
Representation Texts:

0

Summary of Representation
Concerns over the wording in the reasoned justification to the Utilities section of Policy DM13 Design and Resources. Amended wording suggested.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
514.N3/4.10.6/RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 124 reasoned justification to Policy RE1
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.10.6
Policy: RE1

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
514.N3/4.10.6/RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Type: Objection

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 124 reasoned justification to Policy RE1
Mode Written

Status Maintained

The Council disagrees with this representation. Paragraph 4.10.12, in referring to “immediately adjacent to” quotes TAN8 para 8.4 in the context of landscape change. Criterion 1
of Policy RE1 refers to ""close to"" in relation to wind energy developments greater than 25MW being located close to the boundaries of SSAs in line with paragaph 2.4 of TAN8,
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against M124 regarding specific wording in Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The term used by the Welsh Government in this context is “immediately adjacent to”. In legal usage this means “adjoining” or “abutting” rather than “in the vicinity” implied by
Powys County Council’s use of the term “close to”. (Ref. MAC 124 para 4.10.12)
“Close to” is a vague lay term that requires definition and should not be used in a Policy document such as the LDP. Its use is inconsistent with the Welsh Government’s
sppecification “immediately adjacent to” and contradicts TAN 8 policy objective to maintain landscape character outside SSA boundaries.
All land surrounding the boundaries of SSAs is constrained by definition. It has already been determined in the 2014 Conjoined Public Inquiry into applications for 5 wind farms
that some areas within the SSAs are also constrained where the siting of individual turbines is concerned.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Delete “or close to”
Delete “ acceptable sites close to SSAs will be those that provide robust evidence that the land is suitably unconstrained in line with TAN8.”

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Concern over the use of the words "close to" in the resoned justification to Policy RE1
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
514.N4//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. Paragraph 4.10.12, in referring to “immediately adjacent to” quotes TAN8 para 8.4 in the context of landscape change. Criterion 1
of Policy RE1 refers to ""close to"" in relation to wind energy developments greater than 25MW being located close to the boundaries of SSAs in line with paragaph 2.4 of TAN8,
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against M123 regarding specific wording in Policy RE1

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Representation Details
The term used by the Welsh Government in this context is “immediately adjacent to”. In legal usage this means “adjoining” or “abutting” rather than “in the vicinity” implied by
Powys County Council’s casual use of the term “close to”. (Ref. MAC 124 para 4.10.12)
“Close to” is a vague lay term that requires definition and should not be used in a Policy document such as the LDP. Its use is inconsistent with the Welsh Government’s use of
“immediately adjacent to” and contradicts TAN 8 policy objective to maintain existing landscape character outside SSA boundaries.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Delete “or close to”

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

Objection to the use of the phrase "close to" in Policy RE1 (1)
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

525

Presteigne & Norton Town Council

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
525.N1//DM16

Late? Status Modified Summary

23/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC73
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM16

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Duly Made / Not Duly Made Reason

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

Submitted against MAC73 seeks the safeguarding of an employment site in the context of Policy DM16

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Thank you for the representation. It would not be appropriate or practical for the LDP to identify every employment premise that should be protected in accordance with Policy
DM16. However, it is considered that the policy as worded does provide protection through its criteria to ensure that the Countrywide site is retained for future employment uses.
Therefore, the Council recommends no further change to the LDP is required.

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

The Town Council would like the present Countrywide Site to be included under the list of protected employment sites (candidate site reference 871).

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Include present Countrywide site under list of protected employment sites.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

541

Agent:

Ystradgynlais Town Council

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
541.N1//H5

J.G. Jones

Late? Status Modified Summary

11/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC97 NOT DULY MADE
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement
Policy: H5

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-04. Housing - Affordable Housing

This representation on the topic of Affordable Housing Contributions does not address a MAC. The 0% Affordable Housing Contribution was applied to the South West of Powys
during the Further Focussed Change stage of the LDP process and so is not a change that can be commented on at the Matters Arising Change stage. As a result
Representation 541.N1 is Not Duly Made.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against but not related to MAC 97. Relating to 0% affordable housing contribution in South West Policy H5. This change was consulted upon at FFC stage.

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

For information the Ystradgynlais Town Council considered the matters arising changes at its meeting held on 4th October 2017. It resolved at that meeting to again make
representation regarding the target contribution for affordable housing proposed for South West Powys which has been set at a 0% provision.
With regard to soundness it does not seem equitable that with a national target of 20,000 affordable homes in Wales and a Powys target of 952 within the plan period that the
target contribution in the South West of Powys should be zero. A return to a minimum of 10% as originally proposed would be preferred and more logical and also in line with one
of the LDP key objectives in relation to affordable housing.
Whilst it is accepted that developers of five or more dwellings could still choose to construct affordable units it is put forward that the contribution policy is unlikely to promote any
affordable units which is considered inappropriate for the area of south west Powys where there is a known local demand for such affordable dwellings.
Whilst the Ystradgynlais Town Council accepts that the provision within the LDP of a relatively large number of housing units relative to the existing housing stock in its
administrative area is progressive and potentially job creating it questions whether or not the developments will actually materialise during the plan period to 2026. It is
understood that site construction delivery is stymied by restrictions in current local utility infrastructure. It is put forward that site viability should not therefore be achieved through
the removal of affordable housing contributions on developers.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Amend Policy H5 Affordable Housing as follows:
•South West Powys – 10% contribution

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
541.N1//H5
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

11/10/2017

Summary: MAC97 NOT DULY MADE
Type: Not duly made

Mode Written

Status Not duly made or Late

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objects to 0% affordable housing in Ystradgynlais area.
[Note - NOT DULY MADE as the representation does not relate to a Matters Arising Change - the change to the affordable housing contribution target for Ystradgynlais from 10%
to 0% was made at FFC stage]

Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

1084

Welsh Government

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1084.N1//DM12

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC60
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM12

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-10. Welsh Language and Culture and Heritage

The Council understands the concerns raised by the Representor in respect of the consistency of policy DM12 and its reasoned justification, and particularly in view of national
guidance within TAN 20 (updated in October 2017). The policy has, therefore, been reviewed and possible changes aimed at addressing the concerns raised have been
considered. Suggested changes to policy DM12 and it’s reasoned justification for the Inspector's consideration are contained within the updated Consultation Report (December
2017).

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC60 referring to clarity and inconsistency between policy DM12 and the reasoned justification and with updated TAN20

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The policy and its supporting text remain unclear, is internally inconsistent and contrary to TAN 20. Because of these inconsistencies it is also unclear how/where this policy will
be implemented in practice.
Policy DM12 focusses on 10 or more dwellings, relating to those identified settlements within Community Council areas where 25% of the population speak Welsh. The additional
text in paragraph 4.2.63 now lists those Community Council areas where 25% of the population speak Welsh. It is assumed that the Community Council areas are more
expansive than the settlements listed in DM12. The policy could be applied to any location within the Community Council area, rather than the specified settlement. This is
contrary to the policy. The policy and/or reasoned justification should be amended so that it is clear where policy DM12 applies. In summary, it is still
unclear as to where this policy applies in spatial terms. In addition, paragraph 4.3.68 further confuses matters. Firstly it introduces a new policy which is not appropriate for the
reasoned justification. If it is the intention to ask for a Welsh Language Action Plan for those small villages identified in 4.2.68 of 10 units or under, this should be set out in policy
DM12. Where is the evidence to support this new approach? Why introduce this new approach now? If this were to be the case the list of small settlements should be identified
in Policy DM12 and the policy wording amended, reflecting the difference in scale. This does reinforce the point above that it would appear the policy is trying to be applied to any
location in the Community Council area.
Paragraph 4.2.68 also introduces” ... or where developments are proposed implying sites of a different scale to that set out above (less than 10 units) above 10 units would be
subject to a Language Action Plan, but only in small villages? The paragraph also goes onto to refer to cumulative impact on the Welsh Language which would warrant mitigation
measures’ in small villages. While it is appropriate to make reference to unidentified windfalls in Welsh Language sensitive areas being subject to an assessment of impact, this
should not apply to the level of
growth already included in the plan. In essence, the level of growth in small settlements has already been considered as part of the SA of the plan. This approach is contrary to
TAN 20.
The final section of paragraph 4.2.68 states that large unanticipated windfall development of a large scale (presumably above 10 units, or S in small villages, but not stated) in

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1084.N1//DM12

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC60
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Welsh Language Speaking Strongholds will be required to submit a Language Impact Assessment. This is policy and should be contained in the policy.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Changes required to the policy and reasoned justification to make it clear where the policy applies. If the intention is to ask for a Welsh Language Action Plan in Small Villages,
the list of small settlements should be identified in the policy. The requirement for a Welsh Language Impact Assessment in connection with large unanticipated windfall
development should be included in the policy.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Concerns regarding inconsistency between policy DM12 and its reasoned justification and that it is contrary to TAN20. Requests amendments for clarity regarding:
1) the spatial application of the policy;
2) the approach towards Welsh Language Action Plans in Small Villages;
3) the assessment requirements for unanticipated windfall development.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1084.N2//DM12

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC61
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM12

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Council Response:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-10. Welsh Language and Culture and Heritage

The Council understands the concerns raised by the Representor in respect of the consistency of policy DM12 and its reasoned justification, and particularly in view of national
guidance within TAN 20 (updated in October 2017). The policy has, therefore, been reviewed and possible changes aimed at addressing the concerns raised have been
considered. Suggested changes to policy DM12 and it’s reasoned justification for the Inspector's consideration are contained within the updated Consultation Report (December
2017).
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1084.N2//DM12

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

Source:
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC61
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Submitted against MAC61 and refers to issues of clarity and inconsistency between policy DM12 and the reasoned justification and with updated TAN20

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The policy and its supporting text remain unclear, is internally inconsistent and contrary to TAN 20. Because of these inconsistencies it is also unclear how/where this policy will
be implemented in practice.
Policy DM12 focusses on 10 or more dwellings, relating to those identified settlements within Community Council areas where 25% of the population speak Welsh. The additional
text in paragraph 4.2.63 now lists those Community Council areas where 25% of the population speak Welsh. It is assumed that the Community Council areas are more
expansive than the settlements listed in DM12. The policy could be applied to any location within the Community Council area, rather than the specified settlement. This is
contrary to the policy. The policy and/or reasoned justification should be amended so that it is clear where policy DM12 applies. In summary, it is still
unclear as to where this policy applies in spatial terms.
In addition, paragraph 4.3.68 further confuses matters. Firstly it introduces a new policy which is not appropriate for the reasoned justification. If it is the intention to ask for a
Welsh Language Action Plan for those small villages identified in 4.2.68 of 10 units or under, this should be set out in policy DM12. Where is the evidence to support this new
approach? Why introduce this new approach now? If this were to be the case the list of small settlements should be identified in Policy DM12 and the policy wording amended,
reflecting the difference in scale. This does
reinforce the point above that it would appear the policy is trying to be applied to any location in the Community Council area.
Paragraph 4.2.68 also introduces” ... or where developments are proposed implying sites of a different scale to that set out above (less than 10 units) above 10 units would be
subject to a Language Action Plan, but only in small villages? The paragraph also goes onto to refer to cumulative impact on the Welsh Language which would warrant mitigation
measures’ in small villages. While it is appropriate to make reference to unidentified windfalls in Welsh Language sensitive areas being subject to an assessment of impact, this
should not apply to the level of
growth already included in the plan. In essence, the level of growth in small settlements has already been considered as part of the SA of the plan. This approach is contrary to
TAN 20.
The final section of paragraph 4.2.68 states that large unanticipated windfall development of a large scale (presumably above 10 units, or S in small villages, but not stated) in
Welsh Language Speaking Strongholds will be required to submit a Language Impact Assessment. This is policy and should be contained in the policy.

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Changes required to the policy and reasoned justification to make it clear where the policy applies. If the intention is to ask for a Welsh Language Action Plan in Small Villages,
the list of small settlements should be identified in the policy. The requirement for a Welsh Language Impact Assessment in connection with large unanticipated windfall
development should be included in the policy.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Concerns regarding inconsistency between policy DM12 and its reasoned justification and that it is contrary to TAN20. Requests amendments for clarity regarding:
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1084.N2//DM12
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

Summary: MAC61
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

1) the spatial application of the policy;
2) the approach towards Welsh Language Action Plans in Small Villages;
3) the assessment requirements for unanticipated windfall development.
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

1481

The Coal Authority

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N1//DM8

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC52
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM8

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste

Comment is noted and no changes to the plan are considered necessary.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC52 relating to policy DM8

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The Coal Authority has no objection to the proposed changes.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N2//DM8
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Summary: MAC53
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM8

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N2//DM8

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Source:

Type: Comment

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC53
Status Maintained

Mode Written

Comment is noted and no changes to the plan are considered necessary.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC53 relating to DM8

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

The Coal Authority has no objection to the proposed changes.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N3/4.2.52/

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC54
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.52
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Support Noted.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC54 regarding changes to reasoned justification to policy DM8

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste

0
Representation Details
The Coal Authority supports the changes proposed.
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N3/4.2.52/

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC54
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N4//DM9

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC55
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM9

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste

Comment is noted and no changes to the plan are considered necessary.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC55 relating to policy DM9

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The Coal Authority has no objection to the proposed changes.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N5/4.2.54/
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Summary: MAC56
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.54
Issue:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N5/4.2.54/

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Source:

Type: Support

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC56
Status Maintained

Mode Written

Support Noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC56 regarding additional text in reasoned justification to policy DM10

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

The Coal Authority supports the additional text added for clarity.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N6/4.2.57/

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC57
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.57
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Support Noted.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC57 regarding additional text in reasoned justification to policy DM10

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste

0
Representation Details
The Coal Authority supports the inclusion of the additional text noted as the proposed change.
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N6/4.2.57/

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC57
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N7//M4

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC126
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: M4

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste

Support Noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC126 regarding policy M4

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The Coal Authority supports the inclusion of Policy M4 which sets out criteria against which proposals for mineral development will be submitted.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N8/4.11.11-4.
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Summary: MAC127
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.11.11-4.11.12
Policy: M4
13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N8/4.11.11-4.

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Source:

Type: Support

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC127
Status Maintained

Mode Written

Support Noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC127 regarding reasoned justification to policy M4

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

The Coal authority supports the inclusion of the supporting text for policy M4.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N9//M5

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC128
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: M5

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Support Noted.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submited against MAC128 regarding policy M5

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste

0
Representation Details
The Coal Authority supports the inclusion of Policy M5.
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N9//M5

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC128
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1481.N10/4.11.13-

Late? Status Modified Summary

16/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC129
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.11.13-4.11.14
Policy: M5

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Support Noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC129 regarding the reasoned justification to policy M5

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste

0
Representation Details
The Coal Authority supports the inclusion of the supporting text for Policy M5.
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

1612

Radnorshire Wildlife Trust

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1612.N1//DM2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC43 - Objection to wording re Local Wildlife Sites and how they are identified
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

Whilst the Council understands that the process of identifying Local Wildlife Sites can also involve the Council and NRW, the Council welcomes the clarification that this
Representation provides. The Council is happy to insert the words 'most frequently' into para 4.2.8 of Policy DM2.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC43 relating to wording in DM2 regarding Local Wildlife Sites

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

Paragraph 4.2.8 states that [Local Wildlife Sites] “are selected using a standard set of criteria justifying their importance for wildlife and are identified and monitored by the Wildlife
Trusts (Brecknock, Montgomeryshire and Radnorshire).”
Whilst Montgomeryshire, Radnorshire and Brecknock Wildlife Trusts have played a major role in this process in the past, we are just one of a number of partners, including
Powys County Council and Natural Resources Wales that have a history of reviewing / selecting Local Wildlife Sites in the county. The way that paragraph 4.2.8 is worded
suggests that the responsibility for Local Wildlife Site identification and monitoring falls solely upon the Wildlife Trusts, which is not accurate.
Reference to identification and monitoring could be removed entirely, otherwise we suggest the following wording as an alternative:
"They are selected using a standard set of criteria justifying their importance for wildlife and are most frequently identified and monitored by the Wildlife Trusts (Brecknock,
Montgomeryshire and Radnorshire).”
Submitted as joint Rep with Brecknock WT (5200), and Radnorshire WT (1612)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Reference to identification and monitoring [of LWS] could be removed entirely, otherwise we suggest the
following wording as an alternative:
"They are selected using a standard set of criteria justifying their importance for wildlife and are most frequently identified and monitored by the Wildlife Trusts (Brecknock,
Montgomeryshire and Radnorshire).”
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1612.N1//DM2
Source: Email
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC43 - Objection to wording re Local Wildlife Sites and how they are identified
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Summary of Representation

MAC43 - Objection to wording re Local Wildlife Sites and how they are identified in Policy DM2, para 4.2.8
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

1933

Agent:

Price, Mr John

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1933.N1//H1

Geraint John Planning Ltd

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC91
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: H1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Whilst the Council acknowledges the Representor's views, it advises that the re-drafted policy and accompanying Reasoned Justification (RJ) is deliberately restrictive to open
market windfall housing developments in Small Villages. The policy and the RJ are worded so as to ensure that the Plan's focus for new housing development remains on the
Towns and Larger Villages in accordance with the growth strategy and the sustainable settlement hierarchy, whilst providing important opportunities to address local affordable
housing need where evidenced. These MAC changes arise from discussions at Hearing Session 3 (Action Points 12 and 13) which included the Inspector indicating verbally
that if Small Villages were in fact suitable for larger scale development, she would expect them to be accorded the appropriate status, ie classified as Large Villages instead.
The Council maintains it's position that Small Villages have been assessed appropriately and that they should be subject to only limited development. The Council has also
amended the Plan's wording to be more explicit on the meaning of infill so as to ensure clarity and consistency in decision making. No further changes to the Plan are therefore
proposed.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC91 regarding changes to policy H1 in respect of Small Villages

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

MAC:2017-02. Housing - Distribution and Numbers

0
Representation Details
Paragraph 4.6.1 Policy H1 Housing Development Proposals
The following representations refer to Representor Ref. 1933 and specifically to land south of Willow Glade, Llanigon (Ref. B21 HA1) and land south of Brooklands, Llanigon (Ref:
ASN70).
The wording of Policy H1 as set out in the Matters Arising Changes provides insufficient flexibility for windfall market housing development by means of infill development or the
logical rounding off or extension to the settlement boundaries in small villages.
In particular, the following references in Item 2 Small Villages of Policy H1 are narrow and restrictive:
(i) “On sites located between existing buildings in an otherwise built up frontage which are capable of accommodating no more than 2 open market dwellings”.
This requirement does not allow sufficient flexibility to allow for sustainable residential development opportunities, which may arise in small villages, but do not meet this very
narrow criterion. This would limit potential windfall housing supply in small village areas.
(ii) “On sites located between existing buildings in an otherwise built up frontage or which form logical extension to the settlement, and which are capable of accommodating no
more than 5 dwellings for affordable housing in accordance with Policy H6.”
This requirement refers only to affordable housing and does not recognise that there may be circumstances where market housing schemes could deliver sustainable residential
development opportunities either as infill development, rounding off or as a logical extension to the settlement.
The accompanying text to Policy H1 in Paragraph 4.6.1 is inconsistent with the wording of Policy H1 itself. It states that,“Small infill sites may be suitable for one or two open
market dwellings but larger infill sites if developed for housing should be developed for no more than five dwellings and must contribute to meeting local affordable housing needs.
Small scale development of no more than five affordable homes may also be permitted on exceptions sites forming logical settlement extensions.”
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1933.N1//H1
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC91
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

The implication of this text is that market housing, which contributes to affordable housing needs, will be acceptable on larger infill sites in small villages. This is not reflected in
Policy H1 which specifically limits the development of such sites to affordable housing in Criterion (ii). Policy H1 should be amended accordingly to reflect this.
Similarly, the accompanying text to Policy H1 states,
“To provide a consistent policy approach towards the development of open market housing in Small Villages, the Council is prepared for larger infill sites (up to five dwellings
maximum) as referred to in 2 ii) to accommodate mixed schemes of open market and affordable dwelling types provided the open market element of the development is for no
more than two dwellings. In such circumstances and to protect the underlying principles of the policy, the planning consent will be conditioned or other mechanisms used to
ensure that the affordable homes are provided alongside or in advance of open market housing on the site.”
This statement is not reflected in Policy H1. Policy H1 should be amended to reflect the intention in Paragraph 4.6.1 that market housing, which contributes to affordable housing
needs, will be acceptable on larger infill sites in small villages.
However, it is considered that the restriction of open market housing to no more than two dwellings is too restrictive. The limitation of two dwellings does not allow sufficient
flexibility in terms of the viability of the development, local demand or housing need. The limitation of no more than two dwellings for larger infill sites in small villages should be
deleted.
The accompanying text to Policy H1 further states,
“In assessing the capacity of Small Village infill sites, the Council will assume a new build density of 2025 dwellings/ha which provides a maximum plot size of 0.05 ha/dwelling.
Sites capable of accommodating no more than two units will therefore be 0.1 ha maximum and sites capable of accommodating no more than 5 units will be 0.25 ha maximum.”
The definition of sites capable of accommodating no more than 2 units as being 0.1ha maximum and five units as being 0.25ha is too restrictive. Such definitions do not provide
sufficient flexibility in terms of the particular characteristics of a site such as topography, access, environmental and landscape features that may arise. This restriction may
prevent otherwise suitable and sustainable sites coming forward for development in the plan period. As such, these definitions should be deleted from the plan.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Amend Policy H1 to provide sufficient flexibility for windfall market housing development by means of infill development or the logical rounding off or extension to the settlement
boundaries in small villages.
Amend Policy H1 to reflect the intention in Paragraph 4.6.1 that open market housing, which contributes to affordable housing needs, will be acceptable on larger infill sites in
small villages.
Amend Paragraph 4.6.1 as follows:
• The restriction of open market housing to no more than two dwellings on larger infill sites is too restrictive. The limitation of no more than two dwellings for larger infill sites in
small villages should be deleted.
• The definition of sites capable of accommodating no more than 2 units as being 0.1ha maximum and five units as being 0.25ha is too restrictive and should be deleted from the
plan.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
We would wish to speak at a Hearing Session as our representation is relevant to the Council’s proposed strategy for housing development in small villages.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to policy H1 and it's reasoned justification as it is not sufficiently flexible for windfall market housing development by means of infill development or the logical roudning
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1933.N1//H1
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC91
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

off or extension to the settlement boundaries in Small Villages. Requesting amendments to the policy and reasoned justification including the deletion of larger infill sites in Small
Villages and of the definition of sites capable of accommdating no more than 2 units as being 0.1 maximum and five units as being 0.25ha.
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

2213

Agent:

National Grid

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
2213.N1

AMEC Foster Wheeler

Late? Status Modified Summary

02/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: No Comments to make on the Plan
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Introduction
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

Thank you for your representation. The Council notes you have no comments to make.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Confirming that no comments on the Plan

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We have reviewed the above consultation document and can confirm that National Grid has no comments to make in response to this consultation

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
No comments to make.
0
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2420

Dulas Ltd

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
2420.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC123 - Objection
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council does not agree with this representation. The RE Topic Paper carries an extensive list of the national, regional and local drivers behind the Policy and its reasoned
justification. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations. There
is no need to repeat national legislation or recent announcements by Welsh Government ministers. The wording of criterion 1 in relation to proposals greater than 25MW “only
“ being supported/permitted is considered correct. The Council will only support such developments within or close to the boundaries of SSAs. Developers proposing smaller
wind energy schemes will need to comply with criterion 1 ii.With regard to the distance from the grid infrastructure, the Council notes the representations. However the council
would contend that applying a 5km buffer would be more restrictive and consequently result in fewer local search areas being identified. The 10km buffer was based upon
previous studies commissioned and published by Welsh Government and the Council consider this to be appropriate evidence. Viability of renewable energy development
proposals can only be informed by prevailing circumstances identified at a site specific level by developers who may look to develop in other locations provided that they meet
Policy RE1 and are in accordance with the Development Plan and all other material considerations.The wording of Criterion 6 was derived as an Action Point following Hearing
session 15.The Council therefore considers no changes are necessary to make the Psound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 regarding Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The proposed policy does not align with PPW 2016 (Chapter 12) which sets out a requirement for local authorities to promote and encourage renewable / low carbon energy
across the Powys administrative area. The policy as stated, and the explanatory text, does little to promote or encourage renewables; instead the Policy RE1 seeks to inhibit the
deployment of renewable energy. There is barely any recognition or the acknowledgement of the positive weight to be attributed to the Strategic Search Areas prescribed through
TAN8, three of which sit in the Powys administrative area, and which therefore are pivotal to the realisation of the Welsh Government’s renewable / low carbon energy targets.
The current framework for Policy RE1 also fails to have regard to the recent Cabinet Secretary for Environment (September 2017) statement on renewable energy which sets out
a requirement for generating 70% of Welsh electricity requirements by 2026. This statement increases the responsibility upon planning authorities to encourage a greater capacity
of acceptable renewable energy schemes in fulfilment of the new target. This is not
acknowledged in the current Plan MAC. The policy statement also included a commitment to creating 1GW of community energy capacity through to 2026 – a matter that
currently entirely overlooked in the draft Plan and MAC.
The current Plan MAC also pays no regard to the provisions of the Environment Act 2016 which sets out a legal obligation on Welsh Government and its constituent authorities to
achieve an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas levels, based on 1990 levels, by 2050. This is a fundamental driver of national devolved planning policy on the decarbonisation,
among other things, of our energy generation capacity.

13/12/2017
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Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC123 - Objection
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Under RE1, Point 1(i) on strategic wind energy uses the term ‘will only be supported’ which is a negatively phrased criterion that will impede and discourage the developer
community from engaging on new projects. The reference, in addition, to criteria 4 – 7 upon which any new proposal is required to prove itself against such stringent tests is
inhibitive, restrictive and sets a very, very high bar which applicants will have to meet. It is contended that the policy as worded does not meet the ambition and spirit of Welsh
Government to decarbonise the economy.
Point 1(ii) gives no detailed guidance or criteria relating to sub 25MW schemes and accordingly there is no or little policy merit attributable to such scales of development. The
policy at it stands will not enable a small developer, landowner(s) or community to formulate a planning justification for new developments and the policy will, as a result,
disincentivise the growth of this sector and more indigenous projects.
In light of the comments below on the Solar LSAs, it is argued that much greater emphasis and encouragement of wind energy is required in order for Powys to make a
meaningfulcontribution, particularly in light of its abundant resource, to targets and to maximising the localised benefits that accrue from such developments.
Point 2 of RE1 specifies a series of Local Search Areas for solar PV farms. Such farms form the basis for the projection of renewable energy capacity in Powys for the plan
period. Regrettably the process for identification of preferred LSAs is flawed and cannot be relied upon for establishing a sound assessment of renewable energy capacity or
setting targets. Principally, the LSAs have been identified on the basis of being within a 10km distance of electricity distribution infrastructure – 33kV, 66kV and 132kV. The
exercise fails to acknowledge the following limitations:
The majority of solar farms should be within 2-5kms of grid to have any chance of connection arrangements that would not entail too high a cost. If the points of connection are
any further than this distance, schemes will be unviable and highly unlikely to be developed unless a local, large consumer of power were available to purchase the power. In
these parts of Wales, such consumers are not typically found in rural locations. Therefore, the use of a 10km distance from grid infrastructure is fundamentally flawed and will
result in a fruitless exercise in prescribing search areas and local capacity that will never be realised.
The capacity of voltage of the available distribution lines in mid Wales is, as many are aware, heavily constrained and thus highly unlikely to have the characteristics that will
enable the development of the LSA sites. In recent years WPD has placed an embargo on any new G59 connections north of Abergavenny and including the
region through to Llangurig – this area is essentially sterilised to new energy generation infrastructure.
Without a practicable and viable grid connection, and in the current climate in which these scales of development are unlikely to benefit from subsidy or the ability to compete at
CFD energy auctions, we predict that very few, perhaps none, of the LSAs are likely ever to be developed.
As an example of the above, LSAs 2B, 3B and 3D sit between Rhayader and Newtown, an area where there is very little availability of grid capacity. There are also no large
consumers of energy who may be inclined to purchase the power from local solar farms. We believe it is highly unlikely that schemes in these LSAs will be realised and as such
the current policy RE1 fails test 2 as the the elements spatial mapping exercise are not
appropriate in prescribing viable areas.
Point 2 also fails to recognise the limited contribution solar farms would have to carbon reduction targets. The wind resource across Powys is much greater than solar, and it is
commonly accepted that solar farms only run at approx. 12% of their installed capacity, whereas wind power often operates at between 25 – 35% of capacity. To place the burden
of capacity on solar farms when, in reality, their output and associated carbon savings are
much, much lower than wind power is misguided and does not make sufficient contribution to the carbon reductions set out in the Environment Act 2016.
Policy RE1 more generally does not give any regard, for both wind and solar, to encouragement or support for community energy developments and JVs with developers, which
would ensure local people are taking ownership of their energy generation, hence making it more sustainable, and which would bring greater socio-economic benefits to the local
area. This is planning policy matter that should be included in a revised policy.
13/12/2017
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2420.N1//RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC123 - Objection
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Point 4 of RE1 places a burden of proof upon new applications that would be highly challenging to meet, whether for strategic and local wind, and solar power. These policy tests
are open to interpretation, as is the introductory phrase “… unacceptable adverse effects”, and both essentially give a platform to the Council to refuse any application they care
not to support, whether it meets national policy tests or not. Our opinion is that the
specification of these policy tests is designed to enable the Council to continue its unethical opposition to schemes that contribute to reducing the effects of climate change and
thereby act in the interests of protecting the environment for future generations of Welsh residents. The proof of this assertion is borne out by the pattern of Powys decisions on
nearly all wind farms in the past decade bar those proposed by local landowners; they have objected to or refused permission for every wind farm scheme except for the Carno
schemes and Tir Gwynt.
Point 6 (second part) specifies that planning permissions will only be extant for a period of 25 years. Such a limitation is unreasonable and an unwarranted penalty on such
schemes without a justifiable purpose for such a restriction. As examples, P&L wind farm is now in its 25th year of operation and continues to generate beneficial energy to the
grid. Whilst a repowering of the site has been approved by the SoS, the scheme could actually continue operation for many more years if there is no route to market for a
repowered scheme. Similarly, Bryn Titli wind farm was first operational in 1994 and continues to this day 23 years on and could, no doubt, continue for many more years. Should
this criterion be approved by the Inspector, it may well curtail renewables capacity in the future that would be crucial in the challenge against climate change. We respectfully
request that the second
part of this criterion is removed.
Overall, it is observed that Powys council, through these MACs, is abrogating it responsibility to harness the resources available to the county and this nation (as required by the
Environment Act 2016) for renewable / low carbon generation, for which it could make a substantial potential contribution. It is also falling well short of the policy requirements in
PPW, TAN8 and recent Ministerial statements to support planning mechanisms to substantially increase the deployment of renewable/low carbon schemes and in so doing fails
the essential requirements set out in the Future Generations Act 2015 to safeguard the future.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
The explanatory text and policy need to include all the legislation and planning policy guidance stated above as the evidence base for planning policy that has informed the
formulation of RE1.
Policy RE1 should be entirely redrafted and presented in a more positive, favourable light that encourages new renewable energy schemes, where environmentally acceptable.
The purpose of such projects in fulfilling carbon reduction and renewable energy targets should be explained and enforced, along with clarity of the benefits that such projects
accrue. The policy also needs to recognise the positive contribution that renewable energy has to a low carbon future and the localised socio-economic benefits of construction
contracts, community benefits and community ownership.
Significant positive weight needs to be stated in respect of environmentally acceptable schemes within and proximate to the SSAs, and greater clarity on development
management criteria for schemes sub 25MW is required.
The introduction of additional REA constraints criteria in the 2017 further version has unnecessarily limited the potential deployment of sub 25MW wind energy schemes. There
are no justifiable grounds for the following, which are matters that can be evaluated, weighed up and decided upon by the development community itself:
Removal of the 7km buffer has been applied around protected landscapes (National Parks and AONBs)
Areas of thick peat should be excluded for constraints mapping at this level as such mapping is indicative only this stage and are not relevant to this strategic level of spatial
mapping.
The 7km buffer around consented wind farms and SSAs should be removed. This mapping criteria is contrary to the policy emphasis which is seeking to concentrate

13/12/2017
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2420.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC123 - Objection
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

development in or close to the SSAs.
The prescription of LSAs for solar PV needs to be reconsidered in light of our representation on the location of sites relative to grid infrastructure. In essence, further investigation
in the grid availability across Powys is required to prescribe preferred search areas. Typically wind farms, if scaled sufficiently, can pay for large scale grid upgrades; solar
schemes cannot and they typically need to work with existing grid capacity.
The criteria in Point 4 should be deleted and replaced with a statement that schemes should meet all other policy tests in the Plan, and should set out a justification for failing to
meet the tests where they do not in the national and international interest.
Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to RE1 Policy wording - not permissive enough, failing to promote and encourage RE, therefore fails requirements of the Env and WbFG Acts

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
2420.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC124 - Objection to Reasoned Justification for RE1
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

The Council disagrees with this representation. There is no need to repeat national legislation in respect to the potential contributions from SSAs, these are already shown in
table RE2, therefore no changes are considered necesaary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC124 regarding reasoned justification to Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

0
Representation Details
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Summary: MAC124 - Objection to Reasoned Justification for RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

In the previous REA update 2016 the proposed capacity for onshore wind was 1,124MWe and this should not have been removed. However, we now see a figure for identifying a
further 4MWe, a radical reduction in the ambitions of the Council and based upon the failure to account for schemes in the SSAs – almost as if they are not there at all, which is a
bit like the Council burying its head in the sand when it comes to strategic scale windpower. This exercise is nothing more than a reductionist effort to negate onshore wind in the
County, which is contrary to international, national and devolved ambitions and targets. In effect Powys is going against global opinion in failing to recognise the importance of
wind power to economic and low carbon development in the interests of future generations, and in so doing makes of itself a pariah among institutions who have a responsibility
for protecting the future generations from the effects of global warming.
Table RE2 should include a figure for potential installed capacity of wind power by 2026 including the SSA contribution. Currently the figure excludes SSAs and as such does not
fairly represent the contribution that SSAs can make to national and local targets. The table as its stands prohibits developers making a justification for new capacity on the basis
of contribution to local targets, which is against the requirements of PPW and TAN8.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
The explanatory text needs to ensure thorough reference to background legislation and national planning policy as part of the evidence base that is informing the formulation of
the Powys Plan and RE1. Examples include reinserting the reference to Energy Wales 2012, and at a high level including reference to Environment Act carbon reduction
ambitions and other recent Ministerial statements on planning policy targets for renewables/low carbon
energy.
We request that there is recalibration of emphasis onto wind and away from solar power, primarily because Powys is a better location for wind power and will bring greater
benefits to the county. The tables in RE2 should be adjusted to reflect this.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to Reasoned Justification for Policy RE1 the potential installed capacity of wind power (not set high enough)
0
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Agent:

Wilding, Mr John

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
2757.N1//H1

Geraint John Planning Ltd

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC91
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: H1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-02. Housing - Distribution and Numbers

Whilst the Council acknowledges the Representor's views, it advises that the re-drafted policy and accompanying Reasoned Justification (RJ) is deliberately restrictive to open
market windfall housing developments in Small Villages. The policy and the RJ are worded so as to ensure that the Plan's focus for new housing development remains on the
Towns and Larger Villages in accordance with the growth strategy and the sustainable settlement hierarchy, whilst providing important opportunities to address local affordable
housing need where evidenced. These MAC changes arise from discussions at Hearing Session 3 (Action Points 12 and 13) which included the Inspector indicating verbally
that if Small Villages were in fact suitable for larger scale development, she would expect them to be accorded the appropriate status, ie classified as Large Villages instead.
The Council maintains it's position that Small Villages have been assessed appropriately and that they should be subject to only limited development. The Council has also
amended the Plan's wording to be more explicit on the meaning of infill so as to ensure clarity and consistency in decision making. No further changes to the Plan are therefore
proposed.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC91 regarding changes to policy H1 in respect of Small Villages

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
Paragraph 4.6.1 Policy H1 Housing Development Proposals
The following representations refer to representations submitted on behalf of John Wilding (Representor Ref. 2757) and specifically to land at Orchard’s End and Jacks View,
Norton (Candidate site ref. 84, 174 and 175).
The wording of Policy H1 as set out in the Matters Arising Changes provides insufficient flexibility for windfall market housing development by means of infill development or the
logical rounding off or extension to the settlement boundaries in small villages.
In particular, the following references in Item 2 Small Villages of Policy H1 are narrow and restrictive:
(i) “On sites located between existing buildings in an otherwise built up frontage which are capable of accommodating no more than 2 open market dwellings”.
This requirement does not allow sufficient flexibility to allow for sustainable residential development opportunities, which may arise in small villages, but do not meet this very
narrow criterion. This would limit potential windfall housing supply in small village areas.
(ii) “On sites located between existing buildings in an otherwise built up frontage or which form logical extension to the settlement, and which are capable of accommodating no
more than 5 dwellings for affordable housing in accordance with Policy H6.”
This requirement refers only to affordable housing and does not recognise that there may be circumstances where market housing schemes could deliver sustainable residential
development opportunities either as infill development, rounding off or as a logical extension to the settlement.
The accompanying text to Policy H1 in Paragraph 4.6.1 is inconsistent with the wording of Policy H1 itself. It states that,
“Small infill sites may be suitable for one or two open market dwellings but larger infill sites if developed for housing should be developed for no more than five dwellings and must
contribute to meeting local affordable housing needs. Small scale development of no more than five affordable homes may also be permitted on exceptions sites forming logical
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Summary: MAC91
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

settlement extensions.”
The implication of this text is that market housing, which contributes to affordable housing needs, will be acceptable on larger infill sites in small villages. This is not reflected in
Policy H1 which specifically limits the development of such sites to affordable housing in Criterion (ii). Policy H1 should be amended accordingly to reflect this.
Similarly, the accompanying text to Policy H1 states,
“To provide a consistent policy approach towards the development of open market housing in Small Villages, the Council is prepared for larger infill sites (up to five dwellings
maximum) as referred to in 2 ii) to accommodate mixed schemes of open market and affordable dwelling types provided the open market element of the development is for no
more than two dwellings. In such circumstances and to protect the underlying principles of the policy, the planning consent will be conditioned or other mechanisms used to
ensure that the affordable homes are provided alongside or in advance of open market housing on the site.”
This statement is not reflected in Policy H1. Policy H1 should be amended to reflect the intention in Paragraph 4.6.1 that market housing, which contributes to affordable housing
needs, will be acceptable on larger infill sites in small villages.
However, it is considered that the restriction of open market housing to no more than two dwellings is too restrictive. The limitation of two dwellings does not allow sufficient
flexibility in terms of the viability of the development, local demand or housing need. The limitation of no more than two dwellings for larger infill sites in small villages should be
deleted.
The accompanying text to Policy H1 further states,
“In assessing the capacity of Small Village infill sites, the Council will assume a new build density of 2025 dwellings/ha which provides a maximum plot size of 0.05 ha/dwelling.
Sites capable of accommodating no more than two units will therefore be 0.1 ha maximum and sites capable of accommodating no more than 5 units will be 0.25 ha maximum.”
The definition of sites capable of accommodating no more than 2 units as being 0.1ha maximum and five units as being 0.25ha is too restrictive. Such definitions do not provide
sufficient flexibility in terms of the particular characteristics of a site such as topography, access, environmental and landscape features that may arise. This restriction may
prevent otherwise suitable and sustainable sites coming forward for development in the plan period. As such, these definitions should be deleted from the plan.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Amend Policy H1 to provide sufficient flexibility for windfall market housing development by means of infill development or the logical rounding off or extension to the settlement
boundaries in small villages.
Amend Policy H1 to reflect the intention in Paragraph 4.6.1 that open market housing, which contributes to affordable housing needs, will be acceptable on larger infill sites in
small villages.
Amend Paragraph 4.6.1 as follows:
• The restriction of open market housing to no more than two dwellings on larger infill sites is too restrictive. The limitation of no more than two dwellings for larger infill sites in
small villages should be deleted.
• The definition of sites capable of accommodating no more than 2 units as being 0.1ha maximum and five units as being 0.25ha is too restrictive and should be deleted from the
plan.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
We would wish to speak at a Hearing Session as our representation is relevant to the Council’s proposed strategy for housing development in small villages.

Council Response:
Question:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
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Council Response:

13/12/2017
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Summary: MAC91
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Objection to policy H1 and it's reasoned justification as it is not sufficiently flexible for windfall market housing development by means of infill development or the logical roudning
off or extension to the settlement boundaries in Small Villages. Requesting amendments to the policy and reasoned justification including the deletion of larger infill sites in Small
Villages and of the definition of sites capable of accommdating no more than 2 units as being 0.1 maximum and five units as being 0.25ha.
0
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Francis, Mr W.A.

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
3098.N1

Late? Status Modified Summary

26/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: Housing Land in Llandrindod NOT DULY MADE
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-11. Settlements, Allocations and Commitments

Thank you for your representation. However, the representation relates to land which is not an allocated housing site but lies within the identified Llandrindod Wells development
limits in the LDP. This boundary has been proposed in the Plan since the Revised Draft Deposit Plan in 2015 and as such is not subject to a MAC. The representation, therefore,
is deemed not duly made; any representation on this issue should have been made at an earlier consultation stage.
Concern is also expressed about the proposed inclusion within the development limits of additional land which was discussed at Hearing Session 13 as an “alternative site” where
the Council opposed its inclusion. Having been the subject of discussion at the Hearing Session it is now for the Inspector to decide whether the alternative site is included or not.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Not relating to a MAC. Comments on housing numbers and sites in Llandrindod Wells, including the development boundary adjacent to Woodlands and Hillside (included in the
Plan at the deposit stage)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
I write in response to the Powys LDP team’s documentation consultations held in the Llandrindod Wells PCC offices from Tuesday19th September 2017 until Monday 30th
October 2017, concerning recent changes to the 2011-2026 Powys LDP., and would like to make the following comments.
There were five documents submitted for review at County Hall and were all dated September 2017.
-The Schedule of Matters Arising Changes - Proposals and Insert maps..
-A Strategic Environmental Assessment – Environmental Report Addendum.
-Schedule of Matters Arising Changes - Written Statement – Eng & Welsh.
-The Sustainability Appraisal Report. Corporate Version
My particular interest was obviously Llandrindod Wells and in particular the local proposed Dwelling Building sites, the number of proposed dwellings and their location within the
town boundaries.
My assessment of an overview of the final proposed Powys LDP 2011 -2016 Dwelling sites in Llandrinod based upon the documents on view at County Hall is :
-Gate Farm – 10 units
-Highland Moors- 16 units – 3 phases – 2011/16 – 2016/21- 2021/26.
-AutoPalace Area. 22 units
-Crab Tree Green. 50 units – 30% affordable.

13/12/2017
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-Tremont Park ext. 122 units 30% affd. Three phases. 2011/16 – 2016/21- 2021/26.
-Ithon Road. 122 units – 30% affordable. 3 phases. 2011/16 - 2016/21 - 2021/28
-Ridgebourne Drive. 100 units - 30% affordable. 3 phases. 2011/16 - 2016/21- 2016/26
-Crossgates Ashfield Meadows 15 units. 3 phases 2011/16 – 2016/21- 2021/26.
-Crossgates – Land south of Studio Cottage. 19 units - 30% affordable.
A total of 442 + 34 at Crossgates.
It would be appreciated if you could confirm my understanding of the Powys LDP proposed Llandrindod Wells building sites schedule in its final form. As you will appreciate there
has been several changes, both in and out, during the past seven years and I would like to upgrade my personal records.
However Map no. P28B Llandrindod Wells. Now shows the three sites, no 24, 746 and 953 (Located around Cefnlllys School and to the rear of Woodlands estate ) all clearly
within the Town Boundary, but not scheduled as development sites within the 2011-2026 LDP.
These sites and this area, prior to the 2011-2016 LDP were not previously within the Town Boundary, and were marked as a rural relief buffer zone. Does their inclusion within the
Town boundary now mean that they could be scheduled for, or marked down for possible development, sometime in the future? Or are they still marked within the 2011-2026 LDP
as a future rural relief buffer zone?
I have been informed that there was a meeting between ‘The Inspector’ and Mr Spencer White – on the 3rd May 2017 in Cardiff, which appeared to discuss the possible
development of land to the rear of Woodlands and the Gorse Farm Housing Estates. It is not clear to me whether this meeting should be included in ‘Matters Arising’, because
details of this particular proposal are not included within the latest Documents which the Powys LPD team have deposited at County hall.
But to avoid any possible missed opportunities, I will make a comment.
What is astonishing about this latest apparent LDP revision is the sudden appearance of a new ‘Alternative Sites’ proposal based on three Candidate Development Sites close to
County Hall. The three sites in question (24, 746 and 953) were all initially marked Red and therefore rejected by the LDP team during the LDP consultations in 2011/2012. Two
of the sites, which are owned by the PCC, were later changed from Red to Orange. The other site (24), which had previously been sold by the PCC to the potential developer in
2004, (for £6,120) is still Red (?).
All these sites are situated at the rear of the Woodlands and Gorse Farm estates. The land is wet grassland and woodland, most of which has a 45% slope south west. I presume
that there must be some drainage pipes on the west slope to protect the existing houses. At the bottom of the slope there is a culvert, under a small pedestrian footpath, which
carries surface runoff water west under Cefnllys Lane to discharge into the Arlais Brook at a point just past the Rugby Club where the Brook makes dog-leg turn from south to
west. The culvert exit is heavily overgrown. (I didn’t know it was there and perhaps the PCC Land Drainage Dept don’t know either !!!) The developer states that the issues of
drainage, land gradient and Arlais Brook capacity were not considered relevant or important. An extraordinary statement given the large quantity of dialogue and paper work that
has taken place between the PCC and local Llandrindod residents on these very matters.
The proposed development is by McCartneys of Kington (Mr Spencer White). It would appear that they have had several meetings with PCC officials who, they say, have
encouraged them to present this new proposal to change the LDP. It would appear that this particular proposal was discussed with the LDP Inspector in Cardiff on 3rd May 2017.
It is not completely clear what the Inspector’s final position was or is, although various PCC departments had previously given their rejection reasons for a similar proposal under
the existing UDP.
The McCartneys’ proposal is quite simple.
Option 1. Take the Cefnllys School playing field and relocate it on the two sites next door which presently comprise woodlands and the derelict house, Southfields. Construct a
road from Cefnllys Lane, directly opposite the Broadway junction, adjacent to the end of the present Woodlands houses, then turn left up the hill and continue until up and onto
13/12/2017
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Site 24 before reaching the flat piece grassland behind the Gorse Farm estate.
Then build a selection of 50 dwellings located on either side of this new road.
Option 2. Build a road onto the other two sites through the Southfields site, and then up and onto site 24. Southfields has already received approval for demolition but some
woodland will have to be cut down. Then proceed as above, but with only 45 dwellings.

The developer states that:
1.“The site is close to a large local employer”. This is the PCC who at present are in the process of reducing their staffing complement.
2.“The site is close to transport.” The Bus and Railway stations are up to one mile away down a long sloping hill.
3.“This is a win-win gain for the PCC. The developer will pay to knock down Southfields, which contains asbestos, and replace the house and the existing woodland with a new
school playing field. In addition the PCC will be paid very well for some pretty ordinary land.” In practice McCartneys will obtain ownership to two sites and a part of the Cefnllys
school playing field and obtain access to all three candidate sites. They will then have performed the usual Building Development Alchemy, turning cheap grass land mostly
owned by the Council and the developer into valuable building land wholly owned by the developer.
My objections are equally simple.
I am the Town Council Governor at Cefnllys School and this proposal has never been put before the Governing Body. The school has an intake of children with ages from 4 to 11
who are young and vulnerable. The existing playing field location ensures that there is a large buffer zone between children playing and houses on the estate. This proposal would
mean that housing gardens would directly abut the school building.
I strongly feel that this may put future children’ safety at an unnecessary personal risk.
Cefnllys Lane is very busy, especially in the morning and late afternoon when parents drop off their children and employees go to work at nearby County Hall. Broadway is an
arterial road to both the School and County Hall from the Town Centre. There are double yellow lines all round the Broadway/ Cefnllys Lane intersection and a 30 mph speed limit,
all of which indicates just how busy this area already is. Given the walk up from the town, most houses in this area have two cars. Fifty new dwellings could mean up to an extra
100 motor vehicles. The PCC Highways Dept had seen this latest proposal and appeared equally unhappy with it.
Local residents who remember the school being built and have photographs, say that before the development, the Woodlands estate and the school and its playing field were wet
grasslands only fit for grazing horses. They also say that the School playing field had to be raised up by at least one metre. This means that drainage pipes were laid collecting
water which would then flow into the adjacent drainage culvert. The fact that the ground had to be raised by one metre implies that this area previously flooded. Would the
developer remove this over burden? There are also strict rules for developments close to drainage systems.
The Woodlands houses were built during the days of the RUDC. The RUDC should have ensured that the developer built drainage pipes on the land where the houses abut the
sloping grassland. Certainly there is a surface water culvert which passes under Cefnllys lane and turns down towards the large Retention Pond and the Flood Relief Scheme.
The proposed LDP Candidate sites, 24, 746 and 953 all slope 45% south west down towards the corner house where the surface water is drained away, via a culvert, to the Arlais
Brook. The Arlais Brook is already at over capacity when the Lower Broadway Retention Pond is full and overflowing, which usually occurs twice a year in November and
February. An extra 50 dwellings with their consequent surface water run-off can only exacerbate the present downstream problems and conditions at the lower Broadway Over
capacity Retention Pond.
Will the developer pay to enlarge the 24 inch release throttle at the Retention Pond?
The Arlais Brook “Five ways Flood Relief Scheme” at lower Broadway still only has an earthen constructed Bund Wall protecting local residents, despite having over £160K being
spent upon improvements in 2008. The enlarged Retention Pond now has over 200 tonnes of water in it when full. The most vulnerable house is two metres below the highest
point of the Retention Pond Bund Wall. Was the Cardiff Inspector made fully aware of the Arlais Brook flooding situation? (The PCC LDP team, the PCC Drainage Dept and the
Welsh Environmental Agency all have copies of the 5 page document “Arlais Brook History”.)
13/12/2017
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In summary.
1 This potential proposal will adversely affect the school and local children – although there may be an attempt to bribe the Governors by offering to build new classrooms.
2 The rather dangerous traffic implications (next to a Primary School) have not been fully considered. Previously, Highways had indicated that a new roundabout would be
required.
3 For local downstream residents the flooding potential is always very real.
4 All of the local residents are against the development. Both upstream and downstream.
5 There is already sufficient development land allocated for Llandrindod’s needs within the existing LDP. This has already been acknowledged by the LDP team.
6) There are 2,800 dwellings in Llandindod and the new LDP has provision for 440 new dwellings, a 20% increase in housing stock, Who will buy these dwellings?
7. There may be contamination at the Southfields site and the new relocation site for the School Playing field could well be very wet and shaded by the adjoining woodland.
8. Under the old UDP a similar development proposal was rejected by PCC Highways, Drainage and the Planning Departments.
It would also appear that the Arlais Brook Drainage system is of no concern.
Herewith are my direct drainage comments :
The present situation is that the Arlais Brook has two main upland sources, South, the Lakeside Hills and North, the Cefnllys Lane area. They both meet at the Metropole Hotel
and then flow down under the A483 at Five Ways Junction then on to the river Ithon.
In the early 1930’s Five Ways Junction and its properties was flooded to a depth of several feet. As a result of this, the then RUDC decided to restrict the upstream Arlais Brook
water flow.
In the North, at Lant Field, Lower Broadway the ‘Five Ways Flood Relief Scheme’ was built to restrict the flow of surface water from the Cefnllys Lane uplands area. Hydraulic
calculations dictated that a small restrictive 24 inch dia water release throttle be built into a flood water Barrier, together with a Retention Pond and a Residents protection earthen
Bund Wall.
In the South, the Lake was partly used as a restrictive Balancing Pond.
It was accepted that the overall system would not be able to cope with a 20 year storm situation.
In the 1980’s Brookfield estate was built and the large upstream Gorse Farm development was approved, both on semi bog land, The Gorse developer was required to create a
large Balancing Pond, off Cefnllys Lane, to slowdown excess surface water runoff.
This Gorse Farm Balancing Pond was allowed to silt up by the PCC in the late 1990’s.
In the early 2000’s, following pressure from local residents, and following several flooding incidents, the PCC refurbished the Five Ways Flood Relief Scheme. They improved the
spillway facilities, enlarging the Retention Pond, strengthened the Residents Protection Bund wall, cleared the Broadway underpass of tree roots but kept the small 24 inch
restrictive flow release throttle.
This means that normally, twice a year, in February and November, the Retention Pond completely fills with excess surface water, which then flows over the spillway.
It is estimated that when full the Retention Pond now contains some 200 tonnes of water, but the Residents Protection Bund wall is still largely of earthen construction.
A breach in the Bund Wall will have disastrous consequences..
13/12/2017
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The Fiveways Flood Relief Scheme at Lower Broadway is, and has been at maximum capacity for several years. However all works on the scheme, after the 1930’s have
concentrated upon enlarging the retention capacity, while ignoring the real problem.
That the 24 inch release throttle is too small for the present day needs and any new upstream developments schemes will only exacerbate the existing Retention Pond capacity
problems.
In the South the Llandrindod Lake is now being used as a complete water balancing system.
Any new proposed development site will be paved which will increase the surface water run-off into the Arlais Brook and hence the Retention Pond.
Which is already at maximum capacity.
Enlarging the 24 inch throttle would have to be essential and will have to be paid for by someone.
-------------------------------------------------------------The changes to the written Statement were extensive, and impossible to evaluate in any fine detail. So it is possible that some flexibility has been granted to the PCC and its
Planning dept and the WAG to make some changes and other interpretations within the LDP in the future.
I will have to accept your good faith in these matters.
My final comment, is, where will the employment growth come from in Llandrindod and who will buy these new 442 houses? If it is older immigrants from the Midlands then our
local Powys Care System will come under even greater strain. The recently well documented long term aging profile of Powys, and its long term funding ability, is of real concern
to all Powys residents.

Thanking you in advance for your every future co-operation in this regard,
Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Concerned about land being included within the development limits in Llandrindod.
Not relating to a MAC and therefore NOT DULY MADE.

Council Response:

13/12/2017
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Welsh Water Elan Trust (Elan Valley Trust)
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Summary: MAC47
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM4

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

Para 4.b.5 of the Council's Hearing Statement to Hearing Session 11 highlights that "Planning Policy Wales (WPP11b) paragraph 5.3.11 states that “Local planning authorities
should apply these designations (SLAs) to areas of substantive conservation value where there is good reason to believe that normal planning policies cannot provide the
necessary protection. Such designations should not unduly restrict acceptable development.” The Council considers that the Plan’s normal policies are able to provide the
necessary protection for the landscape without the need to identify ‘areas of substantive conservation value’ over and above those designations already shown on the proposals
map (Registered Historic Landscapes, Historic Parks and Gardens, Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protected Areas etc...).." The Council's position on this has not
changed whether it is with regard to SLA's within the Plan area or neighbouring areas.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC47 requesting additional wording in Policy DM5 to protect adjoining SLAs

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
To ensure consistency with other local plans - several SLAs abut the Powys boundary at various points and the Powys Plan is required to have regard in particular to the visual
amenity enjoyed by users of such areas.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Policy DM4
Include in (2) after "areas of outstanding natural beauty" insert the words " and special landscape areas".

Council Response:

Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0

Reason for request to speak at hearing
despite the absence of SLAs in the Powys LDp our Powys Plan is required to have regard to such areas.

Council Response:
Question:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
3822.N1//DM4

Late? Status Modified Summary

21/10/2017

Source:
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC47
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Requires change to DM4 to include reference to Special Landscape Areas (neighbouring authorities)

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
3822.N2//DM4

Late? Status Modified Summary

21/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC47
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM4

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

The development type covered by the proposed wording in Policy DM4 has been kept deliberately non-specific and will need to be applied to the whole of the development
proposal as submitted at the planning application stage. The proposed change, therefore is not required to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC47 requesting additional wording in Policy DM4 in respect of grid connection and access

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
To enable proper consideration to be given to the totality of a proposal, and the construction of new accesses.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
to policy DM4 include the words:"including grid connection and access" after the words "visual amenity".

Council Response:
Question: 4b
13/12/2017

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
3822.N2//DM4
Source:
Representation Texts:

Late? Status Modified Summary

21/10/2017

Summary: MAC47
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

There seems to be a view around that the "main" site can be divorced at application time from the above issues. Whether contained in the same planning application or not they
cannot be treated independently however the applications are devised and not withstanding the peculiar powers of thundertaking [sic] providing the grid connection.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Requires changes to policy DM4 to include the words "including grid connection and access" after visual amenity.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

4349

Agent:

Cambrian Mountains Society

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
4349.N1/3.3.5/SP6

Peter Foulkes Cambrian Mountains Society

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 34. Reasoned Justification to Policy SP6
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy,
para.3.3.5
Policy: SP6

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

Support Noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC34 regarding reasoned justifiction to policy SP6

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
CMS emphasises the final sentence and notes that the open landscapes of the Cambrian Mountains are particularly vulnerable to insensitive built development.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Support for the inclusion of paragraph 3.3.35. Emphasises the final sentence and notes that the open landscapes of the Cambrian Mountains are particularly vulnerable to
insensitive built development.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
4349.N2//SP7
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Summary: MAC 35
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy
Policy: SP7

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
4349.N2//SP7

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Type: Objection

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 35
Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Para 4.b.5 of the Council's Hearing Statement to Hearing Session 11 highlights that "Planning Policy Wales (WPP11b) paragraph 5.3.11 states that “Local planning authorities
should apply these designations (SLAs) to areas of substantive conservation value where there is good reason to believe that normal planning policies cannot provide the
necessary protection. Such designations should not unduly restrict acceptable development.” The Council considers that the Plan’s normal policies are able to provide the
necessary protection for the landscape without the need to identify ‘areas of substantive conservation value’ over and above those designations already shown on the proposals
map (Registered Historic Landscapes, Historic Parks and Gardens, Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protected Areas etc...).." The Council's position on this has not
changed.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC35 regarding the omission of SLAs from Policy SP7

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
CMS welcomes amplification of Strategic Resources and Assets under SP7 items 2 and 3, but regrets the failure to indicate Special Landscape Areas to provide a consistent
approach to those in adjacent LPAs. This fails to recognise the significant history and LANDMAP attributes of the Cambrian Mountains and therefore will not effectively
safeguard their resources

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

Include ‘Special Landscape Areas’ as a sub-set of SP7 item 4.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
All of it because this key issue has not been addressed despite evidence given at the Hearings.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Include ‘Special Landscape Areas’ as a sub-set of SP7 item 4.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
4349.N3//DM4

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 47
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM4

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

Para 4.b.5 of the Council's Hearing Statement to Hearing Session 11 highlights that "Planning Policy Wales (WPP11b) paragraph 5.3.11 states that “Local planning authorities
should apply these designations (SLAs) to areas of substantive conservation value where there is good reason to believe that normal planning policies cannot provide the
necessary protection. Such designations should not unduly restrict acceptable development.” The Council considers that the Plan’s normal policies are able to provide the
necessary protection for the landscape without the need to identify ‘areas of substantive conservation value’ over and above those designations already shown on the proposals
map (Registered Historic Landscapes, Historic Parks and Gardens, Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protected Areas etc...).." The Council's position on this has not
changed.
The Council acknowledges the point made but does not support the change it does not agree that it is necessary to insert the word 'formal' before 'Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment' to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC47 regarding the omission of SLAs from Policy DM4 - Objects to Reference for a "Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment" as it is insufficiently precise.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
There is no reference in Paragraph 2 to any defined Special Landscape Areas (as suggested in CMS response to MAC35, in relation to SP7-4). Reference to Landscape and
Visual Impact Assessment is insufficiently precise.

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Amend DM4 (2) by adding ‘especially in any defined Special Landscape Areas, as indicated in SP7 (4) – [CMS response to MAC35]
Insert the word ‘formal’ before ‘Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment’ in the final sentence.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
Reference to Special Landscape Areas (in tandem with CMS response to MAC 35)
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
4349.N3//DM4

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Question:

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 47
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Summary of Representation

Reference to Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment is insufficiently precise request Special Landscape Areas are added to Policy DM4.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
4349.N4//DM4

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 48 Reasoned Justification to Policy DM4
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM4

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

Para 4.b.5 of the Council's Hearing Statement to Hearing Session 11 highlights that "Planning Policy Wales (WPP11b) paragraph 5.3.11 states that “Local planning authorities
should apply these designations (SLAs) to areas of substantive conservation value where there is good reason to believe that normal planning policies cannot provide the
necessary protection. Such designations should not unduly restrict acceptable development.” The Council considers that the Plan’s normal policies are able to provide the
necessary protection for the landscape without the need to identify ‘areas of substantive conservation value’ over and above those designations already shown on the proposals
map (Registered Historic Landscapes, Historic Parks and Gardens, Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protected Areas etc...).." The Council's position on this has not
changed. In light of this the Council feels it would be superfluous to add reference to NRW LANDMAP Guidance for SLAs to end of 4.2.31. and to include reference to the
possibility of defining SLAs at the last paragraph in 4.2.32, indicating Supplementary Planning Guidance.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC48 regarding the insertion of text relating to SLAs and guidance notes into the reasoned justification of Policy DM4.

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

Lack of reference to Special Landscape Areas, or even their possibility (as in CMS response to MAC 35, and MAC 47)
No reference to NRW LANDMAP Guidance Note 1 for Special Landscape Areas (2017).
It should be noted that in the LANDMAP Methodology Overview of June 2017 (ED 071), Special Landscape Areas were shown on page 6 as a major key use of LANDMAP Data

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
4349.N4//DM4

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 48 Reasoned Justification to Policy DM4
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

by 17 Local Planning Authorities.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Add reference to NRW LANDMAP Guidance for SLAs to end of 4.2.31. Add reference to the possibility of defining SLAs at the last paragraph in 4.2.32, indicating Supplementary
Planning Guidance.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above, in common with CMS responses to MAC 35 and 47, which form a composite case.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Request reference to NRW LANDMAP Guidance for SLAs to be added to end of 4.2.31. Add reference to the possibility of defining SLAs at the last paragraph in 4.2.32,
indicating Supplementary Planning Guidance.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
4349.N5/4.2.75/D
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Summary: MAC 63 Reasoned Justification to Policy DM13
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.75
Policy: DM13

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
4349.N5/4.2.75/D

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 63 Reasoned Justification to Policy DM13
Type: Support

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Duly Made / Not Duly Made Reason

Representation Texts:

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Representation supporting MAC63 (paragraph 4.2.75 of the LDP)

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
The representation of support is appreciated.

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

CMS welcomes the lateral thinking evident in this paragraph and while supportive of contributions to the rural economy from tourism, wishes to emphasise the cautionary
references to impacts on tourism assets from other developments and to potential impacts of tourism proposals on ‘the attraction’ of the local area.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Not applicable

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
CMS welcomes the lateral thinking evident in this paragraph and while supportive of contributions to the rural economy from tourism, wishes to emphasise the cautionary
references to impacts on tourism assets from other developments and to potential impacts of tourism proposals on ‘the attraction’ of the local area.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

5200

Brecknock Wildlife Trust

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5200.N1//DM2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC43 - Objection to wording re Local Wildlife Sites and how they are identified
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

Whilst the Council understands that the process of identifying Local Wildlife Sites can also involve the Council and NRW, the Council welcomes the clarification that this
Representation provides. The Council is happy to insert the words 'most frequently' into para 4.2.8 of Policy DM2.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC43 relating to wording in DM2 regarding Local Wildlife Sites

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

Paragraph 4.2.8 states that [Local Wildlife Sites] “are selected using a standard set of criteria justifying their importance for wildlife and are identified and monitored by the Wildlife
Trusts (Brecknock, Montgomeryshire and Radnorshire).”
Whilst Montgomeryshire, Radnorshire and Brecknock Wildlife Trusts have played a major role in this process in the past, we are just one of a number of partners, including
Powys County Council and Natural Resources Wales that have a history of reviewing / selecting Local Wildlife Sites in the county. The way that paragraph 4.2.8 is worded
suggests that the responsibility for Local Wildlife Site identification and monitoring falls solely upon the Wildlife Trusts, which is not accurate.
Reference to identification and monitoring could be removed entirely, otherwise we suggest the following wording as an alternative:
"They are selected using a standard set of criteria justifying their importance for wildlife and are most frequently identified and monitored by the Wildlife Trusts (Brecknock,
Montgomeryshire and Radnorshire).”
Submitted as joint Rep with Brecknock WT (5200), and Radnorshire WT (1612)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Reference to identification and monitoring [of LWS] could be removed entirely, otherwise we suggest the following wording as an alternative:
"They are selected using a standard set of criteria justifying their importance for wildlife and are most frequently identified and monitored by the Wildlife Trusts (Brecknock,
Montgomeryshire and Radnorshire).”
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5200.N1//DM2
Source: Email
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC43 - Objection to wording re Local Wildlife Sites and how they are identified
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Summary of Representation
MAC43 - Objection to wording re Local Wildlife Sites and how they are identified in Policy DM2, para 4.2.8
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

5201

Montgomeryshire Wildlife Trust

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5201.N1//DM2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC43 - Objection to wording re Local Wildlife Sites and how they are identified
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

Whilst the Council understands that the process of identifying Local Wildlife Sites can also involve the Council and NRW, the Council welcomes the clarification that this
Representation provides. The Council is happy to insert the words 'most frequently' into para 4.2.8 of Policy DM.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC43 relating to wording in DM2 regarding Local Wildlife Sites

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

Paragraph 4.2.8 states that [Local Wildlife Sites] “are selected using a standard set of criteria
justifying their importance for wildlife and are identified and monitored by the Wildlife Trusts
(Brecknock, Montgomeryshire and Radnorshire).”
Whilst Montgomeryshire, Radnorshire and Brecknock Wildlife Trusts have played a major role in
this process in the past, we are just one of a number of partners, including Powys County Council
and Natural Resources Wales that have a history of reviewing / selecting Local Wildlife Sites in the
county. The way that paragraph 4.2.8 is worded suggests that the responsibility for Local Wildlife
Site identification and monitoring falls solely upon the Wildlife Trusts, which is not accurate.
Reference to identification and monitoring could be removed entirely, otherwise we suggest the
following wording as an alternative:
"They are selected using a standard set of criteria justifying their importance for wildlife and are
most frequently identified and monitored by the Wildlife Trusts (Brecknock, Montgomeryshire and
Radnorshire).”
Submitted as joint Rep with Brecknock WT (5200), and Radnorshire WT (1612)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Reference to identification and monitoring [of LWS] could be removed entirely, otherwise we suggest the
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5201.N1//DM2
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC43 - Objection to wording re Local Wildlife Sites and how they are identified
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

following wording as an alternative:
"They are selected using a standard set of criteria justifying their importance for wildlife and are
most frequently identified and monitored by the Wildlife Trusts (Brecknock, Montgomeryshire and
Radnorshire).”
Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

MAC43 - Objection to wording re Local Wildlife Sites and how they are identified, in DM2, para 4.2.8
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

5449

Day, Mrs Sally

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5449.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

24/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC123
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this Representation. Other policies in the Plan including Policy SP7 and Development Management policies require development proposals to take
account of ecosystems, hydrogeology and land drainage and therefore no further changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.The Council disagrees with the
comment raised against Test 2. National planning policy requires LPA's to plan positively for all forms of renewable and low carbon energy development and undertake an
appropriate assessment of the potential resource and opportunities and therefore no further changes to the Plan are considered necessary.The comment against Test 3 is not
related to the MAC and therefore is deemed to be Not Duly Made and will not be considered further by the Inspector.The Council disagrees with the final point raised. The
proposed Policy RE1 criterion 4 references associated infrastructure and therefore no further changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 regarding Policy RE1 & outlines how it fails three tests

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The MAC fails Test 1 because it is inconsistent with Powys County Council's duty to protect sensitive ecosystems. These can only be damaged by the massive concrete pads
which will increase runoff from our uplands, by turbine blades which will kill our birds and the infrastructure of pylons and cables which destroy the habitat of local wildlife and
plants.
It fails Test 2 because it makes no attempt to addressed assessed need. It does not contribute to the achievment of sustainable development. Powys has already had far too
much asked of it in terms of wind and solar farms. The Local Authority is already permitted to restrict wind energy developments in excess of 5MW to SSA's. The Local Authority
has chosen to ignore this. It is inappropriate to zone windfarms of up to 25MW outside the SSA's on unspolit uplands which are still of huge landscape value and which contribute
to the success of tourism and local businesses.
It fails Test 3 because it will prove ineffective. There is massive public opposition to further 'sustainable' development within the county, as evidenced by the rally of thousands of
people at Welshpool Smithfield to listen to the PCC debate on TAN8 and by protests at Llandrindod and Cardiff.
Public objections have already effected very expensive changes to the proposed infratsructure of pylons and cables from Cefn Coch to Shropshire (i.e. undergrounding near
Meifod). The cost can only go up and up as it encounters the inevitable public outcry. This feature of the LDP can never prove effective. It will just be ruinously expensive.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5449.N1//RE1
Source:
Representation Texts:

Late? Status Modified Summary

24/10/2017

Summary: MAC123
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Abandon proposals to entertain windfarm developments of up to 25MW outside of Strategic Search Areas. Our ecosystems and the all the local businesses they support are just
too important.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Requires changes to RE1 to prevent windfarms up to 25MW outside of the strategic search areas due to impact on ecosystems and local businesses.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

5466

Brecknock and Radnorshire Committee of the Camp

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N1/2.2.12/

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 5
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP's Context,
para.2.2.12
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

Support noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC5 regarding insertion of "economic" into paragraph 2.2.12.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
MAC 5: LDP 2.2.12
“Tourism is a key economic sector in Powys…..”
We welcome the insertion of “economic”

Council Response:

Question:
Representation Texts:

0

Summary of Representation
Support for the inclusion of the word "economic" in MAC 5: LDP 2.2.12

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N2/3.2.28/
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 22
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy,
para.3.2.28
Issue:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N2/3.2.28/

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Type: Support

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 22
Status Maintained

Mode Written

Support Noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC22 regarding protection of the open countryside

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

MAC 22: LDP 3.2.28
“The open countryside, including the undeveloped coast of Powys, will be protected from inappropriate development. Development proposals located on land outside of
settlements will be expected to comply with relevant national planning policy and all relevant Plan policies (e.g. design and resources, air and water quality, flood risk, landscape,
the natural environment, transport, tourism and sustainable energy).”
We welcome this new paragraph which includes “tourism” and underlines the protection for the environment and rural economy against inappropriate development in the open
countryside.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
We welcome this new paragraph which includes “tourism” and underlines the protection for the environment and rural economy against inappropriate development in the open
countryside.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N3/3.3.42/SP
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 38 Reasoned Justification to Policy SP7
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy,
para.3.3.42
Policy: SP7

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N3/3.3.42/SP

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Type: Objection

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 38 Reasoned Justification to Policy SP7
Mode Oral (Examination)

Whilst the Council acknowledges the point made, it does not support the change as it is considered that the Plan covers the topic sufficiently and that the additional cross
reference is not necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC38 requesting crossreference to policy DM13 (5) in terms of safeguarding tourism assets

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

Status Maintained

0
Representation Details

MAC 38: LDP 3.3.42
“The County’s resources of both built, historic and natural assets / resources are various and numerous. It is recognised that many will be protected by planning related legislation
and policy and other forms of protection beyond the planning system. The Plan does not seek to duplicate such protection. Aside from the strategic level, safeguarding detailed in
this policy, the Plan’s detailed development management and topic based policy framework operates to protect a range of assets and resources that are important locally,
regionally and/or nationally or internationally. These are covered by the following policy areas:
………
Tourism (TD2, TD3).”
This useful section is designed to provide cross-referencing and therefore DM13 Criterion 5 should be added to read Tourism (TD2, TD3, DM13 Criterion 5).”
SOUNDNESS
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
Yes
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
Yes, but with
1. the addition to 3.3.42 (see MAC 38 above), and
2. addition of “outdoor pursuit businesses” to 4.2.75 (MAC 63) to complete the explanation.
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
Yes

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Addition of ‘DM13 Criterion 5’ to paragraph 3.3.42 to read ‘Tourism (TD2, TD3, DM13 Criterion 5).”

Council Response:
Question: 4b
13/12/2017

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N3/3.3.42/SP

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 38 Reasoned Justification to Policy SP7
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

As above.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Addition of ‘DM13 Criterion 5’ to paragraph 3.3.42 to read ‘Tourism (TD2, TD3, DM13 Criterion 5).”

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N4//DM13

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 62
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM13

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

Support noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC62 regarding criterion 5 Policy DM13

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
MAC 62: LDP DM13 Design and Resources
“Development proposals must be able to demonstrate a good quality design and shall have regard to the qualities and amenity of the surrounding area, local infrastructure and
resources.
Proposals will only be permitted where all of the following criteria, where relevant, are satisfied:
……
5. The development does not have an unacceptable adverse impact on existing and established tourism assets and attractions.”
6 We welcome the essential addition of Criterion 5.

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N4//DM13

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 62
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Support the addition of Criterion 5 to Policy DM13 Design and Resources.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N5/4.2.75/D

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 63 Reasoned Justification to Policy DM13
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.75
Policy: DM13

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

The Council fully recognises the importance of outdoor pursuits businesses together with all other tourism facilities to the local economy. Paragraph 4.2.75 contains a list of
tourism facilities as examples and is not intended to be comprehensive or exclusive. Additional examples are not necessary in this sentence to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC63 regarding additional wording in paragraph 4.2.75.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
MAC 63: LDP RJ 4.2.75 Tourism Assets
“The Council is committed to developing, supporting and safeguarding tourism in Powys. Many visitors choose Powys to enjoy the qualities of the rural landscape and the
opportunities it provides for outdoor activities such as walking cycling and riding. Tourism is of significant importance to the Powys economy and provides income for many rural
residents. New development proposals should have regard to this significance and should not result in any harmful impacts on assets important to the tourism offer. Development
proposals should not decrease the overall attraction of the local area nor have a detrimental effect on the operation, functioning or setting of existing and established attractions,
businesses, facilities or accommodation, for example, hotels, bed & breakfast establishments, visitor centres, cafes, areas or features of visitor interest.”
We welcome this RJ both for its content and as an excellent example of how RJ should explain and support policy.
We suggest that “outdoor pursuit businesses” would be a useful addition to the examples because there are businesses which offer long-distance riding, cycle hire, support for
National Trail expeditions and so on which are vulnerable to impacts of inappropriate development depend upon maintaining the safety and attraction of public rights of way and
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N5/4.2.75/D

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 63 Reasoned Justification to Policy DM13
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

are vulnerable to impacts of inappropriate development.
The section would then read:
Development proposals should not decrease the overall attraction of the local area nor have a detrimental effect on the operation, functioning or setting of existing and
established attractions, businesses, facilities or accommodation, for example, hotels, bed & breakfast establishments, outdoor pursuit businesses, visitor centres, cafes, areas or
features of visitor interest
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
Yes
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
Yes, but with:
2. addition of “outdoor pursuit businesses” to 4.2.75 (MAC 63) to complete the explanation.
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
Yes
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
The addition of “outdoor pursuit businesses” to paragraph 4.2.75 is required (MAC 63) to complete the explanation.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
The addition of “outdoor pursuit businesses” to paragraph 4.2.75 is required (MAC 63) to complete the explanation.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N6/2.3.8/
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 7 - Policy Context
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP's Context,
13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N6/2.3.8/

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 7 - Policy Context
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

para.2.3.8
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

Paragraph 2.3.8 is a brief description of key, relevant Welsh Government Policy that underpins plan-making and is not a summary of the detailed requirements of the legislation
or policy. The Council is satisfied that the paragraph clearly sets out the overall importance and relevance of the Environment (Wales) Act 2016 to planning decisions and
demonstrates that all pertinent requirements of the Act have been taken into account in the preparation of the Plan. No further changes are considered necessary to make the
Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC7 regarding additional wording in paragraph 2.3.8.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
MAC 7 sets out new text to be inserted:
“2.3.8 In addition to the above, a number of other key pieces of legislation and national policy documents, some of which have come into effect during the later stages of the LDP
process, have been considered in its preparation. Of relevance amongst these are:
…
Environment (Wales) Act (2016):
The Environment (Wales) Act puts in place legislation to plan and manage Wales’ natural resources in a more proactive, sustainable and joined-up way and to establish the
legislative framework necessary to tackle climate change. Sustainable management of natural resources must be in a way that delivers outcomes for the environment, people,
the economy and communities. Central to the Act is the need to adopt an integrated approach to managing our natural resources in order to achieve long-term sustainability.”
This text fails to acknowledge a substantial change introduced by the Environment Act (Wales), namely the introduction of a critical new duty for local planning authorities with
huge relevance to planning decisions in Powys.
Section 6 of the Act reads as follows:
Biodiversity and resilience of ecosystems duty
(1) A public authority must seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity in the exercise of functions in relation to Wales, and in so doing promote the resilience of ecosystems, so
far as consistent with the proper exercise of those functions.
(2) In complying with subsection (1), a public authority must take account of the resilience of ecosystems, in particular the following aspects—
(a) diversity between and within ecosystems;
(b) the connections between and within ecosystems;
(c) the scale of ecosystems;
(d) the condition of ecosystems (including their structure and functioning);
(e) the adaptability of ecosystems
SOUNDNESS
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)

13/12/2017
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N6/2.3.8/

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 7 - Policy Context
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

No, without the addition of new text, the plan fails adequately to reflect the relevance of the Environment (Wales) Act to planning decisions.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
With the addition of new text.
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
With the addition of new text.
Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

CPRW RECOMMENDATION: This important new duty for the local authority needs specific acknowledgement. We would suggest addition of the following text:
“Section 6 of the Environment (Wales) Act imposes a specific new duty on the local planning authority to maintain and enhance biodiversity in the exercise of its functions and to
take account of the resilience of ecosystems.”
The whole paragraph would now read:
Environment (Wales) Act (2016):
The Environment (Wales) Act puts in place legislation to plan and manage Wales’ natural resources in a more proactive, sustainable and joined-up way and to establish the
legislative framework necessary to tackle climate change. Sustainable management of natural resources must be in a way that delivers outcomes for the environment, people,
the economy and communities. Central to the Act is the need to adopt an integrated approach to managing our natural resources in order to achieve long-term sustainability.
Section 6 of the Environment (Wales) Act imposes a specific new duty on the local planning authority to maintain and enhance biodiversity in the exercise of its functions and to
take account of the resilience of ecosystems.”

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Insertion of the following into paragraph 2.3.8 "Section 6 of the Environment (Wales) Act imposes a specific new duty on the local planning authority to maintain and enhance
biodiversity in the exercise of its functions and to take account of the resilience of ecosystems.”
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N7/2.3.8/

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 7 - Policy Context
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP's Context,
para.2.3.8
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

Support Noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC7 regarding changes made to policy SP7 in respect of the historic environment.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We welcome the changes to SP7 which now includes the appropriate elements, including settings and also including local assets not protected by national legislation.
“2. Registered Historic Landscapes
Historic environment designations, including:
i). Registered Historic Landscapes
ii). Registered Historic Parks and Gardens
iii) Scheduled Ancient Monuments and other archaeological remains
iv) Listed Buildings and their curtilages
v) Conservation Areas
vi) Historic Assets of Special Local Interest
AND the setting of designations i), ii,) iii), iv) and v).”
We also welcome:

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Welcome:
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N8/2.3.8/SP7

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 35
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy,
para.2.3.8
Policy: SP7

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

Support noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC35 regarding changes to policy SP7 in respect of historic environment designations

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We welcome the changes to SP7 which now includes the appropriate elements, including settings and also including local assets not protected by national legislation.
“2. Registered Historic Landscapes
Historic environment designations, including:
i). Registered Historic Landscapes
ii). Registered Historic Parks and Gardens
iii) Scheduled Ancient Monuments and other archaeological remains
iv) Listed Buildings and their curtilages
v) Conservation Areas
vi) Historic Assets of Special Local Interest
AND the setting of designations i), ii,) iii), iv) and v).”
We also welcome: replacement of “Registered Historic Landscapes” by:
“Historic environment designations, including: i). Registered Historic Landscapes” (MAC 35)

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Welcomes replacement of “Registered Historic Landscapes” by “Historic environment designations, including i). Registered Historic Landscapes” in policy SP7.
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N9/3.3.41/SP

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 37 Reasoned Justification to Policy SP7
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy,
para.3.3.41
Policy: SP7

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

The Council does not object to the re-modelling of the RJ at 3.3.41 which supports Policy SP7. To improve the coherence and flow of the existing text and to ensure that the
issues are adequately separated the Council suggests the wording could be moved, resulting in changes at paras 3.3.39, 3.3.40 and 3.3.41. Suggested changes for the
Inspector's consideration are contained within the updated Consultation Report.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC37 requesting splitting text in the reasoned justification to policy SP7 in relation to Offa's Dyke

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Representation Details
MAC 37
LDP 3.3.41
“The potential cumulative impacts of existing and proposed development(s) should be carefully considered. Resources and assets may offer multiple benefits, the Offa's Dyke
Path for example, contributes to heritage historic, recreational, tourism and visual / landscape assets. Offa’s Dyke is a nationally important archaeological monument, part of
which is designated as a Scheduled Ancient Monument, and other parts are unscheduled sections. The route of the Offa’s Dyke Path National Trail also follows along or near
sections of the monument as it passes through the Plan area. The safeguarding to be applied under Policy SP7, in combination with the protection afforded at the national level to
Scheduled Ancient Monuments, and in respect of archaeology generally, will serve to protect this asset and its setting. The policy seeks to safeguard archaeological remains,
whether scheduled or not, and their settings, in line with national legislation, policy and guidance. Further information on historic environment designations identified within Policy
SP7 can be found within Appendix 6 of the Plan.”
We have recommended, in our response to MAC 37 with respect to Offa’s Dyke, that this continuous piece of RJ be split into three because it makes 2 separate general points
and also text which clarifies the approach to Offa’s Dyke. We have explained that Offa’s Dyke archaeological monument deserves separate mention as a discrete strategic asset.
SOUNDNESS
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
Yes, with the provision that RJ 3.3.4 be split to make better sense.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
Yes, with the provision that Offa’s Dyke monument be recognised in SP7
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
Yes, given the above comments.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N9/3.3.41/SP

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 37 Reasoned Justification to Policy SP7
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

We have recommended, in our response to MAC 37 with respect to Offa’s Dyke, that this continuous piece of RJ be split into three because it makes 2 separate general points
and also text which clarifies the approach to Offa’s Dyke. We have explained that Offa’s Dyke archaeological monument deserves separate mention as a discrete strategic asset.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Recommend the continuous piece of RJ in paragraph 3.3.41 is split into three because it makes 2 separate general points and also text which clarifies the approach to Offa’s
Dyke.Offa’s Dyke archaeological monument deserves separate mention as a discrete strategic asset. The potential cumulative impacts of existing and proposed development(s)
should be carefully considered. Resources and assets may offer multiple benefits.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N10/3.3.42/S

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC38 Reasoned Justification to Policy SP7
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy,
para.3.3.42
Policy: SP7

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Support noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC38 regarding additional wording in reasoned justification to policy SP7

Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

0
Representation Details
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N10/3.3.42/S

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC38 Reasoned Justification to Policy SP7
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

CPRW have submitted representations requesting adequate protection of The Historic Environment, in policy SP7 which has been substantially re-written at the MAC stage. We
also recommended the term “historic environment” to cover historical landscapes and archaeological remains whether or not they could be regarded as “built”.
ED032-11
CPRW (ID 1519) 11-1519 Statement
We welcome the changes to SP7 which now includes the appropriate elements, including settings and also including local assets not protected by national legislation.
“2. Registered Historic Landscapes
Historic environment designations, including:
i). Registered Historic Landscapes
ii). Registered Historic Parks and Gardens
iii) Scheduled Ancient Monuments and other archaeological remains
iv) Listed Buildings and their curtilages
v) Conservation Areas
vi) Historic Assets of Special Local Interest
AND the setting of designations i), ii,) iii), iv) and v).”
We also welcome:

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Support the inclusion of “historic” in paragraph 3.3.42 to read as "built, historic and natural assets" in order to cover historic landscapes and archaeological remains.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N11
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC137 Appendix 6.
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Appendices
Issue:

13/12/2017

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N11

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Type: Support

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC137 Appendix 6.
Mode Written

Status Maintained

Support noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC137 regarding inclusion of Appendix 6

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

CPRW have submitted representations requesting adequate protection of The Historic Environment, in policy SP7 which has been substantially re-written at the MAC stage. We
also recommended the term “historic environment” to cover historical landscapes and archaeological remains whether or not they could be regarded as “built”.
ED032-11
CPRW (ID 1519) 11-1519 Statement
We welcome the changes to SP7 which now includes the appropriate elements, including settings and also including local assets not protected by national legislation.
“2. Registered Historic Landscapes
Historic environment designations, including:
i). Registered Historic Landscapes
ii). Registered Historic Parks and Gardens
iii) Scheduled Ancient Monuments and other archaeological remains
iv) Listed Buildings and their curtilages
v) Conservation Areas
vi) Historic Assets of Special Local Interest
AND the setting of designations i), ii,) iii), iv) and v).”
We also welcome:
the provision of Appendix 6 (MAC 137)

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Welcome the provision of Appendix 6 - Historic Environment Information
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N12//SP7

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 35
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy
Policy: SP7

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

The Council does not consider it to be appropriate, in principle, to refer to specific examples of types of strategic resources or assets in policy SP7 itself. With regards to Offa’s
Dyke, the scheduled and unscheduled parts of the archaeological Dyke, along with their setting, and the National Trail, will be safeguarded under policy SP7 2. iii) and 3. i), as
appears to be acknowledged by the Representor. The Council has set out its position on the approach towards Offa’s Dyke in ED062 and as result of this has provided additional
text in the reasoned justification. This is considered to be a sound approach towards the safeguarding of Offa’s Dyke within the scope of the LDP.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC35 requesting specific mention of Offa's Dyke archaeological monument in policy SP7

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Representation Details
CPRW have submitted statements requesting adequate protection of Offa’s Dyke, recognising the dual nature of Offa’s Dyke..preferably in policy SP7 which has been
substantially re-written at the MAC stage.
ED032-11
CPRW (ID1519) 11-1519 Statement
We request that this earlier submission be taken into account.
Offa’s Dyke is internationally famous. The Powys parts of the archaeological monument is Powys’ best known historical monument and tourist asset. The full length of Offa’s
Dyke is probably Wales’ best known tourist asset. The National Trail, part of it along the archaeological dyke is Powys’ most popular long distance walking route.
Strategic Policy SP7 - Safeguarding of Strategic Resources and Assets
“To safeguard strategic resources and assets in the County, development proposals must not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the resource or asset and its operation.
The following have been identified as strategic resources and assets in Powys:
3. Recreational Assets, including:
i) National Trails” ….…
iii) Scheduled Ancient Monuments and other archaeological remains
RJ 3.3.41
“The potential cumulative impacts of existing and proposed development(s) should be carefully considered. Resources and assets may offer multiple benefits, the Offa's Dyke
Path for example, contributes to heritage historic, recreational, tourism and visual / landscape assets. Offa’s Dyke is a nationally important archaeological monument, part of
which is designated as a Scheduled Ancient Monument, and other parts are unscheduled sections. The route of the Offa’s Dyke Path National Trail also follows along or near
sections of the monument as it passes through the Plan area. The safeguarding to be applied under Policy SP7, in combination with the protection afforded at the national level to
Scheduled Ancient Monuments, and in respect of archaeology generally, will serve to protect this asset and its setting. The policy seeks to safeguard archaeological remains,
whether scheduled or not, and their settings, in line with national legislation, policy and guidance. Further information on historic environment designations identified within Policy
SP7 can be found within Appendix 6 of the Plan.”
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Type: Objection
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Status Maintained

MAC 35: CPRW welcomes the substitution of “National Trails” for “Offa’s Dyke Path and Glyndwr’s Way” in SP7 3 and appreciates that the archaeological Dyke is covered by 2
iii).
MACs 35 & 37: The original paragraph starts with a statement about cumulative impacts of developments on strategic assets. Then Offa’s Dyke is introduced as an example of
assets offering multiple benefits. These two ideas are separate and unrelated.
The new (green) section is useful in ensuring that Offa’s Dyke as both trail and monument (whether scheduled section or not) is protected but, by stating that different sections
are protected in different ways, it fails to emphasise the integrity of Offa’s Dyke as a longitudinal archaeological feature or acknowledge its huge historical importance for Wales.
Offa’s Dyke monument deserves strategic asset status in its own right.
These problems would be resolved by
linear archaeological feature in Powys
SOUNDNESS
Test 1
PPW 9
6.1.3 “The historic environment is relevant to and is a vibrant part of the culture and economy of Wales. To enable the historic environment to deliver rich benefits to the people of
Wales, what is of significance needs to be identified and change that has an impact on historic assets must be managed in a sensitive and sustainable way.”
6.2 Objectives
6.2.1 “It is important that the historic environment is protected, managed and conserved. The Welsh Government’s objectives in this field are to:
It is not sufficient to introduce Offa’s Dyke monument in RJ as an example of a general situation. It should be included as a strategic asset
Test 2
The LDP treatment of Offa’s Dyke does not reflect its importance to Powys history, the local tourist industry and, in particular, the town of Knighton.
Test 3
The importance to Development Control of protecting the structure and setting of Offa’s Dyke monument is unlikely to be recognised unless it is mentioned by name in policy.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Specific mention of the archaeological monument in SP7 2 iii) so that it reads: iii) Scheduled Ancient Monuments and other archaeological remains, including the whole of Offa’s
Dyke linear archaeological feature in Powys

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
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Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 35
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Welcomes the substitution of “National Trails” for “Offa’s Dyke Path and Glyndwr’s Way” in SP7 3 and appreciates that the archaeological Dyke is covered by 2 iii). Requests a
specific mention of the Offas Dyke archaeological monument in SP7 2 iii) by adding the following wording: "including the whole of Offa’s Dyke linear archaeological feature in
Powys".

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N13/3.3.41/S

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 37 Reasoned Justification to Policy SP7
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy,
para.3.3.41
Policy: SP7

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

The Council does not object to the re-modelling of the RJ at 3.3.41 which supports Policy SP7 to improve the coherence and flow of the existing text and to ensure that the issues
are adequately separated. The Council suggests the wording could be moved, resulting in changes at paras 3.3.39, 3.3.40 and 3.3.41. Suggested changes for the Inspector's
consideration are contained within the updated Consultation Report.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC37 requesting separate additional text in the reasoned justification to policy SP7 in relation to Offa's Dyke

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

CPRW have submitted statements requesting adequate protection of Offa’s Dyke, recognising the dual nature of Offa’s Dyke..preferably in policy SP7 which has been
substantially re-written at the MAC stage.
ED032-11
CPRW (ID1519) 11-1519 Statement
We request that this earlier submission be taken into account.
Offa’s Dyke is internationally famous. The Powys parts of the archaeological monument is Powys’ best known historical monument and tourist asset. The full length of Offa’s
Dyke is probably Wales’ best known tourist asset. The National Trail, part of it along the archaeological dyke is Powys’ most popular long distance walking route.
Strategic Policy SP7 - Safeguarding of Strategic Resources and Assets
“To safeguard strategic resources and assets in the County, development proposals must not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the resource or asset and its operation.
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Summary: MAC 37 Reasoned Justification to Policy SP7
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

The following have been identified as strategic resources and assets in Powys:
3. Recreational Assets, including:
i) National Trails” ….…
iii) Scheduled Ancient Monuments and other archaeological remains
RJ 3.3.41
“The potential cumulative impacts of existing and proposed development(s) should be carefully considered. Resources and assets may offer multiple benefits, the Offa's Dyke
Path for example, contributes to heritage historic, recreational, tourism and visual / landscape assets. Offa’s Dyke is a nationally important archaeological monument, part of
which is designated as a Scheduled Ancient Monument, and other parts are unscheduled sections. The route of the Offa’s Dyke Path National Trail also follows along or near
sections of the monument as it passes through the Plan area. The safeguarding to be applied under Policy SP7, in combination with the protection afforded at the national level to
Scheduled Ancient Monuments, and in respect of archaeology generally, will serve to protect this asset and its setting. The policy seeks to safeguard archaeological remains,
whether scheduled or not, and their settings, in line with national legislation, policy and guidance. Further information on historic environment designations identified within Policy
SP7 can be found within Appendix 6 of the Plan.”
MAC 37: However we do not consider that RJ 3.3.41 is satisfactory.
MACs 35 & 37: The original paragraph starts with a statement about cumulative impacts of developments on strategic assets. Then Offa’s Dyke is introduced as an example of
assets offering multiple benefits. These two ideas are separate and unrelated.
The new (green) section is useful in ensuring that Offa’s Dyke as both trail and monument (whether scheduled section or not) is protected but, by stating that different sections
are protected in different ways, it fails to emphasise the integrity of Offa’s Dyke as a longitudinal archaeological feature or acknowledge its huge historical importance for Wales.
Offa’s Dyke monument deserves strategic asset status in its own right.
These problems would be resolved by:

SOUNDNESS
Test 1
PPW 9
6.1.3 “The historic environment is relevant to and is a vibrant part of the culture and economy of Wales. To enable the historic environment to deliver rich benefits to the people of
Wales, what is of significance needs to be identified and change that has an impact on historic assets must be managed in a sensitive and sustainable way.”
6.2 Objectives
6.2.1 “It is important that the historic environment is protected, managed and conserved. The Welsh Government’s objectives in this field are to:
It is not sufficient to introduce Offa’s Dyke monument in RJ as an example of a general situation. It should be included as a strategic asset
Test 2
The LDP treatment of Offa’s Dyke does not reflect its importance to Powys history, the local tourist industry and, in particular, the town of Knighton.
Test 3
The importance to Development Control of protecting the structure and setting of Offa’s Dyke monument is unlikely to be recognised unless it is mentioned by name in policy.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
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Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 37 Reasoned Justification to Policy SP7
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Problems would be resolved by

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Request changes to paragraph 3.3.41 which starts with a statement about cumulative impacts of developments on strategic assets. Then Offa’s Dyke is introduced as an
example of assets offering multiple benefits.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N14//DM2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 41
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

The Council disagrees with the Representor. Ancient Woodlands are already covered by the current wording of point 5 of Policy DM2. No change required.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

0
Submitted against MAC41 requesting amended wording to policy DM2
0
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Source: Email
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 41
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Representation Details
PROTECTION OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT; BIODIVERSITY
CPRW have submitted representations requesting adequate protection of the natural environment and biodiversity, in policy DM2 which has been substantially re-written at the
MAC stage.
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) 11-6235 Statement
We request that this earlier submission be taken into account.
We welcome the replacement of a weak and confused DM2 policy with a more robust DM2 policy which sets out the designation hierarchy as recommended by PPW. However
we have outstanding concerns about the deliverance of real protection for the natural environment.
ENVIRONMENT ACT (WALES) 2016
Biodiversity and resilience of ecosystems duty
(1) A public authority must seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity in the exercise of functions in relation to Wales, and in so doing promote the resilience of ecosystems, so
far as consistent with the proper exercise of those functions.
(2) In complying with subsection (1), a public authority must take account of the resilience of ecosystems, in particular the following aspects—
(a) diversity between and within ecosystems;
(b) the connections between and within ecosystems;
(c) the scale of ecosystems;
(d) the condition of ecosystems (including their structure and functioning);
(e) the adaptability of ecosystems
The Well-Being of Future Generations Act requires LPAs to apply the principle of sustainable development to achieve “well-being goals”.
One of these goals is:
“A resilient Wales. A nation which maintains and enhances a biodiverse natural environment with healthy functioning ecosystems that support social, economic and ecological
resilience and the capacity to adapt to change (for example climate change).”
The Nature Recovery Plan for Wales 2015
sets out the AICHI biodiversity targets and goals and Wales’s strategy to reverse biodiversity decline, including via the integration of biodiversity values into planning.
LDP Policy DM2 – The Natural Environment
(Deleted text: "5. At the site level, proposals for") Development proposals shall demonstrate how they protect, positively manage and enhance biodiversity and geodiversity
interests (Deleted text:to produce a net gain both at the particular site,) including improving the resilience of biodiversity through the enhanced connectivity of habitats within, and
beyond the site.
We appreciate that it is unreasonable to demand that Development proposals undertake to produce “a net gain” in all circumstances, especially since this would be difficult to
establish. However we have ample evidence that Welsh biodiversity overall is declining overall and that the proportion of protected sites in a less than favourable state is
increasing. CPRW considers it important to ensure that protection, positive management and enhancement of biodiversity and geodiversity interests are genuine, proportionate
evidence-based requirements rather than box-ticking.
Powys CC has a duties under the Environment (Wales) Act and WBFGAct to protect biodiversity. NRW’s role as a statutory consultee is limited.
Development proposals should be assessed for:
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Summary: MAC 41
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

emissions etc.)
and this should be weighed against the:

DM2 currently reads as though “the natural environment” is confined to isolated protected sites. Protection should still apply when an identified (European, National or Local)
protected site is not involved and these contributions on both sides of the planning balance (for or against the development) should be reflected in DM2 and following RJ.
We therefore propose that Policy DM2 contains an amended opening paragraph which is numbered 1., with protection of the hierarchy of protected assets numbered 2. DM2
would then read:
1. All development proposals shall have regard to protection of the natural environment and, wherever appropriate, shall describe the positive and negative impacts they will have
on the natural environment, including impacts on habitats and natural species. They shall demonstrate how they protect, positively manage and enhance biodiversity and
geodiversity interests and provide compensation or off-setting for any negative impacts, including improving the resilience of biodiversity through the enhanced connectivity of
habitats within, and beyond the site.
2. Development proposals which would impact on the following particular natural environment assets will only be permitted where they do not unacceptably adversely affect:
………..
It is the duty of PCC to ensure specific protection of Ancient Woodland from ammonia emissions, and therefore it is important that this is named in DM2 5. Since DM2 is designed
to protect the natural environment, this should precede cultural heritage and public amenity.
DM2 5 would then read:
5. woodlands, particularly Ancient Woodlands, trees, particularly ancient trees, and hedgerows of significant importance to the natural environment, cultural heritage or public
amenity.
CPRW considers that the RJ accompanying DM2 should contain an item about habitat creation, compensation and off-setting being evidence-based and proportionate such as:
RJ 4.2.5a
Development proposals should describe how measures to protect, positively manage and enhance biodiversity and geodiversity interests relate to the impacts of the
development. Wherever possible, the benefits should be based on authoritative evidence and advice should be sought from local experts such as the Local Wildlife Trusts.
SOUNDNESS
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
No. DM2 does not adequately reflect the need to have regard to the natural environment outside protected sites, habitats sand species. Powys has a duty to ensure sustainable
management of natural resources, to maintain and enhance ecosystems, and to promote biodiversity under Welsh legislation.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
Not as it stands, for the reasons above. Powys CC is the responsible authority within Powys boundaries.
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
The plan will not deliver protection of the natural environment without the LDP demonstrating a determination to incorporate all levels of protection of the natural environment into
development control and ensure that real benefits rather than token benefits are achieved. Powys CC needs to acknowledge their own responsibilities in protection of the natural
environment and cooperate with expert stakeholders such as Wildlife and Rivers Trusts.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
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Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 41
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

We therefore propose that Policy DM2 contains an amended opening paragraph which is numbered 1., with protection of the hierarchy of protected assets numbered 2. DM2
would then read:
1. All development proposals shall have regard to protection of the natural environment and, wherever appropriate, shall describe the positive and negative impacts they will have
on the natural environment, including impacts on habitats and natural species. They shall demonstrate how they protect, positively manage and enhance biodiversity and
geodiversity interests and provide compensation or off-setting for any negative impacts, including improving the resilience of biodiversity through the enhanced connectivity of
habitats within, and beyond the site.
2. Development proposals which would impact on the following particular natural environment assets will only be permitted where they do not unacceptably adversely affect:
………..
It is the duty of PCC to ensure specific protection of Ancient Woodland from ammonia emissions, and therefore it is important that this is named in DM2 5. Since DM2 is designed
to protect the natural environment, this should precede cultural heritage and public amenity.
DM2 5 would then read:
5. woodlands, particularly Ancient Woodlands, trees, particularly ancient trees, and hedgerows of significant importance to the natural environment, cultural heritage or public
amenity.

Council Response:

Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0

Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
DM2 does not adequately reflect the need to have regard to the natural environment outside protected sites, habitats sand species Amended wording suggested.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N15//DM2
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 43 Reasoned Justification to Policy DM2
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM2
13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment
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Source: Email

Type: Objection

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 43 Reasoned Justification to Policy DM2
Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

The Council disagrees with the proposed change requested by the Representor. The subject that is covered by the suggested re-wording is already covered, and the Council
would argue in more detail, by the existing paragraphs 4.2.14 and 4.2.15 contained within the reasoned justification of Policy DM2. Further, the forthcoming SPG on Biodiversity
(referred to in para 4.2.16) will also enable more of the appropriate detail to be covered. No change required.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC43 requesting additional wording in the reasoned justification to policy DM2 in relation to habitat creation, compensation and off-setting

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

PROTECTION OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT; BIODIVERSITY
CPRW have submitted representations requesting adequate protection of the natural environment and biodiversity, in policy DM2 which has been substantially re-written at the
MAC stage.
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) 11-6235 Statement
We request that this earlier submission be taken into account.
We welcome the replacement of a weak and confused DM2 policy with a more robust DM2 policy which sets out the designation hierarchy as recommended by PPW. However
we have outstanding concerns about the deliverance of real protection for the natural environment.
ENVIRONMENT ACT (WALES) 2016
Biodiversity and resilience of ecosystems duty
(1) A public authority must seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity in the exercise of functions in relation to Wales, and in so doing promote the resilience of ecosystems, so
far as consistent with the proper exercise of those functions.
(2) In complying with subsection (1), a public authority must take account of the resilience of ecosystems, in particular the following aspects—
(a) diversity between and within ecosystems;
(b) the connections between and within ecosystems;
(c) the scale of ecosystems;
(d) the condition of ecosystems (including their structure and functioning);
(e) the adaptability of ecosystems
The Well-Being of Future Generations Act requires LPAs to apply the principle of sustainable development to achieve “well-being goals”.
One of these goals is:
“A resilient Wales. A nation which maintains and enhances a biodiverse natural environment with healthy functioning ecosystems that support social, economic and ecological
resilience and the capacity to adapt to change (for example climate change).”
The Nature Recovery Plan for Wales 2015
sets out the AICHI biodiversity targets and goals and Wales’s strategy to reverse biodiversity decline, including via the integration of biodiversity values into planning.
LDP Policy DM2 – The Natural Environment

13/12/2017
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Summary: MAC 43 Reasoned Justification to Policy DM2
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Status Maintained

(Deleted text: "5. At the site level, proposals for") Development proposals shall demonstrate how they protect, positively manage and enhance biodiversity and geodiversity
interests (Deleted text:to produce a net gain both at the particular site,) including improving the resilience of biodiversity through the enhanced connectivity of habitats within, and
beyond the site.
We appreciate that it is unreasonable to demand that Development proposals undertake to produce “a net gain” in all circumstances, especially since this would be difficult to
establish. However we have ample evidence that Welsh biodiversity overall is declining overall and that the proportion of protected sites in a less than favourable state is
increasing. CPRW considers it important to ensure that protection, positive management and enhancement of biodiversity and geodiversity interests are genuine, proportionate
evidence-based requirements rather than box-ticking.
Powys CC has a duties under the Environment (Wales) Act and WBFGAct to protect biodiversity. NRW’s role as a statutory consultee is limited.
Development proposals should be assessed for:

emissions etc.)
and this should be weighed against the:

DM2 currently reads as though “the natural environment” is confined to isolated protected sites. Protection should still apply when an identified (European, National or Local)
protected site is not involved and these contributions on both sides of the planning balance (for or against the development) should be reflected in DM2 and following RJ.
We therefore propose that Policy DM2 contains an amended opening paragraph which is numbered 1., with protection of the hierarchy of protected assets numbered 2. DM2
would then read:
1. All development proposals shall have regard to protection of the natural environment and, wherever appropriate, shall describe the positive and negative impacts they will have
on the natural environment, including impacts on habitats and natural species. They shall demonstrate how they protect, positively manage and enhance biodiversity and
geodiversity interests and provide compensation or off-setting for any negative impacts, including improving the resilience of biodiversity through the enhanced connectivity of
habitats within, and beyond the site.
2. Development proposals which would impact on the following particular natural environment assets will only be permitted where they do not unacceptably adversely affect:
………..
It is the duty of PCC to ensure specific protection of Ancient Woodland from ammonia emissions, and therefore it is important that this is named in DM2 5. Since DM2 is designed
to protect the natural environment, this should precede cultural heritage and public amenity.
DM2 5 would then read:
5. woodlands, particularly Ancient Woodlands, trees, particularly ancient trees, and hedgerows of significant importance to the natural environment, cultural heritage or public
amenity.
CPRW considers that the RJ accompanying DM2 should contain an item about habitat creation, compensation and off-setting being evidence-based and proportionate such as:
RJ 4.2.5a
Development proposals should describe how measures to protect, positively manage and enhance biodiversity and geodiversity interests relate to the impacts of the
development. Wherever possible, the benefits should be based on authoritative evidence and advice should be sought from local experts such as the Local Wildlife Trusts.
SOUNDNESS
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
13/12/2017
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Summary: MAC 43 Reasoned Justification to Policy DM2
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

No. DM2 does not adequately reflect the need to have regard to the natural environment outside protected sites, habitats sand species. Powys has a duty to ensure sustainable
management of natural resources, to maintain and enhance ecosystems, and to promote biodiversity under Welsh legislation.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
Not as it stands, for the reasons above. Powys CC is the responsible authority within Powys boundaries.
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
The plan will not deliver protection of the natural environment without the LDP demonstrating a determination to incorporate all levels of protection of the natural environment into
development control and ensure that real benefits rather than token benefits are achieved. Powys CC needs to acknowledge their own responsibilities in protection of the natural
environment and cooperate with expert stakeholders such as Wildlife and Rivers Trusts.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
CPRW RECOMMENDATION MAC 43
CPRW considers that the RJ accompanying DM2 should contain an item about habitat creation, compensation and off-setting being evidence-based and proportionate such as:
RJ 4.2.5a
Development proposals should describe how measures to protect, positively manage and enhance biodiversity and geodiversity interests relate to the impacts of the
development. Wherever possible, the benefits should be based on authoritative evidence and advice should be sought from local experts such as the Local Wildlife Trusts.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Requests additional wording into para. 4.2.5a of the reasoned justification to policy DM2 relating to habitat creation, compensation and off-setting being evidence-based and
proportionate.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N16//SP7
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 35 Carbon Soils
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy
13/12/2017
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Source: Email

Summary: MAC 35 Carbon Soils
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Policy: SP7

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Status Maintained

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

The Council notes the Representors continued concern on the issue of carbon soils and their objection to the outcome of the discussions that took place during Examination
Hearing Session 11 and the subsequent MACs. The Council disagrees with the representation and would argue that MACs 62 and 68, arising from the discussions at Hearing
Session 11 (see Hearing Session 11 Action Points) and CPRWs submission in response to this, provides the required protection for carbon soils.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC35 requesting carbon rich soils to be identified in policy SP7

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
SOILS IMPORTANT FOR CARBON STORAGE
CPRW have submitted representations requesting adequate protection of carbon soils, preferably in policy SP7 which has been substantially re-written at the MAC stage.
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) 11-6235 Statement
CPRW (ID1519) 11-1519 Statement
Carbon soils were the subject of HS11 AP 7 ED039 for which CPRW submitted:
ED066
CPRW (ID1519 & 6235)
We request that these earlier submissions be taken into account and soils important for carbon storage be protected as the strategic assets for the well-being of future
generations that they undoubtedly are. We also object to the failure of DM13 criterion 14 and RJ 4.2.91 to give adequate weight to soils important for carbon storage in Powys.
We do not accept the evasive argument that “agreed definitions” stand in the way of any commitment to protecting soils important for carbon storage. This LDP is emerging at a
time when the importance of carbon storage in soils for the sustainable management of natural resources and combatting man-made climate change is being stressed by
international experts – for instance Dr Rattan Lal, Ohio State Soil Scientist has said “A mere 2% increase in the carbon content of the planet’s soils could offset 100% of all
greenhouse gas emissions going into the atmosphere”. The critical decline in soil quality, which is also likely to seriously compromise our ability to feed our populations, was also
the subject of a speech by the UK Secretary of State for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs at a parliamentary reception on 23/10/17. Against this background, the LDP
avoids providing any protection for soils apart from peat of at least 1M thick. The LDP team has argued that agricultural matters are outside its remit however Development
Management controls permission for developments which have an impact on soils and carbon storage and must take the scientific consensus and Welsh planning guidance into
account. The Environment (Wales) Act imposed the ecosystems duty on public bodies, requiring them to maintain and enhance the resilience of ecosystems, which include soils.
PPW 5.1.2
“The Welsh Government’s objectives for the conservation and improvement of the natural heritage are to: ……….

LDP ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Key Issue 11.
13/12/2017
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“As a rural county, Powys’ natural resources and ecosystems are important for carbon storage (soil and vegetation) …The LDP must manage development carefully to protect
these resources and reconcile competing demands.”
LDP Objective 3 – Efficient Use of Land
“To support the re-use and remediation of suitably and sustainably located previously developed land and where this is not possible to make efficient use of green field sites. To
apply a general presumption against unsustainable development in the open countryside including the undeveloped coast, development on soils of high environmental and
agricultural value and important mineral resources which are recognised as finite resources.”
LDP Key Issue 11 says the LDP must manage development to protect carbon storage and reconcile competing demands.
Objective 3 applies a general presumption against unsustainable development in the open countryside including development on soils of high environmental value.
Therefore Key Issue 11 and Objective 3 fit with PPW 5.1.2.
LDP Policy DM13 criterion 14v refers to protection of “important carbon sinks such as thick peat deposits” which correctly implies that “thick peat deposits” are but one example of
“carbon sinks” but the policy does not specify any others.
RJ 4.2.91
“PPW (section 5.1.2) cites the importance of promoting the functions and benefits of soils, and in particular their function as a carbon store. Section 14.8.20 refers specifically to
Peat and the need to protect Peat Bogs. PPW however does not provide a definition of what constitutes a carbon store, or peat deposit. The Council therefore has referred to the
British Geological Survey’s published map of Thick Peat that identifies the locations of all Peat deposits of at least 1m in thickness.”
RJ 4.2.91 should support and elaborate on Objective 3 as translated into policy DM 13 -14. Instead the intention of Objective 3 and PPW (section 5.1.2) to protect a wider variety
of soils, in particular those providing carbon stores, has been deliberately misconstrued in RJ 4.2.91 by limiting consideration to peat soils of 1m or more deep.
The reason given is that these have been mapped by the BGS and, apparently, PCC cannot be guided by the Cranfield University survey figures reproduced in SoNaRR ch 3 p26
although NRW has clearly selected these as the best available evidence. All parties acknowledge that the mapping of carbon storage soils is complex and incomplete. We have
previously cited some of the various authoritative guides to the distribution and importance of carbon-storage soils in Powys in the JNCC report 445 (2011), NRW Glastir
monitoring program and SoNaRR ch 3 & ch 7. SoNaRR ch 7 gives a combined ecosystem services map in which carbon storage, flood prevention and water quality are
combined. Is PCC maintaining that WG and NRW make recommendations which have no meaning because, in spite of all the scientific work on this matter and ongoing
monitoring by NRW for Glastir, PCC offers the excuse that there are “no agreed definitions”? This reads as deliberate avoidance of any effort to put clear recommendations into
practice.
It is not reasonable to demand that there must be a precise county-wide map for particular thresholds for ecosystem phenomena before their value can be recognised in policy. In
the case of protected species we do not have precise maps of populations: Development Management/NRW are supposed to consider the environmental evidence about the
likely impact of a particular development on a particular site on the target environmental receptor. It is perfectly possible to measure and assess peat levels, carbon content of
soils and extent of soil-types on any given site as regularly proved in environmental statements (for instance P/2014/0672). Both evidence and technology are available to allow
either PCC development management or NRW (whichever is responsible) to assess impacts on preservation of carbon soils. To neglect to do so is an abrogation of duty under
the Environment (Wales) Act and the WBFG Act.
Development policy is a matter of giving the correct weight to material considerations in decision making. With respect to carbon storage soils, this will depend on the quantity of
carbon storage potential lost and therefore 1Ha of 50cm depth peat could be an equally significant loss as 0.5Ha of IM depth peat. An artificial and very high cut-off point will not
serve to deliver proportionate protection of carbon soils and decrease in carbon emissions.
13/12/2017
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SOUNDNESS SP 7 (absence of mention of carbon-rich soils)
DM13 criterion 14 v. (permissive qualification of “wherever possible” and failure to mention any soils except peat)
RJ 4.2.91 (limitation of protection to soils at least 1m thick)
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
No. These parts of the LDP do not fit with WG legislation, PPW, NRW analysis of sustainable use of natural resources, nor with LDP Objective 3 or Key Issue 11.
The LDP claims at RJ 5.7 that SEA monitoring will apply to soils. It is inconsistent to apply monitoring when the LDP itself has sought to absolve responsibility for anything but
peat at least 1m thick.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
No. These parts of the LDP are not appropriate for Powys which contains 70% of Welsh uplands in which development control is critical for the preservation of sequestered
carbon. No planning weight is given to preservation of soils, and carbon soils in particular, except for peat of at least 1m thick. Soils, mentioned in Key Issue 11 and Objective 3
are not mentioned elsewhere in the LDP except with respect to contamination and monitoring.
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
The plan will not deliver its stated need to manage development carefully to protect carbon storage resources or control of emissions. The only protection, with the permissive
qualification “wherever possible”, applies to peat soils of at least 1M thick as mapped by the BGS, a mapping which is not, in most cases, sufficiently precise to deal with any
specific development site.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
CPRW RECOMMENDATION
Carbon rich soils to be identified as strategic resources/assets in Policy SP7.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Request for adequate protection of carbon soils, preferably in policy SP7
0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM13

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

The Council notes the Representors continued concern on the issue of carbon soils and their objection to the outcome of the discussions that took place during Examination
Hearing Session 11 and the subsequent MACs. The Council disagrees with the representation and would argue that MACs 62 and 68, arising from the discussions at Hearing
Session 11 (see Hearing Session 11 Action Points) and CPRWs submission in response to this, provides the required protection for carbon soils.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC62 requesting amendments to policy DM13 (14) in relation to carbon soils

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Representation Details
SOILS IMPORTANT FOR CARBON STORAGE
CPRW have submitted representations requesting adequate protection of carbon soils, preferably in policy SP7 which has been substantially re-written at the MAC stage.
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) 11-6235 Statement
CPRW (ID1519) 11-1519 Statement
Carbon soils were the subject of HS11 AP 7 ED039 for which CPRW submitted:
ED066
CPRW (ID1519 & 6235)
We request that these earlier submissions be taken into account and soils important for carbon storage be protected as the strategic assets for the well-being of future
generations that they undoubtedly are. We also object to the failure of DM13 criterion 14 and RJ 4.2.91 to give adequate weight to soils important for carbon storage in Powys.
We do not accept the evasive argument that “agreed definitions” stand in the way of any commitment to protecting soils important for carbon storage. This LDP is emerging at a
time when the importance of carbon storage in soils for the sustainable management of natural resources and combatting man-made climate change is being stressed by
international experts – for instance Dr Rattan Lal, Ohio State Soil Scientist has said “A mere 2% increase in the carbon content of the planet’s soils could offset 100% of all
greenhouse gas emissions going into the atmosphere”. The critical decline in soil quality, which is also likely to seriously compromise our ability to feed our populations, was also
the subject of a speech by the UK Secretary of State for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs at a parliamentary reception on 23/10/17. Against this background, the LDP
avoids providing any protection for soils apart from peat of at least 1M thick. The LDP team has argued that agricultural matters are outside its remit however Development
Management controls permission for developments which have an impact on soils and carbon storage and must take the scientific consensus and Welsh planning guidance into
account. The Environment (Wales) Act imposed the ecosystems duty on public bodies, requiring them to maintain and enhance the resilience of ecosystems, which include soils.
PPW 5.1.2
“The Welsh Government’s objectives for the conservation and improvement of the natural heritage are to: ……….

13/12/2017
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LDP ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Key Issue 11.
“As a rural county, Powys’ natural resources and ecosystems are important for carbon storage (soil and vegetation) …The LDP must manage development carefully to protect
these resources and reconcile competing demands.”
LDP Objective 3 – Efficient Use of Land
“To support the re-use and remediation of suitably and sustainably located previously developed land and where this is not possible to make efficient use of green field sites. To
apply a general presumption against unsustainable development in the open countryside including the undeveloped coast, development on soils of high environmental and
agricultural value and important mineral resources which are recognised as finite resources.”
LDP Key Issue 11 says the LDP must manage development to protect carbon storage and reconcile competing demands.
Objective 3 applies a general presumption against unsustainable development in the open countryside including development on soils of high environmental value.
Therefore Key Issue 11 and Objective 3 fit with PPW 5.1.2.
LDP Policy DM13 criterion 14v refers to protection of “important carbon sinks such as thick peat deposits” which correctly implies that “thick peat deposits” are but one example of
“carbon sinks” but the policy does not specify any others.
RJ 4.2.91
“PPW (section 5.1.2) cites the importance of promoting the functions and benefits of soils, and in particular their function as a carbon store. Section 14.8.20 refers specifically to
Peat and the need to protect Peat Bogs. PPW however does not provide a definition of what constitutes a carbon store, or peat deposit. The Council therefore has referred to the
British Geological Survey’s published map of Thick Peat that identifies the locations of all Peat deposits of at least 1m in thickness.”
RJ 4.2.91 should support and elaborate on Objective 3 as translated into policy DM 13 -14. Instead the intention of Objective 3 and PPW (section 5.1.2) to protect a wider variety
of soils, in particular those providing carbon stores, has been deliberately misconstrued in RJ 4.2.91 by limiting consideration to peat soils of 1m or more deep.
The reason given is that these have been mapped by the BGS and, apparently, PCC cannot be guided by the Cranfield University survey figures reproduced in SoNaRR ch 3 p26
although NRW has clearly selected these as the best available evidence. All parties acknowledge that the mapping of carbon storage soils is complex and incomplete. We have
previously cited some of the various authoritative guides to the distribution and importance of carbon-storage soils in Powys in the JNCC report 445 (2011), NRW Glastir
monitoring program and SoNaRR ch 3 & ch 7. SoNaRR ch 7 gives a combined ecosystem services map in which carbon storage, flood prevention and water quality are
combined. Is PCC maintaining that WG and NRW make recommendations which have no meaning because, in spite of all the scientific work on this matter and ongoing
monitoring by NRW for Glastir, PCC offers the excuse that there are “no agreed definitions”? This reads as deliberate avoidance of any effort to put clear recommendations into
practice.
It is not reasonable to demand that there must be a precise county-wide map for particular thresholds for ecosystem phenomena before their value can be recognised in policy. In
the case of protected species we do not have precise maps of populations: Development Management/NRW are supposed to consider the environmental evidence about the
likely impact of a particular development on a particular site on the target environmental receptor. It is perfectly possible to measure and assess peat levels, carbon content of
soils and extent of soil-types on any given site as regularly proved in environmental statements (for instance P/2014/0672). Both evidence and technology are available to allow
either PCC development management or NRW (whichever is responsible) to assess impacts on preservation of carbon soils. To neglect to do so is an abrogation of duty under
the Environment (Wales) Act and the WBFG Act.
Development policy is a matter of giving the correct weight to material considerations in decision making. With respect to carbon storage soils, this will depend on the quantity of
13/12/2017
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carbon storage potential lost and therefore 1Ha of 50cm depth peat could be an equally significant loss as 0.5Ha of IM depth peat. An artificial and very high cut-off point will not
serve to deliver proportionate protection of carbon soils and decrease in carbon emissions.
SOUNDNESS SP 7 (absence of mention of carbon-rich soils)
DM13 criterion 14 v. (permissive qualification of “wherever possible” and failure to mention any soils except peat)
RJ 4.2.91 (limitation of protection to soils at least 1m thick)
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
No. These parts of the LDP do not fit with WG legislation, PPW, NRW analysis of sustainable use of natural resources, nor with LDP Objective 3 or Key Issue 11.
The LDP claims at RJ 5.7 that SEA monitoring will apply to soils. It is inconsistent to apply monitoring when the LDP itself has sought to absolve responsibility for anything but
peat at least 1m thick.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
No. These parts of the LDP are not appropriate for Powys which contains 70% of Welsh uplands in which development control is critical for the preservation of sequestered
carbon. No planning weight is given to preservation of soils, and carbon soils in particular, except for peat of at least 1m thick. Soils, mentioned in Key Issue 11 and Objective 3
are not mentioned elsewhere in the LDP except with respect to contamination and monitoring.
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
The plan will not deliver its stated need to manage development carefully to protect carbon storage resources or control of emissions. The only protection, with the permissive
qualification “wherever possible”, applies to peat soils of at least 1M thick as mapped by the BGS, a mapping which is not, in most cases, sufficiently precise to deal with any
specific development site.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Policy DM 13 Criterion 14 v.:
Removal of permissive qualification ‘wherever possible’ and expansion of reference to carbon soils other than peat.

Council Response:

Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0

Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Failure of plan to protect carbon storage resources or control of emissions. The only protection applies to peat soils of at least 1M thick as mapped by the BGS, a mapping which
is not, in most cases, sufficiently precise to deal with any specific development site. Request the removal of permissive qualification ‘wherever possible’ and expansion of
reference to carbon soils other than peat within policy DM13 (14).
0
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Summary: MAC68 Carbon Soils - Reasoned Justification to Policy DM13
Type: Objection
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.91
Policy: DM13

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

The Council notes the Representors continued concern on the issue of carbon soils and their objection to the outcome of the discussions that took place during Examination
Hearing Session 11 and the subsequent MACs. The Council disagrees with the representation and would argue that MACs 62 and 68, arising from the discussions at Hearing
Session 11 (see Hearing Session 11 Action Points) and CPRWs submission in response to this, provides the required protection for carbon soils.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC68 requesting amendments to reasoned justification to policy DM13 (14) in relation to carbon soils

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
SOILS IMPORTANT FOR CARBON STORAGE
CPRW have submitted representations requesting adequate protection of carbon soils, preferably in policy SP7 which has been substantially re-written at the MAC stage.
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) 11-6235 Statement
CPRW (ID1519) 11-1519 Statement
Carbon soils were the subject of HS11 AP 7 ED039 for which CPRW submitted:
ED066
CPRW (ID1519 & 6235)
We request that these earlier submissions be taken into account and soils important for carbon storage be protected as the strategic assets for the well-being of future
generations that they undoubtedly are. We also object to the failure of DM13 criterion 14 and RJ 4.2.91 to give adequate weight to soils important for carbon storage in Powys.
We do not accept the evasive argument that “agreed definitions” stand in the way of any commitment to protecting soils important for carbon storage. This LDP is emerging at a
time when the importance of carbon storage in soils for the sustainable management of natural resources and combatting man-made climate change is being stressed by
international experts – for instance Dr Rattan Lal, Ohio State Soil Scientist has said “A mere 2% increase in the carbon content of the planet’s soils could offset 100% of all
greenhouse gas emissions going into the atmosphere”. The critical decline in soil quality, which is also likely to seriously compromise our ability to feed our populations, was also

13/12/2017
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the subject of a speech by the UK Secretary of State for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs at a parliamentary reception on 23/10/17. Against this background, the LDP
avoids providing any protection for soils apart from peat of at least 1M thick. The LDP team has argued that agricultural matters are outside its remit however Development
Management controls permission for developments which have an impact on soils and carbon storage and must take the scientific consensus and Welsh planning guidance into
account. The Environment (Wales) Act imposed the ecosystems duty on public bodies, requiring them to maintain and enhance the resilience of ecosystems, which include soils.
PPW 5.1.2
“The Welsh Government’s objectives for the conservation and improvement of the natural heritage are to: ……….

LDP ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Key Issue 11.
“As a rural county, Powys’ natural resources and ecosystems are important for carbon storage (soil and vegetation) …The LDP must manage development carefully to protect
these resources and reconcile competing demands.”
LDP Objective 3 – Efficient Use of Land
“To support the re-use and remediation of suitably and sustainably located previously developed land and where this is not possible to make efficient use of green field sites. To
apply a general presumption against unsustainable development in the open countryside including the undeveloped coast, development on soils of high environmental and
agricultural value and important mineral resources which are recognised as finite resources.”
LDP Key Issue 11 says the LDP must manage development to protect carbon storage and reconcile competing demands.
Objective 3 applies a general presumption against unsustainable development in the open countryside including development on soils of high environmental value.
Therefore Key Issue 11 and Objective 3 fit with PPW 5.1.2.
LDP Policy DM13 criterion 14v refers to protection of “important carbon sinks such as thick peat deposits” which correctly implies that “thick peat deposits” are but one example of
“carbon sinks” but the policy does not specify any others.
RJ 4.2.91
“PPW (section 5.1.2) cites the importance of promoting the functions and benefits of soils, and in particular their function as a carbon store. Section 14.8.20 refers specifically to
Peat and the need to protect Peat Bogs. PPW however does not provide a definition of what constitutes a carbon store, or peat deposit. The Council therefore has referred to the
British Geological Survey’s published map of Thick Peat that identifies the locations of all Peat deposits of at least 1m in thickness.”
RJ 4.2.91 should support and elaborate on Objective 3 as translated into policy DM 13 -14. Instead the intention of Objective 3 and PPW (section 5.1.2) to protect a wider variety
of soils, in particular those providing carbon stores, has been deliberately misconstrued in RJ 4.2.91 by limiting consideration to peat soils of 1m or more deep.
The reason given is that these have been mapped by the BGS and, apparently, PCC cannot be guided by the Cranfield University survey figures reproduced in SoNaRR ch 3 p26
although NRW has clearly selected these as the best available evidence. All parties acknowledge that the mapping of carbon storage soils is complex and incomplete. We have
previously cited some of the various authoritative guides to the distribution and importance of carbon-storage soils in Powys in the JNCC report 445 (2011), NRW Glastir
monitoring program and SoNaRR ch 3 & ch 7. SoNaRR ch 7 gives a combined ecosystem services map in which carbon storage, flood prevention and water quality are
combined. Is PCC maintaining that WG and NRW make recommendations which have no meaning because, in spite of all the scientific work on this matter and ongoing
monitoring by NRW for Glastir, PCC offers the excuse that there are “no agreed definitions”? This reads as deliberate avoidance of any effort to put clear recommendations into
practice.
13/12/2017
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It is not reasonable to demand that there must be a precise county-wide map for particular thresholds for ecosystem phenomena before their value can be recognised in policy. In
the case of protected species we do not have precise maps of populations: Development Management/NRW are supposed to consider the environmental evidence about the
likely impact of a particular development on a particular site on the target environmental receptor. It is perfectly possible to measure and assess peat levels, carbon content of
soils and extent of soil-types on any given site as regularly proved in environmental statements (for instance P/2014/0672). Both evidence and technology are available to allow
either PCC development management or NRW (whichever is responsible) to assess impacts on preservation of carbon soils. To neglect to do so is an abrogation of duty under
the Environment (Wales) Act and the WBFG Act.
Development policy is a matter of giving the correct weight to material considerations in decision making. With respect to carbon storage soils, this will depend on the quantity of
carbon storage potential lost and therefore 1Ha of 50cm depth peat could be an equally significant loss as 0.5Ha of IM depth peat. An artificial and very high cut-off point will not
serve to deliver proportionate protection of carbon soils and decrease in carbon emissions.
SOUNDNESS SP 7 (absence of mention of carbon-rich soils)
DM13 criterion 14 v. (permissive qualification of “wherever possible” and failure to mention any soils except peat)
RJ 4.2.91 (limitation of protection to soils at least 1m thick)
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
No. These parts of the LDP do not fit with WG legislation, PPW, NRW analysis of sustainable use of natural resources, nor with LDP Objective 3 or Key Issue 11.
The LDP claims at RJ 5.7 that SEA monitoring will apply to soils. It is inconsistent to apply monitoring when the LDP itself has sought to absolve responsibility for anything but
peat at least 1m thick.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
No. These parts of the LDP are not appropriate for Powys which contains 70% of Welsh uplands in which development control is critical for the preservation of sequestered
carbon. No planning weight is given to preservation of soils, and carbon soils in particular, except for peat of at least 1m thick. Soils, mentioned in Key Issue 11 and Objective 3
are not mentioned elsewhere in the LDP except with respect to contamination and monitoring.
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
The plan will not deliver its stated need to manage development carefully to protect carbon storage resources or control of emissions. The only protection, with the permissive
qualification “wherever possible”, applies to peat soils of at least 1M thick as mapped by the BGS, a mapping which is not, in most cases, sufficiently precise to deal with any
specific development site.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Removal of limitation of protection to soils of minimum depth 1m. Reference to carbon storage in wider range of soils.

Council Response:
Question: 4b

Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing

As above
0
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Summary of Representation
Failure of plan to protect carbon storage resources or control of emissions. The only protection applies to peat soils of at least 1M thick as mapped by the BGS, a mapping which
is not, in most cases, sufficiently precise to deal with any specific development site. Request the removal of the limitation to protect soils of minimum depth 1m and include
reference to carbon storage in wider range of soils within para. 4.2.91 of the reasoned justification to policy DM13 (14).

Council Response:

0
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Summary: MAC35 - SLAs
Type: Objection
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy
Policy: SP7

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

Para 4.b.5 of the Council's Hearing Statement to Hearing Session 11 highlights that "Planning Policy Wales (WPP11b) paragraph 5.3.11 states that “Local planning authorities
should apply these designations (SLAs) to areas of substantive conservation value where there is good reason to believe that normal planning policies cannot provide the
necessary protection. Such designations should not unduly restrict acceptable development.” The Council considers that the Plan’s normal policies are able to provide the
necessary protection for the landscape without the need to identify ‘areas of substantive conservation value’ over and above those designations already shown on the proposals
map (Registered Historic Landscapes, Historic Parks and Gardens, Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protected Areas etc...).." The Council's position on this has not
changed.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC35 regarding the omission of SLAs from Policy SP7

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
STRATEGIC ASSETS: Landscape & LSAs MACs 35 & 36:
CPRW have submitted statements requesting adequate protection for Powys landscapes, including the designation of LSAs in policy SP7 which has been substantially re-written
at the MAC stage.
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) 11-6235 Statement
CPRW (ID 1519) 11-1519 Statement
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ED039-11
CPRW (ID 1519) HS11 AP 2 & 3
CPRW warmly welcomes the addition of SP7 4 but questions the degree of protection it will afford in practice and regrets it is not amplified by the designation of SLAs.
The CPO letter of 11/12/15 which has been key in the evolution of the LDP refers to “extensive landscape assessments already produced as part of the LDP evidence base”.
Our pre-hearing statement for HS 11 objected to the absence of any landscape assessment to provide an evidence base for the LDP and the related failure to consider (or
undertake to consider in the future) candidate areas for Special Landscape Areas within Powys - in contrast to most other rural Welsh counties. We note, and agree with, the
statements by the Welsh Water Elan Trust (ID 3822) and the Cambrian Mountains Society (ID 4349).
We note the addition of:
SP7 4 “The valued characteristics and qualities of the landscape throughout Powys”
and
RJ 3.3.40
“Only development proposals that will not have an unacceptable impact on the asset/resource and the purposes for which it is safeguarded should be permitted.”
Powys is the largest, most rural Welsh county containing 70% of Welsh uplands. There have been historic attempts to designate landscape areas in Powys which, most recently,
have been rejected on the grounds that all the Powys landscape is exceptional so that there is no need for special designation and protection can be incorporated into general
LDP Policies. Pressures for development, especially renewable energy development and designation of RE Search Areas (both Strategic and Local) in uplands are changing
remote landscapes in an unprecedented way. This often has the additional impact of reducing biodiversity and some of the important ecosystem services uplands provide.
The LDP now presents a situation where highly valued landscapes are identified for change (as Search Areas) and, at the same time, development of the same scale is allowed
outside Search Areas. This means that there are no stretches of Powys landscape outside the Brecon Beacon National Park which are protected from significant development.
Although potential development is subject to other LDP policies and must not have an “unacceptable impact”, this is a poor safeguard because there is no clear guidance about
what degree of landscape impact is acceptable.
Designation of SLAs is not obligatory, but it is incorporated into LANDMAP and should be considered. It is particularly appropriate for Powys. Powys has the largest rural area and
upland area of any county in Wales (even if the BBNP is excluded). Powys already contains 3 SSAs and is proposing another 20 LSAs. Powys is also permitting 25MW wind
farms and 50MW solar farms outside Search Areas. With the exception of Monmouthshire, all counties sharing borders with Powys have designated SLAs. Monmouthshire has
no SSAs or LSAs and an RE policy which suggests wind proposals up to 5MW will be appropriate. Monmouthshire did scope possible SLAs and then decided not to incorporate
the 5 identified SLA candidate areas into the LDP because these covered over half the county. It was considered preferable to have a landscape policy which ensures that
“proposals for development protect, conserve and where possible enhance Monmouthshire landscape character as defined by LANDMAP” (Monmouthshire LDP 6.3.43 & 44).
Powys has not done any assessment of potential LSAs.
CPRW RECOMMENDATION
We consider that SP7 4 should include SLAs in order to:

SOUNDNESS
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
No. Powys stands out amongst rural Welsh Counties in both the extent of Search Areas, and the lack of protection for valued landscapes, particularly lacking in designation of
SLAs. The landscape features and qualities of SLAs in 2 other counties extend into Powys, who should consider parallel designation in the interests of cross-border co-operation
in protection.

Wells :
http://www.cartogold.co.uk/CarmarthenshireLDP/Carmarthenshire.htm
https://www.ceredigion.gov.uk/utilities/action/act_download.cfm?mediaid=51583&langtoken=eng
13/12/2017
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30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC35 - SLAs
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

The poor protection in Powys does not fit with:
LDP 3.1. The LDP’s Vision and Objectives which states at
3.1.1 “Land use in Powys should protect and enhance the County’s outstanding physical, social and cultural environment, including the outstanding natural landscape ….. in order
that these important aspects of the plan area are sustained for future generations”
Besides, the failure of Powys to consider LSAs and make its assessment process public renders the LDP unsound.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
No. Given the key characteristics of Powys and role of tourism in the rural economy, landscape protection should be strengthened by inclusion of SLAs
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
No. The inclusion of landscapes in SP7 4, although welcome, is unlikely to deliver protection and enhancement, given the imprecise, unqualified term “unacceptable” in RJ 3.3.40.
As the LDP stands, with extensive search areas, and permitted development on a substantial scale anywhere outside these, LSA designation would considerably improve
protection for future generations.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
CPRW RECOMMENDATION
We consider that SP7 4 should include SLAs in order to:

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Request that SP7 4 should include SLAs in order to:

0
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Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC36 - SLAs Reasoned Justification to Policy SP7
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy,
para.3.3.40
Policy: SP7

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

Para 4.b.5 of the Council's Hearing Statement to Hearing Session 11 highlights that "Planning Policy Wales (WPP11b) paragraph 5.3.11 states that “Local planning authorities
should apply these designations (SLAs) to areas of substantive conservation value where there is good reason to believe that normal planning policies cannot provide the
necessary protection. Such designations should not unduly restrict acceptable development.” The Council considers that the Plan’s normal policies are able to provide the
necessary protection for the landscape without the need to identify ‘areas of substantive conservation value’ over and above those designations already shown on the proposals
map (Registered Historic Landscapes, Historic Parks and Gardens, Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protected Areas etc...).." The Council's position on this has not
changed.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC36 regarding the omission of SLAs from reasoned justification to Policy SP7

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
STRATEGIC ASSETS: Landscape & LSAs MACs 35 & 36:
CPRW have submitted statements requesting adequate protection for Powys landscapes, including the designation of LSAs in policy SP7 which has been substantially re-written
at the MAC stage.
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) 11-6235 Statement
CPRW (ID 1519) 11-1519 Statement
ED039-11
CPRW (ID 1519) HS11 AP 2 & 3
CPRW warmly welcomes the addition of SP7 4 but questions the degree of protection it will afford in practice and regrets it is not amplified by the designation of SLAs.
The CPO letter of 11/12/15 which has been key in the evolution of the LDP refers to “extensive landscape assessments already produced as part of the LDP evidence base”.
Our pre-hearing statement for HS 11 objected to the absence of any landscape assessment to provide an evidence base for the LDP and the related failure to consider (or
undertake to consider in the future) candidate areas for Special Landscape Areas within Powys - in contrast to most other rural Welsh counties. We note, and agree with, the
statements by the Welsh Water Elan Trust (ID 3822) and the Cambrian Mountains Society (ID 4349).
We note the addition of:
SP7 4 “The valued characteristics and qualities of the landscape throughout Powys”
and
RJ 3.3.40
“Only development proposals that will not have an unacceptable impact on the asset/resource and the purposes for which it is safeguarded should be permitted.”
Powys is the largest, most rural Welsh county containing 70% of Welsh uplands. There have been historic attempts to designate landscape areas in Powys which, most recently,
have been rejected on the grounds that all the Powys landscape is exceptional so that there is no need for special designation and protection can be incorporated into general
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Summary: MAC36 - SLAs Reasoned Justification to Policy SP7
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

LDP Policies. Pressures for development, especially renewable energy development and designation of RE Search Areas (both Strategic and Local) in uplands are changing
remote landscapes in an unprecedented way. This often has the additional impact of reducing biodiversity and some of the important ecosystem services uplands provide.
The LDP now presents a situation where highly valued landscapes are identified for change (as Search Areas) and, at the same time, development of the same scale is allowed
outside Search Areas. This means that there are no stretches of Powys landscape outside the Brecon Beacon National Park which are protected from significant development.
Although potential development is subject to other LDP policies and must not have an “unacceptable impact”, this is a poor safeguard because there is no clear guidance about
what degree of landscape impact is acceptable.
Designation of SLAs is not obligatory, but it is incorporated into LANDMAP and should be considered. It is particularly appropriate for Powys. Powys has the largest rural area and
upland area of any county in Wales (even if the BBNP is excluded). Powys already contains 3 SSAs and is proposing another 20 LSAs. Powys is also permitting 25MW wind
farms and 50MW solar farms outside Search Areas. With the exception of Monmouthshire, all counties sharing borders with Powys have designated SLAs. Monmouthshire has
no SSAs or LSAs and an RE policy which suggests wind proposals up to 5MW will be appropriate. Monmouthshire did scope possible SLAs and then decided not to incorporate
the 5 identified SLA candidate areas into the LDP because these covered over half the county. It was considered preferable to have a landscape policy which ensures that
“proposals for development protect, conserve and where possible enhance Monmouthshire landscape character as defined by LANDMAP” (Monmouthshire LDP 6.3.43 & 44).
Powys has not done any assessment of potential LSAs.
CPRW RECOMMENDATION
We consider that SP7 4 should include SLAs in order to:

SOUNDNESS
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
No. Powys stands out amongst rural Welsh Counties in both the extent of Search Areas, and the lack of protection for valued landscapes, particularly lacking in designation of
SLAs. The landscape features and qualities of SLAs in 2 other counties extend into Powys, who should consider parallel designation in the interests of cross-border co-operation
in protection.

Wells :
http://www.cartogold.co.uk/CarmarthenshireLDP/Carmarthenshire.htm
https://www.ceredigion.gov.uk/utilities/action/act_download.cfm?mediaid=51583&langtoken=eng
The poor protection in Powys does not fit with:
LDP 3.1. The LDP’s Vision and Objectives which states at
3.1.1 “Land use in Powys should protect and enhance the County’s outstanding physical, social and cultural environment, including the outstanding natural landscape ….. in order
that these important aspects of the plan area are sustained for future generations”
Besides, the failure of Powys to consider LSAs and make its assessment process public renders the LDP unsound.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
No. Given the key characteristics of Powys and role of tourism in the rural economy, landscape protection should be strengthened by inclusion of SLAs
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
No. The inclusion of landscapes in SP7 4, although welcome, is unlikely to deliver protection and enhancement, given the imprecise, unqualified term “unacceptable” in RJ 3.3.40.
As the LDP stands, with extensive search areas, and permitted development on a substantial scale anywhere outside these, LSA designation would considerably improve
protection for future generations.
Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
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Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC36 - SLAs Reasoned Justification to Policy SP7
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

We consider that SP7 4 should include SLAs in order to:

Accompanying RJ will be required.
Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Request that SP7 4 should include SLAs and the Reasoned Justification is amended in order to:

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N21//DM4
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 47
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM4

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment
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Source: Email

Type: Support

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 47
Mode Written

Status Maintained

Support noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC47 regarding the revised policy DM4

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

MAC 47 Policy DM4 - MACs 47 & 48: CPRW welcomes revised DM4 (formerly DM3) and accompanying RJ.
STRATEGIC ASSETS: Landscape & LSAs
MACs 35 & 36:
CPRW have submitted statements requesting adequate protection for Powys landscapes, including the designation of LSAs in policy SP7 which has been substantially re-written
at the MAC stage.
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) 11-6235 Statement
CPRW (ID 1519) 11-1519 Statement
ED039-11
CPRW (ID 1519) HS11 AP 2 & 3
CPRW warmly welcomes the addition of SP7 4 but questions the degree of protection it will afford in practice and regrets it is not amplified by the designation of SLAs.
The CPO letter of 11/12/15 which has been key in the evolution of the LDP refers to “extensive landscape assessments already produced as part of the LDP evidence base”.
Our pre-hearing statement for HS 11 objected to the absence of any landscape assessment to provide an evidence base for the LDP and the related failure to consider (or
undertake to consider in the future) candidate areas for Special Landscape Areas within Powys - in contrast to most other rural Welsh counties. We note, and agree with, the
statements by the Welsh Water Elan Trust (ID 3822) and the Cambrian Mountains Society (ID 4349).
We note the addition of:
SP7 4 “The valued characteristics and qualities of the landscape throughout Powys”
and
RJ 3.3.40
“Only development proposals that will not have an unacceptable impact on the asset/resource and the purposes for which it is safeguarded should be permitted.”
Powys is the largest, most rural Welsh county containing 70% of Welsh uplands. There have been historic attempts to designate landscape areas in Powys which, most recently,
have been rejected on the grounds that all the Powys landscape is exceptional so that there is no need for special designation and protection can be incorporated into general
LDP Policies. Pressures for development, especially renewable energy development and designation of RE Search Areas (both Strategic and Local) in uplands are changing
remote landscapes in an unprecedented way. This often has the additional impact of reducing biodiversity and some of the important ecosystem services uplands provide.
The LDP now presents a situation where highly valued landscapes are identified for change (as Search Areas) and, at the same time, development of the same scale is allowed
outside Search Areas. This means that there are no stretches of Powys landscape outside the Brecon Beacon National Park which are protected from significant development.
Although potential development is subject to other LDP policies and must not have an “unacceptable impact”, this is a poor safeguard because there is no clear guidance about
what degree of landscape impact is acceptable.

13/12/2017
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Summary: MAC 47
Type: Support

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Designation of SLAs is not obligatory, but it is incorporated into LANDMAP and should be considered. It is particularly appropriate for Powys. Powys has the largest rural area and
upland area of any county in Wales (even if the BBNP is excluded). Powys already contains 3 SSAs and is proposing another 20 LSAs. Powys is also permitting 25MW wind
farms and 50MW solar farms outside Search Areas. With the exception of Monmouthshire, all counties sharing borders with Powys have designated SLAs. Monmouthshire has
no SSAs or LSAs and an RE policy which suggests wind proposals up to 5MW will be appropriate. Monmouthshire did scope possible SLAs and then decided not to incorporate
the 5 identified SLA candidate areas into the LDP because these covered over half the county. It was considered preferable to have a landscape policy which ensures that
“proposals for development protect, conserve and where possible enhance Monmouthshire landscape character as defined by LANDMAP” (Monmouthshire LDP 6.3.43 & 44).
Powys has not done any assessment of potential LSAs.
CPRW RECOMMENDATION
We consider that SP7 4 should include SLAs in order to:

SOUNDNESS
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
No. Powys stands out amongst rural Welsh Counties in both the extent of Search Areas, and the lack of protection for valued landscapes, particularly lacking in designation of
SLAs. The landscape features and qualities of SLAs in 2 other counties extend into Powys, who should consider parallel designation in the interests of cross-border co-operation
in protection.
Wells :
http://www.cartogold.co.uk/CarmarthenshireLDP/Carmarthenshire.htm
https://www.ceredigion.gov.uk/utilities/action/act_download.cfm?mediaid=51583&langtoken=eng
The poor protection in Powys does not fit with:
LDP 3.1. The LDP’s Vision and Objectives which states at
3.1.1 “Land use in Powys should protect and enhance the County’s outstanding physical, social and cultural environment, including the outstanding natural landscape ….. in order
that these important aspects of the plan area are sustained for future generations”
Besides, the failure of Powys to consider LSAs and make its assessment process public renders the LDP unsound.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
No. Given the key characteristics of Powys and role of tourism in the rural economy, landscape protection should be strengthened by inclusion of SLAs
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
No. The inclusion of landscapes in SP7 4, although welcome, is unlikely to deliver protection and enhancement, given the imprecise, unqualified term “unacceptable” in RJ 3.3.40.
As the LDP stands, with extensive search areas, and permitted development on a substantial scale anywhere outside these, LSA designation would considerably improve
protection for future generations.
Council Response:

Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0

Summary of Representation
Support for revised Policy DM4 - Landscape. Wish to see Special Landscape Areas in Policy SP7.
0
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30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 48 reasoned justification to Policy DM4
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.28-4.2.33, 4.2.36
Policy: DM4

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

Support Noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC48 regarding the reasoned justification to policy DM4

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
MAC 48 New paras. 4.2.28-4.2.33, and new para. 4.2.36. MACs 47 & 48: CPRW welcomes revised DM4 (formerly DM3) and accompanying RJ.
STRATEGIC ASSETS: Landscape & LSAs
MACs 35 & 36:
CPRW have submitted statements requesting adequate protection for Powys landscapes, including the designation of LSAs in policy SP7 which has been substantially re-written
at the MAC stage.
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) 11-6235 Statement
CPRW (ID 1519) 11-1519 Statement
ED039-11
CPRW (ID 1519) HS11 AP 2 & 3
CPRW warmly welcomes the addition of SP7 4 but questions the degree of protection it will afford in practice and regrets it is not amplified by the designation of SLAs.
The CPO letter of 11/12/15 which has been key in the evolution of the LDP refers to “extensive landscape assessments already produced as part of the LDP evidence base”.
Our pre-hearing statement for HS 11 objected to the absence of any landscape assessment to provide an evidence base for the LDP and the related failure to consider (or
undertake to consider in the future) candidate areas for Special Landscape Areas within Powys - in contrast to most other rural Welsh counties. We note, and agree with, the
statements by the Welsh Water Elan Trust (ID 3822) and the Cambrian Mountains Society (ID 4349).
We note the addition of:
SP7 4 “The valued characteristics and qualities of the landscape throughout Powys”
and
RJ 3.3.40
“Only development proposals that will not have an unacceptable impact on the asset/resource and the purposes for which it is safeguarded should be permitted.”
Powys is the largest, most rural Welsh county containing 70% of Welsh uplands. There have been historic attempts to designate landscape areas in Powys which, most recently,
have been rejected on the grounds that all the Powys landscape is exceptional so that there is no need for special designation and protection can be incorporated into general
LDP Policies. Pressures for development, especially renewable energy development and designation of RE Search Areas (both Strategic and Local) in uplands are changing

13/12/2017
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Summary: MAC 48 reasoned justification to Policy DM4
Type: Support

Mode Written

Status Maintained

remote landscapes in an unprecedented way. This often has the additional impact of reducing biodiversity and some of the important ecosystem services uplands provide.
The LDP now presents a situation where highly valued landscapes are identified for change (as Search Areas) and, at the same time, development of the same scale is allowed
outside Search Areas. This means that there are no stretches of Powys landscape outside the Brecon Beacon National Park which are protected from significant development.
Although potential development is subject to other LDP policies and must not have an “unacceptable impact”, this is a poor safeguard because there is no clear guidance about
what degree of landscape impact is acceptable.
Designation of SLAs is not obligatory, but it is incorporated into LANDMAP and should be considered. It is particularly appropriate for Powys. Powys has the largest rural area and
upland area of any county in Wales (even if the BBNP is excluded). Powys already contains 3 SSAs and is proposing another 20 LSAs. Powys is also permitting 25MW wind
farms and 50MW solar farms outside Search Areas. With the exception of Monmouthshire, all counties sharing borders with Powys have designated SLAs. Monmouthshire has
no SSAs or LSAs and an RE policy which suggests wind proposals up to 5MW will be appropriate. Monmouthshire did scope possible SLAs and then decided not to incorporate
the 5 identified SLA candidate areas into the LDP because these covered over half the county. It was considered preferable to have a landscape policy which ensures that
“proposals for development protect, conserve and where possible enhance Monmouthshire landscape character as defined by LANDMAP” (Monmouthshire LDP 6.3.43 & 44).
Powys has not done any assessment of potential LSAs.
CPRW RECOMMENDATION
We consider that SP7 4 should include SLAs in order to:

SOUNDNESS
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
No. Powys stands out amongst rural Welsh Counties in both the extent of Search Areas, and the lack of protection for valued landscapes, particularly lacking in designation of
SLAs. The landscape features and qualities of SLAs in 2 other counties extend into Powys, who should consider parallel designation in the interests of cross-border co-operation
in protection.
Wells :
http://www.cartogold.co.uk/CarmarthenshireLDP/Carmarthenshire.htm
https://www.ceredigion.gov.uk/utilities/action/act_download.cfm?mediaid=51583&langtoken=eng
The poor protection in Powys does not fit with:
LDP 3.1. The LDP’s Vision and Objectives which states at
3.1.1 “Land use in Powys should protect and enhance the County’s outstanding physical, social and cultural environment, including the outstanding natural landscape ….. in order
that these important aspects of the plan area are sustained for future generations”
Besides, the failure of Powys to consider LSAs and make its assessment process public renders the LDP unsound.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
No. Given the key characteristics of Powys and role of tourism in the rural economy, landscape protection should be strengthened by inclusion of SLAs
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
No. The inclusion of landscapes in SP7 4, although welcome, is unlikely to deliver protection and enhancement, given the imprecise, unqualified term “unacceptable” in RJ 3.3.40.
As the LDP stands, with extensive search areas, and permitted development on a substantial scale anywhere outside these, LSA designation would considerably improve
protection for future generations.
Council Response:
Question:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
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Summary: MAC 48 reasoned justification to Policy DM4
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Support for revised reasoned justification to Policy DM4 - Landscape. Wish to see Special Landscape Areas in Policy SP7.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5466.N23/4.2.7/D

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 42 Resoned Justification to Policy DM2 (Intensive Livestock)
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.7
Policy: DM2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

The Council disagrees with the Representor about the need for a separate policy concerning intensive poultry units. The Plan meets the requirements of PPW9 in this respect as
it already contains policies (eg. SP6, SP7 and the suite of Development Management policies) against which any 'polluting developments' will be determined.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC42 regarding Policy DM2, para 4.2.7. Intensive Livestock issues are not addressed - a separate Policy is required.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
MAC 42 Policy DM2 Para 4.2.7
MAC 85 New paras. 4.4.18-4.4.20
INTENSIVE LIVESTOCK POLICY
CPRW submitted representations regarding the scale of the intensive livestock sector in Powys and the requirement for a policy to ensure adequate consideration of impacts on
determination of applications as follows:
ED032-1
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Poultry applications
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Poultry mapping
ED032-2

13/12/2017
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Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Appendices 1, 2, 3, 4, 6
CPRW also submitted, at the Inspector’s request, a proposed draft intensive livestock policy. This was modelled on existing policies in other jurisdictions and reviewed by
CPRW’s legal counsel:
ED069
CPRW Powys (ID 6235) suggested intensive livestock units - AP11.16 (May 2017)
We request that these earlier submissions are taken into account.
ENVIRONMENT ACT (WALES) 2016
Biodiversity and resilience of ecosystems duty
(1) A public authority must seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity in the exercise of functions in relation to Wales, and in so doing promote the resilience of ecosystems, so
far as consistent with the proper exercise of those functions.
(2) In complying with subsection (1), a public authority must take account of the resilience of ecosystems, in particular the following aspects—
(a) diversity between and within ecosystems;
(b) the connections between and within ecosystems;
(c) the scale of ecosystems;
(d) the condition of ecosystems (including their structure and functioning);
(e) the adaptability of ecosystems
PPW9 Para 5.1.2 The Welsh Government’s objectives for the conservation and improvement of the natural heritage are to:

PPW9 Para 5.2.8 The planning system has an important part to play in meeting biodiversity objectives by promoting approaches to development which create new opportunities
to enhance biodiversity, prevent biodiversity losses, or compensate for losses where damage is unavoidable. Local planning authorities must address biodiversity issues, insofar
as they relate to land use planning, in both development plans and development management decisions….
PPW9 para 13.11.2 Development plans should include strategic policies on the location of potentially polluting developments and should set out criteria by which applications for
such developments will be determined...
TAN5 - 1.6 The vital role of the Planning system in nature conservation
1.6.1 Biodiversity conservation and enhancement is an integral part of planning for sustainable development. The planning system has an important part to play in nature
conservation (PPW paragraph 5.2.7 [now 5.2.8]). The use and development of land can pose threats to the conservation of natural features and wildlife. Past changes have
contributed to the loss of integrity of habitat networks through land-take, fragmentation, severance, disturbance, hydrological changes and other adverse impacts…
3.2 Relevant Statutory Requirements
3.2.1 Section 61 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires local planning authorities to keep under review matters which may be expected to affect the
development of their area or the planning of its development: these matters include the principal physical and environmental characteristics of the authority’s area and any
considerations which may be expected to affect those matters. Local planning authorities should take steps to ensure they have an adequate baseline of data to inform the
preparation, appraisal and examination of the local development plan. This will include an understanding of the wildlife and natural features of their area, how they may be
conserved and enhanced and how development may affect them, beneficially or adversely…
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LDP ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
11. As a rural county, Powys’ natural resources and ecosystems are important for carbon storage (soil and vegetation), renewable energy generation, food, materials, water, flood
alleviation, recreation and amenity. The LDP must manage development carefully to protect these resources and reconcile competing demands.
12. Powys’ important internationally, nationally and locally designated sites of biodiversity and geodiversity interest as well as sites of importance in the wider environment should
be protected and enhanced. Wildlife corridors such as hedgerows and streams are important for many species and should also be protected.
18. The LDP must protect air, water and land resources and quality, prevent pollution and inappropriate development and deal with the consequences of climate change. For
instance, it should support: the protection of quality of the water environment in line with the Water Framework Directive; the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in line with
Welsh Government targets (3% each year from 2011); and ensure that Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) in Powys do not suffer from increased levels of nitrogen deposition
as a result of development in Powys.
LDP OBJECTIVES
LDP OBJECTIVE 5 – Energy and Water
To support the conservation of energy and water and to generate energy from appropriately located renewable resources where acceptable in terms of the economic, social,
environmental and cumulative impacts.
In particular, to:
i. Contribute to the achievement of the Water Framework Directive targets in Powys.
LDP OBJECTIVE 11 – Natural Heritage
To conserve and protect Powys’ land, air and water resources important for environmental quality, geodiversity and biodiversity and where possible to ensure development
enhances them.
LDP Objective 12 - Resources
To facilitate the sustainable management of Powys’ natural and environmental resources whilst enabling development to take place…
MATTERS ARISING CHANGE 42
Within the Schedule of Matters Arising Changes the only recognition of this rapidly expanding industry/agricultural sector is found within MAC 42:
“4.2.7 …NRW publishes guidance for developers to assist with this process (see NRW OGN (Operational Guidance Note) 41: Assessment of ammonia and nitrogen impacts from
livestock units when applying for an Environmental Permit or Planning Permission (March 2017) and NRW QG (Quick Guide) 9: Poultry Units: planning permission and
environmental assessment).”
NRW Operational Guidance Note: ‘NRW Quick Guide 9: Poultry Units: planning permission and environmental assessment’ (ED039-11 Appendix 9 pt2) contains important
information as to the documentation which should be contained within an application for an intensive poultry unit, together with minimum standards required of that
documentation - useful and necessary information for planners. However, there is a difficulty in making reference within the LDP to this document, as it may not continue long in
its current form, marked as it is: ‘DRAFT FOR TRIAL WITH POWYS LOCAL PLANNING AUTHORITY’. For this reason, although this addition to RJ is welcome, we do not think
this RJ clarification will be sufficient over the life of the LDP to guide determination of ILU applications.
See PPW9 para 13.11.2 above on requirements for inclusion of policies for potentially polluting developments. See also Wye and Usk Foundation ‘Position Statement on Free
Range Poultry 2016’ (submitted as appendix to ID 6235 statement for Hearing Session 11) which sets out - para 2:
“Both the Water Framework (WFD) and Habitats Directive (HD) have “No deterioration” clauses. In Oct 2014 the Advocate General (AG) (see Annex 1) confirmed that this clause
applies. This renders it illegal for a ‘competent body’ to have a local development plan that does not suitably address the challenges which we face with water quality in a SAC.”
We set out in our hearing statement for session 11 (ID 6235) potential issues in the determination of intensive livestock units which were not addressed by policies within the LDP
and which we believe are critical to the selection of appropriate sites for development, and thus are the responsibility of the local authority to address. These are reproduced
below:
1. Need for detailed topographical description of site with natural drainage, all water features and all natural features at risk clearly mapped
2. Biosecurity requirements for certain categories of ILU
3. Water abstraction requirements of ILUs, relevant to those (many) rural sites which are not on mains water (SoNaRR 3 p22 - lower water availability in Eastern Wales, p56 –
13/12/2017
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poor status of groundwaters. See also PPW9 4.7 on location of development and availability of infrastructure.)
4. Minimum range requirements for free range sheds, and methods of assessment of suitability of range to avoid pollution of ground and surface waters (and impact on
archaeology)
5. Requirement for range management plans
6. Requirement for manure management plans
7. Allocation of responsibility for assessment of emissions/pollutants between the local authority and NRW (varying by emissions/bird numbers)
8. Pollution permitting thresholds
9. Impacts on ancient woodlands and vulnerable habitats (scarce and irreplaceable ecosystems)
10. Appropriate separation distance between ILUs and protected buildings, where protected buildings are as defined in TAN 6. TAN 6 supports a separation between livestock
buildings and protected buildings of 400m
11. Health impacts of poultry dust – see attached extract from Health and Safety Executive website. [Appendix to hearing statement ED032-11 PB-CPRW (ID 6235)]
UPDATE ON POULTRY APPLICATIONS
In the CPRW Hearing Statement for Hearing 1 (ID 6235) we submitted a schedule showing poultry applications within Powys from June 2015 up to the end of 2016. We now
attach updated schedule as at 14/10/2017 – from which it will be seen that in the period 1/1/2017 to 14/10/2017 there have been a further 38 applications for intensive poultry
units, amounting to approximately an additional 1.1 million additional birds, at any one time. (Given the short life cycles of broiler chickens, the number of additional birds per
annum is substantially higher.)
The majority of these applications fall below permitting thresholds and will therefore not require additional scrutiny of applications and monitoring of operations by NRW. Note that
one application is a single bird short of the threshold, at 39,999 birds. NRW RESPONSIBILITY FOR ASSESSMENT OF APPLICATIONS
CPRW has repeatedly drawn Powys’s attention to the limitations of NRW’s remit, which leaves
substantial areas of responsibility for assessment of environmental impacts to the Local Authority,
responsibilities which do not appear to be consistently recognised or undertaken. Applications for
poultry sheds seem to give rise to particularly entrenched confusions. For example, planning officers
have written into Officers’ reports that applications for units below permitting thresholds will require
permits and that it follows the authority has no duty to assess most environmental impacts. Equally, we
have seen that statements by NRW that no significant impacts falling within NRW’s remit are
anticipated are frequently interpreted by Powys planning officers as entirely absolving the authority
from any obligation for further environmental assessment.
Below is a form of the NRW disclaimer attached to consultee responses:
"Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act (2006)
Please note that we have not considered possible effects on all local or regional interests. Therefore, you should not rule out the possibility of adverse effects on such interests,
which would be relevant to your Authority's general duty to have regard to conserving biodiversity, as set out in section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities
(NERC) Act (2006). This advice includes any consideration of the planned provision of "linear" and "stepping stone" habitats. To comply with your authority's duty under section
40 of the NERC Act, to have regard to conserving biodiversity, your decision should take account of possible adverse effects on such interests. We recommend that you seek
further advice from your authority's internal ecological adviser and/or third sector nature conservation organisations such as the local wildlife trust, RSPB, etc. The Wales
Biodiversity Partnership's web site has guidance for assessing proposals that have implications for section 42 habitats and species (www.biodiversitywales.org.uk)."
We have also attached a copy of the NRW remit letter of March 2015.
Both these set out clearly that the Local Authority has its own responsibilities for assessment of
environmental impacts. This has not proved sufficient to date however to ensure that these
responsibilities are recognised and observed.
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RECOMMENDATION
Intensive poultry units are potentially polluting developments. PPW therefore requires the LDP to
contain a specific intensive poultry unit policy. It is clear that there are impacts which are simply not
addressed within existing LDP policies. Accompanying RJ should set out the context for this policy and
at the same time include as much of the NRW Quick Guide as is not contained in policy and is required
to support planners in the appropriate assessment of these applications.
SOUNDNESS
Test 1 – Does the plan fit?
The absence of a specific policy to address known impacts and known inadequacies in the current treatment of applications for intensive poultry units is in conflict with:

Test 2 – Is the plan appropriate?
The plan ignores a major industry which has been expanding in the county very rapidly in recent years. As such it is not based on sound and credible evidence. The authority has
also not considered the local terrain and climate, which with generally steep sloping valleys, multiple waterways feeding into SAC status rivers, and typically high rainfall, is
particularly vulnerable to pollution from inappropriately sited intensive livestock units.
The challenging nature of the intensive livestock industry is not taken into account nor the vital role that the planning system should play in the protection of the natural
environment and biodiversity.
Test 3 – Will the plan deliver?
Unless the LDP incorporates measures to recognise the intensive livestock industry and ensure the proper consideration of impacts on determination of applications, the plan will
not deliver on its objectives and environmental considerations. It will not deliver on the ecosystems duty imposed on Local Authorities by the Environment (Act) Wales 2016.
MATTERS ARISING CHANGE 85
Planning agents and officers alike have frequently referred to intensive poultry units as ‘farm diversification’. We believe these units do not fall within the scope of ‘diversification’
as envisaged by TAN6 – and to prevent the perpetuation of this confusion the LDP should make specific reference within the RJ to policy E6 to the types of development which
are included as ‘diversification’ in TAN6.
TAN 6 refers to farm diversifications of the following types: residential and holiday conversions, economic activities such as small on-farm operations e.g. food and timber
processing and food packing, together with services (e.g. offices, workshop facilities, equipment hire and maintenance), sports and recreation services, and the production of nonfood crops and renewable energy, and farm shops and farm workshops as appropriate diversifications. Intensive agricultural operations are not included and are clearly of a very
different nature to those projects which are listed in TAN6.
Supporting Information:
Appendix A - MAC42 Intensive Poultry Units
Appendix B - MAC42 Appendix NRW remit doc 2015
Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017
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RECOMMENDATION
Intensive poultry units are potentially polluting developments. PPW therefore requires the LDP to contain a specific intensive poultry unit policy. It is clear that there are impacts
which are simply not addressed within existing LDP policies. Accompanying RJ should set out the context for this policy and at the same time include as much of the NRW Quick
Guide as is not contained in policy and is required to support planners in the appropriate assessment of these applications.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Impact of Intensive Poultry units are not addressed within the existing LDP Policies a specific Policy and associated reasoned justification is required.

Council Response:

0
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Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.4.18-4.4.20
Policy: E6

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

The Council disagrees with the Representor. The suggested change is not considered necessary. Intensive Poultry applications fall within the realm of agricultural activities. As a
result of Hearing Session 5 a definition of Farm Diversification was added to the Glossary of the LDP that clarifies it as being something that is 'not normally asssociated with the
traditional farming/agricultural activities of that farm'. In addition, including the types of development listed in TAN6 would be unecessarily limiting and would represent repetition
of national policy. No change to the Plan is necessary.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017
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Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
MAC 42 Policy DM2 Para 4.2.7
MAC 85 New paras. 4.4.18-4.4.20
INTENSIVE LIVESTOCK POLICY
CPRW submitted representations regarding the scale of the intensive livestock sector in Powys and the requirement for a policy to ensure adequate consideration of impacts on
determination of applications as follows:
ED032-1
PB-CPRW
PB-CPRW
ED032-2
PB-CPRW
ED032-11
PB-CPRW
PB-CPRW

(ID 6235) Poultry applications
(ID 6235) Poultry mapping
(ID 6235) Statement
(ID 6235) Statement
(ID 6235) Appendices 1, 2, 3, 4, 6

CPRW also submitted, at the Inspector’s request, a proposed draft intensive livestock policy. This was modelled on existing policies in other jurisdictions and reviewed by
CPRW’s legal counsel:
ED069
CPRW Powys (ID 6235) suggested intensive livestock units - AP11.16 (May 2017)
We request that these earlier submissions are taken into account.
ENVIRONMENT ACT (WALES) 2016
Biodiversity and resilience of ecosystems duty
(1) A public authority must seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity in the exercise of functions in relation to Wales, and in so doing promote the resilience of ecosystems, so
far as consistent with the proper exercise of those functions.
(2) In complying with subsection (1), a public authority must take account of the resilience of ecosystems, in particular the following aspects—
(a) diversity between and within ecosystems;
(b) the connections between and within ecosystems;
(c) the scale of ecosystems;
(d) the condition of ecosystems (including their structure and functioning);
(e) the adaptability of ecosystems
PPW9 Para 5.1.2 The Welsh Government’s objectives for the conservation and improvement of the natural heritage are to:

13/12/2017
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PPW9 Para 5.2.8 The planning system has an important part to play in meeting biodiversity objectives by promoting approaches to development which create new opportunities
to enhance biodiversity, prevent biodiversity losses, or compensate for losses where damage is unavoidable. Local planning authorities must address biodiversity issues, insofar
as they relate to land use planning, in both development plans and development management decisions….
PPW9 para 13.11.2 Development plans should include strategic policies on the location of potentially polluting developments and should set out criteria by which applications for
such developments will be determined...
TAN5 - 1.6 The vital role of the Planning system in nature conservation
1.6.1 Biodiversity conservation and enhancement is an integral part of planning for sustainable development. The planning system has an important part to play in nature
conservation (PPW paragraph 5.2.7 [now 5.2.8]). The use and development of land can pose threats to the conservation of natural features and wildlife. Past changes have
contributed to the loss of integrity of habitat networks through land-take, fragmentation, severance, disturbance, hydrological changes and other adverse impacts…
3.2 Relevant Statutory Requirements
3.2.1 Section 61 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires local planning authorities to keep under review matters which may be expected to affect the
development of their area or the planning of its development: these matters include the principal physical and environmental characteristics of the authority’s area and any
considerations which may be expected to affect those matters. Local planning authorities should take steps to ensure they have an adequate baseline of data to inform the
preparation, appraisal and examination of the local development plan. This will include an understanding of the wildlife and natural features of their area, how they may be
conserved and enhanced and how development may affect them, beneficially or adversely…
LDP ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
11. As a rural county, Powys’ natural resources and ecosystems are important for carbon storage (soil and vegetation), renewable energy generation, food, materials, water, flood
alleviation, recreation and amenity. The LDP must manage development carefully to protect these resources and reconcile competing demands.
12. Powys’ important internationally, nationally and locally designated sites of biodiversity and geodiversity interest as well as sites of importance in the wider environment should
be protected and enhanced. Wildlife corridors such as hedgerows and streams are important for many species and should also be protected.
18. The LDP must protect air, water and land resources and quality, prevent pollution and inappropriate development and deal with the consequences of climate change. For
instance, it should support: the protection of quality of the water environment in line with the Water Framework Directive; the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in line with
Welsh Government targets (3% each year from 2011); and ensure that Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) in Powys do not suffer from increased levels of nitrogen deposition
as a result of development in Powys.
LDP OBJECTIVES
LDP OBJECTIVE 5 – Energy and Water
To support the conservation of energy and water and to generate energy from appropriately located renewable resources where acceptable in terms of the economic, social,
environmental and cumulative impacts.
In particular, to:
i. Contribute to the achievement of the Water Framework Directive targets in Powys.
LDP OBJECTIVE 11 – Natural Heritage
To conserve and protect Powys’ land, air and water resources important for environmental quality, geodiversity and biodiversity and where possible to ensure development
enhances them.
LDP Objective 12 - Resources
To facilitate the sustainable management of Powys’ natural and environmental resources whilst enabling development to take place…
MATTERS ARISING CHANGE 42
Within the Schedule of Matters Arising Changes the only recognition of this rapidly expanding industry/agricultural sector is found within MAC 42:
“4.2.7 …NRW publishes guidance for developers to assist with this process (see NRW OGN (Operational Guidance Note) 41: Assessment of ammonia and nitrogen impacts from
livestock units when applying for an Environmental Permit or Planning Permission (March 2017) and NRW QG (Quick Guide) 9: Poultry Units: planning permission and
environmental assessment).”
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NRW Operational Guidance Note: ‘NRW Quick Guide 9: Poultry Units: planning permission and environmental assessment’ (ED039-11 Appendix 9 pt2) contains important
information as to the documentation which should be contained within an application for an intensive poultry unit, together with minimum standards required of that
documentation - useful and necessary information for planners. However, there is a difficulty in making reference within the LDP to this document, as it may not continue long in
its current form, marked as it is: ‘DRAFT FOR TRIAL WITH POWYS LOCAL PLANNING AUTHORITY’. For this reason, although this addition to RJ is welcome, we do not think
this RJ clarification will be sufficient over the life of the LDP to guide determination of ILU applications.
See PPW9 para 13.11.2 above on requirements for inclusion of policies for potentially polluting developments. See also Wye and Usk Foundation ‘Position Statement on Free
Range Poultry 2016’ (submitted as appendix to ID 6235 statement for Hearing Session 11) which sets out - para 2:
“Both the Water Framework (WFD) and Habitats Directive (HD) have “No deterioration” clauses. In Oct 2014 the Advocate General (AG) (see Annex 1) confirmed that this clause
applies. This renders it illegal for a ‘competent body’ to have a local development plan that does not suitably address the challenges which we face with water quality in a SAC.”
We set out in our hearing statement for session 11 (ID 6235) potential issues in the determination of intensive livestock units which were not addressed by policies within the LDP
and which we believe are critical to the selection of appropriate sites for development, and thus are the responsibility of the local authority to address. These are reproduced
below:
1. Need for detailed topographical description of site with natural drainage, all water features and all natural features at risk clearly mapped
2. Biosecurity requirements for certain categories of ILU
3. Water abstraction requirements of ILUs, relevant to those (many) rural sites which are not on mains water (SoNaRR 3 p22 - lower water availability in Eastern Wales, p56 –
poor status of groundwaters. See also PPW9 4.7 on location of development and availability of infrastructure.)
4. Minimum range requirements for free range sheds, and methods of assessment of suitability of range to avoid pollution of ground and surface waters (and impact on
archaeology)
5. Requirement for range management plans
6. Requirement for manure management plans
7. Allocation of responsibility for assessment of emissions/pollutants between the local authority and NRW (varying by emissions/bird numbers)
8. Pollution permitting thresholds
9. Impacts on ancient woodlands and vulnerable habitats (scarce and irreplaceable ecosystems)
10. Appropriate separation distance between ILUs and protected buildings, where protected buildings are as defined in TAN 6. TAN 6 supports a separation between livestock
buildings and protected buildings of 400m
11. Health impacts of poultry dust – see attached extract from Health and Safety Executive website. [Appendix to hearing statement ED032-11 PB-CPRW (ID 6235)]
UPDATE ON POULTRY APPLICATIONS
In the CPRW Hearing Statement for Hearing 1 (ID 6235) we submitted a schedule showing poultry applications within Powys from June 2015 up to the end of 2016. We now
attach updated schedule as at 14/10/2017 – from which it will be seen that in the period 1/1/2017 to 14/10/2017 there have been a further 38 applications for intensive poultry
units, amounting to approximately an additional 1.1 million additional birds, at any one time. (Given the short life cycles of broiler chickens, the number of additional birds per
annum is substantially higher.)
The majority of these applications fall below permitting thresholds and will therefore not require additional scrutiny of applications and monitoring of operations by NRW. Note that
one application is a single bird short of the threshold, at 39,999 birds. NRW RESPONSIBILITY FOR ASSESSMENT OF APPLICATIONS
CPRW has repeatedly drawn Powys’s attention to the limitations of NRW’s remit, which leaves
substantial areas of responsibility for assessment of environmental impacts to the Local Authority,
responsibilities which do not appear to be consistently recognised or undertaken. Applications for
poultry sheds seem to give rise to particularly entrenched confusions. For example, planning officers
have written into Officers’ reports that applications for units below permitting thresholds will require
permits and that it follows the authority has no duty to assess most environmental impacts. Equally, we
have seen that statements by NRW that no significant impacts falling within NRW’s remit are
anticipated are frequently interpreted by Powys planning officers as entirely absolving the authority
from any obligation for further environmental assessment.
13/12/2017
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Below is a form of the NRW disclaimer attached to consultee responses:
"Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act (2006)
Please note that we have not considered possible effects on all local or regional interests. Therefore, you should not rule out the possibility of adverse effects on such interests,
which would be relevant to your Authority's general duty to have regard to conserving biodiversity, as set out in section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities
(NERC) Act (2006). This advice includes any consideration of the planned provision of "linear" and "stepping stone" habitats. To comply with your authority's duty under section
40 of the NERC Act, to have regard to conserving biodiversity, your decision should take account of possible adverse effects on such interests. We recommend that you seek
further advice from your authority's internal ecological adviser and/or third sector nature conservation organisations such as the local wildlife trust, RSPB, etc. The Wales
Biodiversity Partnership's web site has guidance for assessing proposals that have implications for section 42 habitats and species (www.biodiversitywales.org.uk)."
We have also attached a copy of the NRW remit letter of March 2015.
Both these set out clearly that the Local Authority has its own responsibilities for assessment of
environmental impacts. This has not proved sufficient to date however to ensure that these
responsibilities are recognised and observed.
RECOMMENDATION
Intensive poultry units are potentially polluting developments. PPW therefore requires the LDP to
contain a specific intensive poultry unit policy. It is clear that there are impacts which are simply not
addressed within existing LDP policies. Accompanying RJ should set out the context for this policy and
at the same time include as much of the NRW Quick Guide as is not contained in policy and is required
to support planners in the appropriate assessment of these applications.
SOUNDNESS
Test 1 – Does the plan fit?
The absence of a specific policy to address known impacts and known inadequacies in the current treatment of applications for intensive poultry units is in conflict with:

Test 2 – Is the plan appropriate?
The plan ignores a major industry which has been expanding in the county very rapidly in recent years. As such it is not based on sound and credible evidence. The authority has
also not considered the local terrain and climate, which with generally steep sloping valleys, multiple waterways feeding into SAC status rivers, and typically high rainfall, is
particularly vulnerable to pollution from inappropriately sited intensive livestock units.
The challenging nature of the intensive livestock industry is not taken into account nor the vital role that the planning system should play in the protection of the natural
environment and biodiversity.
Test 3 – Will the plan deliver?
Unless the LDP incorporates measures to recognise the intensive livestock industry and ensure the proper consideration of impacts on determination of applications, the plan will
not deliver on its objectives and environmental considerations. It will not deliver on the ecosystems duty imposed on Local Authorities by the Environment (Act) Wales 2016.
MATTERS ARISING CHANGE 85
Planning agents and officers alike have frequently referred to intensive poultry units as ‘farm diversification’. We believe these units do not fall within the scope of ‘diversification’
13/12/2017
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as envisaged by TAN6 – and to prevent the perpetuation of this confusion the LDP should make specific reference within the RJ to policy E6 to the types of development which
are included as ‘diversification’ in TAN6.
TAN 6 refers to farm diversifications of the following types: residential and holiday conversions, economic activities such as small on-farm operations e.g. food and timber
processing and food packing, together with services (e.g. offices, workshop facilities, equipment hire and maintenance), sports and recreation services, and the production of nonfood crops and renewable energy, and farm shops and farm workshops as appropriate diversifications. Intensive agricultural operations are not included and are clearly of a very
different nature to those projects which are listed in TAN6.
SOUNDNESS
Test 1 – Does the plan fit?
The plan currently allows confusion as to what constitutes farm diversification, and so is non-compliant with TAN6.
Test 2 – Is the plan appropriate?
The plan does not reflect current levels of confusion in development management regarding farm diversification.
Test 3 – Will the plan deliver?
Without clarification the plan will not promote appropriate assessment of intensive poultry units.
Supporting Information:
Appendix A - MAC42 Intensive Poultry Units
Appendix B - MAC42 Appendix NRW remit doc 2015
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
RECOMMENDATION
There should be specific reference within the RJ to policy E6 to the types of development which are included as ‘diversification’ in TAN6. See Matters Arising Change 85 above.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Clarification of the type of development that policy E6 refers to. Omission of Intensive Livestock Policy.
0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: W2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Duly Made / Not Duly Made Reason

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste

Submitted aganist MAC121 regarding Policy W2 and its reasoned justification

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
The Council disagrees with this Representation. Development proposals would require assessment against all relevent policies in the Plan and appropriate criteria with regards
Waste elements are provided in Policy W2 . The Council does not agree that a separate separate Policy on Aerobic Digesters is necessary or that there is a need to crossreference other policies in the Plan.

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Representation Details
MAC 121 policy W2
MAC 122 RJ to Policy W2
MAC 123 Policy RE1
MAC 124 RJ to policy RE1
These comments are included under all these Matters Arising Changes as we cannot know where the required policy and RJ will be placed.
ANAEBORIC DIGESTERS/BIOMASS
CPRW submitted representations regarding anaerobic digesters in Powys and the requirement for a policy to ensure adequate consideration of impacts on determination of
applications as follows:
ED032-7
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Attachment: Department of Environment Northern Ireland – Draft supplementary planning guidance: Anaerobic Digesters
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
ED032-15
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Appendices 1, 2
We request that these earlier submissions are taken into account.
ENVIRONMENT ACT (WALES) 2016 Biodiversity and resilience of ecosystems duty
(1) A public authority must seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity in the exercise of functions in relation to Wales, and in so doing promote the resilience of ecosystems, so
far as consistent with the proper exercise of those functions.
(2) In complying with subsection (1), a public authority must take account of the resilience of ecosystems, in particular the following aspects—

13/12/2017
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(a) diversity between and within ecosystems;
(b) the connections between and within ecosystems;
(c) the scale of ecosystems;
(d) the condition of ecosystems (including their structure and functioning);
(e) the adaptability of ecosystems
PPW9 Para 5.1.2 The Welsh Government’s objectives for the conservation and improvement of the natural heritage are to:

PPW9 Para 5.2.8 The planning system has an important part to play in meeting biodiversity objectives by promoting approaches to development which create new opportunities
to enhance biodiversity, prevent biodiversity losses, or compensate for losses where damage is unavoidable. Local planning authorities must address biodiversity issues, insofar
as they relate to land use planning, in both development plans and development management decisions….
PPW9 para 13.11.2 Development plans should include strategic policies on the location of potentially polluting developments and should set out criteria by which applications for
such developments will be determined..
TAN5 - 1.6 The vital role of the Planning system in nature conservation
1.6.1 Biodiversity conservation and enhancement is an integral part of planning for sustainable development. The planning system has an important part to play in nature
conservation (PPW paragraph 5.2.7 [now 5.2.8]). The use and development of land can pose threats to the conservation of natural features and wildlife. Past changes have
contributed to the loss of integrity of habitat networks through land-take, fragmentation, severance, disturbance, hydrological changes and other adverse impacts…
TAN5 - 3.2 Relevant Statutory Requirements
3.2.1 Section 61 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires local planning authorities to keep under review matters which may be expected to affect the
development of their area or the planning of its development: these matters include the principal physical and environmental characteristics of the authority’s area and any
considerations which may be expected to affect those matters. Local planning authorities should take steps to ensure they have an adequate baseline of data to inform the
preparation, appraisal and examination of the local development plan. This will include an understanding of the wildlife and natural features of their area, how they may be
conserved and enhanced and how development may affect them, beneficially or adversely…
LDP ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
11. As a rural county, Powys’ natural resources and ecosystems are important for carbon storage (soil and vegetation), renewable energy generation, food, materials, water, flood
alleviation, recreation and amenity. The LDP must manage development carefully to protect these resources and reconcile competing demands.
12. Powys’ important internationally, nationally and locally designated sites of biodiversity and geodiversity interest as well as sites of importance in the wider environment should
be protected and enhanced. Wildlife corridors such as hedgerows and streams are important for many species and should also be protected.
18. The LDP must protect air, water and land resources and quality, prevent pollution and inappropriate development and deal with the consequences of climate change. For
instance, it should support: the protection of quality of the water environment in line with the Water Framework Directive; the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in line with
Welsh Government targets (3% each year from 2011); and ensure that Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) in Powys do not suffer from increased levels of nitrogen deposition
as a result of development in Powys.
LDP OBJECTIVES
LDP OBJECTIVE 5 – Energy and Water
To support the conservation of energy and water and to generate energy from appropriately located renewable resources where acceptable in terms of the economic, social,
13/12/2017
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environmental and cumulative impacts.
In particular, to:
i. Contribute to the achievement of the Water Framework Directive targets in Powys.
ii. Deliver the county’s contribution to the national targets for renewable energy generation.
LDP OBJECTIVE 11 – Natural Heritage
To conserve and protect Powys’ land, air and water resources important for environmental quality, geodiversity and biodiversity and where possible to ensure development
enhances them.
LDP Objective 12 - Resources
To facilitate the sustainable management of Powys’ natural and environmental resources whilst enabling development to take place…
CPRW has presented evidence regarding the large scale and rapid development of the intensive poultry industry in the county – please see responses to MACs 42 and 84. This
is also relevant to the consideration of anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion.
Development of the intensive poultry industry is taking place at a similar pace across the border in Herefordshire and Shropshire. Monmouthshire and Carmarthenshire are also
facing a rise in the numbers of applications for these developments. It follows that export off farm of excess poultry manure (beyond what can be spread on the land) either within
or outside the county is increasingly unlikely to be possible.
As at 14/10/2017 the total number of chickens housed in sheds in Powys (outside the Brecon Beacons National Park) which are either built, consented or in the planning system
is now increased to approximately 6.5 million at any one time. (One year ago, in October 2016, the total was approximately 5 million.)
1. Applying data from the European Commission’s ‘Best Available Techniques (BAT) Reference Document for the Intensive Rearing of Poultry or Pigs’ the output of manure from
these numbers of chickens is approximately 230k tonnes p.a. Storage, transport and end use are major considerations.
2. Applying data from Defra Standard Value tables (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/using-nitrogen-fertilisers-in-nitrate-vulnerable-zones ) the output of N (nitrogen) is approximately
2800 tonnes p.a.
3. At a maximum spreading rate (averaged across farm) of 170kg N per hectare, a total of 16470Ha of suitable land would be required to absorb this amount of poultry manure if
spread on the land.
Clearly this is without allowance for other livestock manures produced. Intensive rearing of pigs and cattle is also increasing in Powys.
Given that poultry units are generally not replacing other livestock on farms but are a supplementary farm business, the industry clearly cannot expand indefinitely without other
means of disposal of manure than will be possible either by export or by land spreading.
Industry bodies promote anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion units as means of using poultry manure. Both are also promoted as a means of providing green energy.
Realistically, the numbers of these developments will inevitably increase across the county over the remaining years of the plan.
TAN5 and PPW9 require the local authority to keep under review and address in development plans issues which will impact on the natural environment. Earlier representations
drew attention to both the authority’s failure to report the growing intensive poultry sector as relevant evidence for the LDP, and also the authority’s lack of information on
anaerobic digestion facilities within the county.
Our earlier evidence (Hearing Session 15 Appendix 2) included a report from the Wye and Usk Foundation regarding pollutions risks from agricultural slurry and anaerobic
digester units. We have also referred to the severe pollution of a private drinking water supply near Talgarth arising from the operation of a nearby anaerobic digester unit,
predominantly fuelled with food waste, and persistent odour issues from this same plant. The risks are serious and the planning system has an important role to play in ensuring
that the siting and design of polluting developments minimises those risks. The local authority cannot sidestep its responsibilities and assume responsibility for these
developments lies wholly with NRW.
In the course of hearing sessions it was asserted that new policy W2, which we greatly welcome, would be sufficient to guide planners in the determination of applications for
13/12/2017
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anaerobic digesters. Policy W2 specifically addresses:

In our statement for Hearing Session 15 paragraph 4.3.4 we listed planning considerations – resulting from our researches and the evidence we supplied (including the DOENI
planning guidance). In addition to those found in W2 (above), we believe the following should be considered in the determination of any application for anaerobic digesters and
biomass combustion units:

and Development Management departments of PCC

We can see from the present confusion over applications for intensive poultry units, and the failures which are routinely taking place in their determination, that the local authority
is not equipped to deal satisfactorily with the still more complex issues around these developments without the very clearest guidance within the LDP.
Prior to redrafting paragraph 4.9.4 referred to the complication of anaerobic digesters falling between waste disposal and renewable energy generation. The only reference to
anaerobic digesters now remaining within the LDP is found in 4.10.13 (RJ to RE1), which refers to the potential for odour emissions. So it’s now entirely unclear whether
applications are intended to be determined by reference to RE1 (which contains none of the criteria in our list above) or W2, which has its own limitations for assessment of these
developments.
Given the pollution potential of anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion units, PPW requires a specific policy to facilitate appropriate determination of applications.
CPRW RECOMMENDATION:
In addition to the complexity of potential impacts arising from both the operation of units and from the provision of feedstocks, there is a further complexity in that it is unclear
where exactly these applications fall between renewable energy and waste disposal. In fact, most operations are likely to have an element of both.
Accordingly:
1. A decision has to be made as to whether policy for these applications is to be included within Waste or Renewable Energy
2. Policy to be drafted to ensure consideration of issues raised above
3. Clear signposting between Waste and Renewable Energy sections of the LDP within RJ will also be needed.
SOUNDNESS
13/12/2017
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Test 1 – Does the plan fit?
Failure to adequately address within the LDP types of development which will increasingly be a feature of the Powys countryside, and which have major environmental impacts
and potential for pollution, is not compliant with the requirements of the Environment Act (Wales), PPW9, TAN5 and is not consistent with key considerations and objectives of
the LDP.
Test 2 – Is the plan appropriate?
The plan makes no specific reference to or allowance for an expanding sector and is therefore not based on sound and credible evidence. We have outlined failings in the Aecom
REA analysis of ADs in Powys in our previous submission.
Test 3 – Will the plan deliver?
Without recognition within the LDP of likely and potential environmental impacts from anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion units, the LDP will not deliver the intended
protections of the natural environment and biodiversity, and amenity of residents. The LDP should be a key tool in the protection of the natural environment and biodiversity
against those impacts which arise from land use planning decisions and in this respect it fails.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
CPRW RECOMMENDATION:
In addition to the complexity of potential impacts arising from both the operation of units and from the provision of feedstocks, there is a further complexity in that it is unclear
where exactly these applications fall between renewable energy and waste disposal. In fact, most operations are likely to have an element of both.
Accordingly:
1. A decision has to be made as to whether policy for these applications is to be included within Waste or Renewable Energy
2. Policy to be drafted to ensure consideration of issues raised above
3. Clear signposting between Waste and Renewable Energy sections of the LDP within RJ will also be needed.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

Unclear where applications for anaerobic digesters / biomass systems fall between renewable energy and waste disposal. Clarification required and impacts further to those listed
in W2 need to be added.
0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.9.11-4.9.15
Policy: W2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Duly Made / Not Duly Made Reason

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste

Submitted against MAC122 regarding Policy W2 and its reasoned justification

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
The Council disagrees with this Representation. Development proposals would require assessment against all relevent policies in the Plan and appropriate criteria with regards
Waste elements are provided in Policy W2 . The Council does not agree that a separate separate Policy on Aerobic Digesters is necessary or that there is a need to crossreference other policies in the Plan.

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Representation Details
MAC 121 policy W2
MAC 122 RJ to Policy W2
MAC 123 Policy RE1
MAC 124 RJ to policy RE1
These comments are included under all these Matters Arising Changes as we cannot know where the required policy and RJ will be placed.
ANAEBORIC DIGESTERS/BIOMASS
CPRW submitted representations regarding anaerobic digesters in Powys and the requirement for a policy to ensure adequate consideration of impacts on determination of
applications as follows:
ED032-7
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Attachment: Department of Environment Northern Ireland – Draft supplementary planning guidance: Anaerobic Digesters
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
ED032-15
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Appendices 1, 2
We request that these earlier submissions are taken into account.
ENVIRONMENT ACT (WALES) 2016 Biodiversity and resilience of ecosystems duty
(1) A public authority must seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity in the exercise of functions in relation to Wales, and in so doing promote the resilience of ecosystems, so
far as consistent with the proper exercise of those functions.
(2) In complying with subsection (1), a public authority must take account of the resilience of ecosystems, in particular the following aspects—

13/12/2017
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(a) diversity between and within ecosystems;
(b) the connections between and within ecosystems;
(c) the scale of ecosystems;
(d) the condition of ecosystems (including their structure and functioning);
(e) the adaptability of ecosystems
PPW9 Para 5.1.2 The Welsh Government’s objectives for the conservation and improvement of the natural heritage are to:

PPW9 Para 5.2.8 The planning system has an important part to play in meeting biodiversity objectives by promoting approaches to development which create new opportunities
to enhance biodiversity, prevent biodiversity losses, or compensate for losses where damage is unavoidable. Local planning authorities must address biodiversity issues, insofar
as they relate to land use planning, in both development plans and development management decisions….
PPW9 para 13.11.2 Development plans should include strategic policies on the location of potentially polluting developments and should set out criteria by which applications for
such developments will be determined..
TAN5 - 1.6 The vital role of the Planning system in nature conservation
1.6.1 Biodiversity conservation and enhancement is an integral part of planning for sustainable development. The planning system has an important part to play in nature
conservation (PPW paragraph 5.2.7 [now 5.2.8]). The use and development of land can pose threats to the conservation of natural features and wildlife. Past changes have
contributed to the loss of integrity of habitat networks through land-take, fragmentation, severance, disturbance, hydrological changes and other adverse impacts…
TAN5 - 3.2 Relevant Statutory Requirements
3.2.1 Section 61 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires local planning authorities to keep under review matters which may be expected to affect the
development of their area or the planning of its development: these matters include the principal physical and environmental characteristics of the authority’s area and any
considerations which may be expected to affect those matters. Local planning authorities should take steps to ensure they have an adequate baseline of data to inform the
preparation, appraisal and examination of the local development plan. This will include an understanding of the wildlife and natural features of their area, how they may be
conserved and enhanced and how development may affect them, beneficially or adversely…
LDP ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
11. As a rural county, Powys’ natural resources and ecosystems are important for carbon storage (soil and vegetation), renewable energy generation, food, materials, water, flood
alleviation, recreation and amenity. The LDP must manage development carefully to protect these resources and reconcile competing demands.
12. Powys’ important internationally, nationally and locally designated sites of biodiversity and geodiversity interest as well as sites of importance in the wider environment should
be protected and enhanced. Wildlife corridors such as hedgerows and streams are important for many species and should also be protected.
18. The LDP must protect air, water and land resources and quality, prevent pollution and inappropriate development and deal with the consequences of climate change. For
instance, it should support: the protection of quality of the water environment in line with the Water Framework Directive; the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in line with
Welsh Government targets (3% each year from 2011); and ensure that Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) in Powys do not suffer from increased levels of nitrogen deposition
as a result of development in Powys.
LDP OBJECTIVES
LDP OBJECTIVE 5 – Energy and Water
To support the conservation of energy and water and to generate energy from appropriately located renewable resources where acceptable in terms of the economic, social,
13/12/2017
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environmental and cumulative impacts.
In particular, to:
i. Contribute to the achievement of the Water Framework Directive targets in Powys.
ii. Deliver the county’s contribution to the national targets for renewable energy generation.
LDP OBJECTIVE 11 – Natural Heritage
To conserve and protect Powys’ land, air and water resources important for environmental quality, geodiversity and biodiversity and where possible to ensure development
enhances them.
LDP Objective 12 - Resources
To facilitate the sustainable management of Powys’ natural and environmental resources whilst enabling development to take place…
CPRW has presented evidence regarding the large scale and rapid development of the intensive poultry industry in the county – please see responses to MACs 42 and 84. This
is also relevant to the consideration of anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion.
Development of the intensive poultry industry is taking place at a similar pace across the border in Herefordshire and Shropshire. Monmouthshire and Carmarthenshire are also
facing a rise in the numbers of applications for these developments. It follows that export off farm of excess poultry manure (beyond what can be spread on the land) either within
or outside the county is increasingly unlikely to be possible.
As at 14/10/2017 the total number of chickens housed in sheds in Powys (outside the Brecon Beacons National Park) which are either built, consented or in the planning system
is now increased to approximately 6.5 million at any one time. (One year ago, in October 2016, the total was approximately 5 million.)
1. Applying data from the European Commission’s ‘Best Available Techniques (BAT) Reference Document for the Intensive Rearing of Poultry or Pigs’ the output of manure from
these numbers of chickens is approximately 230k tonnes p.a. Storage, transport and end use are major considerations.
2. Applying data from Defra Standard Value tables (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/using-nitrogen-fertilisers-in-nitrate-vulnerable-zones ) the output of N (nitrogen) is approximately
2800 tonnes p.a.
3. At a maximum spreading rate (averaged across farm) of 170kg N per hectare, a total of 16470Ha of suitable land would be required to absorb this amount of poultry manure if
spread on the land.
Clearly this is without allowance for other livestock manures produced. Intensive rearing of pigs and cattle is also increasing in Powys.
Given that poultry units are generally not replacing other livestock on farms but are a supplementary farm business, the industry clearly cannot expand indefinitely without other
means of disposal of manure than will be possible either by export or by land spreading.
Industry bodies promote anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion units as means of using poultry manure. Both are also promoted as a means of providing green energy.
Realistically, the numbers of these developments will inevitably increase across the county over the remaining years of the plan.
TAN5 and PPW9 require the local authority to keep under review and address in development plans issues which will impact on the natural environment. Earlier representations
drew attention to both the authority’s failure to report the growing intensive poultry sector as relevant evidence for the LDP, and also the authority’s lack of information on
anaerobic digestion facilities within the county.
Our earlier evidence (Hearing Session 15 Appendix 2) included a report from the Wye and Usk Foundation regarding pollutions risks from agricultural slurry and anaerobic
digester units. We have also referred to the severe pollution of a private drinking water supply near Talgarth arising from the operation of a nearby anaerobic digester unit,
predominantly fuelled with food waste, and persistent odour issues from this same plant. The risks are serious and the planning system has an important role to play in ensuring
that the siting and design of polluting developments minimises those risks. The local authority cannot sidestep its responsibilities and assume responsibility for these
developments lies wholly with NRW.
In the course of hearing sessions it was asserted that new policy W2, which we greatly welcome, would be sufficient to guide planners in the determination of applications for
13/12/2017
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anaerobic digesters. Policy W2 specifically addresses:

In our statement for Hearing Session 15 paragraph 4.3.4 we listed planning considerations – resulting from our researches and the evidence we supplied (including the DOENI
planning guidance). In addition to those found in W2 (above), we believe the following should be considered in the determination of any application for anaerobic digesters and
biomass combustion units:

and Development Management departments of PCC

We can see from the present confusion over applications for intensive poultry units, and the failures which are routinely taking place in their determination, that the local authority
is not equipped to deal satisfactorily with the still more complex issues around these developments without the very clearest guidance within the LDP.
Prior to redrafting paragraph 4.9.4 referred to the complication of anaerobic digesters falling between waste disposal and renewable energy generation. The only reference to
anaerobic digesters now remaining within the LDP is found in 4.10.13 (RJ to RE1), which refers to the potential for odour emissions. So it’s now entirely unclear whether
applications are intended to be determined by reference to RE1 (which contains none of the criteria in our list above) or W2, which has its own limitations for assessment of these
developments.
Given the pollution potential of anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion units, PPW requires a specific policy to facilitate appropriate determination of applications.
CPRW RECOMMENDATION:
In addition to the complexity of potential impacts arising from both the operation of units and from the provision of feedstocks, there is a further complexity in that it is unclear
where exactly these applications fall between renewable energy and waste disposal. In fact, most operations are likely to have an element of both.
Accordingly:
1. A decision has to be made as to whether policy for these applications is to be included within Waste or Renewable Energy
2. Policy to be drafted to ensure consideration of issues raised above
3. Clear signposting between Waste and Renewable Energy sections of the LDP within RJ will also be needed.
SOUNDNESS
13/12/2017
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Test 1 – Does the plan fit?
Failure to adequately address within the LDP types of development which will increasingly be a feature of the Powys countryside, and which have major environmental impacts
and potential for pollution, is not compliant with the requirements of the Environment Act (Wales), PPW9, TAN5 and is not consistent with key considerations and objectives of
the LDP.
Test 2 – Is the plan appropriate?
The plan makes no specific reference to or allowance for an expanding sector and is therefore not based on sound and credible evidence. We have outlined failings in the Aecom
REA analysis of ADs in Powys in our previous submission.
Test 3 – Will the plan deliver?
Without recognition within the LDP of likely and potential environmental impacts from anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion units, the LDP will not deliver the intended
protections of the natural environment and biodiversity, and amenity of residents. The LDP should be a key tool in the protection of the natural environment and biodiversity
against those impacts which arise from land use planning decisions and in this respect it fails.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
CPRW RECOMMENDATION:
In addition to the complexity of potential impacts arising from both the operation of units and from the provision of feedstocks, there is a further complexity in that it is unclear
where exactly these applications fall between renewable energy and waste disposal. In fact, most operations are likely to have an element of both.
Accordingly:
1. A decision has to be made as to whether policy for these applications is to be included within Waste or Renewable Energy
2. Policy to be drafted to ensure consideration of issues raised above
3. Clear signposting between Waste and Renewable Energy sections of the LDP within RJ will also be needed.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

Unclear where applications for anaerobic digesters / biomass systems fall between renewable energy and waste disposal. Clarification required and impacts further to those listed
in W2 need to be added.
0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Duly Made / Not Duly Made Reason

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

Representation refers to previous statements and evidence and suggests a policy on AD should be included which are points made by previous representations

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Thank you for your representation. However, this representation refers to statements and evidence submitted by CPRW previously and objects to the omission of a separate
policy on AD. As these points and arguments have been submitted by CPRW at previous consultation stages and indeed discussed at Examination Hearing Sessions,
Representation 5466.N27 has been deemed Not Duly Made and will not be considered further by the Inspector.

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Representation Details
MAC 121 policy W2
MAC 122 RJ to Policy W2
MAC 123 Policy RE1
MAC 124 RJ to policy RE1
These comments are included under all these Matters Arising Changes as we cannot know where the required policy and RJ will be placed.
ANAEBORIC DIGESTERS/BIOMASS
CPRW submitted representations regarding anaerobic digesters in Powys and the requirement for a policy to ensure adequate consideration of impacts on determination of
applications as follows:
ED032-7
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Attachment: Department of Environment Northern Ireland – Draft supplementary planning guidance: Anaerobic Digesters
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
ED032-15
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Appendices 1, 2
We request that these earlier submissions are taken into account.
ENVIRONMENT ACT (WALES) 2016 Biodiversity and resilience of ecosystems duty
(1) A public authority must seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity in the exercise of functions in relation to Wales, and in so doing promote the resilience of ecosystems, so
far as consistent with the proper exercise of those functions.
(2) In complying with subsection (1), a public authority must take account of the resilience of ecosystems, in particular the following aspects—

13/12/2017
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(a) diversity between and within ecosystems;
(b) the connections between and within ecosystems;
(c) the scale of ecosystems;
(d) the condition of ecosystems (including their structure and functioning);
(e) the adaptability of ecosystems
PPW9 Para 5.1.2 The Welsh Government’s objectives for the conservation and improvement of the natural heritage are to:

PPW9 Para 5.2.8 The planning system has an important part to play in meeting biodiversity objectives by promoting approaches to development which create new opportunities
to enhance biodiversity, prevent biodiversity losses, or compensate for losses where damage is unavoidable. Local planning authorities must address biodiversity issues, insofar
as they relate to land use planning, in both development plans and development management decisions….
PPW9 para 13.11.2 Development plans should include strategic policies on the location of potentially polluting developments and should set out criteria by which applications for
such developments will be determined..
TAN5 - 1.6 The vital role of the Planning system in nature conservation
1.6.1 Biodiversity conservation and enhancement is an integral part of planning for sustainable development. The planning system has an important part to play in nature
conservation (PPW paragraph 5.2.7 [now 5.2.8]). The use and development of land can pose threats to the conservation of natural features and wildlife. Past changes have
contributed to the loss of integrity of habitat networks through land-take, fragmentation, severance, disturbance, hydrological changes and other adverse impacts…
TAN5 - 3.2 Relevant Statutory Requirements
3.2.1 Section 61 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires local planning authorities to keep under review matters which may be expected to affect the
development of their area or the planning of its development: these matters include the principal physical and environmental characteristics of the authority’s area and any
considerations which may be expected to affect those matters. Local planning authorities should take steps to ensure they have an adequate baseline of data to inform the
preparation, appraisal and examination of the local development plan. This will include an understanding of the wildlife and natural features of their area, how they may be
conserved and enhanced and how development may affect them, beneficially or adversely…
LDP ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
11. As a rural county, Powys’ natural resources and ecosystems are important for carbon storage (soil and vegetation), renewable energy generation, food, materials, water, flood
alleviation, recreation and amenity. The LDP must manage development carefully to protect these resources and reconcile competing demands.
12. Powys’ important internationally, nationally and locally designated sites of biodiversity and geodiversity interest as well as sites of importance in the wider environment should
be protected and enhanced. Wildlife corridors such as hedgerows and streams are important for many species and should also be protected.
18. The LDP must protect air, water and land resources and quality, prevent pollution and inappropriate development and deal with the consequences of climate change. For
instance, it should support: the protection of quality of the water environment in line with the Water Framework Directive; the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in line with
Welsh Government targets (3% each year from 2011); and ensure that Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) in Powys do not suffer from increased levels of nitrogen deposition
as a result of development in Powys.
LDP OBJECTIVES
LDP OBJECTIVE 5 – Energy and Water
To support the conservation of energy and water and to generate energy from appropriately located renewable resources where acceptable in terms of the economic, social,
13/12/2017
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environmental and cumulative impacts.
In particular, to:
i. Contribute to the achievement of the Water Framework Directive targets in Powys.
ii. Deliver the county’s contribution to the national targets for renewable energy generation.
LDP OBJECTIVE 11 – Natural Heritage
To conserve and protect Powys’ land, air and water resources important for environmental quality, geodiversity and biodiversity and where possible to ensure development
enhances them.
LDP Objective 12 - Resources
To facilitate the sustainable management of Powys’ natural and environmental resources whilst enabling development to take place…
CPRW has presented evidence regarding the large scale and rapid development of the intensive poultry industry in the county – please see responses to MACs 42 and 84. This
is also relevant to the consideration of anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion.
Development of the intensive poultry industry is taking place at a similar pace across the border in Herefordshire and Shropshire. Monmouthshire and Carmarthenshire are also
facing a rise in the numbers of applications for these developments. It follows that export off farm of excess poultry manure (beyond what can be spread on the land) either within
or outside the county is increasingly unlikely to be possible.
As at 14/10/2017 the total number of chickens housed in sheds in Powys (outside the Brecon Beacons National Park) which are either built, consented or in the planning system
is now increased to approximately 6.5 million at any one time. (One year ago, in October 2016, the total was approximately 5 million.)
1. Applying data from the European Commission’s ‘Best Available Techniques (BAT) Reference Document for the Intensive Rearing of Poultry or Pigs’ the output of manure from
these numbers of chickens is approximately 230k tonnes p.a. Storage, transport and end use are major considerations.
2. Applying data from Defra Standard Value tables (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/using-nitrogen-fertilisers-in-nitrate-vulnerable-zones ) the output of N (nitrogen) is approximately
2800 tonnes p.a.
3. At a maximum spreading rate (averaged across farm) of 170kg N per hectare, a total of 16470Ha of suitable land would be required to absorb this amount of poultry manure if
spread on the land.
Clearly this is without allowance for other livestock manures produced. Intensive rearing of pigs and cattle is also increasing in Powys.
Given that poultry units are generally not replacing other livestock on farms but are a supplementary farm business, the industry clearly cannot expand indefinitely without other
means of disposal of manure than will be possible either by export or by land spreading.
Industry bodies promote anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion units as means of using poultry manure. Both are also promoted as a means of providing green energy.
Realistically, the numbers of these developments will inevitably increase across the county over the remaining years of the plan.
TAN5 and PPW9 require the local authority to keep under review and address in development plans issues which will impact on the natural environment. Earlier representations
drew attention to both the authority’s failure to report the growing intensive poultry sector as relevant evidence for the LDP, and also the authority’s lack of information on
anaerobic digestion facilities within the county.
Our earlier evidence (Hearing Session 15 Appendix 2) included a report from the Wye and Usk Foundation regarding pollutions risks from agricultural slurry and anaerobic
digester units. We have also referred to the severe pollution of a private drinking water supply near Talgarth arising from the operation of a nearby anaerobic digester unit,
predominantly fuelled with food waste, and persistent odour issues from this same plant. The risks are serious and the planning system has an important role to play in ensuring
that the siting and design of polluting developments minimises those risks. The local authority cannot sidestep its responsibilities and assume responsibility for these
developments lies wholly with NRW.
In the course of hearing sessions it was asserted that new policy W2, which we greatly welcome, would be sufficient to guide planners in the determination of applications for
13/12/2017
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anaerobic digesters. Policy W2 specifically addresses:

In our statement for Hearing Session 15 paragraph 4.3.4 we listed planning considerations – resulting from our researches and the evidence we supplied (including the DOENI
planning guidance). In addition to those found in W2 (above), we believe the following should be considered in the determination of any application for anaerobic digesters and
biomass combustion units:

and Development Management departments of PCC

We can see from the present confusion over applications for intensive poultry units, and the failures which are routinely taking place in their determination, that the local authority
is not equipped to deal satisfactorily with the still more complex issues around these developments without the very clearest guidance within the LDP.
Prior to redrafting paragraph 4.9.4 referred to the complication of anaerobic digesters falling between waste disposal and renewable energy generation. The only reference to
anaerobic digesters now remaining within the LDP is found in 4.10.13 (RJ to RE1), which refers to the potential for odour emissions. So it’s now entirely unclear whether
applications are intended to be determined by reference to RE1 (which contains none of the criteria in our list above) or W2, which has its own limitations for assessment of these
developments.
Given the pollution potential of anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion units, PPW requires a specific policy to facilitate appropriate determination of applications.
CPRW RECOMMENDATION:
In addition to the complexity of potential impacts arising from both the operation of units and from the provision of feedstocks, there is a further complexity in that it is unclear
where exactly these applications fall between renewable energy and waste disposal. In fact, most operations are likely to have an element of both.
Accordingly:
1. A decision has to be made as to whether policy for these applications is to be included within Waste or Renewable Energy
2. Policy to be drafted to ensure consideration of issues raised above
3. Clear signposting between Waste and Renewable Energy sections of the LDP within RJ will also be needed.
SOUNDNESS
13/12/2017
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Test 1 – Does the plan fit?
Failure to adequately address within the LDP types of development which will increasingly be a feature of the Powys countryside, and which have major environmental impacts
and potential for pollution, is not compliant with the requirements of the Environment Act (Wales), PPW9, TAN5 and is not consistent with key considerations and objectives of
the LDP.
Test 2 – Is the plan appropriate?
The plan makes no specific reference to or allowance for an expanding sector and is therefore not based on sound and credible evidence. We have outlined failings in the Aecom
REA analysis of ADs in Powys in our previous submission.
Test 3 – Will the plan deliver?
Without recognition within the LDP of likely and potential environmental impacts from anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion units, the LDP will not deliver the intended
protections of the natural environment and biodiversity, and amenity of residents. The LDP should be a key tool in the protection of the natural environment and biodiversity
against those impacts which arise from land use planning decisions and in this respect it fails.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
CPRW RECOMMENDATION:
In addition to the complexity of potential impacts arising from both the operation of units and from the provision of feedstocks, there is a further complexity in that it is unclear
where exactly these applications fall between renewable energy and waste disposal. In fact, most operations are likely to have an element of both.
Accordingly:
1. A decision has to be made as to whether policy for these applications is to be included within Waste or Renewable Energy
2. Policy to be drafted to ensure consideration of issues raised above
3. Clear signposting between Waste and Renewable Energy sections of the LDP within RJ will also be needed.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

Unclear where applications for anaerobic digesters / biomass systems fall between renewable energy and waste disposal. Clarification required and impacts further to those listed
in W2 need to be added.
0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.10.1-4.10.14
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Duly Made / Not Duly Made Reason

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

Representation refers to previous statements and evidence and suggests a policy on AD should be included which are points made by previous representations

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Thank you for your representation. However, this representation refers to statements and evidence submitted by CPRW previously and objects to the omission of a separate
policy on AD. As these points and arguments have been submitted by CPRW at previous consultation stages and indeed discussed at Examination Hearing Sessions,
Representation 5466.N28 has been deemed Not Duly Made and will not be considered further by the Inspector.

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Representation Details
MAC 121 policy W2
MAC 122 RJ to Policy W2
MAC 123 Policy RE1
MAC 124 RJ to policy RE1
These comments are included under all these Matters Arising Changes as we cannot know where the required policy and RJ will be placed.
ANAEBORIC DIGESTERS/BIOMASS
CPRW submitted representations regarding anaerobic digesters in Powys and the requirement for a policy to ensure adequate consideration of impacts on determination of
applications as follows:
ED032-7
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Attachment: Department of Environment Northern Ireland – Draft supplementary planning guidance: Anaerobic Digesters
ED032-11
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
ED032-15
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Statement
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) Appendices 1, 2
We request that these earlier submissions are taken into account.
ENVIRONMENT ACT (WALES) 2016 Biodiversity and resilience of ecosystems duty
(1) A public authority must seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity in the exercise of functions in relation to Wales, and in so doing promote the resilience of ecosystems, so
far as consistent with the proper exercise of those functions.
(2) In complying with subsection (1), a public authority must take account of the resilience of ecosystems, in particular the following aspects—

13/12/2017
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(a) diversity between and within ecosystems;
(b) the connections between and within ecosystems;
(c) the scale of ecosystems;
(d) the condition of ecosystems (including their structure and functioning);
(e) the adaptability of ecosystems
PPW9 Para 5.1.2 The Welsh Government’s objectives for the conservation and improvement of the natural heritage are to:

PPW9 Para 5.2.8 The planning system has an important part to play in meeting biodiversity objectives by promoting approaches to development which create new opportunities
to enhance biodiversity, prevent biodiversity losses, or compensate for losses where damage is unavoidable. Local planning authorities must address biodiversity issues, insofar
as they relate to land use planning, in both development plans and development management decisions….
PPW9 para 13.11.2 Development plans should include strategic policies on the location of potentially polluting developments and should set out criteria by which applications for
such developments will be determined..
TAN5 - 1.6 The vital role of the Planning system in nature conservation
1.6.1 Biodiversity conservation and enhancement is an integral part of planning for sustainable development. The planning system has an important part to play in nature
conservation (PPW paragraph 5.2.7 [now 5.2.8]). The use and development of land can pose threats to the conservation of natural features and wildlife. Past changes have
contributed to the loss of integrity of habitat networks through land-take, fragmentation, severance, disturbance, hydrological changes and other adverse impacts…
TAN5 - 3.2 Relevant Statutory Requirements
3.2.1 Section 61 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires local planning authorities to keep under review matters which may be expected to affect the
development of their area or the planning of its development: these matters include the principal physical and environmental characteristics of the authority’s area and any
considerations which may be expected to affect those matters. Local planning authorities should take steps to ensure they have an adequate baseline of data to inform the
preparation, appraisal and examination of the local development plan. This will include an understanding of the wildlife and natural features of their area, how they may be
conserved and enhanced and how development may affect them, beneficially or adversely…
LDP ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
11. As a rural county, Powys’ natural resources and ecosystems are important for carbon storage (soil and vegetation), renewable energy generation, food, materials, water, flood
alleviation, recreation and amenity. The LDP must manage development carefully to protect these resources and reconcile competing demands.
12. Powys’ important internationally, nationally and locally designated sites of biodiversity and geodiversity interest as well as sites of importance in the wider environment should
be protected and enhanced. Wildlife corridors such as hedgerows and streams are important for many species and should also be protected.
18. The LDP must protect air, water and land resources and quality, prevent pollution and inappropriate development and deal with the consequences of climate change. For
instance, it should support: the protection of quality of the water environment in line with the Water Framework Directive; the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in line with
Welsh Government targets (3% each year from 2011); and ensure that Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) in Powys do not suffer from increased levels of nitrogen deposition
as a result of development in Powys.
LDP OBJECTIVES
LDP OBJECTIVE 5 – Energy and Water
To support the conservation of energy and water and to generate energy from appropriately located renewable resources where acceptable in terms of the economic, social,
13/12/2017
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environmental and cumulative impacts.
In particular, to:
i. Contribute to the achievement of the Water Framework Directive targets in Powys.
ii. Deliver the county’s contribution to the national targets for renewable energy generation.
LDP OBJECTIVE 11 – Natural Heritage
To conserve and protect Powys’ land, air and water resources important for environmental quality, geodiversity and biodiversity and where possible to ensure development
enhances them.
LDP Objective 12 - Resources
To facilitate the sustainable management of Powys’ natural and environmental resources whilst enabling development to take place…
CPRW has presented evidence regarding the large scale and rapid development of the intensive poultry industry in the county – please see responses to MACs 42 and 84. This
is also relevant to the consideration of anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion.
Development of the intensive poultry industry is taking place at a similar pace across the border in Herefordshire and Shropshire. Monmouthshire and Carmarthenshire are also
facing a rise in the numbers of applications for these developments. It follows that export off farm of excess poultry manure (beyond what can be spread on the land) either within
or outside the county is increasingly unlikely to be possible.
As at 14/10/2017 the total number of chickens housed in sheds in Powys (outside the Brecon Beacons National Park) which are either built, consented or in the planning system
is now increased to approximately 6.5 million at any one time. (One year ago, in October 2016, the total was approximately 5 million.)
1. Applying data from the European Commission’s ‘Best Available Techniques (BAT) Reference Document for the Intensive Rearing of Poultry or Pigs’ the output of manure from
these numbers of chickens is approximately 230k tonnes p.a. Storage, transport and end use are major considerations.
2. Applying data from Defra Standard Value tables (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/using-nitrogen-fertilisers-in-nitrate-vulnerable-zones ) the output of N (nitrogen) is approximately
2800 tonnes p.a.
3. At a maximum spreading rate (averaged across farm) of 170kg N per hectare, a total of 16470Ha of suitable land would be required to absorb this amount of poultry manure if
spread on the land.
Clearly this is without allowance for other livestock manures produced. Intensive rearing of pigs and cattle is also increasing in Powys.
Given that poultry units are generally not replacing other livestock on farms but are a supplementary farm business, the industry clearly cannot expand indefinitely without other
means of disposal of manure than will be possible either by export or by land spreading.
Industry bodies promote anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion units as means of using poultry manure. Both are also promoted as a means of providing green energy.
Realistically, the numbers of these developments will inevitably increase across the county over the remaining years of the plan.
TAN5 and PPW9 require the local authority to keep under review and address in development plans issues which will impact on the natural environment. Earlier representations
drew attention to both the authority’s failure to report the growing intensive poultry sector as relevant evidence for the LDP, and also the authority’s lack of information on
anaerobic digestion facilities within the county.
Our earlier evidence (Hearing Session 15 Appendix 2) included a report from the Wye and Usk Foundation regarding pollutions risks from agricultural slurry and anaerobic
digester units. We have also referred to the severe pollution of a private drinking water supply near Talgarth arising from the operation of a nearby anaerobic digester unit,
predominantly fuelled with food waste, and persistent odour issues from this same plant. The risks are serious and the planning system has an important role to play in ensuring
that the siting and design of polluting developments minimises those risks. The local authority cannot sidestep its responsibilities and assume responsibility for these
developments lies wholly with NRW.
In the course of hearing sessions it was asserted that new policy W2, which we greatly welcome, would be sufficient to guide planners in the determination of applications for
13/12/2017
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anaerobic digesters. Policy W2 specifically addresses:

In our statement for Hearing Session 15 paragraph 4.3.4 we listed planning considerations – resulting from our researches and the evidence we supplied (including the DOENI
planning guidance). In addition to those found in W2 (above), we believe the following should be considered in the determination of any application for anaerobic digesters and
biomass combustion units:

and Development Management departments of PCC

We can see from the present confusion over applications for intensive poultry units, and the failures which are routinely taking place in their determination, that the local authority
is not equipped to deal satisfactorily with the still more complex issues around these developments without the very clearest guidance within the LDP.
Prior to redrafting paragraph 4.9.4 referred to the complication of anaerobic digesters falling between waste disposal and renewable energy generation. The only reference to
anaerobic digesters now remaining within the LDP is found in 4.10.13 (RJ to RE1), which refers to the potential for odour emissions. So it’s now entirely unclear whether
applications are intended to be determined by reference to RE1 (which contains none of the criteria in our list above) or W2, which has its own limitations for assessment of these
developments.
Given the pollution potential of anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion units, PPW requires a specific policy to facilitate appropriate determination of applications.
CPRW RECOMMENDATION:
In addition to the complexity of potential impacts arising from both the operation of units and from the provision of feedstocks, there is a further complexity in that it is unclear
where exactly these applications fall between renewable energy and waste disposal. In fact, most operations are likely to have an element of both.
Accordingly:
1. A decision has to be made as to whether policy for these applications is to be included within Waste or Renewable Energy
2. Policy to be drafted to ensure consideration of issues raised above
3. Clear signposting between Waste and Renewable Energy sections of the LDP within RJ will also be needed.
SOUNDNESS
13/12/2017
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Test 1 – Does the plan fit?
Failure to adequately address within the LDP types of development which will increasingly be a feature of the Powys countryside, and which have major environmental impacts
and potential for pollution, is not compliant with the requirements of the Environment Act (Wales), PPW9, TAN5 and is not consistent with key considerations and objectives of
the LDP.
Test 2 – Is the plan appropriate?
The plan makes no specific reference to or allowance for an expanding sector and is therefore not based on sound and credible evidence. We have outlined failings in the Aecom
REA analysis of ADs in Powys in our previous submission.
Test 3 – Will the plan deliver?
Without recognition within the LDP of likely and potential environmental impacts from anaerobic digesters and biomass combustion units, the LDP will not deliver the intended
protections of the natural environment and biodiversity, and amenity of residents. The LDP should be a key tool in the protection of the natural environment and biodiversity
against those impacts which arise from land use planning decisions and in this respect it fails.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
CPRW RECOMMENDATION:
In addition to the complexity of potential impacts arising from both the operation of units and from the provision of feedstocks, there is a further complexity in that it is unclear
where exactly these applications fall between renewable energy and waste disposal. In fact, most operations are likely to have an element of both.
Accordingly:
1. A decision has to be made as to whether policy for these applications is to be included within Waste or Renewable Energy
2. Policy to be drafted to ensure consideration of issues raised above
3. Clear signposting between Waste and Renewable Energy sections of the LDP within RJ will also be needed.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

Unclear where applications for anaerobic digesters / biomass systems fall between renewable energy and waste disposal. Clarification required and impacts further to those listed
in W2 need to be added.
0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM4

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

Thank you for your representation. However, these comments do not relate to the content of MAC47 which is the proposed revised Landscape Policy. As a result this
representation has been deemed Not Duly Made and will not be considered further by the Inspector.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC47 but does not relate to the content of the MAC (DM4 and RJ)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We believe our comments on Renewable Energy have application for landscape and have therefore submitted this additional MAC form.
RENEWABLE ENERGY (including relationship with LANDSCAPE POLICY)
CPRW have submitted representations about Renewable Energy Policy, RJ and the Aecom REA 2017 which provides the underlying evidence for these. RE1 and the RJ have
been substantially re-written at the MAC stage. There have been corresponding alterations of Proposal Maps.
ED032-15
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) 15-6235 Statement
CPRW (ID 1519) 15-1519 Statement
PB-CPRW recently submitted ED086 because we believe that the identity and location of the proposed Solar LSAs is not clear enough in the MACS for the public to make
informed responses.
We request that these earlier submissions be taken into account and trust that the improved Policy wording submitted by CPRW National (ID 1519) with the aid of a barrister with
considerable experience of planning cases in court will be reviewed against MAC 123 as we believe it results in a policy which will cause less confusion and thus be better
capable of delivery.
In particular, we recommend:

effects might be acceptable to Powys CC because acceptability is not explained with thresholds of harm. Significant impacts have been explored in the courts and offer more
robust and objective protection.
1. BRB-CPRW GENERAL POSITION
BRB-CPRW considers that solar and wind energy are important elements in the RE mix and does not wish to disagree in principle with the identification of search areas to
concentrate a reasonable amount of development for Powys where RE resource exists and where development does least damage to landscape, biodiversity, ecosystem
13/12/2017
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services, rural economy and residential amenity. Overall, we appreciate that the LDP team has done a great deal to respond to the public comments on the FFCs. We welcome
the changes from the 2016 Aecom REA to the 2017 Aecom REA published during the Hearing Sessions and the corresponding RE Policy changes from FFCs to MACS.
Nevertheless, we believe there are outstanding problems, particularly with identified Solar LSAs. The principle of Solar SLAs has not been properly tested in practice and we
question whether search areas as defined through the Aecom Toolkit are suited to strategic deployment of solar power in Powys. The difference between the two Aecom studies:
2016 and 2017 suggests a high degree of arbitrariness and the result has been to concentrate LSAs in valued uplands where impacts are unacceptable to the general public.
The purpose of concentrating RE development in Search Areas, as so clearly set out in TAN 8, and quoted in RJ 4.10.12, is to promote delivery while protecting areas outside the
Search Areas. RE1 allows Solar development up to 50MW and Wind development up to 25MW anywhere in Powys outside Search Areas. This is “subject to other Policies”
however, apart from the 25MW cap on Wind, the RE policy applies no more constraints to development outside Search Areas than those with them. The remaining uncertainty
about how these safeguarding Policies will be applied by Development Management is unacceptable to the public, particularly in the light of the very recent recommendation for
approval of P/2014/067 where impacts on landscape and cultural heritage required refusal.
2. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE LDP?
i. ED059 Aecom REA (2017): status after LDP adoption
inform interested parties after adoption of the LDP.
designated areas, will be respected.
least negative impact upon landscape (Priority 1) would be targeted first by developers.’
based on 5MW arrays. See Aecom 8.2.2.2: ‘This assessment is based on constraints associated with a typical 5MW solar PV array.’
ii. ED079 Solar LSA Constraint Maps and overall map: status after LDP adoption
SSAs. Single LSAs are divided between Proposal maps, boundaries are indistinct and no identity reference is given.
iii. ED060 Enplan Landscape Sensitivity Study: status after LDP adoption
report.
sensitivity.
iv. Factual Error
3. Further LSA refinement required:
Aecom identification of resource within LSAs conflicts with Enplan advice on landscape acceptability. This fundamental problem arises from inclusion of non-resource land within
LSAs:
We assume that it is the intention that LSAs should direct development to those areas which are most suitable, in terms of resource, and most acceptable, in terms of landscape
and other constraints. For this to happen, development should be directed to areas of resource (identified by Aecom) within the LSAs which have been identified as having
acceptable landscape impacts by landscape consultants Enplan.
To achieve this, LSAs should be subject to further refinement:

13/12/2017
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Brecon & Radnorshire. The spreadsheets are attached as separate pdf documents for ease of sending but we ask that they be read at this point together with this document.
4. Enplan landscape sensitivity methodology:
At hearings held earlier this year we drew attention to the matrix employed by Enplan to assess landscape sensitivity. In particular, to the fact that the Enplan matrix allows a
combination of ‘high’ landscape susceptibility and ‘high’ landscape value to combine to become ‘medium-high’ landscape sensitivity. (See CPRW National hearing statement for
Hearing Session 15 on 27/6/2017 – Michelle Bolger, landscape consultant, report.) When this illogical treatment is corrected, the landscape sensitivity of LSAs SA Bachrydrada,
SI Glynhafren and ST Ddyle (formerly 1, 13 and 33) is shown to be ‘high’, on which basis these three LSAs should be excluded from designation and removed from the inset
maps. We also note that correction of the logical flaw in the Enplan matrices (ED060) results in a further number of MEDIUM-HIGH Landscape sensitivity ratings for LSAs which
have either a HIGH landscape value or HIGH susceptibility to the impact of solar development. This serves to underline our point that application of the Aecom toolkit has led to
an inappropriate selection LSAs.
LSA NO.
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
S28
S29
S30
13/12/2017

LSA NAME
LANDSCAPE VALU E
BACHRYDRADA
HIGH
MYNYDD MAWR
HIGH
ABERTRIDWR
MEDIUM
FFRIDD LLWYDIARTH HIGH
DONGAY
VERY HIGH
BUTTINGTON
HIGH
HELDRE HILL
MEDIUM
STAYLITTLE
HIGH
WAUN DDREIGOG
HIGH
GLASLYN
VERY HIGH
TREFEN
VERY HIGH
PANT MAWR
VERY HIGH
GLYNHAFREN
HIGH
BRYN BLAEN
HIGH
BRYN TITLI
MEDIUM
DOLACH
VERY HIGH
WAUN DDUBARTHOG
LOW
DRYSGOL
LOW
BWLCH Y SARNAU
LOW
Y GAMRIW
VERY HIGH
LLANDEGLEY RHOS
HIGH
GILWERN HILL
HIGH
CARNEDDAU
MEDIUM
LITTLE HILL
HIGH
ABEREDW HILL
HIGH
BANC Y CELYN
HIGH
THE BEGWYNS
HIGH
NANT FAWR
HIGH
LLANDYFALLE HILL
MEDIUM
LOWER CHAPEL
MEDIUM

LANDSCAPE SUSCEPTIBILITY
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY
HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM-LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
LOW
MEDIUM-LOW
LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
VERY HIGH
VERY HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
VERY HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM-LOW
VERY HIGH
VERY HIGH
LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
LOW
HIGH
MEDIUM-LOW
VERY HIGH
VERY HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
VERY HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM-LOW
HIGH
MEDIUM
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S31
S32-P
S33-P

CEFN BOLA-MAEN
CAMLO HILL
DDYLE

HIGH
LOW
HIGH

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Oral (Examination)
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

MEDIUM-HIGH
MEDIUM-LOW
MEDIUM-HIGH

Table of Landscape Value x Landscape Susceptibility of Aecom’s proposed Solar SLAs
Adapted from Enplan (ED060) Table 9.
5. Landscape character
In the absence of specific Welsh advice on the acceptability within the landscape of solar
development we have reproduced here advice from Natural England’s TIN 101:
[Note by PCC - Inserted at this point Table 1 Landscape Character Factors - please see original representation unable to reproduce table within database.]
Constraints applied by AECOM in the identification of resource have led to the location of resource, and so proposed designation of LSAs, largely within the uplands of Powys,
where integration into the landscape is particularly problematic. We suspect this is, to a great extent, a consequence of the application of constraints almost identical to those
applied to wind (see Spreadsheet) without consistent consideration of the suitability of these constraints for a very different technology – solar PV. We consider, for example, that
had an adjusted buffer between solar developments and housing been applied, as opposed to the adoption of the wind buffer of 500m, then it is possible that sufficient resource
might have been identified which was more readily acceptable in landscape terms while still not impacting on residential amenity.
6. Impacts on Open Access/Common land & on leisure activities and tourism:
The Enplan report identifies each of the LSAs as potentially impacting, to a greater or less extent, on Open Access land and/or Common Land. This is an outcome which should
have been avoided and the impacts of which need to be minimised. Areas of upland accessible to the public are an important leisure resource and an important part of the tourist
appeal of the county. The development of common land is possible but complicated by the requirement for additional permissions, agreement of those with commoners’ rights
etc. Further refinement of LSAs should be undertaken.
See PPW9 5.2.11 ‘Common land is a finite resource and should not be developed unnecessarily. Access to it should not be prevented or impeded unnecessarily, and its proper
management should be encouraged.’
See also PPW 5.4.5 ‘The development plan should:

understanding of the natural heritage where this is compatible with its conservation and existing land uses.'
7. Cumulative impacts with existing wind energy projects:
Neither RE1 Policy nor RE RJ describe any buffer to limit cumulative visual and landscape character impacts of Solar LSAs with existing wind farms. The cumulative impacts of
the two technologies was considered by Aecom (REA 2017 8.2.2.2: step 2) however, in drawing boundaries around clusters of unconstrained resource (8.2.2.5: step 5) existing,
and “in-planning” wind farms have been included in solar LSAs.
This has particular application to at least 3 LSAs
SK (formerly 15) Bryn Titli
SL (formerly 17) Waun Ddubarthog
SO (formerly 21) Llandegely Rhos
8. Cumulative impacts with other LSAs and SSAs:
We are extremely concerned about the cumulative impacts of the dense cluster of LSAs, together with SSAC and windfarms lying close to SSAC. This cluster includes LSAs: SI,
SJ, SK, SL, SM, SN, SS & ST (formerly 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 32 & 33), which together with SSA C have the potential to entirely dominate this central section of Powys along the
13/12/2017
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Radnorshire/Montgomeryshire border impacting the lives of residents in rural Powys communities and having a serious impact on enjoyment of the countryside including the
Strategic Asset of Glyndwr’s Way National Trail. Potential cumulative impacts require careful consideration.
SOUNDNESS
It is suggested in Aecom’s REA that further refinement of LSAs might be undertaken, and we regard this as an essential step which is still outstanding to achieve the intended
result. We set out a number of reasons above why, without further refinement, the LSAs will not produce the intended steering of development to those areas most suited to solar
technology and with fewest harmful impacts. Left without this further refinement the LSAs will fail in their objective and are therefore unsound.
Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
As written, RE policy, RJ and the LSAs give no indication as to how other LDP policies will be applied, and the relative weights which will be given to conflicting material planning
considerations. On a county level local search areas are analogous to SSAs at national level. TAN8 as quoted in 4.10.12 seeks to limit development outside designated areas.
Policy RE1 confers no greater protections outside LSAs than inside, nor any reasonable limit on scale outside LSAs.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
The evidence provided by Aecom is not sound and credible and has been used without critical refinement. Similarly errors identified in Enplan’s sensitivity matrix have not been
corrected.
In spite of the improvements resulting from the Enplan sensitivity study the overall impacts (including economic impacts) on the Powys countryside resulting from the
concentration of development in the uplands has not been considered. No areas of Powys are protected from solar arrays up to 50MW and wind farms up to 25MW. This does
not reflect a proper balance between Welsh Government aspirations for renewable energy generation and the other needs and the well-being of present and future generations of
Powys residents.
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
None of the parties concerned have any proper guidance as to how planning decisions will be made when proposals for renewable energy developments conflict with other
policies in the LDP. We do not consider it satisfactory to wait for SPG. This is a fundamental matter for the future of Powys which should be incorporated into the LDP and not
postponed for SPG. Powys has a poor record of producing SPG. We predict that each future application will be met with general confusion and conflict about the intentions of the
LDP.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Changes required to make the LDP sound:
1. Amendments to Renewable Energy policy as identified in this and previous representations.
2. Further refinement of Local Search Areas is an essential step which is still outstanding to achieve an acceptable result which balances conflicting interests. We note that
Aecom has suggested that further refinement should be undertaken. We have shown that the Local Search as proposed could encourage development in unsuitable locations
and are themselves located where integration of solar arrays will be most problematic.
3. The LDP must be accompanied by a single map of all (refined) Local Search Areas, enabling precise identification of boundaries.
4. Redrawn constraints maps are required for each (refined) Local Search Area, these maps to carry clear naming and be consistent in scale.
3 and 4 should be provided as Appendices to the LDP.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
As above
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Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
This representation relates to the Renewable Energy Policy and its evidence base it does not relate to Policy DM4 - Landscape.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
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Late? Status Modified Summary
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Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)
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Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The Council recognises that it is not determining authority and thus can only support. However, the wording of the criterion 1.i.
enables the relevant decision maker to use the policy to permit or refuse as appropriate. The wording of the criterion reflects para. 2.4 and 2.13 of TAN8 and seeks to
concentrate, not confine, wind energy proposals greater than 25MW within or close to the boundaries of SSAs.PPW [WPP11b] requires the Council to undertake a renewable
energy assesssment in line with the Toolkit for Planners [WPP50] . In doing so the Council has applied the assumptions in the Toolkit. The REA is a high level strategic
assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. Development
proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic, development management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments
would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for
renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations. It would not be appropriate to include common land and CROW Access land as constraints
and they are covered by separate regulatory regimes which do not place a bar on development. The REA acknowledges cumulative impact of potential development and the
""theoretical build out"" exercise informs the contribution which solar PV development could make. The categorisation of landscapes was carried out by independent consultants
as part of the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment. This employed a robust and repeatable methodology that enabled a fair and uniform approach to be taken to establish relative
landscape sensitivity for solar PV developments across the county. The Council considers that those LSAs which are included in the Plan following the landscape assessment are
appropriate and based on sound assessments and those with the highest sensitivity have been excluded. Any development proposal would be assessed against all the policies in
the Plan, including the Strategic and Development Management policies and the tourism and environment policies and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make
the Plan sound.
The Council notes the factual error in Table RE1 with regards the area of Abertridwr LSA (SB), and recommends it should be corrected to read 3.7sq km.

13/12/2017
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Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 (Policy RE1) and suggests amendments to the policy wording

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
RENEWABLE ENERGY (including relationship with LANDSCAPE POLICY)
CPRW have submitted representations about Renewable Energy Policy, RJ and the Aecom REA 2017 which provides the underlying evidence for these. RE1 and the RJ have
been substantially re-written at the MAC stage. There have been corresponding alterations of Proposal Maps.
ED032-15
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) 15-6235 Statement
CPRW (ID 1519) 15-1519 Statement
PB-CPRW recently submitted ED086 because we believe that the identity and location of the proposed Solar LSAs is not clear enough in the MACS for the public to make
informed responses.
We request that these earlier submissions be taken into account and trust that the improved Policy wording submitted by CPRW National (ID 1519) with the aid of a barrister with
considerable experience of planning cases in court will be reviewed against MAC 123 as we believe it results in a policy which will cause less confusion and thus be better
capable of delivery.
In particular, we recommend:

effects might be acceptable to Powys CC because acceptability is not explained with thresholds of harm. Significant impacts have been explored in the courts and offer more
robust and objective protection.
1. BRB-CPRW GENERAL POSITION
BRB-CPRW considers that solar and wind energy are important elements in the RE mix and does not wish to disagree in principle with the identification of search areas to
concentrate a reasonable amount of development for Powys where RE resource exists and where development does least damage to landscape, biodiversity, ecosystem
services, rural economy and residential amenity. Overall, we appreciate that the LDP team has done a great deal to respond to the public comments on the FFCs. We welcome
the changes from the 2016 Aecom REA to the 2017 Aecom REA published during the Hearing Sessions and the corresponding RE Policy changes from FFCs to MACS.
Nevertheless, we believe there are outstanding problems, particularly with identified Solar LSAs. The principle of Solar SLAs has not been properly tested in practice and we
question whether search areas as defined through the Aecom Toolkit are suited to strategic deployment of solar power in Powys. The difference between the two Aecom studies:
2016 and 2017 suggests a high degree of arbitrariness and the result has been to concentrate LSAs in valued uplands where impacts are unacceptable to the general public.
The purpose of concentrating RE development in Search Areas, as so clearly set out in TAN 8, and quoted in RJ 4.10.12, is to promote delivery while protecting areas outside the
Search Areas. RE1 allows Solar development up to 50MW and Wind development up to 25MW anywhere in Powys outside Search Areas. This is “subject to other Policies”
however, apart from the 25MW cap on Wind, the RE policy applies no more constraints to development outside Search Areas than those with them. The remaining uncertainty
about how these safeguarding Policies will be applied by Development Management is unacceptable to the public, particularly in the light of the very recent recommendation for
approval of P/2014/067 where impacts on landscape and cultural heritage required refusal.
2. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE LDP?
13/12/2017
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i. ED059 Aecom REA (2017): status after LDP adoption
inform interested parties after adoption of the LDP.
designated areas, will be respected.
least negative impact upon landscape (Priority 1) would be targeted first by developers.’
based on 5MW arrays. See Aecom 8.2.2.2: ‘This assessment is based on constraints associated with a typical 5MW solar PV array.’
ii. ED079 Solar LSA Constraint Maps and overall map: status after LDP adoption
SSAs. Single LSAs are divided between Proposal maps, boundaries are indistinct and no identity reference is given.

iii. ED060 Enplan Landscape Sensitivity Study: status after LDP adoption
report.
sensitivity.
iv. Factual Error

3. Further LSA refinement required:
Aecom identification of resource within LSAs conflicts with Enplan advice on landscape acceptability. This fundamental problem arises from inclusion of non-resource land within
LSAs:
We assume that it is the intention that LSAs should direct development to those areas which are most suitable, in terms of resource, and most acceptable, in terms of landscape
and other constraints. For this to happen, development should be directed to areas of resource (identified by Aecom) within the LSAs which have been identified as having
acceptable landscape impacts by landscape consultants Enplan.
To achieve this, LSAs should be subject to further refinement:

Brecon & Radnorshire. The spreadsheets are attached as separate pdf documents for ease of sending but we ask that they be read at this point together with this document.
4. Enplan landscape sensitivity methodology:
At hearings held earlier this year we drew attention to the matrix employed by Enplan to assess landscape sensitivity. In particular, to the fact that the Enplan matrix allows a
combination of ‘high’ landscape susceptibility and ‘high’ landscape value to combine to become ‘medium-high’ landscape sensitivity. (See CPRW National hearing statement for
Hearing Session 15 on 27/6/2017 – Michelle Bolger, landscape consultant, report.) When this illogical treatment is corrected, the landscape sensitivity of LSAs SA Bachrydrada,
13/12/2017
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SI Glynhafren and ST Ddyle (formerly 1, 13 and 33) is shown to be ‘high’, on which basis these three LSAs should be excluded from designation and removed from the inset
maps. We also note that correction of the logical flaw in the Enplan matrices (ED060) results in a further number of MEDIUM-HIGH Landscape sensitivity ratings for LSAs which
have either a HIGH landscape value or HIGH susceptibility to the impact of solar development. This serves to underline our point that application of the Aecom toolkit has led to
an inappropriate selection LSAs.
LSA NO.
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
S28
S29
S30
S31
S32-P
S33-P

LSA NAME
LANDSCAPE VALU E
BACHRYDRADA
HIGH
MYNYDD MAWR
HIGH
ABERTRIDWR
MEDIUM
FFRIDD LLWYDIARTH HIGH
DONGAY
VERY HIGH
BUTTINGTON
HIGH
HELDRE HILL
MEDIUM
STAYLITTLE
HIGH
WAUN DDREIGOG
HIGH
GLASLYN
VERY HIGH
TREFEN
VERY HIGH
PANT MAWR
VERY HIGH
GLYNHAFREN
HIGH
BRYN BLAEN
HIGH
BRYN TITLI
MEDIUM
DOLACH
VERY HIGH
WAUN DDUBARTHOG
LOW
DRYSGOL
LOW
BWLCH Y SARNAU
LOW
Y GAMRIW
VERY HIGH
LLANDEGLEY RHOS
HIGH
GILWERN HILL
HIGH
CARNEDDAU
MEDIUM
LITTLE HILL
HIGH
ABEREDW HILL
HIGH
BANC Y CELYN
HIGH
THE BEGWYNS
HIGH
NANT FAWR
HIGH
LLANDYFALLE HILL
MEDIUM
LOWER CHAPEL
MEDIUM
CEFN BOLA-MAEN
HIGH
CAMLO HILL
LOW
DDYLE
HIGH

LANDSCAPE SUSCEPTIBILITY
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY
HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM-LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
LOW
MEDIUM-LOW
LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
VERY HIGH
VERY HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
VERY HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM-LOW
VERY HIGH
VERY HIGH
LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
LOW
HIGH
MEDIUM-LOW
VERY HIGH
VERY HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
VERY HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM-LOW
HIGH
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM-LOW
HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH

Table of Landscape Value x Landscape Susceptibility of Aecom’s proposed Solar SLAs
Adapted from Enplan (ED060) Table 9.
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5. Landscape character
In the absence of specific Welsh advice on the acceptability within the landscape of solar
development we have reproduced here advice from Natural England’s TIN 101:
[Note by PCC - Inserted at this point Table 1 Landscape Character Factors - please see original representation unable to reproduce table within database.]
Constraints applied by AECOM in the identification of resource have led to the location of resource, and so proposed designation of LSAs, largely within the uplands of Powys,
where integration into the landscape is particularly problematic. We suspect this is, to a great extent, a consequence of the application of constraints almost identical to those
applied to wind (see Spreadsheet) without consistent consideration of the suitability of these constraints for a very different technology – solar PV. We consider, for example, that
had an adjusted buffer between solar developments and housing been applied, as opposed to the adoption of the wind buffer of 500m, then it is possible that sufficient resource
might have been identified which was more readily acceptable in landscape terms while still not impacting on residential amenity.
6. Impacts on Open Access/Common land & on leisure activities and tourism:
The Enplan report identifies each of the LSAs as potentially impacting, to a greater or less extent, on Open Access land and/or Common Land. This is an outcome which should
have been avoided and the impacts of which need to be minimised. Areas of upland accessible to the public are an important leisure resource and an important part of the tourist
appeal of the county. The development of common land is possible but complicated by the requirement for additional permissions, agreement of those with commoners’ rights
etc. Further refinement of LSAs should be undertaken.
See PPW9 5.2.11 ‘Common land is a finite resource and should not be developed unnecessarily. Access to it should not be prevented or impeded unnecessarily, and its proper
management should be encouraged.’
See also PPW 5.4.5 ‘The development plan should:

understanding of the natural heritage where this is compatible with its conservation and existing land uses.'
7. Cumulative impacts with existing wind energy projects:
Neither RE1 Policy nor RE RJ describe any buffer to limit cumulative visual and landscape character impacts of Solar LSAs with existing wind farms. The cumulative impacts of
the two technologies was considered by Aecom (REA 2017 8.2.2.2: step 2) however, in drawing boundaries around clusters of unconstrained resource (8.2.2.5: step 5) existing,
and “in-planning” wind farms have been included in solar LSAs.
This has particular application to at least 3 LSAs
SK (formerly 15) Bryn Titli
SL (formerly 17) Waun Ddubarthog
SO (formerly 21) Llandegely Rhos
8. Cumulative impacts with other LSAs and SSAs:
We are extremely concerned about the cumulative impacts of the dense cluster of LSAs, together with SSAC and windfarms lying close to SSAC. This cluster includes LSAs: SI,
SJ, SK, SL, SM, SN, SS & ST (formerly 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 32 & 33), which together with SSA C have the potential to entirely dominate this central section of Powys along the
Radnorshire/Montgomeryshire border impacting the lives of residents in rural Powys communities and having a serious impact on enjoyment of the countryside including the
Strategic Asset of Glyndwr’s Way National Trail. Potential cumulative impacts require careful consideration.
SOUNDNESS
It is suggested in Aecom’s REA that further refinement of LSAs might be undertaken, and we regard this as an essential step which is still outstanding to achieve the intended
result. We set out a number of reasons above why, without further refinement, the LSAs will not produce the intended steering of development to those areas most suited to solar
technology and with fewest harmful impacts. Left without this further refinement the LSAs will fail in their objective and are therefore unsound.
13/12/2017
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Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
As written, RE policy, RJ and the LSAs give no indication as to how other LDP policies will be applied, and the relative weights which will be given to conflicting material planning
considerations. On a county level local search areas are analogous to SSAs at national level. TAN8 as quoted in 4.10.12 seeks to limit development outside designated areas.
Policy RE1 confers no greater protections outside LSAs than inside, nor any reasonable limit on scale outside LSAs.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
The evidence provided by Aecom is not sound and credible and has been used without critical refinement. Similarly errors identified in Enplan’s sensitivity matrix have not been
corrected.
In spite of the improvements resulting from the Enplan sensitivity study the overall impacts (including economic impacts) on the Powys countryside resulting from the
concentration of development in the uplands has not been considered. No areas of Powys are protected from solar arrays up to 50MW and wind farms up to 25MW. This does
not reflect a proper balance between Welsh Government aspirations for renewable energy generation and the other needs and the well-being of present and future generations of
Powys residents.
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
None of the parties concerned have any proper guidance as to how planning decisions will be made when proposals for renewable energy developments conflict with other
policies in the LDP. We do not consider it satisfactory to wait for SPG. This is a fundamental matter for the future of Powys which should be incorporated into the LDP and not
postponed for SPG. Powys has a poor record of producing SPG. We predict that each future application will be met with general confusion and conflict about the intentions of the
LDP.
Additional Evidence:
Appendix A - COMPARISON OF AECOM RESOURCE WITH ENPLAN LANDSCAPE ADVICE - Brecon and Radnor
Appendix B - COMPARISON OF AECOM RESOURCE WITH ENPLAN LANDSCAPE ADVICE - Montgomeryshire
Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

Changes required to make the LDP sound:
1. Amendments to Renewable Energy policy as identified in this and previous representations.
2. Further refinement of Local Search Areas is an essential step which is still outstanding to achieve an acceptable result which balances conflicting interests. We note that
Aecom has suggested that further refinement should be undertaken. We have shown that the Local Search as proposed could encourage development in unsuitable locations
and are themselves located where integration of solar arrays will be most problematic.
3. The LDP must be accompanied by a single map of all (refined) Local Search Areas, enabling precise identification of boundaries.
4. Redrawn constraints maps are required for each (refined) Local Search Area, these maps to carry clear naming and be consistent in scale.
3 and 4 should be provided as Appendices to the LDP.

Council Response:
Question: 4b

Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017
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0
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Summary of Representation
Request:
1. Amendments to Renewable Energy policy. 2. Further refinement of Local Search Areas. 3. The LDP to be accompanied by a single map of all (refined) Local Search Areas,
enabling precise identification of boundaries.4. Redrawn constraints maps for each (refined) Local Search Area, these maps to carry clear naming and be consistent in scale.

Council Response:

0
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30/10/2017
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Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.10.1-4.10.14
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The Council recognises that it is not determining authority and thus can only support. However, the wording of the criterion 1.i.
enables the relevant decision maker to use the policy to permit or refuse as appropriate. The wording of the criterion reflects para. 2.4 and 2.13 of TAN8 and seeks to
concentrate, not confine, wind energy proposals greater than 25MW within or close to the boundaries of SSAs.PPW [WPP11b] requires the Council to undertake a renewable
energy assesssment in line with the Toolkit for Planners [WPP50] . In doing so the Council has applied the assumptions in the Toolkit. The REA is a high level strategic
assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. It is noted that
the objector contends some of the assumptions.Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic, development
management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable. In
accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations. It would not be
appropriate to include common land and CROW Access land as constraints and they are covered by separate regulatory regimes which do not place a bar on development. The
REA acknowledges cumulative impact of potential development and the ""theoretical build out"" exercise informs the contribution which solar PV development could make. The
categorisation of landscapes was carried out by independent consultants as part of the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment. This employed a robust and repeatable methodology
that enabled a fair and uniform approach to be taken to establish relative landscape sensitivity for solar PV developments across the county. The Council considers that those
LSAs which are included in the Plan following the landscape assessment are appropriate and based on sound assessments and those with the highest sensitivity have been
excluded. Any development proposal would be assessed against all the policies in the Plan, including the Strategic and Development Management policies and the tourism and
environment policies and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.
The Council notes the factual error in Table RE1 with regards the area of Abertridwr LSA (SB), and recommends it should be corrected to read 3.7sq km.

13/12/2017
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Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC124 (rj to Policy RE1) and suggests amendments

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
RENEWABLE ENERGY (including relationship with LANDSCAPE POLICY)
CPRW have submitted representations about Renewable Energy Policy, RJ and the Aecom REA 2017 which provides the underlying evidence for these. RE1 and the RJ have
been substantially re-written at the MAC stage. There have been corresponding alterations of Proposal Maps.
ED032-15
PB-CPRW (ID 6235) 15-6235 Statement
CPRW (ID 1519) 15-1519 Statement
PB-CPRW recently submitted ED086 because we believe that the identity and location of the proposed Solar LSAs is not clear enough in the MACS for the public to make
informed responses.
We request that these earlier submissions be taken into account and trust that the improved Policy wording submitted by CPRW National (ID 1519) with the aid of a barrister with
considerable experience of planning cases in court will be reviewed against MAC 123 as we believe it results in a policy which will cause less confusion and thus be better
capable of delivery.
In particular, we recommend:

effects might be acceptable to Powys CC because acceptability is not explained with thresholds of harm. Significant impacts have been explored in the courts and offer more
robust and objective protection.
1. BRB-CPRW GENERAL POSITION
BRB-CPRW considers that solar and wind energy are important elements in the RE mix and does not wish to disagree in principle with the identification of search areas to
concentrate a reasonable amount of development for Powys where RE resource exists and where development does least damage to landscape, biodiversity, ecosystem
services, rural economy and residential amenity. Overall, we appreciate that the LDP team has done a great deal to respond to the public comments on the FFCs. We welcome
the changes from the 2016 Aecom REA to the 2017 Aecom REA published during the Hearing Sessions and the corresponding RE Policy changes from FFCs to MACS.
Nevertheless, we believe there are outstanding problems, particularly with identified Solar LSAs. The principle of Solar SLAs has not been properly tested in practice and we
question whether search areas as defined through the Aecom Toolkit are suited to strategic deployment of solar power in Powys. The difference between the two Aecom studies:
2016 and 2017 suggests a high degree of arbitrariness and the result has been to concentrate LSAs in valued uplands where impacts are unacceptable to the general public.
The purpose of concentrating RE development in Search Areas, as so clearly set out in TAN 8, and quoted in RJ 4.10.12, is to promote delivery while protecting areas outside the
Search Areas. RE1 allows Solar development up to 50MW and Wind development up to 25MW anywhere in Powys outside Search Areas. This is “subject to other Policies”
however, apart from the 25MW cap on Wind, the RE policy applies no more constraints to development outside Search Areas than those with them. The remaining uncertainty
about how these safeguarding Policies will be applied by Development Management is unacceptable to the public, particularly in the light of the very recent recommendation for
approval of P/2014/067 where impacts on landscape and cultural heritage required refusal.
2. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE LDP?
13/12/2017
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i. ED059 Aecom REA (2017): status after LDP adoption
inform interested parties after adoption of the LDP.
designated areas, will be respected.
least negative impact upon landscape (Priority 1) would be targeted first by developers.’
based on 5MW arrays. See Aecom 8.2.2.2: ‘This assessment is based on constraints associated with a typical 5MW solar PV array.’
ii. ED079 Solar LSA Constraint Maps and overall map: status after LDP adoption
SSAs. Single LSAs are divided between Proposal maps, boundaries are indistinct and no identity reference is given.

iii. ED060 Enplan Landscape Sensitivity Study: status after LDP adoption
report.
sensitivity.
iv. Factual Error

3. Further LSA refinement required:
Aecom identification of resource within LSAs conflicts with Enplan advice on landscape acceptability. This fundamental problem arises from inclusion of non-resource land within
LSAs:
We assume that it is the intention that LSAs should direct development to those areas which are most suitable, in terms of resource, and most acceptable, in terms of landscape
and other constraints. For this to happen, development should be directed to areas of resource (identified by Aecom) within the LSAs which have been identified as having
acceptable landscape impacts by landscape consultants Enplan.
To achieve this, LSAs should be subject to further refinement:

Brecon & Radnorshire. The spreadsheets are attached as separate pdf documents for ease of sending but we ask that they be read at this point together with this document.
4. Enplan landscape sensitivity methodology:
At hearings held earlier this year we drew attention to the matrix employed by Enplan to assess landscape sensitivity. In particular, to the fact that the Enplan matrix allows a
combination of ‘high’ landscape susceptibility and ‘high’ landscape value to combine to become ‘medium-high’ landscape sensitivity. (See CPRW National hearing statement for
Hearing Session 15 on 27/6/2017 – Michelle Bolger, landscape consultant, report.) When this illogical treatment is corrected, the landscape sensitivity of LSAs SA Bachrydrada,
13/12/2017
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SI Glynhafren and ST Ddyle (formerly 1, 13 and 33) is shown to be ‘high’, on which basis these three LSAs should be excluded from designation and removed from the inset
maps. We also note that correction of the logical flaw in the Enplan matrices (ED060) results in a further number of MEDIUM-HIGH Landscape sensitivity ratings for LSAs which
have either a HIGH landscape value or HIGH susceptibility to the impact of solar development. This serves to underline our point that application of the Aecom toolkit has led to
an inappropriate selection LSAs.
LSA NO.
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
S28
S29
S30
S31
S32-P
S33-P

LSA NAME
LANDSCAPE VALU E
BACHRYDRADA
HIGH
MYNYDD MAWR
HIGH
ABERTRIDWR
MEDIUM
FFRIDD LLWYDIARTH HIGH
DONGAY
VERY HIGH
BUTTINGTON
HIGH
HELDRE HILL
MEDIUM
STAYLITTLE
HIGH
WAUN DDREIGOG
HIGH
GLASLYN
VERY HIGH
TREFEN
VERY HIGH
PANT MAWR
VERY HIGH
GLYNHAFREN
HIGH
BRYN BLAEN
HIGH
BRYN TITLI
MEDIUM
DOLACH
VERY HIGH
WAUN DDUBARTHOG
LOW
DRYSGOL
LOW
BWLCH Y SARNAU
LOW
Y GAMRIW
VERY HIGH
LLANDEGLEY RHOS
HIGH
GILWERN HILL
HIGH
CARNEDDAU
MEDIUM
LITTLE HILL
HIGH
ABEREDW HILL
HIGH
BANC Y CELYN
HIGH
THE BEGWYNS
HIGH
NANT FAWR
HIGH
LLANDYFALLE HILL
MEDIUM
LOWER CHAPEL
MEDIUM
CEFN BOLA-MAEN
HIGH
CAMLO HILL
LOW
DDYLE
HIGH

LANDSCAPE SUSCEPTIBILITY
LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY
HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM-LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
LOW
MEDIUM-LOW
LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
VERY HIGH
VERY HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
VERY HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM-LOW
VERY HIGH
VERY HIGH
LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
LOW
HIGH
MEDIUM-LOW
VERY HIGH
VERY HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
VERY HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
VERY HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM-LOW
HIGH
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM-LOW
HIGH
MEDIUM-HIGH

Table of Landscape Value x Landscape Susceptibility of Aecom’s proposed Solar SLAs
Adapted from Enplan (ED060) Table 9.
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5. Landscape character
In the absence of specific Welsh advice on the acceptability within the landscape of solar
development we have reproduced here advice from Natural England’s TIN 101:
[Note by PCC - Inserted at this point Table 1 Landscape Character Factors - please see original representation unable to reproduce table within database.]
Constraints applied by AECOM in the identification of resource have led to the location of resource, and so proposed designation of LSAs, largely within the uplands of Powys,
where integration into the landscape is particularly problematic. We suspect this is, to a great extent, a consequence of the application of constraints almost identical to those
applied to wind (see Spreadsheet) without consistent consideration of the suitability of these constraints for a very different technology – solar PV. We consider, for example, that
had an adjusted buffer between solar developments and housing been applied, as opposed to the adoption of the wind buffer of 500m, then it is possible that sufficient resource
might have been identified which was more readily acceptable in landscape terms while still not impacting on residential amenity.
6. Impacts on Open Access/Common land & on leisure activities and tourism:
The Enplan report identifies each of the LSAs as potentially impacting, to a greater or less extent, on Open Access land and/or Common Land. This is an outcome which should
have been avoided and the impacts of which need to be minimised. Areas of upland accessible to the public are an important leisure resource and an important part of the tourist
appeal of the county. The development of common land is possible but complicated by the requirement for additional permissions, agreement of those with commoners’ rights
etc. Further refinement of LSAs should be undertaken.
See PPW9 5.2.11 ‘Common land is a finite resource and should not be developed unnecessarily. Access to it should not be prevented or impeded unnecessarily, and its proper
management should be encouraged.’
See also PPW 5.4.5 ‘The development plan should:

understanding of the natural heritage where this is compatible with its conservation and existing land uses.'
7. Cumulative impacts with existing wind energy projects:
Neither RE1 Policy nor RE RJ describe any buffer to limit cumulative visual and landscape character impacts of Solar LSAs with existing wind farms. The cumulative impacts of
the two technologies was considered by Aecom (REA 2017 8.2.2.2: step 2) however, in drawing boundaries around clusters of unconstrained resource (8.2.2.5: step 5) existing,
and “in-planning” wind farms have been included in solar LSAs.
This has particular application to at least 3 LSAs
SK (formerly 15) Bryn Titli
SL (formerly 17) Waun Ddubarthog
SO (formerly 21) Llandegely Rhos
8. Cumulative impacts with other LSAs and SSAs:
We are extremely concerned about the cumulative impacts of the dense cluster of LSAs, together with SSAC and windfarms lying close to SSAC. This cluster includes LSAs: SI,
SJ, SK, SL, SM, SN, SS & ST (formerly 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 32 & 33), which together with SSA C have the potential to entirely dominate this central section of Powys along the
Radnorshire/Montgomeryshire border impacting the lives of residents in rural Powys communities and having a serious impact on enjoyment of the countryside including the
Strategic Asset of Glyndwr’s Way National Trail. Potential cumulative impacts require careful consideration.
SOUNDNESS
It is suggested in Aecom’s REA that further refinement of LSAs might be undertaken, and we regard this as an essential step which is still outstanding to achieve the intended
result. We set out a number of reasons above why, without further refinement, the LSAs will not produce the intended steering of development to those areas most suited to solar
technology and with fewest harmful impacts. Left without this further refinement the LSAs will fail in their objective and are therefore unsound.
13/12/2017
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Test 1 (Does the LDP fit?)
As written, RE policy, RJ and the LSAs give no indication as to how other LDP policies will be applied, and the relative weights which will be given to conflicting material planning
considerations. On a county level local search areas are analogous to SSAs at national level. TAN8 as quoted in 4.10.12 seeks to limit development outside designated areas.
Policy RE1 confers no greater protections outside LSAs than inside, nor any reasonable limit on scale outside LSAs.
Test 2 (Is the LDP appropriate for Powys?)
The evidence provided by Aecom is not sound and credible and has been used without critical refinement. Similarly errors identified in Enplan’s sensitivity matrix have not been
corrected.
In spite of the improvements resulting from the Enplan sensitivity study the overall impacts (including economic impacts) on the Powys countryside resulting from the
concentration of development in the uplands has not been considered. No areas of Powys are protected from solar arrays up to 50MW and wind farms up to 25MW. This does
not reflect a proper balance between Welsh Government aspirations for renewable energy generation and the other needs and the well-being of present and future generations of
Powys residents.
Test 3 (Can the LDP be delivered?)
None of the parties concerned have any proper guidance as to how planning decisions will be made when proposals for renewable energy developments conflict with other
policies in the LDP. We do not consider it satisfactory to wait for SPG. This is a fundamental matter for the future of Powys which should be incorporated into the LDP and not
postponed for SPG. Powys has a poor record of producing SPG. We predict that each future application will be met with general confusion and conflict about the intentions of the
LDP.
Additional Evidence:
Appendix A - COMPARISON OF AECOM RESOURCE WITH ENPLAN LANDSCAPE ADVICE - Brecon and Radnor
Appendix B - COMPARISON OF AECOM RESOURCE WITH ENPLAN LANDSCAPE ADVICE - Montgomeryshire
Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

Changes required to make the LDP sound:
1. Amendments to Renewable Energy policy as identified in this and previous representations.
2. Further refinement of Local Search Areas is an essential step which is still outstanding to achieve an acceptable result which balances conflicting interests. We note that
Aecom has suggested that further refinement should be undertaken. We have shown that the Local Search as proposed could encourage development in unsuitable locations
and are themselves located where integration of solar arrays will be most problematic.
3. The LDP must be accompanied by a single map of all (refined) Local Search Areas, enabling precise identification of boundaries.
4. Redrawn constraints maps are required for each (refined) Local Search Area, these maps to carry clear naming and be consistent in scale.
3 and 4 should be provided as Appendices to the LDP.

Council Response:
Question: 4b

Representation Texts:
Council Response:
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0
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Summary of Representation
Request:
1. Amendments to Renewable Energy policy. 2. Further refinement of Local Search Areas. 3. The LDP to be accompanied by a single map of all (refined) Local Search Areas,
enabling precise identification of boundaries.4. Redrawn constraints maps for each (refined) Local Search Area, these maps to carry clear naming and be consistent in scale.
0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Appendices
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-11. Settlements, Allocations and Commitments

The Representor’s concerns in relation to the housing land allocations at Guilsfield are noted. However, the two LDP HA sites in Guilsfield have been assessed as suitable,
available and deliverable over the Plan period. The updated requirements regarding Flood Consequence Assessments introduced by the MACs are precautionary as these sites
lie outside the flood risk area and as such the Council does not expect there to be any negative impact upon the planned housing coming forward over the LDP lifetime.
The Council has set out its position regarding growth in the village of Guilsfield in its Hearing Statements (ED032) for Hearing Session 3 (question 6 d.) and Hearing Session 12
(Alternative Sites – Guilsfield). The growth target for Guilsfield was assessed through the strategy stages as in the region of 65 dwellings (pro-rata distribution of new growth).
The figures in the LDP provide for 88 dwellings (or 73 when contingency provisions are applied). In assessing growth, the Sarn Meadows site has planning permission and is
being marketed by a landowner who has demonstrated active and continuing engagement in the planning process. The Council cannot simply make the assumption that this
land will never be developed.
Site specific matters have been thoroughly discussed at the Hearing Sessions. Guilsfield has a unique set of circumstances and the Council awaits the Inspector’s decision as
to whether the Alternative Site at Tan-y-Gaer and/or any others put forward by Representors should be included for LDP allocation.
The Council maintains the position that the LDP is sound without the need for further changes with regard to the land allocations selected in Guilsfield.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC132 regarding FCA requirements for sites in Guilsfield and deliverability issues

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
I am concerned that the changes relating to sites HA1 and HA2 in Guilsfield will have a negative impact on the number of homes to be delivered during the life of the plan. For
both these sites, Land adj Celyn Lane and Land to East of Groes-lwyd, a full FCA is now required.
There are 3 Guilsfield sites included in the proposed LDP. The first and the largest, a committed site at Sarn Meadows, has had planning permission for development for many
years. It was included in the old Montgomershire Plan, in the UDP, and now in the LDP to 2026. It remains to be seen whether it will be developed in Phase 3 of the LDP given
that a SUDS is required to be put in place to mitigate the flood risk. Despite having been on the market for a number of years, no homes have been erected on this site.
Whilst agents acting for the land owner have put forward a case for moving the site further up the slope away from the flood risk zone, the documents produced by my
Hydrologists and presented to the Inspector via Mrs Tanya Dearing show clearly that the access road remains vulnerable to flooding.
The dwelling requirement for Guilsfield in the old UDP to 2016 was 51. Of these only 5 were delivered. This shortfall could not have been anticipated when the Council
determined that a further 80 dwellings were required for the LDP period to 2026. That this site remains within the plan with no fall back position, in my view, renders the Plan

13/12/2017
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Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5695.N1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

Summary: M132 - Appendix 1 (Guilsfield) - Impact of Flood Assessment Change
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

unsound since it fails tests 2 and 3. The shortfall from the UDP period should now be factored into the current housing requirement for Guilsfield.
This problem is further compounded by the fact that the two FCAs could potentially reduce still further the number of new homes delivered on these two sites. This impact will not
been known until the land owners put forward their detailed applications which may be some years away. The Ecological issues which impact on the Celyn Lane site could also
affect the number of dwellings and potentially extend the time it takes to deliver. As a result of these factors – all of them known before the LDP is formally approved- there is a
strong likelihood that 86 homes will not be delivered by the end of the Plan period.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Land at Tan y Gaer is 6.5 metres from the settlement boundary, almost wholly outside any flood risk zone, with a full Ecology survey and strategy and no barriers to delivery. This
site needs to included in the Schedule of sites for the plan to meet all three tests of soundness. If it is not included then the risk is that Guilsfield, one of the largest of the Large
Villages in the Powys settlement hierarchy, will yet again fail to deliver the level of new home building required to meet the needs of young families who are the lifeblood of the
village. The expansion of the village in the 1970s means that, without new building for families ,the age profile demographic will continue to rise : Guilsfield will become even
more of a retirement community which is, of itself, a threat to the sustainability of the village school ,limits the creation of employment opportunities, and increases the demands
on Health and Social Care services.

Council Response:
Question: 4b

Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing

If requested by the Inspector, I would wish to speak about MAC132 in so far as it relates to the village of Guilsfield.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Appendix 1 requires the housing allocations in Guilsfield to carry out a FCA at the planning application stage as a precaution (due to neighbouring flood risk). This representation
highlights that a FCA may result in a recommendation for fewer houses than that listed in Appendix 1 to be built on these sites. To prevent Guilsfield failing to deliver the level of
new homes needed then the alternative site at Tan y Gaer should be included within the LDP.
0
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5939

Border Hardcore

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5939.N1/4.4.13/E4

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC82
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.4.13
Policy: E4

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

Thank you for your representation. The Council notes your comment. Paragraph 4.4.13 repeats in part more comprehensive text in Para 4.9.2. of Policy W1. As policies E1 and
E4 direct to Policy W1, and Para 4.9.2 clearly states that Policy W1 applies to “….allocated and existing sites …identified in policies E1 and E4.”, the Council recommends that
para 4.4.13 is deleted in its entirety as superfluous repetition.
Suggested changes for the Inspector's consideration are contained within the updated Consultation Report.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC82 regarding reference to Policy E1 and E4 in reasonsed justification of Policy E4

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
New paragraph 4.4.13 states: "Policy W1 therefore directs new waste management uses to existing and suitable allocated B2 sites which are indicated in Policy E4, as well as
existing waste management uses".
The reference to policy E4 is in our opinion incorrect. It should refer to the table of allocated employment site in policy E1. This table has the additional * under MAC76 which
identifies sites suitable for waste uses. Paragraph 4.4.13 refers only to the allocated B2 sites in policy E4 which itself is a list of thoses site allocated in E1 that are to be
safeguarded. These sites suitability to be safeguarded under policy E4 has no relationship to their suitability as sites for waste management uses. There are sites that are listed
at Policy E1 and marked with a * indicating their suitability for "Waste uses through policy W1" but are not listed on the list at Policy E4. This is clearly a referencing error which
can be easily corrected which will make the LDP a more coherent and unambiguous document.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
The reference to Policy E4 in para 4.4.13 should be changed to refer to the sites marked with * that are listed at Policy E1.
Suggested revised wording: "Policy W1 therefore directs new waste management uses to existing and suitable allocated B2 sites which are indicated with (*) in Policy E1, as well
as existing waste management uses".

Council Response:
13/12/2017
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5939.N1/4.4.13/E4

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC82
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Reason for request to speak at hearing
N/A - doesn't wish to speak at hearing

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Considered to be a referencing error to policy E4 at Reasoned Justification para 4.4.13.Should be table of allocated employment site in policy E1?

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
5939.N2//W1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC119
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: W1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste

Thank you for your representation. The Council has considered your Representation with regards contradiction within Policy W1 relating to allocated employment sites in open
countryside. The Council as a result has also identified a contradiction in relation to Policy E2. As a consequence, and to provide clarity, the Council proposes a wording revision
of Policy W1 for the Inspector's consideration as follows:
Policy W1 - Location of Waste Development
Proposals for the management of waste which accord with the waste hierarchy will be supported on employment sites identified in Policies E1 and E4. Where it can be
demonstrated that the identified sites are not suitable for the proposed use, development proposals will be permitted in Towns and Large Villages in accordance with Policy E2.
Proposals for new waste management facilities in other locations will be strictly controlled and will only be permitted where:
[criteria unchanged]
Suggested changes for the Inspector's consideration are contained within the updated Consultation Report.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Submitted against MAC119 regarding contradiction between Policies E1 and W1.
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Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC119
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Part of the new policy W1 states the following:
"Proposals for new waste management facilities in the open countryside, will be strictly controlled and will only be permitted where: ……"
Table E1 (MAC76) has included a * next to allocated employment sites that are considered "suitable for Waste uses under Policy W1". Some of these employment sites are
located in areas that could be considered "open countryside". Therefore in the interest of clear and non contradictory planning policy it is suggested that the new wording in policy
W1 is amended to so as not to exclude the allocated suitable waste use sites that may be deemed to be located in the open countryside.
This amendment would prevent policies E1 and W1 from contradicting one another. It can be easily corrected which will make the LDP a more coherent and unambiguous
docment.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
To ensure the LDP is sound and does not contradict itself it is proposed that the wording at policy W1 is changed so as to not exclude allocated employment sites from being
developed for Waste uses.
Proposed wording could read: "Proposals for new waste management facilitiies in the open countryside [start new text] (other than at allocated sites marked * at Policy E1), [end
new text] will be strictly controlled and will only be permitted where: …."

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
N/A - does not wish to speak at hearing.

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

Proposed change to wording of policy W1 to avoid contradiction re: controlling development in open countryside.
0
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6160

Bond, Ms Sarah

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6160.N1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC138
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Appendices
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

The Council disagrees with this Representation. Primary retail frontages were defined at an earlier stage in the Plan making process and were shown on the inset maps. Arising
from a Hearing Session 5 Action Point 14, Appendix 7 has been inserted into the Plan to provide clarity with respect to the boundaries of Town Centre Areas and frontages. The
Representor's proposals would result in the inclusion of premises with established non A1 & A3 uses which would not be appropriate for a primary frontage.Therefore no changes
are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC138 requesting changes to retail frontages in Presteigne (new appendix 7 to the LDP)

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

Presteigne
I disagree with the primary retail frontage as shown in MAC138 and have amended accordingly with black marking. The amended areas are within the traditional shopping
frontage and almost solely include retail shops currently occupied and likely to always be so because they are the ONLY SHOPS IN THE TOWN CENTRE.
[Also included with the representation:
two maps showing the town centre area and primary shopping frontage of Presteigne with black marking shown.]

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

Wants changes to the primary shopping frontage in Presteigne.
0
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Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6160.N2//SP7

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC36
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy
Policy: SP7

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

The Council is content that the use of the term "unacceptable" in this context in paragraph 3.3.40 is consistent with its use throughout the Plan and therefore, the proposed
change is not required to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC36 requesting amended wording to the reasoned justification of policy SP7

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The text of this paragraph needs amending to give clarity to the level of adverse effect; "unacceptable" is more subjective than "significant" which is a tried and legally tested term
in planning.
Suggested edit [= insert]
Deletion [= delete]
3.40 Only development proposals that will not have [ delete - "an unacceptable"] [insert - "a significant adverse"] impact on the asset / resource and the purposes for which it is
safeguarded should be permitted ….

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Text amendment.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Change "unacceptable" to "significant adverse" in para. 3.40.
0
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Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6160.N3//E6

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC84
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: E6

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

The Council disagrees with this Representation. As well as being in accordance with Policy E6, farm diversification development proposals would have to consider all appropriate
policies in the Plan including those relevant to tourism development, the environment and all the development management policies including DM13 Design & Resources. The
Council considers that there is sufficient flexibility in the Plan to address the Representor's comments. As a result, there is no need to have cross references to selected policies
where others may apply depending on the development proposal. Alternative wording references to "sustainable locations" as proposed by the Representor would not be
appropriate as farming businesses seeking to diversify are likely to be located in open countryside. A definition of Farm Diversification has been included in the Plan in the
Glossary. Therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC84 suggesting wording amendments to Policy E6

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Key to edits:
[Delete - "delete"]
[Insert - "insert"]
Policy E6 - Farm Diversification
Development proposals for farm diversification will be permitted where:
[Insert - "1. They make use of suitable existing buildings or any new buildings that are proposed are sensitively designed and set in a sustainable location, preferably adjacent to a
group of buildings forming a farm complex."]
[2] The proposed diversification will [insert - "not"] be [insert - "detrimental to highway safety, especially for more vulnerable users"] [delete - "of an intensity of use appropriate to
the location and setting"] and will have no significant [delete - "detrimental"] [insert- "adverse"] effect on the vitality and viability of any adjacent land uses, either individually or
through cumulative impact;
[3]. Adequate provision is made for the parking of vehicles and the storage of materials/equipment; and
[delete - "3. The construction of new, or conversions of existing buildings, that form part of the proposal lie within or immediately adjacent to the existing farm building complex."]

13/12/2017
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30/10/2017

6160.N3//E6
Source:

Summary: MAC84
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

[insert - "4 They comply with Policy DM13 Design and Resources."]
[insert -"1. They make use of suitable existing buildings or any new buildings that are proposed are sensitively designed and set in a sustainable location, preferably adjacent to a
group of buildings forming a farm complex."]
[delete- "3. The construction of new, or conversions of existing buildings, that form part of the proposal lie within or immediately adjacent to the existing farm building complex"]
Policy E6 is naïve in the extreme.
1. Almost every week there are applications for tourist related farm diversification; most are for portable accommodation but some are for chalets. The point of these is that they
are NOT beside the farm buildings! As currently worded this policy does not allow flexibility.
2. I have always understood farm diversification to mean the use of farm assets, be that land or buildings, to generate non-farming income. That seems to be what this policy
intends BUT in order to obtain more favourable outcomes planning applications for intensive livestock units are playing the diversification card. It sounds so much better to claim
“I must diversify” rather than “I want to expand and industrialise my business”. PCC planning officers play the game, repeatedly quoting the need to diversify in Officer Reports,
see appx 1.
The problem of intensive livestock units is not going away any time soon, (see appx 2). Policy E6 must either be tightened to explain it excludes buildings for livestock and a
separate livestock unit policy, including for intensive rearing, is included in the LDP (like the UDP) or E6.3 is reworded using the suggested edit. The reasons for the suggested
edit are succinctly summed up by an agent for applicants.
Berrys
[text in blue - "On the more technical side of planning, pigs and poultry present specific issues when considering new buildings whether it is an intensive broiler unit, free range
poultry sheds or structures for pig breeding."]
[text in red - "The normal planning principles of locating development adjacent to existing buildings doesn’t apply and this presents specific planning issues"] [text in blue- "as
does the need for an Environmental Impact Assessment in many cases. The sheer scale of some proposals means reaction from planning officers and the public can initially be
negative"]
[coloured text - "Expanding on this, many of Powys’ rivers are failing the WFD standards, diffuse agricultural pollution being a major contributor. The Wye and Usk Foundation, a
WFD delivery partner states the planning principle of proximity is exacerbating this, often forcing development with pollution potential in inappropriate locations. They state it
would be much better to have a standard requirement of Sci mapping to show water flow patterns and so place intensive livestock in sustainable locations."]
As E6.3 is currently worded the other problem, common in Powys, is that old farmhouses or redundant buildings have been sold off. A policy requiring proximity of diversification,
particularly intensive livestock buildings, to existing yards is contrary to amenity of protected property and inconsistent with Policy DM13.12.
[delete - "of an intensity of use appropriate to the location and setting"]
What precisely does this mean? Does it mean that the scale of diversification should not be industrial or does it mean how much traffic the diversification generates? The RJ does
not really enlighten the reader but I assume it means that a proposal must not generate traffic beyond the road capacity, in line with RJ 4.4.20, so why not put it in plain English
eg, The proposed diversification will [insert "not"] be ["detrimental to highway safety, especially for more vulnerable users…….? "]
13/12/2017
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6160.N3//E6
Source:

Summary: MAC84
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

APPX 1
2 different planning officers whose reports are written 1 year apart.
1.9.2016
Erection of 2 No. agricultural buildings for poulty rearing (sic) units with 5 No. feed bins, hardstanding and access
[text in red -"Farm Diversification" ]
The applicants currently operate two existing broiler units at the Hendre (adjoining site) with a total of 87, 500 birds accommodated. It is proposed to extend the existing poultry
enterprise to support the current farm diversification project.
Planning policy acknowledges that rural enterprises play a vital role in promoting healthy economic activity within rural areas. Planning Policy Wales (2016) and Technical Advice
Note 23 (2014) emphasises the need to support diversification and sustainability in such areas, recognising that new businesses are key to this objective and essential to sustain
rural communities therefore encouraging Local Authorities to facilitate appropriate rural development.

5.10.2017
Full: Proposed erection of 2 no. Poultry buildings for broiler breeder rearing, four no. feed bins, new access track, improvements to existing entrance, creation of one new passing
place installation of septic tank and associated development
[text in red - "Farm Diversification"]
Cwmroches is a family owned farming business and is seeking consent to diversify in order to secure the long-term viability of the farming enterprise.
Planning policy acknowledges that rural enterprises play a vital role in promoting healthy economic activity within rural areas. Planning Policy Wales (2016) and Technical Advice
Note 23 (2014) emphasises the need to support diversification and sustainability in such areas, recognising that new businesses are key to this objective and essential to sustain
rural communities therefore encouraging Local Authorities to facilitate appropriate rural development.
APPX 2
The picture below is a poultry unit in Powys. Note the presumption for proximity has permitted a potentially polluting development beside a river that is part of a SAC.
Planning Agent’s news October 2017
[includes a photograph here]

http://www.thepoultrysite.com/poultrynews/39288/free-range-producers-will-rise-to-challenge-of-increased-production-says-bfrepa/
9.10.2017
UK - The British Free Range Egg Producers Association says its members will innovate and invest to meet any rise in demand for their product.
The association says that a decision by the UK’s major retailers to only source non-cage eggs from 2025 will take about 775 million eggs a year off supermarket shelves.
13/12/2017
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30/10/2017

Summary: MAC84
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

The shortfall is expected to be met by both barn and free range systems.
Meanwhile, a population increase and steady growth in market share in the years leading up to 2025 are likely to organically grow sales of free range.
"We have a great track record in producing a safe, quality product that consumers value enormously and, while 2025 may seem a long way off, our members are looking ahead at
how they can meet any increase in demand.
"We are perfectly positioned to deliver what retailers and major food brands need, and we urge them to make British free range eggs a major part of their sourcing policy going
forward."
Mr Gooch added that the recent Fipronil scandal, which affected Dutch eggs sold in products in major supermarkets, highlighted the risks associated with relying on imported food.
"The case for sourcing more British eggs is overwhelming. We have a ready-made assurance scheme in the form of the Lion Code which delivers everything that retailers need
and consumers demand."
A sustainability report commissioned by BFREPA earlier this year estimated that if demand for free range eggs from major retailers increases by 5 per cent in 2025 then an
additional 1.8 million laying hens are required.
That number jumps to 2.7 million hens if demand grows by 10 per cent.
"Free range producers are not afraid of investment and expansion provided they have the confidence that there will be a market for their product.

https://pork.ahdb.org.uk/media/271528/pig-pocketbook-2016.pdf
British pig meat trade figs for 2016 show we were only 55% self sufficient. Brexit looms, already supermarkets are looking for security of supply. The deal is: the farmer puts up
the building and supplies the bedding and labour with animals, feedstuff and removal to slaughter supplied. This is a no brainer. Pig units have already started to come through
planning with several permitted.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Policy E6 needs to be re ordered so that it’s priorities are logical. The policy needs to have new wording to make it consistent with evidence and other LDP policy.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Policy E6 needs to be re ordered so that it's priorities are logical. It needs new wording to make it consistent with evidence and other LDP policy.
0
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30/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC85
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: E6

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

The Council disagrees with this Representation. Farm diversification development proposals would have to consider all appropriate policies in the Plan including those relevant to
tourism development, the environment and design and resources. The Council consider that there is sufficient flexibility in the Plan to address the Representor's comments. As a
result, there is no need to have cross references to selected policies where other LDP and national policies may apply depending on the development proposal. A definition of
Farm Diversification has been included in the Plan in the Glossary. Therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC85 suggesting wording amendments to reasoned justification of Policy E6

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Key to edits
Delete [delete - "delete"]
Suggested new wording [insert - "insert"]
4.4.19 In considering development proposals for farm diversification activities consideration should be given in the first instance to the reuse of existing buildings. If this is not
possible, [delete - "a sensitively designed new building within the existing farm complex may be considered"] [insert -"any new building should be located in a sustainable location,
preferably adjacent to a group of buildings forming a farm complex. Design should be sensitive to the landscape setting and proposals will be required to undertake landscaping
and/or habitat enhancement."]
[insert - "any new building should be located in a sustainable location, preferably adjacent to a group of buildings forming a farm complex."]
If weight is given to my argument that Policy E6 cannot restrict diversification to a farm complex based on the evidence, then para 4.4.19 needs to be altered to be consistent with
the suggested new wording of Policy E6.
[insert - "Design should be sensitive to the landscape setting and proposals will be required to undertake landscaping and/or habitat enhancement."]
This wording to make the RJ consistent with DM13 and TAN5

Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
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Source:
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC85
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Para 4.4.19 need amending to align with suggested editing of Policy E6 and to be consistent with policy.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Changes to reasoned justification of policy E6 required to reflect N.3 to allow more flexibility.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6160.N5

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC8 NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP's Context
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

Paragraph 2.3.14 sits within a section of the Plan which discusses linkages with neighbouring Authorities; the AONB is not a statutory Authority unlike the National Parks.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC8 however this section relates to how the LDP interacts with other Authorities - not other plans .

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Paragraph 2.3.14 requires amendment to show that the LDP has taken into account the Shropshire Hills AONB Management Plan, which states:
[text in blue - “AONBs in England and Wales have equal landscape value and protection to National Parks………Public bodies are legally required to ‘have regard to the purposes
of AONBs in carrying out their functions’ (Section 85, Countryside & Rights of Way Act 2000)”]
Suggested edit [insert - "insert"]
Deletion [delete - "delete"]
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Summary: MAC8 NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

2.3.8H 14 Special Particular regard has been given to the adopted or emerging LDPs of the Brecon Beacons National Park and Snowdonia National Park [delete - "respectively"]
[insert - "and the Shropshire Hills AONB Management Plan"] to ensure [delete - "both"] the respective Plans are compatible and complement each other.[delete - ". and due care
and regard has also been taken to the special purposes of the National Parks"]
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Additional wording in text to show LDP aligns with other plans.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Changes required to paragraph 2.3.14. to include reference to AONBs. NOT DULYMADE.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6160.N6//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC123
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

The Council disagrees with this representation for the following reasons; The policy is worded positively and in accordance with national planning policy and the evidence provided
by the REA. Impacts are addressed by Policy RE1 and all other LDP policies. The Councils position with regard to the requirements of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act
2015 (WFGA) is set out in ED020. The Council disagrees with the suggested amendments because the Policy must plan for all scales and types of renewable and low carbon
energy. Amendment of the wording in criterion 1 to read "25MWs or more" is considered acceptable to the Council.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

0
Submitted against MAC123 regarding Policy RE1 proposing alternative wording
0
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Representation Details
MAC 123 RE Policy
This response should be read in conjunction with my HS15 AP3 submission, however this objection to MAC 123 is necessarily repetitious.
It is extremely disappointing that despite the Inspector’s request to redraft Policy RE1, WITH INPUT FROM THOSE WHO ATTENDED HS15, PCC have chosen to ignore well
evidenced suggestions for a change in direction to Policy RE1; instead they have tweaked a policy that all who attended the HS15 sessions agreed was unsound. The failure to
concede ground renders this latest iteration of Policy RE1 unsound through ambiguous wording, lack of consistency, failure to take account of WG planning policy, failure to take
account of legislation and deliverability.
The policy is too permissive with the emphasis on the “contribution” of another 61.7MW electricity generation (Table RE 2) which cannot be capped. Failure to create “scenarios”
for this policy, as per the Renewable Energy Toolkit and SEA regulations, means PCC has not considered the potential effects of these factors on:
•Landscape and visual amenity. PCC consider the whole Powys landscape to be of high quality and worthy of protection for its own sake, wellbeing of residents and the tourism
economy (yet refuse to designate SLAs).
•Cumulation, including with different technologies.
•The consequences of industrial creep on residential amenity, (despite listening to moving stories at HS15 and PCC being aware of noise, odour and Private Water Supply
pollution complaints related to renewable energy).
•The consequences of industrial creep on ecosystems, WFD river basin management, LULUCF as a result of climate adaptation.
It seems a bizarre paradox that in formulating the LDP PCC do not have to take the WFG Act into account but once the LDP is adopted decision makers must do so. The RE
policy is an example of this legislative lunacy, whereby PCC have failed to consider the duties of decision makers.
Key to suggested changes to policy wording.
deletion to PCC wording [Delete - "delete"]
suggested new wording [insert - "insert"]
1. Wind energy
i. Wind energy proposals [delete - "(greater than 25MW)"] [insert - "25 MW or more"] will only be supported / permitted [delete- "in appropriate locations"] within or close to the
boundaries of the Strategic Search Areas (SSAs) and where criteria 4-7 below are met.
[delete - "(greater than 25MW)"]: This should read “25MW OR MORE" , see TAN 8, page 4, footnote 11.
[Delete - "in appropriate locations": [Text in red "delete."]. The wording is ambiguous and unnecessary. Criteria 4-7 cover this.
[delete - "or close to"]: [text in red - " DELETE"]. Even if land “close to” the SSAs were unconstrained TAN 8, 2.4, uses the wording “might wish to consider”, ie IT IS NOT
OBLIGATORY to include this land in policy. The arguments for deleting “or close to” have been well rehearsed by HS15 attendees in their AP3 submissions plus “close to” is not
defined in the RE policy thus impossible to use with consistency in decisions.
Powys has 2 and a bit SSAs, it also has wind farms outside SSAs, some because they pre date TAN 8, (see REA Maps W2), it is therefore reasonable to protect the remaining
landscape in line with TAN 8, 2.13 and annex D, 8.4, particularly as Policy RE1 now includes Solar LSAs.
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ii. [delete - "Wind energy proposals of less than 25 MW will only be supported / permitted where criteria 3-7 below are met. "]
This criterium is totally unacceptable and unsound.
RE1.1.ii is inconsistent with PPW and the evidence in the REA.
PPW 12.8.15 states: [text in blue - "The impacts from renewable energy developments and associated infrastructure will vary depending on their type, location and scale. THIS
REQUIRES DIFFERENT POLICY and development management considerations. FOR PLANNING PURPOSES THE FOLLOWING SCALES ARE CONSIDERED:
Local Authority Wide 5MW up to 25MW for onshore wind
Sub local Authority 50kw up to 5MW
PPW 12.8.18 requires 5MW up to 25MW wind to be subject of a REA but for wind up to 5MW it says at 12.9.9: [text in blue - "At the sub-local authority scale renewable energy
projects are applicable in all parts of Wales and development plans should encourage such development and clearly set out the local criteria against which such proposals will be
evaluated."]
Therefore it is clear that there should be separate policies for Local Authority Wide and Sub Local Authority wind. PCC have failed to do this. To compound this failure the REA
2017 assessed wind energy against a set of constraints that ruled out any wind development 5MW and over outside of SSAs. A policy allowing this scale of development
countywide is contrary to the findings of the REA.
Despite high quality landscape Powys has 257 wind turbines installed in windfarms, (263 in 2018), plus a plethora of single wind turbines spread throughout the county, therefore
it is perfectly reasonable to expect the LPA to be consistent with PPW and the evidence in the REA and now constrain wind development in line with TAN 8, 2.13.[text in blue “the Assembly Government would support local planning authorities in introducing local policies in their development plans that restrict almost all wind energy developments,
larger than 5MW, to within SSAs and urban/industrial brownfield sites.” ]
Other authorities have adopted LDPs with this restrictive policy, including neighbouring Ceredigion.
Subsection 1.ii is internally inconsistent with MAC 8 para 2.3.14 and due care and regard has also been taken to the special purposes of the National Parks, (which should also
include the Shropshire Hills AONB) because it permits wind development up to 25MW countywide so long as it meets criteria 3-7. Despite Policy RE1.4.i referencing Policy DM4
a presumption in favour of wind energy, (particularly 5MW up to 25MW), will be in conflict with the environmental protection of these neighbouring plans and cannot be said to
have had “due care and regard”.
Snowdonia LDP (adopted)
[text in blue "3.18 ……….However given the very large size of modern wind turbines, often in excess of 100m to blade tip and VISIBLE UP TO30KMS, it is highly likely that even
a single turbine of this size would have a significant detrimental visual impact on the landscape and as such would be inappropriate within the National Park. CONSIDERATION
WILL ALSO BE GIVEN TO INDIVIDUAL AND CUMULATIVE IMPACT OF WIND TURBINE PROPOSALS CLOSE TO THE NATIONAL PARK BOUNDARY, ESPECIALLY WITH
REGARD TO LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL EFFECT.” ] (CAPITALS for added emphasis)
Brecon Beacons LDP (adopted)
[text in blue - “3.16.2.10 The impact of large scale Renewable Energy projects located on our peripheries will be judged in accordance with SP2 Major Development in the
National Park”.]
13/12/2017
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Shropshire Hills AONB Management Plan
[text in blue - “AONBs in England and Wales have equal landscape value and protection to National Parks………Public bodies are legally required to ‘have regard to the purposes
of AONBs in carrying out their functions’ (Section 85, Countryside & Rights of Way Act 2000)”]
Policy restriction in line with evidence to less than 5MW wind energy outside SSAs would require RE1.1.i to be amended accordingly.
2. Solar Energy
i. Solar PV proposals (5 – 50MW) will [insert - "only"] be supported / permitted[delete - " in appropriate locations"] within the boundaries of Local Search Areas (Solar LSAs) and
where [delete - "the"] criteria [insert - "4-7"] below are met.
[insert - "only".] Mark Newey, (WG), stated that LSAs create a presumption in favour of development, thus “only” is a necessary addition otherwise there is no reason for LSAs
and no environmental safeguarding outside of LSAs.
[ delete - "n appropriate locations"]: [text in red - "delete"]. The wording is ambiguous and unnecessary. Criteria 4-7 cover this.
[ insert - "4-7"] added to be consistent with wording in rest of policy

ii. [delete - "Outside Solar LSAs, solar PV proposals will only be supported / permitted where all the criteria below are met. "]

[underlined - "This criterium is unacceptable and unsound."]
It is inconsistent with PPW, the REA and with the RJ 4.10.7.
PPW 12.8.15 states: [text in blue - "The impacts from renewable energy developments and associated infrastructure will vary depending on their type, location and scale. THIS
REQUIRES DIFFERENT POLICY and development management considerations.FOR PLANNING PURPOSES THE FOLLOWING SCALES ARE CONSIDERED: (emphasis
added)
Local Authority Wide 5MW to 50MW all other technologies (ie, not onshore wind)
Sub local Authority 50kw up to 5MW "]
PPW 12.8.18 requires Local Authority Wide RE to be subject of a REA but for Sub Local Authority RE it says at 12.9.9: [TEXT IN BLUE - "At the sub-local authority scale
renewable energy projects are applicable in all parts of Wales and development plans should encourage such development and clearly set out the local criteria against which
such proposals will be evaluated."]
It is clear that there should be separate policies for Local Authority Wide and Sub Local Authority RE but this subsection fails to do this. The wording of 2.ii negates the point of
LSAs by allowing solar PV development up to 50MW (or more) to be spread throughout the county. This will be in addition to existing/potential wind turbines and LSA solar PV
throughout the LPA area. Policy RE1 currently supports 20 LSAs therefore it is essential that the LDP is consistent with PPW and the evidence in the REA and, at minimum,
constrains solar PV outside of LSAs to less than 5MW.
13/12/2017
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It would be more sustainable to see solar PV outside LSAs restricted to BIR and it is a pity that the current policy misses this opportunity to be consistent with its evidence and
“vision” at 3.1.3, Objective 3 [TEXT IN BLUE - "To apply a general presumption against …. development on soils of high environmental and agricultural value….. which are
recognised as finite resources."] Powys residents need their landscape protected for their wellbeing and economy. The LPA has a duty to consider wellbeing, ecosystems and
adaptation to climate change when making decisions but have failed to take this into account in the RE policy. It would be consistent with PPW 12.9.9 to set this suggestion as
“local criteria”.
Please see my submission for HS15 AP3 and MAC 124.
3. Other technologies or scales of renewable and low carbon [Delete - "energy",] [insert - "electricity generation, excluding BIR,"] proposed in [delete - "or close to"]:
• SSAs (i.e. non-wind energy or wind energy less than 25 MW); or
• Solar LSAs (i.e. non-solar PV energy or solar PV energy less than 5 MW),
will be required to demonstrate that they would not prejudice the purpose of the Strategic or Local Search Areas [delete - "to generate energy in accordance with criteria 1 and 2"],
and shall meet [delete - "the"] criteria [insert - "4-7"] below.
THIS SUBSECTION IS NOT SOUND AND ILL CONSIDERED.
IF THIS SUBSECTION IS TO BE KEPT WORDING NEEDS EDITING.
If RE1.1.ii is aligned to TAN 8, 2.13 policy as suggested then this criterium needs rewording for SSAs.
Despite PCC maintaining that LSAs do not create a presumption in favour of development this criterium implies that they do.
[Delete - "energy"][Insert - " electricity generation, excluding BIR2] proposed in [delete - "or close to"]:
Currently this subsection requires ANY energy project not in accordance with a search area to justify itself. Furthermore, “close to” is not defined thus impossible to use with
consistency in decisions. Is PCC really suggesting that BIR will need to prove they do not prejudice SSAs/LSAs? Will someone installing a large biomass boiler really have to
justify the need “in or close to” an SSA/LSA when the UK has a commitment to generate 12% heat from renewables/low carbon by 2020 and Table RE3, (itself unsound), states
that an extra 8MWt is a reasonable contribution up to 2026? Will an application for an anaerobic digester need to justify itself because despite using farm waste it also needs
crops as feedstock that will use land that is “in or close to” an LSA yet in many LSAs the “resource” is islands in a sea of other land included in the boundaries?
How would a solar array “close to” an SSA prejudice its purpose or a wind turbine/s “close to” an LSA be problematic? Demonstrating just how ridiculous and inconsistent the
wording is note that LSAs SG (s8), SJ (s14){1}, SK (s15) and SL (s17) either abut SSAs and/or abut/include existing windfarms with “resource” in those locations and SO (s21)
includes a wind farm at appeal, see ED 059 REA maps S5 and S6.
“Resource” is fundamental to an LSA but how will a developer or a planning officer know if the purpose of an LSA is being prejudiced when the “resource” mapping in the REA is
of a scale that makes accurate assessment impossible?
This subsection is unsound because realistically this is undeliverable. The criteria require monitoring as there is also a cumulative element to prejudicing the purpose of a search
area. How will the LPA determine this? As demonstrated in my HS15 statement, (and this critique), PCC do not have a clue about the amount or where renewable energy is
already installed; this is not going to improve as the already overstretched and chaotic planning department has budgets squeezed further.
13/12/2017
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[Delete - "to generate energy in accordance with criteria 1 and 2"]: [text in red - " Delete"]. This wording is unnecessary.
[insert - "4-7"] below: Numbering added for consistency.
{1} LSA SJ (s14) Bryn Blaen wind farm under construction.
4. Proposals for all types [insert- "and scales"] of renewable and low carbon energy development and associated infrastructure either on their own, cumulatively or in combination
with existing, approved or proposed development, shall comply with all other relevant policies in the LDP and shall not have [delete - "an unacceptable"] [insert - "a significant"
adverse effect on:
v. Residential amenity and the amenity of the surrounding area, in accordance with Policy DM13 – Design and Resources.[delete- " All wind energy"] [insert - "In particular"]
proposals shall not cause [delete - "unacceptable"][insert - " significant"] levels of noise [delete - "and / or"] shadow flicker, [insert - " passing shadows"], [delete - "All solar PV
proposals shall not cause unacceptable levels of"] glare [delete - "or"] reflection ["or odour"].
[delete - "and scales"]: In order that the RE policy is consistent with PPW by separating RE <5MW from proposals of 5MW and over this wording needs to be added to make it
clear that the criteria relate to all RE development.
[delete - "an unacceptable"][insert - " a significant"]: Suggested change of wording to reflect easier level of judgement in decisions.
[delete - "All wind energy"][insert - " In particular"] proposals shall not cause unacceptable levels of noise [delete "and / or"] shadow flicker, [insert - "passing shadows"],[delete - "
All solar PV proposals shall not cause unacceptable levels of"] glare [delete - "or"] reflection [insert - "or odour"].
As worded in the MAC this section is inconsistent and exposes the somewhat muddled cross referencing between policies. It refers to Policy DM13 but then specifically notes
noise for wind energy. Not only is this a nuisance already listed in DM13, but also wind energy is not the only form of RE that can cause noise problems.
Shadow flicker, passing shadows (a nuisance to outdoor amenity), glare and reflection are not mentioned in Policy DM13 so do need to be referenced, but to be truly consistent
RE1.4.v should list other associated nuisances and/or amend Policy DM13 to include the omitted nuisances. Odour is omitted but to be consistent with the RJ, 4.10.13 it needs
inclusion.
5. Satisfactory mitigation shall be in place to reduce the impact of the proposal and its associated infrastructure. Proposals shall make provision for the restoration and after-care
of the land for its
beneficial re-use [insert - "after energy generation ceases."]

[insert - "after energy generation ceases"]. Wording needed for clarity
6. Where any development, or part of a development or infrastructure ceases to operate for a period in excess of 6 months, it shall be removed and the land restored [delete - "to
its former condition"][insert - " with written agreement of the LPA"]. Development for wind energy and solar PV energy will only be permitted for [delete - " a"] [insert - "an
operating"] period of [insert - "up to"] 25 years.
[delete - "to its former condition"][insert - " with written agreement of the LPA."]: It is entirely unsound to require land to be restored to its former condition – this could have been a
derelict site. In the interests of all it is proper that agreement about restoration is by written approval. Written approval is also necessary to be consistent with subsection 5.
13/12/2017
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[insert - "an operating"] period of [insert - "up to"] 25 years: For clarity the policy must include what the criterium for the “period” is.[insert - " Up to"] gives appropriate flexibility to
development management decisions
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Policy RE1 is internally inconsistent, poorly worded, fails to take evidence into account and fails to embrace changes to policy direction put forward by attendees of HS15.
To become minimally “sound” the policy needs to take account of the considerable quantity of renewable energy of all scales and technologies already operating in Powys and
wind energy permitted and still in planning and realign its permissive wording taking account of PPW and TAN8.
To be “future proof”, ie, up to 2026, Policy RE1 should embrace the consumer led change in direction of generation of RE and government ambition that distributed energy is the
way forward. Policy should encourage BIR and brownfield site RE and show greater sustainability plus internal consistency by making greenfield sites justify the need.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
In particular I wish to expand on RE1.2.i and RE1.2.ii

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Policy RE1 has ambiguous wording, a lack of consistency, a failure to take account of WG planning policy, a failure to take account of legislation and deliverability and is to
permissive. To much emphasis on “contribution” not enough consideration on:
•Landscape and visual amenity.
•Cumulation, including with different technologies.
•The consequences of industrial creep on residential amenity,
•The consequences of industrial creep on ecosystems, WFD river basin management, LULUCF as a result of climate adaptation.
A reworded version of RE1 is suggested.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
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Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

Council disagrees with the representation and has followed the REA Toolkit as required by national planning policy, rather than the site specific requirements that may be followed
by solar companies. Matters such as flooding, open access and common land are site specific matters not addressed by the Toolkit. The Council agrees to correct the
typographical error in the name of 'Domgay' in Table RE1. Renumbering of LSAs was an Action Point from Hearing Session 15.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC124 regarding reasoned justification of Policy RE1 proposing alternative wording

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Representation Details
MAC124 Policy RE1 RJ
This response to MAC124 should be read in conjunction with my HS15 Statement and HS15 AP3 submission.
4.10.6 The County Council has not refined Strategic Search Areas in the LDP.
But the Mid Wales Conjoined Public lnquiry has left a large body of evidence in relation to SSAs. Wind energy proposals greater than 25 MW will only be acceptable within
[delete: 'or close to'] the boundaries of SSAs; [delete: 'acceptable sites close to SSAs will be those that provide robust evidence that the land is suitably unconstrained in line with
TAN8.']
If Policy RE1.1.i is amended to confine proposals 25MW and over to SSAs, this wording is inconsistent with
policy. “Close to” is troublesome wording as it is neither defined in Policy or the RJ, therefore impossible to
use with consistency in decisions.
Even if land “close to” the SSAs were “suitably unconstrained” TAN 8, 2.4, uses the wording “might wish to
consider”, ie IT IS NOT OBLIGATORY to include this land in policy. The arguments for deleting “or close to”
have been well rehearsed by HS15 attendees in their AP3 submissions.
The “large body of evidence” of the CPI includes extension of SSA C westwards — see critique for Table RE I
below. If this extension is accepted then a nebulous “close to” has considerable implications not considered
in the policy.
Powys has 2 and a bit SSAs, it also has wind farms that straddle and are outside SSAs, some because they
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pre-date TAN 8, (see REA Maps W2), it is therefore reasonable to protect the remaining landscape in line
with TAN 8, 2.13 and annex D, 8.4, particularly as Policy RE1 now includes Solar LSAs.
Table RE1 - Local Search Areas (Solar)
The hurried and chaotic 2017 iteration of Solar LSAs has resulted in mapping where it has been necessary
to flit between ED0S9 REA Maps, ED060 REA Landscape Sensitivity Study, ED079 Solar LSA Constraints and
HS 15 Action Points, Appx 5 to get any idea of a “half full picture” of any LSA. As the resource is
fundamental to a LSA designation it seems remiss that a small scale map with such a poor background layer
was chosen in ED059 REA Maps. Maps in the relevant documents are of such differing scales that it takes
time and dedication to work out where resource approximately lies within an LSA. ED079 is produced in
greyscale making water features easily overlooked in places. Adding to confusion REA Maps S7 and S8 “final
LSAs” contain two LSAs, S2 and S30, removed from Policy RE1. Now throw ED059 REA Final Report into the
mix. This explains:
[text in blue; 8.2.9 Step 9
Map Reference & Title: S9 —Solar PV Farm Cumulative Impact
Utilising the prioritised sites, a theoretical build out exercise has been undertaken by AECOM. Starting with
the largest Priority 1 site, a 3.5km buffer has been applied to each new solar PV farm to avoid cumulative
impact. The exercise continues using the next highest priority site until all sites are ‘theoretically developed.]
[text in red; Maps show the remaining wind development sites on completion of the exercise.] So, have wind search areas been removed from policy or not!!!
Finally, Table RE 1 uses letters to denote the LSAs but these are not cross referenced to the REA system of
numbering nor do Table RE1 and ED083c Proposals Maps cross reference each other. LSA place names only
appear in Table RE1 and Landscape Sensitivity Study. The Proposals Maps system of colouring for LSAs
does not show up well on a cluttered map, nor does it appear in the REA Maps; yet again cross referencing
is made difficult.
[text in bold and underlined; This muddle is evidence that underpins policy but it lacks the clarity necessary for developers, planning officers or interested parties, particularly as
there is no cross reference to all the documents.]
[in a box; Column 1 Heading] [text bold and in green highlight; LSA Number] but the system now uses letters!
[text bold and in green highlight; LSA SD] [delete; Dongay] is a typo, it should be [ insert; DOMGAY]
[text in bold and in a box; List of LSAs]
[text in bold and in a box; This section should be read in conjunction with appendices 1 & 2.]
Notwithstanding my stance that greenfield solar PV development is irresponsible land use, (previous
representations), the whole box ticking exercise proves how poorly thought through the policy of LSAs is
and how little PCC understand the economy of the county or took evidence into account. LSAs in Table RE1
13/12/2017
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are irrational when judged against ED 060 Landscape Sensitivity Study and ED 079 Solar LSA Constraints, let
alone other obvious but unconsidered constraints, making the concept undeliverable. The LSAs contain
“resource” constrained by flooding, forestry, Open Access, registered common land, wind farms,
recreational routes, etc. This is yet another example of the REA being “not fit for purpose”. How can the
REA maps S5— S9 be sound when there has been no attempt to cross check the high level resource results
with a Landranger ordnance survey map at minimum!
It is also a pity they failed to research what solar farm developers look for when choosing a site. A quick
search of the internet finds several developers looking for suitable sites or offering services. Requirements
include:
[text in blue; Flat ground or gently sloping to south
The best sites are flat, well screened by hedges and tree lines and are free from any structures that may
cast significant shadows over the photovoltaic panel array.
No rights of way across the land
No shallow bed rock (the frames have posts which are pile driven 1.4m typically)
Accessible by road or track to site entrance
Single ownership]
[text in red and highlighted in yellow; MOST IMPORTANTLY —
the site needs to have 11KV or 33KV overhead power lines [text underlined and in bold; crossing it or close
by][text in blue and highlighted in yellow; and accessible via the highway verge or an obtainable wayleave]. [text in blue; Larger power lines are too expensive to connect to and
smaller ones will not take the load.
• An 11KV overhead line will only be suitable for a 5MW connection if it is close to a Primary
33KV/11KV substation.
• A 33KV overhead line can potentially take 15MW
• The best site of all would be adjacent to a Primary 33KV/11KV substation
Falling within, or being close to, any of the following areas can be a significant constraint for planning
permission for a solar farm: Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Sites of Special Scientific Interest,
Special Areas of Conservation, National Parks, and areas with natural and cultural heritage designations.]
PPW 4.10 states: [text in blue; Land in grades 1,2 and 3a should only be developed if there is an overriding need for the development, and either previously developed land or
land in lower agricultural grades is unavailable,] but
most land in Powys is not in the BMV categories, nevertheless PCC has placed most LSAs on the poorest
land pushing inappropriate development into the uplands apparently ignorant of the vital role of “poor”
land to Powys’ farming and tourism industries and the ecosystem services this land provides and ignorant
of the fact that “site requirements” rule out much of the upland “resource”.
Setting aside the stupidity of ignoring evidence Policy RE1 supports LSAs but will they deliver?
Primary school geography would explain that higher ground is usually where soils are poorer and so this is
where livestock is reared. The farming practices in much of upland Powys rely on common land. An upland
13/12/2017
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farmer may own a small acreage of fields but have several hundreds of acres of “useable” land because of
commoner’s rights. Along comes the LDP with, for example, an LSA with a presumption to allow 25MW
(approx. 50ha) of installed capacity solar PV, but most of that 25MW resource is on the common land. A
developer will have to find exchange land. Where does it come from? A few acres taken from surrounding
hill farmers hay fields so that in the long term they are less self sufficient when business viability is already
marginal? How can the commoners agree to the iniquitous fenced off areas of solar panels when many
flocks of sheep are hefted to a particular area of hill? What about the public interest of Open Access and its
wellbeing/economic value? How would planning conditions be enforceable without an agreement signed
by all those with common rights?
Lack of proper research results in the “resource” of 3 LSAs being entirely within 2C flood zones making any
development contrary to PPW and TAN 15. I was always taught electricity and water don’t mix!
[text in bold; PPW 12, 1.4]
[text in blue; to ensure that the vulnerability of infrastructure to severe weather events is minimised and that
infrastructure is designed to cope with higher average temperatures and increasing risk of storm surges,
drought and flooding.]
[text in bold; TAN 15]
[text in blue; 2.10 The planning system has a key role to play in the delivery of sustainable development by providing for
homes,][text in red, bold and highlighted in yellow; infrastructure], [text in blue, highlighted in yellow; investment and jobs in a way which is consistent with sustainable
deveopment principles][text in blue; (section 2.2 PPW).
2.11 Relevant sustainable development considerations from the flooding perspective include:-]
[text in blue and highlighted in yellow;Guiding development to locations at little or no risk from river, tidal or coastal flooding][text in blue; or from run off arising from development
in any location;]
Further issues include the inconsistency of LSA5 when considered against policy in the LDP, most
particularly RE1.3. Examples include:
• “resource” in LSA SG/S8 abutting an SSA, on registered common land and creating landscape and
visual cumulation with an existing wind farm
• LSA SL/S17 has ‘resource” on registered common land that abuts a wind farm and “resource” that
abuts SSA C. Ignoring the large body of evidence of the CPI, (RJ para 4.10.6), PCC have designated
this LSA but in considering Llandinam repowering the Inspector suggested that SSA C boundary be
extended westwards, (“refined” in TAN 8 language), to include the wind farm. Whilst WG did not
agree the SoS did: DECC 7.9.2015 Decision Letter, [text in blue; “1.3 Whilst the application site is located just
outside the ‘broad brush’ boundaries of SSA C the Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that
it should be considered to effectively be within, given its close proximity to the boundary.”] and the
13/12/2017
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wind farm was permitted. As SSA C now has a presumption that it is extended westward to include
the permitted, (and existing), Llandinam wind farm one has to question why PCC even designated
LSA SL/S17. The Landscape Sensitivity Study flags up cumulation of RE technologies but ignores that
there are also wind farms ‘in planning' within ‘old' SSA C. This 'least constrained' LSA is no. 1 in
the fantasy priority build out scenario.
• 'resource' in LSA SK/515 and LSA SM/S18 includes Bryn Titli Wind Farm and abuts Elenydd Mallaen
SPA. Inconsistency with RE1.3 apart, (if an “existing” as opposed to “proposed” development
prejudices the LSA), wouldn’t two LSAs in close proximity to each other with a
presumption of 50Mw total installed solar PV be contrary to the purposes of the SPA and Policy DM2.1.A? 50MW
would see approx l00ha of avian foraging land adjoining the SPA go under development and [text bold and underlined; in cumulation with] that already affected by the wind farm,
(permitted before the SPA existed). LSA
SM/S18 is no 2 on the fantasy priority build out as one of the least constrained LSAs.
NRW scoping opinion, 17.6.2016, for application to extend life of Bryn Titli wind Farm:
- Ornithology
Elenydd - Mallaen SPA is one of the most important areas of hill land in Wales for
nature conservation and is of outstanding interest for its range of breeding birds. It is
classified for three species of breeding raptor' Peregrine, Merlin and Red Kite.
“resource” in LSA S0/S21 includes a geodiversity site (fossil site of world importance), development
of which would be contrary to Policy DM2.3.D and registered common land. LSA S0/S21 also
encompasses a “proposed” wind farm. The wind farm was refused on 18.5.2017 and appealed on
19.5.2017, (appeal ref no 3176128). Should PCC have designated the LSA at all? This LSA must have
been knowingly designated with an assumption of a permitted wind farm or a “proposed” wind
farm because of the timeframe for any appeal. The Landscape Sensitivity Study fails to mention
proposal in its assessment. Failure to assess the possible cumulation of different technologies
renders the assessment unsound, particularly as it notes the Outstanding Historic Landscape with
rarity or high rarity throughout.
RJ para 4.10.8 states: [text highligghthed in green; In order to determine whether a particular site within an LSA is acceptable for a solar
Pvfarm, further site specific assessments and information will be required at the planning application
stage. This reflects the strategic nature of LSAs and recognises that, whilst the LSAs are generally the 'least constrained' parts of Powys in terms of the assumptions applied,
they are not without site specific constraints.]
but "in order to determine whether a particular site within an LSA is acceptable for a solar PV
farm” the “resource” itself [text in red and underlilned; must be] “least constrained. Five, ie 25%, of the LSAs have a starting point of cumulation with wind farms; it appears that
cumulation is a favoured part of the policy but at the same time to comply with RE1.3. any proposal will have to justify itself, this is inconsistent.
How can development of the “resource” be deliverable?
Appx 1, LSA Constraints Table,
13/12/2017
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Appx 2A Solar LSAs, Open Access Land,
Appx 2B, Solar LSAs Common Land
I should like to thank B&R CPRW for allowing me to use their mapping in Appx 2A &B.
[new] Table RE 2 - Summary of Renewable Electricity Contribution
[text in bold and underlined; I stand by my HS15 statement that the REA assessment of installed/permitted/in planning capacity is flawed, therefore Table RE2 cannot underpin a
sound policy or its RJ.]
Whilst the change in methodology from energy to capacity is welcome, the baseline figures are still
erroneous.
The LDP runs 2011 to 2026. Although the table is attributed to REA 2017 it is unclear at what date “existing
installed” commences and whether the “potential” runs from date of REA 2017, adoption or entire LDP.
Clarity is needed as these figures underpin the “contribution” to be monitored, although it is somewhat
unclear when the “contribution” commences and so the fog ol uncertainty goes full circle!!
Coolumn 2 [text crossed out; Existing installed capacity][text in red and highlighted in yellow; permitted and installed capacity] If something is installed it is existing or in operation
at the current time! It is unclear what is precisely meant by these words in the heading however the REA 3.4.1 refers to [text in blue; “The current total capacity (including
operational, under construction or consented, correct at the time of writing)”, then in the next paragraph states “Of the above total for electricity generation, wind energy (including
the SSAs) accounts for 312.7MW, hydro 8.8MW, biomass 2.5MW, landfill gas 2.1MW, fuelled 0.4MW and sewage gas the remaining 0.1MWe. Biomass”.] As these figures
correspond to those under the heading one must assume that “existing installed capacity” is actually [text in red and highlighted in yellow; consented and installed capacity] (as
per REA). [text in red and highlighted in yellow; consented and installed capacity] should be used for clarity.
Column 3:[text in green; Potential installed capacity by 2026:] Whilst the heading may be reasonable, the figures in the column, [text in bold underlined; although I dispute their
overall accuracy], are internally inconsistent.
REA 3.4.1 reads [text in blue; ...planning applications have been submitted or are being considered at appeal for a
further 446MWe from wind and 21.6MWe from solar PV farms.] In column 3 wind energy has a potential
installed capacity of 316.7MW, a change of just 4MW. This 4MW change is based on the REA wind
assessment but totally ignores the possibility that any of the “in planning” applications are permitted. The
4MW “resource” is in a landscape that would be ruled out in a landscape sensitivity study; it is just as
unsound to include this 4MW as it is to exclude the entire 446MW (as per REA) “in planning”.
The same applies to the solar PV figure. 45MW is to be potentially installed from 360MW “resource”,
(incorrectly 370MW, REA 8.2.7) but no allowance is made for the 21.6MW “in planning”, (or is it because
the “in planning” solar PV is in fact fantasy?).
For ease of reference I have copied the more accurate figures for RE Table 2 from my HS15 statement and
updated the windfarm table.
Below is a table showing the accurate figures for windfarms as at 28.10.2017
13/12/2017
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[inserted table taken from Rep6160 Hearing Statement for Hearing Session 15]
All figures taken from the windfarm websites, except Bryngydfa and Neuadd Goch.
[text underlined; The above table shows + 18.41MW operating /consented compared to REA 3.4.1][text in blue; “wind energy (including the SSAs) accounts for 312.7MW...” but
[text in bold; —41.1 MW] compared to 3.4.1 “planning applications have been submitted or are being considered at appeal for a further 446M We from wind”]
The REA omits a whole section of FIT renewable energy projects that are commercial:
41 single wind turbines with a combined capacity of 4.69MW. (I set a capacity of above 80kW, there are
many more wind turbines of lower capacity).
19 solar array5 with a combined capacity of 3.24MW. (I set a capacity of above 50kW, there are many
projects below this).
5 farm AD plants with a combined capacity of 1.33MW
1 fuelled at Tesco Welshpool 0.29MW
[text in bold and underlined; MINIMUM OMITTED INSTALLED SMALL SCALE 9.55MWe]
[New] Table RE2 - Summary of Renewable Thermal Contribution
The change in methodology from energy to capacity is welcome.
The LDP runs 2011 to 2026. Although the table is attributed to REA 2017 it is unclear at what date “existing
installed” commences and whether the “potential” runs from date of REA 2017, adoption or entire LDP.
Clarity is needed as these figures underpin the “contribution” to be monitored, although it is somewhat
unclear when the “contribution” commences and so the fog of uncertainty goes full circle!!
Column 2: [text to be deleted; Existing installed capacity][text in red and highlighted in yellow; permitted and installed capacity.] The wording needs altering for clarity.
Submissions for HS15 showed the BIR chapter of the REA 2017 to be completely unsound. Even an
appendix of errata leaves one with little faith in this assessment. As figures were arrived at by guess work I
do not see how they can be relied upon as a baseline for monitoring.
4.10.10 The uptake of renewable energy will be monitored to help show how the LDP is assisting to deliver
the contribution in the REA.
Whilst I do not object to this paragraph per se I believe it cannot be sound when underpinning it is a flawed 'contribution' in the REA.
[Text ends]
Council Response:
13/12/2017
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Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

To make the RJ sound the highly flawed REA as used in the tables [text underlined; cannot] underpin the policy.
[text in bold; The tables need to be rewritten in line with EVIDENCE, including FACTS, not surmise.]

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
I wish to speak about the Tables in the RJ.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
MAC124 - Objects to Policy RE1 Reasoned Justification and evidence behind it, particularly the REA 2017.

Council Response:

0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP's
Monitoring Framework
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Council Response:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-13. Plan Monitoring and Review

It is proposed to monitor changes to the status of surface waters and ground waters by River Basin Management Plan Area based on NRW/EA information, as part of the
Strategic Environment Assessment (SEA) Monitoring (see Appendix 4 of the SEA Report – ED083f). This will enable the long-term effects of the Plan and its contribution towards
meeting WFD targets to be monitored, whilst also recognising the timing and availability of data and the influence of non-planning factors. It would not be possible to monitor this
effectively as an AMR within the LDP’s annual monitoring which focuses directly on the implementation of the Plan and its policies rather than its wider effects. The results of any
relevant SEA monitoring will be reported in the Annual Monitoring Report.
0
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Submitted against MAC131 regarding omission of monitoring relating to the Water Framework Directive

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Theme 1
Objective 5 Energy and water
Contribute to the achievement of the Water Framework Directive targets in Powys
MAC 131 is a completely new monitoring table so I am wondering what has happened to the monitoring for contribution to the achievement of the Water Framework. It is missing.
This is unacceptable, particularly as many Powys rivers are failing the WFD standards.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
The AMRs need to align better with the objective wording and a whole new monitoring section needs to be written for “contribution to WFD”.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
All the representation to MAC 131

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation

Objection to omission of monitoring relating to the Water Framework, which is unacceptable, particularly as many Powys rivers are failing WFD standards. The need for a
monitoring section to be written for contribution to the achievement of the WFD targets in Powys and for the AMRs to align better with the wording of objective 5 (energy and
water).

Council Response:

0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP's
Monitoring Framework
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-13. Plan Monitoring and Review

AMR26 is aimed at monitoring additional installed capacity of wind turbine developments permitted within SSAs in order to monitor the contribution made towards achieving the
TAN8 SSA capacity targets. The contribution of wind energy developments, along with other forms of renewable, low or zero carbon developments permitted county wide will be
monitored under AMR29.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC131 regarding scope of monitoring indicator AMR26 (wind farm developments permitted in SSAs)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
[Extract included here from Table 3 - Annual Monitoring Framework: AMR26 and AMR27]
AMR 26
The trigger point for this subsection is lunatic. If any of the planning applications in SSAs which are in the system are permitted, SSA B and C will be to capacity according to TAN
8, table 1. SSA D has yet to be developed but if 12 years after SSAs were introduced no project has been permitted despite developers having wind farm fever I believe that
speaks volumes about its constraints. TAN 8 recognises that the capacity targets are indicative and depend on cumulative landscape constraints. The CPI decisions underpinned
this. This AMR is based purely on the zealous “contribution” of Policy RE1. Why only monitor within SSAs when as currently worded the policy allows wind development up to
25MW countywide?
I respectfully suggest that monitoring for wind energy is rewritten to embrace all wind energy projects permitted countywide in order to achieve a more realistic picture of
“contribution to the national targets”, and to be consistent with objective 5 wording, though without a sound baseline I fail to see how any realistic picture is to be achieved.

Council Response:
Question: 3c

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

Representation Texts:
The AMRs need to align better with the objective wording and a whole new monitoring section needs to be written for “contribution to WFD”.
Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
All the representation to MAC 131
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Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Monitoring for wind energy under AMR26 should be rewritten to embrace all wind energy projects permitted countywide in order to achieve a more realistic picture of contribution
to national targets and to be consistent with LDP objective 5.

Council Response:

0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP's
Monitoring Framework
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-13. Plan Monitoring and Review

The Council considers that the indicator and trigger for AMR27 related to solar PV developments permitted within LSAs should only capture the ‘additional installed capacity
permitted’ within these areas under the LDP. This makes it clear that the monitoring will only capture developments permitted in addition to any existing installed capacity
permitted during previous monitoring years or prior to the LDP.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC131 regarding the wording of AMR27 (solar PV developments permitted in LSAs)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
AMR 27
When LSAs are a new concept I wonder where the wording “additional” has sprung from under the heading Indicator and Trigger Point. This is fantasy not fact. “Additional” should
be removed.

Council Response:
13/12/2017
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Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
The AMRs need to align better with the objective wording and a whole new monitoring section needs to be written for “contribution to WFD”.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
All the representation to MAC 131

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Remove word "additional" from AMR27 indicator and trigger point as LSAs are a new concept.

Council Response:

0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP's
Monitoring Framework
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-13. Plan Monitoring and Review

AMR43 is aimed at monitoring the implementation of policy SP7 which states that ‘development proposals must not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the resource or
asset and its operation’. The monitoring target and trigger, therefore, reflect the policy wording, hence it would not be appropriate to change the wording to refer to ‘significant
adverse impact’ as suggested by the Representor.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0

Submitted against MAC131 regarding the wording of AMR43 (developments impacting on strategic resources and assets identified in Policy SP7)
0
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Representation Details
Objective 10 Important Assets
AMR 43 Replace words [Delete - "unacceptable adverse impact"] with [text highlighted yellow - "significant adverse impact"], because “significant” has a tried and tested
meaning.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
AMR43
Delete "unacceptable adverse impact. Replace with "significant adverse impact.".

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
The AMRs need to align better with the objective wording and a whole new monitoring section needs to be written for “contribution to WFD”.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Change wording of AMR43 by deleting "unacceptable adverse impact" and replacing with "significant adverse impact" which has a tried and tested meaning.
0
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Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council notes the representor's supportive comments on the majority of the changes within the Plan. However, the Council disagrees with the other points raised. The REA is
a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions
used. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic, development management, landscape and tourism policies),
and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable. The potential contribution identified in the
Plan is informed by the ""theoretical build-out"" exercise undertaken in the REA which recognises cumulative impact. However until any renewable energy development proposals
come forward, the Council would consider it inappropriate to remove LSAs on the basis of matching the available LSAs and their theoretical landscape capacity to the Plan's
identified contribution. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate
locations and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 & 124 regarding specific Solar LSAs and other aspects of Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
CPRW Montgomeryshire Branch has 98 members who are represented by a Branch Committee of 9 members. All iterations of the Draft LDP have been discussed at Branch
Committee and responses made available to all members through Minutes and newsletters and additional communications. In this instance the response below has been agreed
by full Branch Committee as a fair representation of the views of CPRW Montgomeryshire members..
CPRW Montgomeryshire welcomes the majority of the changes that have been made to the LDP and, in particular, the Renewable Energy Policy by the MACs. As a result a
better planning balance has been achieved that begins to recognise the important landscape, biodiversity and tourism assets of Powys.
However, the Branch has major concerns that the proposed deployment of 21 Solar Local Search Areas (LSAs) does not, at present, respect that necessary asset balance.
The conglomeration of Local Search Areas, identified in table RE1 (para 4.10.8) as SK, SM, SN, SL, SS, and ST is a concentration that does not respect the landscape and
residential amenity of the area. It also has a very detrimental effect upon the Strategic Resources and Assets (Policy SP7) of Glyndwr's National Trail. We therefore believe that
Powys should remove some of these LSAs. The concentration effect is not easily discernable in the Proposals Maps as the LSAs are not labelled in anyway and are split
between maps so we attach an annotated Aecom map that illustrates the effect.
Likewise we are concerned that Local Search Areas SA, SB, SC, SE and SF will have a serious effect upon National and Regional walking Trails or a National Cycle Network
route. These have all been recognised as Strategic Resources and Assets in the LDP and therefore the evidence is there to modify or remove these LSAs.
Area SL will also impact on the BHS national trail Prince Llewellyn's Ride, an important tourism resource in the area.
The Renewable Energy Policy finds that the contribution to the 61MW renewable energy target required from Solar LSAs should be 45MW. The total contribution that the 21
LSAs could produce is 360MW and therefore there is considerable opportunity for Powys to remove or reduce certain LSAs as above that do not satisfy the necessary planning
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30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 123 and 124
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

balance and still easily satisfy the 45MW requirement. The LDP would not be sound if Powys did not seek to achieve that necessary balance.
CPRW Montgomeryshire would also express concern at the consultation format. Given the significant spatial implications we feel that the consultation would have been
considerably assisted by the production of a concise map indicating the locations of solar LSAs. We appreciate that the consultation is not concerned with exact locations and
their appropriateness but aspects such as concentration and proximity to significant strategic assets do need to be transparent in order for meaningful consultation to ensue.
The lack of a large composite and labelled map on display at 'roadshow' events or a clear and consistently annotated map in the documentation, thus requiring respondents to
search out maps in the Aecom evidence papers, is a procedural omission.
Additional Information.
Map
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
As above, Powys should remove and /or modify the LSAs to ensure the concentration effect is removed and the Strategic Resources and Assets are safeguarded.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection regarding the location, number and size of the solar Local Search Areas.
0
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6315

Natural Resources Wales

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N1

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC2
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Introduction
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

The comment is noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC2 commenting on compliance with Wellbeing of Future Generations Act

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We note the confirmation that the Powys LDP was submitted for examination before 1’ April 2016. We are satisfied that all subsequent iterations of the LDP will need to
demonstrate compliance with the Well-being of Future Generations Act 2015.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Compliance with Well-being of Future Generations Act 2015.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N2
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Summary: MAC7
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP's Context
Issue:

13/12/2017

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy
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Source:

Type: Comment

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC7
Status Maintained

Mode Written

The comment is noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC7 commenting on para 2.3.8

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

New Paragraph 2.3.8 — We are satisfied that the new paragraph confirms the recent legislation and national policy documents which have come into effect during the later
stages of the LDP process and that they have been taken into consideration during the plan preparation process.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Legislation and national policy.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N3//DM2
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Summary: MAC41
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM2

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment
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05/10/2017

Source:

Type: Comment

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC41
Status Maintained

Mode Written

The Council notes the comments made by the Representor. The re-wording of Policy DM2 was carried out in response to representations received that requested greater
clarification with regard to differentiating the weighting and testing that would be required for the different designations that the Policy covers. Whilst this may involve a limited
amount of repetition of national policy the Council feels that this is necessary in order to consolidate the policy and avoid it becoming unwieldy or unreadable. No change required.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC41 noting changes to weighting and testing for designations in DM2

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Policy DM2— We note that additional text has been included to Policy DM2 in order to differentiate the weight and testing that is to be applied to the different designations at
European, national level and local level. As previously confirmed to your Authority we consider that the additional text has resulted in a very long policy wording that repeats the
provision of national policy and legislation.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Repetition of the provision of national policy and legislation.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N4/4.2.7/DM
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Summary: MAC42
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.2.7
Policy: DM2

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment
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05/10/2017

Source:

Type: Comment

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC42
Status Maintained

Mode Written

The Council agrees with the Representor concerning the need to remove the dating of the NRW Guidance cited in para 4.2.7 of Policy DM2. Council recommends to the
Inspector that the following wording be used in this para; "NRW publishes guidance for developers to assist with this process (see NRW OGN (Operational Guidance Note) 41:
Assessment of ammonia and nitrogen impacts from livestock units when applying for an Environmental Permit or Planning Permission (March 2017) and NRW QG (Quick Guide)
9: Poultry Units: planning permission and environmental assessment.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC42 commenting on reference to NRW guidance in DM2 reasoned justification

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We welcome the reference made to NRW guidance. However please note that the guidance document referred to will be subject to review in the future and therefore we
recommend that the text does not refer to the date of issue of these guidance.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
recommendation that text does not refer to date of issue of guidance.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N5//RE1
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Summary: MAC123
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy
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Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Source:

Type: Comment

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC123
Status Maintained

Mode Written

Thank you for your Representation. Your Comment is noted and no changes to the Plan are considered necessary.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 noting changes to Policy RE1 policy wording

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

Policy REI — We note the proposal to delete the policy and replace with a new policy to reflect the introduction of Solar Local Search Areas and the insertion of the additional
criteria that will be applied when determining planning applications. NRW is satisfied with the new policy wording.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Satisfied with the new policy wording.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N6/4.10.1-4.1
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

04/10/2017

Summary: MAC124
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.10.1-4.10.14
Policy: RE1

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy
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Late? Status Modified Summary

04/10/2017

Source:

Type: Comment

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC124
Status Maintained

Mode Written

Thank you for your Representation. Your Comment is noted and no changes to the Plan are considered necessary.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC124 noting changes to Policy RE1 reasoned justification

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

We are satisfied with the amended text that provides a reasoned justification to reflect changes to policy REI.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Satisfied with the amended text that provides a reasoned justification to reflect changes to policy REI.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N7

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC133
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Appendices
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Your supportive comment is noted and no changes to the plan are considered necessary.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-14. Miscellaneous

0
Submitted against MAC133 regarding production of SPG
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05/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC133
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We welcome the confirmation that the LDP will be supported by more detailed Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) and note the timescales for their adoption.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
We welcome the confirmation that the LDP will be supported by more detailed Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) and note the timescales for their adoption.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N8

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC132
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Appendices
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-11. Settlements, Allocations and Commitments

Support noted.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submittd against MAC132 regarding new note re Flood Consequence Assessments into Appendix 1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
Appendix 1 —We welcome the confirmation that all Flood Consequence Assessments (FCAs) prepared before 1st December 2016 will need to be revisited at the planning
application stage to take into account the latest climate change allowances as detailed in policy clarification letter and associated guidance note — CL-03-16 - Climate change
allowances for Planning purposes’.
0
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6315.N8
Source:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Summary: MAC132
Type: Comment

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Summary of Representation
Support for amendment to Appendix 1 regarding Flood Consequence Assessments in response to policy clarification letter and associated guidance note — CL-03-16 - Climate
change allowances for Planning purposes’.
0
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6322

Agent:

REG Windpower

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6322.N1//RE1

Turley

Late? Status Modified Summary

23/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC123
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with the Representor and responds to each point as follows: 1. With regard to the requirements of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015 (WFGA),
Examination Document ED020 explains that LDPs submitted before 1st April 2016 do not have to comply with the requirements of the WFGA. The Council did undertake an
assessment of the LDP using the Council's Integrated Impact Assessment Tool (see ED041) which concurred with the LDPs Sustainability Assessment, against which every
stage of the LDP has been assessed throughout the lifetime of the LDP's development. 2. The decision to revise the REA is explained in the RE Position Statement (ED061,
paras 3.0.2 & 3 and section 4). The 7km buffer is suggested by the Toolkit (WPP50) for the treatment of visual impacts as beyond that distance, wind developments do not
appear dominant in the landscape. Following representations from the National Park authorities at FFC stage regarding the duty to have regard to the purposes of the National
Park and the potential harm to the designated landscapes, this standard visual impact buffer as proposed by the Toolkit was applied. PPW states that National Parks and AONB
are of equal status in terms of landscape and scenic beauty and in development plans should be treated as of equivalent status. The Council also received Representations from
NRW and the Ministry of Defence requesting buffers be applied to SPA's and the Sennybridge Training Area.The 7km buffer around SSA's and existing windfarm developments is
a visual buffer around areas where landscape change is considered acceptable and to mitigate the potential impacts of cumulative development, but does not preclude
developmentclose to SSA boundaries if acceptable sites can be located 3. Local scale and community schemes are covered by criterion 4 of Policy RE1; including RE
development in other appropriate locations would be repeating national planning policy and is therefore un-necessary;With regards the relevance of criterion 6 the representor's
comments are noted, however this criterion arose from the action points of Hearing Session 15. The Council therefore considers that no further changes are necessary to make
the Plan sound.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC123 RE1 regarding evidence base and national policy

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
Response to Powys Local Development Plan — 2017 Schedule of Matters Arising Changes to the WP — Policy RE1 and Supporting Evidence Established in 2005, REG Power
Management (RPM) is a developer, constructor and asset manager of renewable energy projects. RPM manage over 50 onshore wind, solar and Bio
Power projects with an installed capacity of 427MW. RPM are active members of RenewableUK Cymru, the representative body for the wind, wave and tidal energy industries
operating in Wales and supports the following submission on behalf of RenewableUK Cymru’s Strategy Group of which RPM sits on. The comments and
observations below are made in respect of:
1. Policy fit with recent aspirations outlined at the National level;
2. The update to the Powys Renewable Energy Assessment (REA) [ED059] and Powys
County Council (PCC) Renewable Energy Position Statement (May 2017 [EDOG1]; and
3. The Schedule of Matters Arising Changes — Policy RE1.
The submission deals with each of these areas in turn.
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23/10/2017

Summary: MAC123
Type: Comment

Mode Written

Status Maintained

1. Policy aspirations at the National level
Various pieces of legislation require UK and Welsh Governments to make large overall savings in carbon. In Wales we also have the Environment Act 2016, which places a duty
on Welsh Government to develop carbon budgets for Wales with the aim of reducing our greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% by 2050, to support the global ambition
agreed in Paris in 2015. In the light of that legislation and the associated requirements, the Cabinet Secretary for Environment Lesley Grifflth5 recently (September 2017)
announced ambitious targets for energy generation in Wales, outlining her belief that Wales can be at the forefront of global efforts to decarbonise.
The announcement has set a target for Wales generating 70 percent of its electricity consumption from renewable energy by 2030. In addition a target of one Gigawatt of
renewable electricity capacity to be locally owned by 2030, and an aim to have an element of local ownership in all new renewable energy projects by 2020, have also been set.
As set out within Planning Policy Wales (PPW), Local Planning Authorities jLPAs) have a key role in facilitating the development of all forms of renewable and low carbon energy,
a role which will be increasingly important for all LPAs in Wales if the legal requirements and this latest ambitious target are to be met. The Well-being of Future Generations
(Wales) Act 2015 requires public bodies, including local authorities like PCC, to use the five ways of working to maximise their contribution to the seven well-being goals — a
number of which relate to climate change and low carbon. At the next iteration of the Local Development Plan (LOP), PCC must satisfy its
duties under the 2015 Act. PCC should demonstrate that its LOP aligns to the seven well
being goals and PCCs own emerging well-being objectives.
RenewableUK Cymru considers that the current renewable energy policy (Policy RE1) of the LOP needs amending to ensure that PCC in satisfies its duties under the 2015 Act,
given that renewable energy development in Powys (including wind) will further the seven well-being goals. For example renewable energy development would help achieve:
• A prosperous Wales — reducing energy costs and creating innovative, productive low carbon industry and skilled jobs;
• A resilient Wales — clean energy replacing fossil fuels contributing to improved ecosystems and energy security;
• A globally responsible Wales — making a positive contribution to global well-being with clean energy replacing fossli fuels, supporting the decarbonsation agenda; and
• A healthier Wales — clean energy bringing positive effects for air quality.
2. Update to the REA [EDOS9I and PCC Renewable Energy Position Statement (EDO61I The December 2015 Ministerial Letter [WPPS1aI encouraged local planning authorities
(LPAs) to utilise the results of the REA5 in formulating local policies (including allocations or areas of search) for local authority scale renewable energy schemes (5-25MW). The
letter clearly outlines that the “designation of such areas would show leadership and the
local level; give certainty to the renewable energy industry in making investment decisions; and, through the LDP consultation process, would give communities a say as to where
renewable energy development should be located”.
In May 2017, PCC issued a position statement on renewable energy [E0061J alongside an update to the August 2016 REA [E0059]. In updating the REA a significant change has
been made to the potential wind resource within the County, outside of the identified Strategic Search Areas (SSAs). This has led to the most recent REA [ED059J identifying
only 4MW of additional onshore wind potential with no Local Search Areas (LSAs) identified for onshore wind outside of the SSAs. This is in stark contrast to the capacity of
1,124MWe for onshore wind within the 2016 update to the REA IEB1Z) along with a number of LSAS that could accommodate this capacity (recognising that the 1,124 figure
included some consented schemes).
Having reviewed both REAs, RenewableUK Cymru is unclear on why the 2017 update was required and is concerned that the potential for additional wind resource within the
County has, without justification, significantly reduced as a consequence of the 2017 update.
When exploring the changes and rationale behind the 2017 update, the REA and associated position statement outline the following:
“The REA was originally compiled based on the method set out in the Welsh Government guidance document ‘Planning for Renewable and Low Carbon Energy — A Toolkit for
Planners’ July 2010. A revision of the ‘Toolkit’ was produced in September 2015 and, in response this REA has been updated to incorporate changes”
This does not in itself explain the rationale behind the update given that the previous (2016) REA also outlined that the method had been updated to take account of the revised
toolkit.
In any case, it appears that the reason for the 2017 update was to introduce additional criteria, which have effectively ruled out the potential for further onshore wind development
and led to no LSAs being identified.
It is our understanding that the criteria below were added to the 2017 REA, in addition to the criteria set by the 2015 Welsh Government Toolkit:
a) A 7km buffer has been applied around protected landscapes (National Parks and
AONBs); and
b) Areas of thick peat have been included. In addition, the REA through GlS mapping at Stage 2 of the process, has included the following criteria:
c) A 7km buffer around consented wind farms and SSAs; and
13/12/2017
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23/10/2017

Summary: MAC123
Type: Comment

Mode Written

Status Maintained

d) Criteria in relation to access to the electricity grid has been included.
These are matters that would more reasonably be for developers to consider and assess at the application stage of any development proposal. lor example, there are many
cases where wind farms have been acceptable within 7km of sensitive landscapes as the impact will very much depend on the local situation. Similarly, wind farms can be
constructed in areas of peat with appropriate mitigation. In particular, the issue of grid accessibility /
connectivity is a matter for the developer and a project viability issue rather than a criteria which identifies potential resource. Grid accessibility/connectivity is also a changing
position and therefore completely inappropriate to use at the resource assessment stage. Furthermore, with reference to the 7km buffer around consented schemes and SSAs,
this covers areas that already have wind turbine development that has previously been considered to be acceptable. It is RenewableuK Cymru’s view that these areas offer great
potential for further development, should developers be able to demonstrate no unacceptable adverse cumulative effects and no planning reason why planning permission should
not be granted. It should also be noted that Policy RE1 encourages wind development to areas within or close to SSAs which is in complete contrast to the
application a 7km buffer for the purposes of policy development. RenewableUk Cymru stress that the 2015 Toolkit was published in order to assist LPAs in the preparation of
policies “that can support and fociht ate the deployment of renewable and low carbon energy systems”. Although we acknowledge that the toolkit gives some
flexibility in including additional criteria, we consider that the addition of additional restrictive criteria will effectively reduce the opportunity for onshore wind development in the
County. That is not in the spirit of facilitating the deployment of renewable and low carbon energy systems, which the Toolkit aims to achieve.
3. Schedule of Matters Arising Changes - Policy REI IMACI23I Although the policy wording has been significantly updated through the Schedule of Matters Arising changes we
would note the following main points and request that consideration is given to a further revision of the policy wording:
• The policy is absent in relation to local scale and community based wind farms;
• The policy is silent on a position in relation to renewable energy development inother appropriate locations (e.g. previously developed land which has support
• There appears to be a contradiction between the approach to the REA with the application of the 7km buffer around SSAs and the focus of the policy — which seeks to focus
development in or close to SSAs; and
• We do not consider point 6 to be of relevance to local policy and consider that such requirements are better agreed within planning conditions for individual schemes.
In addition, should our points in relation to the evidence base and REA hold weight, the policy may require further amendment in relation to the potential for onshore wind at the
local scale.
Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

Further revision to policy RE1.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Concerns regarding the revisions to the renewable energy assessment, loss of Wind LSAs, Renewable Energy Policy, and compatiblility with the Well-being of Future
Generations (Wales) Act 2015, National Policy. Highlights policy omissions, and contradictions.
0
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6323

RWE Innogy UK Ltd

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6323.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with the Representor and responds to each point as follows: 1. With regard to the requirements of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015 (WFGA),
Examination Document ED020 explains that LDPs submitted before 1st April 2016 do not have to comply with the requirements of the WFGA. The Council did undertake an
assessment of the LDP using the Council's Integrated Impact Assessment Tool (see ED041) which concurred with the LDPs Sustainability Assessment, against which every
stage of the LDP has been assessed throughout the lifetime of the LDP's development. 2. The decision to revise the REA is explained in the RE Position Statement (ED061,
paras 3.0.2 & 3 and section 4). The 7Km buffer is suggested by the Toolkit (WPP50) for the treatment of visual impacts as beyond that distance, wind developments do not
appear dominant in the landscape. Following representations from the National Park authorities at FFC stage regarding the duty to have regard to the purposes of the National
Park and the potential harm to the designated landscapes, this standard visual impact buffer as proposed by the Toolkit was applied. PPW states that National Parks and AONB
are of equal status in terms of landscape and scenic beauty and in development plans should be treated as of equivalent status. The Council also received Representations from
NRW and the Ministry of Defence requesting buffers be applied to SPA's and the Sennybridge Training Area. The 7km buffer around SSA's and existing windfarm developments
is a visual buffer around areas where landscape change is considered acceptable and to mitigate the potential impacts of cumulative development, but does not preclude
developmentclose to SSA boundaries if acceptable sites can be located 3. Local scale and community schemes are covered by criterion 4 of Policy RE1; including RE
development in other appropriate locations would be repeating national planning policy and is therefore un-necessary;With regards the relevance of criterion 6 the representor's
comments are noted, however this criterion arose from the actions of Hearing Session 15. The Council therefore considers that no further changes are necessary to make the
Plan sound.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC123 RE1 regarding evidence base and national policy

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
This response is made on behalf of Innogy Renewables UK Ltd (innogy) which develops, owns, operates and maintains a portfolio of onshore wind, offshore wind and
hydro‐power generating stations across the UK. Innogy welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the East Ayrshire Council (EAC) consultation on the Draft Supplementary
Guidance: Planning for Wind Energy (August 2017) (‘the Draft SG’) which has a
bearing on our development activities in Scotland.
The comments and observations below are made in respect of:

The submission deals with each of these areas in turn.
Policy aspirations at the National level
13/12/2017
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Source: Email
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Status Maintained

Mode

Various pieces of legislation require UK and Welsh Governments to make large overall savings in carbon.
In Wales we also have the Environment Act 2016, which places a duty on Welsh Government to develop
carbon budgets for Wales with the aim of reducing our greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% by
2050, to support the global ambition agreed in Paris in 2015.
In the light of that legislation and the associated requirements, the Cabinet Secretary for Environment
Lesley Griffiths recently (September 2017) announced ambitious targets for energy generation in Wales,
outlining her belief that Wales can be at the forefront of global efforts to decarbonise.
The announcement has set a target for Wales generating 70 percent of its electricity consumption from
renewable energy by 2030. In addition a target of one Gigawatt of renewable electricity capacity to be
locally owned by 2030, and an aim to have an element of local ownership in all new renewable energy
projects by 2020, have also been set.
As set out within Planning Policy Wales (PPW), Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) have a key role in
facilitating the development of all forms of renewable and low carbon energy, a role which will be
increasingly important for all LPAs in Wales if the legal requirements and this latest ambitious target are
to be met.
The Well‐being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 requires public bodies, including local authorities
like PCC, to use the five ways of working to maximise their contribution to the seven well‐being goals – a
number of which relate to climate change and low carbon. At the next iteration of the Local Development
Plan (LDP), PCC must satisfy its duties under the 2015 Act. PCC should demonstrate that its LDP aligns to
the seven well‐being goals and PCCs own emerging well‐being objectives.
Innogy considers that the current renewable energy policy (Policy RE1) of the LDP needs amending to
ensure that PCC in satisfies its duties under the 2015 Act, given that renewable energy development in
Powys (including wind) will further the seven well‐being goals. For example renewable energy
development would help achieve:
industry and skilled jobs;
energy security;
‐being with clean
energy replacing fossil fuels, supporting the decarbonisation agenda; and
Update to the REA [ED059] and PCC Renewable Energy Position Statement [ED061]
The December 2015 Ministerial Letter [WPP51a] encouraged local planning authorities (LPAs) to utilise
the results of the REAs in formulating local policies (including allocations or areas of search) for local
authority scale renewable energy schemes (5‐25MW). The letter clearly outlines that the “designation of
such areas would show leadership and the local level; give certainty to the renewable energy industry in
making investment decisions; and, through the LDP consultation process, would give communities a say
as to where renewable energy development should be located”.
In May 2017, PCC issued a position statement on renewable energy [ED061] alongside an update to the
August 2016 REA [ED059]. In updating the REA a significant change has been made to the potential wind
resource within the County, outside of the identified Strategic Search Areas (SSAs). This has led to the
most recent REA [ED059] identifying only 4MW of additional onshore wind potential with no Local Search
13/12/2017
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Type: Objection
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Status Maintained

Areas (LSAs) identified for onshore wind outside of the SSAs. This is in stark contrast to the capacity of
1,124MWe for onshore wind within the 2016 update to the REA [EB17] along with a number of LSAs that
could accommodate this capacity (recognising that the 1,124 figure included some consented schemes).
Having reviewed both REAs, innogy is unclear on why the 2017 update was required and is concerned
that the potential for additional wind resource within the County has, without justification, significantly
reduced as a consequence of the 2017 update.
When exploring the changes and rationale behind the 2017 update, the REA and associated position
statement outline the following:
“The REA was originally compiled based on the method set out in the Welsh Government guidance
document ‘Planning for Renewable and Low Carbon Energy – A Toolkit for Planners’ July 2010. A revision
of the ‘Toolkit’ was produced in September 2015 and, in response this REA has been updated to
incorporate changes”
This does not in itself explain the rationale behind the update given that the previous (2016) REA also
outlined that the method had been updated to take account of the revised toolkit.
In any case, it appears that the reason for the 2017 update was to introduce additional criteria, which
have effectively ruled out the potential for further onshore wind development and led to no LSAs being
identified.
It is our understanding that the criteria below were added to the 2017 REA, in addition to the criteria set
by the 2015 Welsh Government Toolkit:

criteria:

These are matters that would more reasonably be for developers to consider and assess at the
application stage of any development proposal. For example, there are many cases where wind farms
have been acceptable within 7km of sensitive landscapes as the impact will very much depend on the
local situation. Similarly, wind farms can be constructed in areas of peat with appropriate mitigation. In
particular, the issue of grid accessibility / connectivity is a matter for the developer and a project viability
issue rather than a criteria which identifies potential resource. Grid accessibility/connectivity is also a
changing position and therefore completely inappropriate to use at the resource assessment stage.
Furthermore, with reference to the 7km buffer around consented schemes and SSAs, this covers areas
that already have wind turbine development that has previously been considered to be acceptable. It is
innogy’s view that these areas offer great potential for further development, should developers be able
to demonstrate no unacceptable adverse cumulative effects and no planning reason why planning
permission should not be granted. It should also be noted that Policy RE1 encourages wind development
to areas within or close to SSAs which is in complete contrast to the application a 7km buffer for the
purposes of policy development.
Innogy stress that the 2015 Toolkit was published in order to assist LPAs in the preparation of policies
“that can support and facilitate the deployment of renewable and low carbon energy systems”. Although we acknowledge that the toolkit gives some flexibility in including
13/12/2017
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Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection
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Status Maintained

additional criteria, we consider that the
addition of additional restrictive criteria will effectively reduce the opportunity for onshore wind
development in the County. That is not in the spirit of facilitating the deployment of renewable and low
carbon energy systems, which the Toolkit aims to achieve.
Schedule of Matters Arising Changes ‐ Policy RE1 [MAC123]
Although the policy wording has been significantly updated through the Schedule of Matters Arising
changes we would note the following main points and request that consideration is given to a further
revision of the policy wording:

appropriate locations (e.g. previously developed land which has support through TAN 8);
7km buffer around SSAs and the focus of the policy – which seeks to focus development in or
close to SSAs; and
are better agreed within planning conditions for individual schemes.
In addition, should our points in relation to the evidence base and REA hold weight, the policy may
require further amendment in relation to the potential for onshore wind at the local scale.
In conclusion, there are a number of issues arising which require to be addressed and I trust that the
above points will be fully taken into account. Should you require any further information or clarification
on any of the questions and matters raised please do not hesitate to contact me directly.
Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Concerns regarding the revisions to the renewable energy assessment, loss of Wind LSAs, Renewable Energy Policy, and compatiblility with the Well-being of Future
Generations (Wales) Act 2015, National Policy. Highlights policy omissions, and contradictions.
0
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Bebb, Mr M
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Source:

Summary: MAC132
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Appendices
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-03. Housing - Delivery and Infrastructure

The Council considers that sufficient provision has been made for housing land in Newtown during the Plan period and has submitted evidence to the examination in this respect
(see Council’s Response to Action Point 2 from Hearing Session 17 together with Appendix 7 - ED039.17). The sites referred to by the Representor were discussed at Hearing
Session 17 and the Council presented a position statement on the planning and JHLAS history of P48 HC5 (Rock Farm, Newtown) (see ED050).
In response to the point about the indicative phasing given for P48 HC5 in Appendix 1 of the Plan, as noted by the Representor, this site is within category 3 according to the
JHLAS (2016) and therefore it does not currently contribute towards the housing land supply over the next 5 years. The indicative phasing set out in the LDP’s housing trajectory
also projects delivery of the site during the period of 2022-2026 - (Appendix 2 of Housing Provision, Delivery (Trajectory) September 2016 - EB29). Therefore, in the interests of
consistency, it is accepted that the indicative phasing given for this site in Appendix 1 of the LDP should be ‘Phase 3’ instead of ‘Phase 2’.
In response to the request to include other sites in Newtown in the LDP, it is noted that outline planning permission has been granted for two housing developments outside of the
current Unitary Development Plan boundary for Newtown (P/2016/0796 and P/2016/0797) on the 27th of October 2017. It is not considered to be appropriate or necessary to
include these sites within the LDP (either through identifying them as Housing Commitments or by extending the development boundary for Newtown). These housing
developments have been approved as departures from the policies of the current adopted Plan (UDP) due to the current lack of 5 year housing land supply in Powys and since
the base date of Appendix 1 of the Plan (01/04/2015).

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC132 relating to indicative phasing of sites in Newtown in Appendix 1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The representation is detailed fully in the attached 'Representation Statement'.
In summary, the representation contends that the Matters Arising Change fails to recognise the deliverability issues associated with many of the identified LDP housing site
allocations and commitments in Newtown. In this regard, it is contended that the housing site allocations and commitments in Newtown do not reflect the evidence provided in the
Council's own Joint Housing land Availability Studies.
The Matters Arising Change also fails to recognise the deliverable sites that do exist in the settlement that benefit from a resolution to approve planning permission for residential
development.
The Plan therefore fails to idenitify an appropriate supply of deliverable housing land in the settlement of Newtown (the largest, most sustainable and strategically important
settlement in the Powys) for the Plan period.

13/12/2017
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The representation also has attached a 'Representation Statement in relation to Powys Local Development Plan Matters Arising Changes 94 & 132'.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Further revisions of Appendix 1 to the LDP to identify a deliverable supply of housing sites in the settlement of Newtown, including those sites that the Council has resolved to
grant planning permission.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
The opportunity to speak is requested inorder that this representation and therefore the appropriateness of the way in which the Plan addressess the issues and opportunities in
Newtown, can be more fully explored. This will afford the objector the opportunity to hear and, where necessary, respond to counter arguments.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Contends that the MACs to Appendix 1 fail to recognise site deliverability issues (the most significant concerns relating to P48 HA4, P48 HC5 and P48 HC6) and do not reflect the
evidence provided in the Council's Joint Housing Land Availability Study. Requests changes to the Plan to identify an appropriate supply of deliverable housing land in the
settlement of Newtown for the Plan period, including those sites that the Council has resolved to grant planning permission.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6424.N2//H2
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

25/10/2017

Summary: MAC94
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: H2

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-03. Housing - Delivery and Infrastructure
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Source:

Type: Not duly made

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC94
Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

Whilst this representation has been linked to MAC94 it relates to site issues in Policy H2 that are not subject to any changes and remain as per Appendix 1. The representation
therefore, is deemed Not Duly Made.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC94 relating to updating of information in policy H2, however information in respect of the number of units on site has not changed and is as per Appendix 1

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

The representation is detailed in the attached 'Representation Statement'.
In summary, the representation contends that the Matters Arising Change fails to recognise the deliverability issues associated with many of the identified LDP housing site
allocations and commitments in Newtown. In this regard, it is contended that the housing site allocation and commitments in Newtown do not reflect the evidence provided in the
Council's own Joint Housing Land Availability Studies.
The Matters Arising Change also fails to recognise the deliverable sites that do exist in the settlement that benefit from a resolution to approve planning permission for residiential
development
The Plan therefore fails to identify an appropriate supply of deliverable housing land in the settlement of Newtown (the largest, most sustainable and strategically important
settlement in the Powys) for the Plan period.

The representation also has attached a 'Representation Statement in relation to Powys Local Development Plan Matters Arising Changes 94 & 132'.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Further revisions of Policy H2 of the LDP to identify a deliverable supply of housing sites in the settlement of Newtown, including those sites that the Council has resolved to grant
planning permission.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
The opportunity to speak is requested in order that this representation and therefore the appropriateness of the way in which the Plan addresses the issues and opportunities in
Newtown, can be more fully explored. This will also afford the objector the opportunity to hear and, where necessary, respond to counter arguments.
0
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Question:
Representation Texts:

Council Response:

13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

25/10/2017

Summary: MAC94
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

Summary of Representation
Objects to the Matters Arising Changes to Policy H2 as they fail to reflect evidence provided in the Council's Joint Housing Land Availability Study and to recognise deliverable
sites that exist in the settlement that benefit from a resolution to approve planning permission for residential development. Requests changes to the Plan to identify an
appropriate supply of deliverable housing land in the settlement of Newtown for the Plan period.
0
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McCall, Mr John
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Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123 NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

Thank you for your Representation. However, your representation was not related to any specific or identifiable change and also repeated points that you had made in previous
representations (6455.U1). As a result this Representation has been deemed Not Duly Made and will therefore not be considered further by the Inspector.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 RE1 but reiterates previous representation

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

We write in support of the comments and representations made by CPRW in respect of the Matters Arising Changes to the Powys LDP.
We would also like to comment on the democratic deficiency of the entire process. For example the Council constantly changed its stance during the recent hearings and their
consultants produced plans and proposals which could not be verified and/or were subsequently dropped. Their inability to produce a coherent Renewable Energy Policy (REP),
that accords with national guidance, undermines the reliability of the entire project.

As owners of a successful B&B that brings tourists to the region we are particularly concerned that the plan takes no account of the impact the proposed REP will have on
tourism, in direct contravention of the Council's own plans for the local economy.
The LDP is flawed as it stands and should be rejected.
Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to the Renewable Energy Policy and the Assessment. Concerns over democracy and the impact of renewable energy on tourism. NOT DULYMADE.
0
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Martin, Richard

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
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Source:

Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this Representation. Welsh policy on renewable energy generation contributions is determined at a national level, not based on LPA areas. LPA do
have to plan positively for all forms of renewable energy although PPW explicitly excludes nuclear power in the definition of renewable and low carbon energy. The Council notes
the comment with regards potential for the period 2020 to 2025 however Table 2 does correctly state that the total electrical potential for that period is 22.5MWe for those
technologies identified. The Plan has recognised the devlopment of storage technologies by the inclusion of para 4.10.13. As a result, no changes are considered necessary to
make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 challenging underpinning evidence and UK and Wales policy

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Test 1 Does the plan fit?
The plan does not have regard to UK Government policy or Welsh Assembly Government policy. UK Government policy is particularly important as the UK Government
retains responsibility for energy policy. Energy policy, including the balance of electricity generation sources, is not a devolved matter. Planning issues associated with the
implementation of UK energy policy is however a devolved matter. The two matters are being confused.
UK government policy- ‘The Carbon Plan: Delivering our low carbon future’ sets a target of 100% electricity generating capacity (MW) from low carbon sources. Recognising
various technical constraints it sets the contribution of renewable sources to 30% of this.
The WAG policy is to produce 100% of electrical energy (MWh) for Wales from renewable sources.
The maximum electricity demand for Powys is about 100 MW. (57MW – converted to average MW from MWh ED059 Table 3). The evidence documents state that existing
renewable sources within Powys amount to 326 MW (ED059 AECOM 3.4.1 & Table 5 and new Table RE2 ). They also state that an addition 468 MW of renewable energy
applications have been submitted and are awaiting consent (ED059 3.4.1), although this is ignored in all subsequent analysis. They also show that 181% of Powys electrical
energy (MWh) demand in 2026 will be from renewable sources (ED061 Table 2).
The evidence documents show clearly that existing renewable sources within Powys already exceed policy guidelines. No evidence is provided as to why Powys should be
providing more than its fair share. Are neighbouring authorities providing less than their fair share? The LDP gives no reasoning for proposing additional renewables above the
various policy targets or how this would be compatible with the aims of other Local authorities or UK requirements.
RE1 4.10.1 states that low carbon energy excludes nuclear power. This is incorrect. UK energy policy states that it does.
Test 2 Is the plan appropriate?

13/12/2017
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The renewable energy target in the plan is inappropriate for the area representing over ten times the local electricity requirements. (See Section 3 of my previous submission
for Session 15B). By producing vastly in excess of local need the LDP is most definitely industrialising the County. (ED061 7.0.2)
The plan has a superficial vision. ‘The more renewables the better’. It has no strategy for dealing with a demand with a high percentage of renewables let alone renewables at a
level vastly exceeding demand. The viability of future energy storage solutions is not considered. An aspiration plan would deal with a workable renewables future including
storage options (Batteries, pumped storage and Hydrogen). With viable storage less generation capacity is required. (See appendix 2 of my Session 15B submission)
The plan is not supported by credible evidence. The renewable electricity target for Wales is stated to be 22.5 GW (ED059 Table 2). This has been incorrectly calculated and
is not credible. It also clearly contravenes UK energy policy. The maximum electricity requirement for Wales is 2.8 GW and for the whole of the UK is 50 GW.
This incorrect target is driving what the Powys LDP sees as its renewable contribution. The evidence documents (ED059 Table 29) show (coincidentally?) the potential renewable
electricity contribution for Powys to be 625 MW which is the Powys share (3% - ED059 3.1) of the incorrect 22.5 GW target.
The Plan is not consistent or its intentions clear. The evidence documents say that the LDP aims to ‘seek a realistic contribution towards meeting a proportion of the total
demand in Powys’
(ED061 5.01 and ED059 11.3.2.1) suggesting that self sufficiency is the target. RE1 previously used a similar phrase but now seeks to optimise renewable energy (RE1 4.10.3).
Without further definition this has no clear meaning.
RE1 (4.10.9) talks of meeting national targets but does not clearly state what these are. None of the words used give any indication as to the scale of what is proposed or its
justification.
New Table RE2 does not take account of the 468 MW of applications already in the planning process.
Test 3 Will the plan deliver?
The plan will not be effective because it does not fit UK energy policy guidelines. The electrical power system is currently operated on a UK wide basis. Local political policy
variations have no bearing.
Powys may seek to produce ten times its requirements but unless this is in the UK’s interests it will not happen. All the plan will achieve is the make the planning application
process easier for the few projects that are viable and because of flaws in the current electricity market system some of these projects will be paid large sums not to generate
electricity.
The evidence documents state correctly (ED061 7.0.3 and ED059 11.3.1) that ‘renewable heat is by its nature dependent on a demand for its use’ but fail to recognise that this is
even more true of renewable electricity as it cannot be stored in any significant way.
By proposing renewable electricity capacity vastly in excess of local need it will need to be exported. No analysis has been done to show the viability of this export. The plan
is not flexible enough to cater for any future increase in energy storage. As storage increases the need for generating capacity reduces.
The plan cannot be monitored effectively because its aims are not clear. A numerical target is not sufficiently flexible to cater for future technological changes.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
The MAC should reflect UK Energy Policy.
The MAC should clearly state the aim of its proposals. What is the current and future electricity demand in Powys and Wales.(MW and MWh). Is there any potential for export to
the rest of the UK or elsewhere. What proportion of this do we need from low carbon sources (including Nuclear Power). What proportion from renewable sources. How much
generation is there currently. How much is in the planning system. How much additional generation do we require. How much storage. How much energy saving.
The amount of potential generation is not a sensible question to ask. We could cover all of Powys with wind turbines and solar panels. We could probably supply the whole of
Europe with nuclear generation from Wales.
0
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24/10/2017

Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Reason for request to speak at hearing
I wish to speak to provide additional information on my representation.

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:

Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

The MAC should reflect UK Energy Policy. And clearly state the aim of its proposals. What is the current and future electricity demand in Powys and Wales.(MW and
MWh).Potential for export to the rest of the UK or elsewhere. Proportion we need from low carbon sources (including Nuclear Power). What proportion from renewable sources.
How much generation is there currently. How much is in the planning system. How much additional generation do we require. How much storage. How much energy saving.
0
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Pace, Michael

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
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24/10/2017

6547.N1//RE1
Source: Post or in person

Summary: MAC123 - NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

Thank you for your representation. However, these comments do not relate to the content of a MAC. As a result this representation has been deemed Not Duly Made and will not
be considered further by the Inspector.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 however reiterates concerns previously submitted

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Dear LDP Planning Team,
As one of the concerned Powys residents who attended and spoke at the original LDP public consultation on the impact of the renewable energy policy contained in the LDP, I
would like to make further representations in terms of my original concerns, which, I feel, have not even been slightly addressed in the Matters arising changes, details of which I
have received, but the [meaning?] of which, due to the bureaucratic language used, [?] remained opaque to me.
At all events, I could find no reference to my specific concerns, which in my view, and in view of [the?] impact of a single wind turbine erected [near?] to my [then?] home [? ?] go
to the [heart?] of the matter, at least as [regards?] the potential negative impact on [health?] and well-being of these large turbines; & it is just the impact of wind turbines & wind
farms [?] I wish to address in this letter.
Since I could [not?] really [?] what I was sent as regards the MAC of the [LDPff?], I’ve just written an [?] letter, rather than use forms.
It is clear that although the LSA stigma has been [removed?] as regards [potential?] wind farm sites, there will be no let up in the attempts to blight our landscape further [with?]
large turbines, as we see at Hendy Farm, & as has occurred [with the?] Llanbadarn farm, which, I believe, was dictated from Cardiff overruling local concerns, & already
[carrying?] problems for [?] Felindre [? ?], as I [hear?].
[My?] expressed concern, which I reiterate here, [was?] the impact of low frequency sound waves emitted from large wind turbines, such as [?], which precipitated my own
[retreat?] from the hills, to which I first moved some 40 years ago, which are [not?] acknowledged as problematic in the [guidelines?] for planning officers, & cannot adequately be
investigated by environmental health Powys because they do not have the necessary equipment, which is, I believe, quite costly but [which?] could allow the actual level of
disturbance & [?] in the house where I once did live, to be detected & [measured?] in an objective way.
Therefore it remains a ‘little’ problem because [?] is no official acknowledgement of it, but for [me?] life-changing in a very negative way.
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[Beyond?] the [dubious way?] in which [?] was ever allowed to be built in the first place, my concern now is for the possibility of more & more of [these?] very large turbines being
built, & affecting, [potentially?] more & more residents negatively in terms of [their?] life, health and well-being.
As I said in the original public consultation, [where?] I lived was at a distance of some 3km from [?], for more [than?] the arbitrary 500m allowed, at a similar height & in plain view.
It is of the nature of low frequency sound waves that they travel [far?], & the [problem?] of [?] & noise come from their [?] with, in my case, the building I was living in in such a
way as it caused a 24hr a day disturbing [?] & [invidious?] very low droning noise such as to make life in such an [?] [sound?] environment unbearable.
Why has this [very?] serious threat to the health & well-being of local residents not been addressed, although it has now been brought to your attention?
Why has it [never?] been looked into at all? As a [longterm?] resident of Powys, I feel I [have?] a right to expect [better treatment?] from the council [than?] I have so far received
– there is the sense in which my concerns have been [taken seriously?] [nor?] the wrong that has been done to me addressed.
I miss very much my [previous?] life. [? peace?] & [seclusion?] on the hills which the erection of [?] [so?] [brutally?] destroyed; do not allow others to [suffer?] as I have [suffered?]
[by?] giving the green light to more and more of these wind farms to dominate our previously pristine landscape.
Yours sincerely
Council Response:

Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0

Summary of Representation
Concerned about the impact of blight on landscape and health and well-being particularly low frequency sound waves on residents near to wind turbines. Concerns/issues are not
adequately reflected in the RE policy. NOT DULYMADE.
0
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Ellis, Del
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Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) and site specific assessments could only be undertaken should a specific development proposal be made. National planning policy states that LPAs should
plan positively for renewable energy and the plan recognises the need to consider all associated infrastructure should a proposal come forward. Any development proposal would
be assessed against all the policies in the Plan, including the Development Management policies and the tourism and environment policies and therefore no changes are
considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 regarding lack of recognition of adverse tourism impacts and thus economic wellbeing

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
I attended and made representation at the Renewable Energy hearings on 27th and 28th June.
I am pleased to see that some changes have been made, however, I continue to be concerned that those changes do not go far enough.
The new LSA maps are very difficult to read, even in conjunction with OS maps.
There still does not appear to be any weather statistics, including rainfall totals or hours of sunshine for the LSAs, to justify their inclusion in the LDP.
We heard from 3 very eloquent electrical engineers, who told us on Day 2, that the cost of transporting the energy from the Solar Parks would be greater than the cost of building
them. Such facts should help dictate proximity of LSA to transmission lines, within viable distances agreed. Such evidence appears not to have been heeded.
The location of electricity storage parks should be built into the plan, at points where there is greater consumer need.
There continues to be conflict between the economic needs of Powys and its residents and the renewable policy. The LDP does not have the right balance between renewable
energy and protection for the very landscape that provides the County with its economic well-being.
Whilst in favour of "green energy" if it benefits local communities, the policy continues to provide for large scale proposals that are detrimental to those communities, harming the
outstanding landscapes and biodiversity that allows and encourages tourism, and those very communities to exist economically.
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The policy continues to be unsound, the best analogy is simply "that it cuts it's nose to spite it's face". It makes no attempt at recognizing that large scale solar and wind farms
deter tourism, and therefore have a negative impact on economic well-being. Neither does there appear to be any thought regarding impacts of transmitting energy from LSAs to
the National Grid, on the economies of communities downstream.
Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Concerns over the Renewable Energy Policy - that it doesn't take into account factors discussed in hearing sessions (weather, costs) conflict between Policy and Powys'
economic needs. Difficulty in reading LSA maps.
0
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Watton, Rosemary
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation.The comments regarding technological changes are noted, however the Council has followed the Toolkit for Planners [WPP50] as
required by PPW [WPP11b].The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily unconstrained)
based on the parameters and assumptions used. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic, development
management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable. In
accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations.With regard to the
requirements of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015 (WFGA), Examination Document ED020 explains that LDPs submitted before 1st April 2016 do not have to comply
with the requirements of the WFGA. The Council did undertake an assessment of the LDP using the Council's Integrated Impact Assessment Tool [ED041] which concurred with
the LDPs Sustainability Assessment, against which every stage of the LDP has been assessed throughout the lifetime of the LDP's development.The potential contribution
identified in the Plan is informed by the ""theoretical build-out"" exercise undertaken in the REA which recognises cumulative impact. However until any renewable energy
development proposals come forward, the Council would consider it inappropriate to remove LSAs on the basis of matching the available LSAs and their theoretical landscape
capacity to the Plan's identified contribution.Building Integrated Renewables is supported where planning permission is required and is also supported at a national level through
other regulations and permitted development rights.The Council disagrres with the proposed policy revision suggested by the representor. Policy RE1 plans for all scales and
types of renewable energy development proposal . To amend the policy as suggested would introduce elements that are more appropriate in an energy strategy rather than a land
use policy and would also bring the policy into conflict with PPW and TAN8.The Council therefore does not consider that any changes are required to make the Plan soun

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC123 regarding Policy RE1 and suggests amendments

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
RENEWABLE ENERGY:POLICY RE1 (MAC 123)
INTRODUCTION
Although the changes in policy RE1 are welcome they essentially consist of a change to the wording of the policy rather than a change in the scale or direction of the policy.
1.The policy takes little account of rapid developments in renewable energy technology and it lacks the vision to be responsive to them.
In the last few months there have been repeated announcements on the rapid development of electric vehicles by car manufacturers. In addition, within the lifetime of this plan
there will be a rapid consumer-led expansion in domestic and commercial solar pv take-up.
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These twin growths will provide challenges and opportunities in supply and demand within the lifetime of the plan. The Renewable Energy Policy, in its current form, does not
address these opportunities and challenges sufficiently and it lacks the flexibility to respond to them.
As such, I do not believe that the plan can deliver and consequently I do not believe it to be sound in its current form.
2It is of significant concern that in addition to the proposed LSAs for Solar farms, Policy RE1 (MAC123) allows for wind farms less than 25MW almost anywhere 1(ii) and Solar
Farms of any size almost anywhere 2(ii).
3.I believe that the Policy takes insufficient account of the significant contribution that Powys already makes to Renewable Energy
4.The policy still seeks to maximise Renewable Energy output rather than to optimise the Renewable Energy outcome. As such, I do not believe that it provides an appropriate,
optimum and balanced solution for Powys, its citizens and its economy.
5.I do not believe that the statements in Policy RE1 are consistent with the aims in Table RE2 for 2026.
6.I believe that the Policy is in conflict with the stated aspirations of Powys County Council
under the Well Being of Future Generations Act.
7.The 20 LSAs identified in Policy RE1 offer a potential installed capacity of 360MW from which Powys will seek a contribution of 45MW.
I believe that the 360MW provides a disproportionately large pool from which to obtain the contribution of 45MW. As such I believe it will:

8.The policy as stated undervalues the sensitivity of the landscape and it does not offer sufficient protection for the landscape, particularly given the absence of designated
Special Landscape Areas.
9.Questions remain about the soundness of the database provided by AECOM. In Hearing Session 15b, I highlighted the numerous errors in the section on Building Integrated
Renewables. The AECOM representative dismissed these errors as “typos”. However, the errors consisted of:
i.Errors in the data
ii.Errors in the representation of the data
iii.Errors in the interpretation of the data
There were so many errors that this section of the report was impossible to read with any degree of understanding. This raises questions as to whether anyone (in AECOM or
PCC) attempted to read it with any degree of understanding. If not, then this could indicate the lack of importance attached to this section of the report, a section that I feel should
have much greater emphasis in the Renewable Energy Policy.
I have not checked the rest of the data base in the same way but more generally it could indicate:
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It is disappointing that the corrections provided by AECOM to the BIR section under Action Point 5 still contain errors.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
In the light of the above, I do not believe the plan will fit, I do not believe it is appropriate for Powys and I do not believe in its current form that it will deliver.
I enclose below an alternative proposal for the wording of Policy RE1. I have included some of the changes put forward by CPRW following Hearing Session 15 (in red) and some
of my own (in blue/green). Please see the notes following the alternative proposal for an explanation of changes.
PROPOSED CHANGES TO POLICY RE1

The Council recognises that the rapidly developing nature of renewable energy and technology will present challenges and opportunities in supply and demand to which the
Council will seek to respond in an innovative and progressive manner. The council will lead actively to enable small, medium and large- scale energy to work together.
1.CONSUMER-LED and SMALL- SCALE ENERGY
The council will seek to put the following approaches at the heart of its plan for both new and existing developments:
I.A reduction in energy usage in domestic, council and commercial settings.
II.The promotion of Building Integrated Renewables in domestic, council and commercial settings including:

III.Innovative responses to supply and demand including:

IV.Community based renewable energy schemes.
V.Micro Renewable Energy Schemes in areas of low and medium sensitivity
2.Wind energy
i.Wind energy proposals (greater than 25MW) will only be supported in appropriate locations which do not cause significant environmental impact or loss of public amenity, within
or close to the boundaries of the Strategic Search Areas (SSAs) and where criteria 5-8 below are met
ii.There will be a moratorium on wind energy proposals outside SSAs for the duration of the plan.
3. Solar Energy
i.Solar PV proposals (5 – 50MW) will be supported in appropriate locations which do not cause significant environmental impact or loss of public amenity, within the boundaries of
Local Search Areas (Solar LSAs) and where the criteria below are met.
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ii.There will be a moratorium on Solar PV proposals outside Solar LSAs for the duration of the plan.
4.Other technologies or scales of renewable and low carbon energy proposed in or close to:
• SSAs (i.e. non-wind energy or wind energy less than 25 MW); or
• Solar LSAs (i.e. non-PV energy or PV energy less than 5 MW),
will be required to demonstrate that they would not prejudice the purpose of the Strategic or Local Search Areas to generate energy in accordance with criteria 1 and 2, and shall
meet the criteria below.
5.Proposals for all types of renewable and low carbon energy development and associated infrastructure either on their own, cumulatively or in combination with existing,
approved or proposed development, shall comply with all other relevant policies in the LDP and shall not have a significantly detrimental and adverse effect on:
i.The valued characteristics and qualities of the landscape in accordance with Policy DM4 – Landscape.
ii.The natural environment in accordance with Policy DM2 – The Natural Environment and Strategic Policy SP7 – Safeguarding Strategic Resources and Assets.
iii.The historic environment in accordance with Policy DM13- Design and Resources and Strategic Policy SP7 – Safeguarding Strategic Resources and Assets.
iv.Groundwater quality in accordance with Policy DM2 – The Natural Environment.
v.Residential amenity and the amenity of the surrounding area, in accordance with Policy DM13 – Design and Resources. All wind energy proposals shall not cause significantly
detrimental or adverse levels of noise and / or shadow flicker. All solar PV proposals shall not cause significantly detrimental or adverse levels of glare or reflection.
vi.Highway safety, including during construction, in accordance with Policy DM13 – Design and Resources.
vii.Surface water and land drainage in accordance with Policy DM6 – Flood Prevention Measures and Land Drainage.
viii.Dark skies in accordance with Policy DM6 – Dark Skies and External Lighting.
ix.Air quality in accordance with Policy DM14 – Air Quality Management.
x.Radar, air traffic control systems, telecommunications links, television reception, radio communication and emergency services communications.
6.Satisfactory mitigation shall be in place to reduce the impact of the proposal and its associated infrastructure. Proposals shall make provision for the restoration and after-care
of the land for its beneficial re-use.
7.Where any development, or part of a development or infrastructure ceases to operate for a period in excess of 6 months, it shall be removed and the land restored to its former
condition. Development for wind energy and solar PV energy will only be permitted for a period of 25 years.
8.Where necessary, additional compensatory benefits will be sought by agreement with applicants in accordance with Policy DM1 – Planning Obligations.
NOTES:
1.The words in green could be removed and form part of a statement in the Reasoned Justification section, possibly an addition to statement 4.10.1.
2.The use of supported/permitted in Policy RE1 is unnecessarily confusing. The LPA does not have the authority to permit applications greater than 10MW. The authority lies with
the Welsh Assembly Government. It should be replaced by the more accurate supported.
WAG policy states with regard to Wind Farms:
http://gov.wales/topics/environmentcountryside/energy/renewable/wind/?lang=en
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Consenting Planning applications for onshore wind farms, with an installed generating capacity of above 10 Megawatts (MW), are made directly to the Welsh Ministers, under the
Developments of National Significance (DNS) process. Alterations to wind farms which increase capacity by at least 10MW are also a DNS project. Applications for wind energy
developments under 10MW are determined, in the first instance, by Local Planning Authorities
3.Replace acceptable by significant.
An application may have a significant impact but an individual officer may argue that this impact is acceptable in the light of the “requirement” to generate renewable energy. This
is illustrated by the Hendy Wind Farm application where the Council Planning Officer argued that the need to generate renewable energy outweighed all other considerations and
that the significant impacts were therefore acceptable.
4. With regard to the moratorium on Wind and Solar Farms outside SSAs for Wind and LSAs for Solar:

question the need to allow for Solar Power outside these LSAs.
SSAs and LSAs is questionable.
5.In the above alternative policy, statement 4 would need rewriting in the light of the suggested moratoria.
I will outline below why I feel the current policy RE1 (MAC 123) to be unsound and why I believe the suggested alternative to Policy RE1 offers a policy that optimises renewable
energy for Powys.
TEST 1: DOES THE PLAN FIT? (i.e. is it clear that the LDP is consistent with other plans?)
The AECOM report identified 33 LSAs for SOLAR of which 20 have been taken forward into Policy RE1. In Hearing Sessions 15a and 15b participants raised concerns regarding,
amongst others:

These issues have not been sufficiently addressed in MAC123 and as such I do not believe that the policy, in its current form, is grounded in the views and expectations of local
people (as required by WAG Community Strategies and Planning Part 2, statement 7.11 p47).
[text image included here]

WELLBEING OF THE FUTURE GENERATIONS ACT
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I do not believe that Policy RE1 as stated in MAC 123 gives sufficient weight to the following implications under the above act:
•A Wales of Cohesive Communities.
•A healthier Wales
•A Wales of Vibrant Culture and Thriving Welsh Language
•A prosperous Wales.
I believe also that Policy RE1 is in conflict with the aspirations that Powys County Council sets out in its draft vision for the county under the Well-Being of Future Generations
Act. I include the draft vision below and an analysis of its aspirations on the following pages in the light of policy RE1.
[Text image inserted here]
In assessing the impact of Policy RE1 (MAC123) against the above aspirations under the Well-being of Future Generations Act, it is vital that the impact is considered not in
isolation but in terms of the cumulative impact that this policy will have in addition to the number and geographical extent of the Renewable Energy Projects that already exist in
Powys.
The nationally recognised Brecon Beacons National Park and Natural Resources Wales visitor centres are established in Powys promoting access to our unique environment
Our unique environment is dependent on our unique and unspoilt landscape.
The rights of way network is developed to offer local residents and visitors alike a selection of circular walks opening up our beautiful countryside for all to enjoy
Policy RE1 will have significant impacts for the Rights of Way network. The beautiful countryside that can currently be enjoyed from the ROW network will be significantly reduced.
People’s health and well-being improves as more residents take full advantage of the opportunities that exist to explore the countryside.
Who will want to explore a countryside dominated by an industrial landscape of wind and solar farms?
Our green environment and way of life attracts people to move to Powys boosting our economy and population.
Who will want to live and work in Powys when our landscape and the opportunities that it provides for the economy are destroyed? Who will want to live and work in Powys when
our green environment is dominated by industrial sites. How will we attract doctors, nurses, teachers and other professionals if we sacrifice so much of our green environment - a
task that is already very difficult. What are the implications for the future health and prosperity of Powys if we fail to attract professional people?
Powys is a centre of excellence for environmental research, sustainable and green technologies and renewable energies.
This is a laudable aim that I fully support but there is so much more to renewable energy than simply building more wind and solar farms. I believe that the alternative more
responsive and imaginative approaches that I will outline in this report are far more in tune with this desired outcome than a policy that simply prioritises maximum installed
capacity and maximum generation. If we wish to attract bright young people to work in this field then we need a policy that is innovative, forward looking, and responsive to
change and rapidly developing new ideas.
Powys is an exporter of renewable energy through investment and development of locally owned solar panels, hydro and other schemes.
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Given the already significant contribution that Powys makes to wind energy (and potentially solar energy) I believe that the alternative policy I have proposed for RE1 is the way
forward to meet our commitments to Renewable Energy. It is more aligned with the above aspirations and it offers an alternative, positive and forward-looking vision that is far
more likely to gain public support, support that Policy RE1 (MAC123) still clearly does not have.
IMPACT ON TOURISM
Powys LDP Deposit Draft June 2016 Key Issue 10 p 13 states:
[Text image inserted here]

When the impact on tourism is considered we have to consider cumulative impact of the already significantly high number of wind farms in Powys, the SSAs for wind, the
proposed 20 LSAs for Solar Farms, and the potential for further wind and solar farms outside the SSAs and LSAs.
The tourism industry on which so many people in Powys depend for their living is based around our beautiful scenery. People come to Powys, to view our wonderful scenery, to
explore the quiet, remote and beautiful uplands, to cycle along our quiet country lanes and to breathe in our pure clean air. Everything that tourists come for will be destroyed by
the further industrialisation of our landscape.
Tourism brought £720 million into the Powys economy in 2015, an income that the county simply cannot afford to lose. In the short term, the construction of these wind farms and
solar farms will provide construction jobs but at the permanent long- term cost of the destruction of our landscape and tourism industry.
The important issue with regard to Policy RE1 (MAC 123) is the specific effect on the type of tourism that is specific to Powys. It depends heavily on the unspoilt landscape, its
remoteness, its tranquillity and its spirituality. These are all attributes that are heavily impacted by the presence of windfarms and solar farms, and their associated infrastructure.
The following report produced by REGENERIS for the Welsh Assembly Government provides evidence that highlights the specific impact of Windfarms on Tourism in South
Powys.
Although the REGENERIS report relates to Wind Farms, both Wind and Solar Farms amount to an industrialisation of the landscape and it is the unspoilt and remote nature of
the landscape that is key to the tourism industry in Powys.
REGENERIS:Study into the Potential Economic Impact of Wind Farms and Associated Grid Infrastructure on the Welsh Tourism Sector (FEB: 2014)
[Text image inserted here]
Each indicator has been rated on a scale of one to five, where one equals very low sensitivity and five equals very high sensitivity.
For the purposes of comparison, I have included in Appendix 1 (pages ii-vi) the sensitivity tables for the 8 other regions considered in the study. These tables show clearly that in
two regions, South Powys and North Powys, the tourism economy is significantly more sensitive to windfarm development. The cumulative impact will become greater if the
current proposals for 20 solar farms in Powys become policy.
The following points are taken from p98 of the REGENERIS document and relate specifically to South Powys:
6.152Key Points for Assessment
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[Text image inserted here]

And on p134:
Higher sensitivity to wind farms for certain visitor markets in close proximity
9.17 While most of the evidence points toward limited impacts on tourism from wind farms, there are examples of certain locations which are, on balance, more sensitive to wind
farm development. This is on account of their landscapes, types of visitor, limited product diversity and proximity to wind farms. This is particularly the case where the key visitor
markets are older people visiting for the tranquillity, remoteness and natural scenery offered in some parts of Wales. Remoter parts of Powys are the most notable examples of
where this may be the case.

In the light of the above evidence I believe that Policy RE1 (MAC 123) has significant detrimental implications for:
•A Wales of Cohesive Communities.
•A healthier Wales
•A Wales of Vibrant Culture and Thriving Welsh Language
•A prosperous Wales.

I do not believe that Policy RE1 is consistent with other plans and therefore I do not believe it is sound.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
TEST 2: IS THE PLAN APPROPRIATE? (i.e. is the plan appropriate for the area in the light of

evidence?)

http://gov.wales/topics/environmentcountryside/energy/renewable/wind/?lang=en
Planning policy
The Welsh Government has identified seven areas in Wales which are considered the most appropriate locations for large scale onshore wind farm development. These areas
are identified in Technical Advice Note (TAN) 8 and are referred to as Strategic Search Areas (SSAs). For smaller scale wind energy development, Planning Policy Wales
requires Local Planning Authorities to plan positively for renewable energy development. Local Planning Authorities should undertake an assessment of their area’s potential for
renewable energy generation and include policies to guide appropriate development in their Local Development Plan.

Are the 20 identified SOLAR LSAs appropriate for Powys?
The prioritisation of Grade 5 land for the Solar LSAs
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I will refer to the following description of Agricultural Land Classification Grades:

[Text image inserted here]
In the original AECOM REA 2017, Section 8.2.3 Step 3 it was stated:
At this stage of the assessment, land slivers, fire breaks and tracks, as well as parcels of land insufficient to support a solar PV farm of 5MW or more are removed from the
maps. Land of grades 1-4 has been constrained and only land of Grade 5, Agricultural Land Classification considered for use in Solar PV farms.
Following research by Mr Sinclair (HS 15a) which revealed that some grade 4 land had been used this statement was amended by AECOM in Action Point 2 to read:
At this stage of the assessment, land slivers, fire breaks and tracks, as well as are treated as parcels of land insufficient to support a solar PV farm of 5MW or more and are
removed from the maps. Land of Agricultural Grades 1 and 2 -4 has been constrained and only land of Agricultural Grades 3, 4 and 5, Agricultural Land Classification has been
considered for use for solar PV farms.
‘Stand-alone’ PV farms >5MW must be appropriately sited. However, with the large number of potential sites and areas of relatively low grade land within the Powys local
planning authority, the aim of this constraint is to protect the best and most versatile agricultural land (Grades 1 and 2).

Although this amendment states that the search for Solar LSAs was not restricted to Grade 5 Land, the fact that 28 out of the original 33 LSAs (i.e. 85%) were on grade 5 land
suggests that Grade 5 Land was certainly prioritised. I include below in the final column the Information regarding ALC of the original 33 LSAs supplied by Mr Sinclair:
[Text image inserted here]
The following information was provided by the Land Quality Advisory Service (LQAS) on 11/10/17.
The information is based on the draft Predictive ALC Map. Formal release of this data set is scheduled for 27th November 2017.
Powys ALC - (Brecon Beacons National Park excluded)
ALC
Area (km2)
Area (%)
1
4.57
0.11
2
185.04
4.30
3a
192.35
4.47
3b
1112.09
25.84
4
1458.34
33.89
5
1350.73
31.39
Total 4303.12
100
AECOM appear to have used Provisional 1:250,000 Series ALC which gives the following figures supplies by LQAS on 13/10/17:
ALC GRADE
1
13/12/2017

AREA (KM2)
0.00

%
0.00
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3
4
5
Non-ag
Urban
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0.08
4.52
49.03
37.26
8.74
0.28
100

Table 1 shows that just 31% of Powys land is classified as Grade 5, with a total of 60% classified as either Grade 4 or Grade 3b.
Table 2 shows that 37% of Powys land is classified as Grade 5 and 49% as Grade 4.
Given that just 15% of the original 33 LSAs were Grade 4 land or higher, this again supports the view that Grade 5 land was significantly prioritised over land of Grade 4,
particularly as the statement provided by AECOM under Action Point 2, 5.3.1, states that just 10% of Grade 4 land will be required for Energy Crops.
I include in Appendix 6 (pages xxvi - xxviii) copies of the draft predictive maps showing the ALC grades for Breconshire, Montgomery and Radnorshire.
Is the prioritisation of Grade 5 land appropriate for Powys?
In Powys, as shown clearly in the above table of LSAs, Grade 5 land correlates to our vulnerable upland areas.
Many of these areas contravene the guidance given in the Natural England Technical Information Note TIN 101 with regard to the siting of Solar Parks.
Natural England 2011 Technical Information Note (TIN 101: Solar Parks – Maximising Environmental Benefits) contains the following advice with regard to Visual Considerations
when siting Solar Parks:
Visual considerations (page 4)
Generally, impacts are likely to be greater in hilly areas and more easily avoided or mitigated against in flatter areas.
Solar parks are also likely to be more acceptable where there are simple landscape patterns, such as those associated with later phases of agricultural enclosure.
Where the land form is flatter existing and new natural features (for example, trees, hedgerows, ridges) as well as buildings, roads and railways are more likely to screen solar
parks.
Further, on page 6, it contains the following summary table to aid site selection:
[text image inserted here]
It is clear from the table above that many of the selected LSAs for SOLAR fall within the third column
and thus contravene the advice given by Natural England.
I would suggest that land of ALC Grades 4 and 3b, generally being lower lying land, is more likely to satisfy the visual considerations above.
Although this advice is provided by Natural England and therefore has no legal authority in Wales, the fact that the methodology used by AECOM has resulted in so many areas
13/12/2017
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that clearly contravene the advice raises serious questions about the appropriateness for Powys of the methodology used by AECOM to identify the LSAs.
In addition, the land has a value far greater than its simple agricultural value. It has an intrinsic landscape value, a spiritual value, an historical and cultural value, a value to the
tourism economy and a value for the health and well-being of Powys residents and visitors for present and future generations.
I do not believe that the AECOM methodology that clearly prioritised ALC grade 5 land was appropriate for Powys - a point that was made by Mr Sinclair in his submission to HS
15a. I would ask whether a further search needs to be done that properly includes land of ALC grades 4 and 3b?
Is it appropriate to exclude OPEN ACCESS land and COMMON LAND from the constraints?
Open access land. Areas of open country, registered common land or dedicated land (under the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2005) open to people to walk, run, explore,
climb, watch wildlife etc., without having to stay on paths.
The CROW Act 2005 gave “right to roam” on open access land.
In Powys, open access land defines the tops of some of our wildest and most unspoilt hills. How can it therefore be considered appropriate to exclude open access land and
common land from the constraints?
What happens to the rights of citizens to roam, run, explore, climb and watch wildlife? Given that SOLAR PV sites are fenced off and the public excluded, how can these rights
possibly be protected?
I cite as just one example, LSA SR, Llandefalle Hill, 2km East of Lower Chapel. This is an area of extensive open access land criss-crossed by rights of way, with clear and open
views across to the Brecon Beacons and Black Mountains. I find it difficult to understand how any methodology that is appropriate for Powys could classify this lovely hill as
Medium-Low sensitivity. Did anyone visit this site (and other sites with open access/common land) before this judgement was made?
Although the ENPLAN Landscape Sensitivity Study (LSS) for Solar PV farms makes for the following Commentary and Recommendation for this particular LSA, how likely is it
that Planning Officers will read this? It is highly unlikely that it will be read by prospective developers.
[Text image inserted here]
I do not believe that Policy RE1 in its current form offers sufficient protection for Open Access land and Common Land. I therefore do not believe that in its current form it is fit for
purpose.
In order to offer sufficient and appropriate protection for Open Access land and Common Land I believe that these two categories of land should be added to the constraints.

The Downgrading of Sensitivity in the ENPLAN matrix.
In Hearing Session 15a, both the CPRW and Mr Geoff Sinclair highlighted that the ENPLAN Sensitivity matrix consistently downgraded the sensitivity of the land across almost all
categories, as shown in the table below.
ENPLAN Landscape Sensitivity matrix (p11 Section 4.17 LSS ENPLAN)
13/12/2017
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[Text image inserted here]
In addition, the table is illogical as for example, an area with High Landscape Value and High Landscape Susceptibility is graded as Medium-High Sensitivity.
At Hearing Session 15b, the ENPLAN representative argued that the actual words used in the above matrix were not too significant as it was the interpretation of them that was
important.
ENPLAN provide the following interpretation on p11 Section 4.17 LSS)
[Text image inserted here]
However, the interpretation of this table will be based on the categories in the sensitivity matrix which have consistently downgraded the sensitivity of the landscape.
In addition, it is highly unlikely that planning officers let alone prospective developers will refer to the above interpretation. They are more likely to simply use the overall sensitivity
assessment which downgrades the sensitivity.
Michelle Bolger, on behalf of CPRW, produced an alternative table which more accurately analyses the ENPLAN assessments. The table is given below.
[Text image inserted here]
When we are dealing with the sensitivity of the vulnerable uplands in Powys, it should be more appropriate to adopt a method that errs on the side of caution rather than the
opposite.
I believe that the ENPLAN sensitivity matrix should be revised so that it more accurately represents the sensitivity of individual LSAs.
I include below the revised assessments provided by CPRW:
[Text image inserted here]
With regard to proposed SOLAR LSAs, the AECOM REA and the SEA produced 33 LSAs for SOLAR of which 20 have been have been carried through into policy RE1. However,
these are predominantly located on Grade 5 agricultural land which in Powys corresponds to our vulnerable uplands.
The extent and the siting of these LSAs continues to cause significant public concern. (Hearing Session 15 Statements.)
I therefore believe there is evidence above to justify that:

i.There should be a further search to consider the suitability of land with ALC grades 4 and 3b for Solar LSAs.
ii.Open Access Land and Common Land should be constraints
iii.The sensitivity matrix should be revised so that it is a more accurate representation of the sensitivity of individual LSAs.
iv.A new and reduced list of SOLAR LSAs should be drawn up.
An Alternative Approach
13/12/2017
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The ministerial letter from Carl Sargant required that a process be followed and that the results of that process be represented spatially. It did not specify a particular outcome,
nor did it specify an appropriate contribution from a particular county. Indeed, the WAG representative, Mr Mark Newey, at Hearing Session 15b stated clearly that if the result of
the process was that no LSAs were identified then that result would be respected by WAG provided that it could be backed by sound evidence.
The emphasis in both the above statements was on an evidence-based appropriate solution rather than on maximum generation from any particular technology.
I believe that PCC could put forward sufficient evidence to justify a more rounded forward-looking approach. I include below further evidence to justify:

i.A moratorium on wind farm development outside of SSAs for the duration of the plan
ii.A moratorium on solar farm development outside of Solar LSAs for the duration of the plan
iii.A reduction in the number of Solar LSAs to those of lower sensitivity.

SUMMARY of EVIDENCE to JUSTIFY ANALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO RENEWABLE & LOW CARBON ENERGY
1.The AECOM REA and the SEA resulted in no suitable LSAs for wind.
2.Policy RE1 (MAC 124) Table RE2: This table suggests by 2026:

i.In the light of the increase of just 4MW installed capacity for Wind, I question the need to allow for generation of Wind Power outside SSAs. This would be in accord with TAN 8
which states:
8.4: In the rest of Wales outside of SSAs, the implicit objective is to maintain the landscape character i.e. no significant change in landscape character from wind turbine
development.
ii.Given that the proposed 45MW installed capacity for Solar PV can easily be obtained from the designated Solar LSAs (pool 360MW), I question the need to allow for Solar
Power outside these LSAs. Likewise, if the number of Solar LSAs is reduced and the contribution reduced accordingly, then the contribution can still be obtained from within the
Solar LSAs.
3. With its existing Renewable Installed Capacity (AECOM May 2017 p56), Powys is already generating 163% of its projected electricity demand for 2026.
With the additional proposed installed capacity of 61.7MW, Powys will be generating 188% of its projected electrical demand for 2026 from renewable sources (AECOM May
2017 p56)
This figure should be compared with the UK Low Carbon Transition Plan 2009 which states:
13/12/2017
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By 2020 30% of all electricity will be generated by renewables.
Although there is a difference in Target Years (2020/2026) the existing Powys Contribution is nevertheless over 5 times the UK target. The proposed installed contribution is over
6 times the UK target. Given that the excess capacity will need to be exported and carried by the National Grid beyond Powys this raises questions about the capacity not only of
the Powys grid network but also of the UK grid network to absorb such a disproportionately high contribution.
4.When nuclear and off shore wind are excluded Powys is already making a significantly higher contribution to renewable and low carbon energy than any other local authority in
Wales. [See Appendix 2 (pages vii-xi) for full justification of this statement].
5.The effect of the Development of Tidal Power and Off-Shore Wind Power
Wind power (at 27% efficiency) and solar PV farms (at 10% efficiency) are inefficient renewable energy technologies. Wales, with its long coastline, is surrounded by water and
has a significant capacity for off shore wind, and wave and tidal power generation (Severn Barrage, Swansea Tidal lagoon and Cardiff Tidal lagoon to name just three under
consideration). Trials are on- going into floating wind turbines. In the longer term, as these technologies develop they will have the capacity to deliver a very significant proportion
of Wales electricity far more efficiently. As such the demand for large scale, less efficient land-based technologies is likely to reduce.
Proposed Tidal Lagoons at Swansea and Cardiff
Swansea:The following statements are taken from the Tidal Lagoon Power website
http://www.tidallagoonpower.com/projects/swansea-bay/
Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon will be the world’s first tidal lagoon power plant.
The 320MW pathfinder project provides a scalable blueprint for our programme, opening up the option of a fleet of larger UK tidal lagoons to generate renewable electricity at a
scale and low cost not seen before.
Our aim is to start on site in 2018. Construction of the entire project will take four years, with first power generated in year three.
The project was awarded a Development Consent Order in 2015 and is primed for construction. It will comprise 16 hydro turbines, a six mile breakwater wall, generating electricity
for 155,000 homes for the next 120 years. Its major delivery partners include Atkins, General Electric, Andritz Hydro, Laing O’Rourke and Alun Griffiths Ltd.
Cardiff:The following statements are taken from the Tidal Lagoon Power website:
http://www.tidallagoonpower.com/news/2017/09/11/grid-connection-secured-3240mw-cardiff-tidal-lagoon/
Tidal Lagoon Power has secured the grid connection for a 3,240MW capacity tidal lagoon expected to generate among the cheapest electricity of all new power stations built in
the UK.
The project, located between Cardiff and Newport, has been selected as the first to employ at full-scale the blueprint being established by the pathfinder Swansea Bay Tidal
Lagoon, a consented, world-first project awaiting final sign off by the UK Government in the coming weeks.
This project, if given consent, would be the UK’s largest renewable energy project, capable of powering every home in Wales.
I have included further information regarding these projects in Appendix 3 (pages xii-xix).
Off-Shore Wind development
13/12/2017
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Digest of United Kingdom Energy Statistics (DUKES)states:
Digest of United Kingdom Energy Statistics (DUKES) p174
6.81 The UK has some of the best offshore wind resource in Europe, with relatively shallow waters and strong winds. The Renewable Energy Roadmap20 highlights offshore wind
as a key technology that will help the UK meet the 2020 RED target, with a potential deployment by 2020 of up to 18 GW subject to cost reduction. This would correspond to
around 17 per cent of the UK’s net electricity production.
However, recent announcements regarding the latest auctions in offshore wind suggest that there will be a significant expansion in offshore wind post 2020. On 11/09/2017 it was
announced that two offshore windfarms had secured a state-backed price for their output that was nearly half the level awarded last year to Hinkley C. The offshore windfarms are
at:
Name
Triton Knol
Hornsey
Moray

Situation
Lincolnshire
Yorkshire
Scotland

Cost per MWh
£74.75
£57.50
£57.50

These three off shore wind farms will have a total generating capacity of 3.2GW (3200MW).
The Triton Knoll project is expected to be delivered by 2021-2022 and the other two by 2022-2023.
The price of building offshore wind farms has fallen by nearly a third since 2012 as the technology has matured, and it is believed that new, even bigger turbines mean that further
cost reductions can be achieved in coming years. This expansion in offshore wind should significantly reduce the reliance on onshore technology which is less efficient and more
contentious.
6.Solar Farms and Combined Storage
Construction of large solar farms crashed after the UK government ended subsidies in the Spring of 2016 but the developer of the new facility near Flitwick believes energy
storage has made them viable, even without state support (Guardian p21, 26 September 2017). The Guardian quotes Steve Shine, chairman of Anesco, developer of the Flitwick
site as saying: “Solar by itself is still very difficult. What we are doing is making it into a hybrid site.”
The Flitwick Solar Farm (Anesco) has a daily output of 10MW – sufficient to power the equivalent of
3 000 homes. It is combined with 6MW of batteries that will store electricity during the day, to be sold when the power is most valuable.
The above approach is backed by the following research:
UK Energy Research Centre:The costs and impacts of intermittency – 2016 update
2.3 The effects of adding intermittent generation to a system p18
2.3.1. Overview
Intermittent renewable plants show a wide variation of output, indeed for much of the time the output of a wind farm or other installation might be less than half of its maximum
potential output. The nature of the outputs of intermittent generators varies markedly, depending on the nature of the technology and where it is located. It might be largely
predictable (solar power in sunny regions), entirely predictable (tidal power) or much more stochastic (wind power in some regions, solar in UK)
2.3.3. Meeting peak demand p19
For example, in the UK solar PV (on its own, without any associated storage) is unable to provide any contribution to peak demands, because these peaks occur in winter
evenings, when there is no sunlight, whereas in some countries or regions demand peaks are driven by loads (often air conditioning) that are highest on hot sunny days, in which
case there is a very high probability of significant PV output that is highly correlated with demand.
Combing solar with storage should enable the 45MW installed capacity to be reduced and the number of LSA’s to be correspondingly reduced to those of least sensitivity.
13/12/2017
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Combining solar generation with storage is a smarter and more economical solution than simply maximising the generation of solar power. This approach is in line with the recent
UK Government Clean Growth Strategy (October 2017)
A reduction in installed generating capacity could be offset not only by combing Solar Power with storage but also by placing greater emphasis on Building Integrated
Renewables, Micro Schemes, Community based schemes, efficiency, and responsiveness to innovation. This offers a smarter all- round solution than simply maximising
generation.
I do not believe that the methodology used to select the LSAs is sound. However, if (as a result of the Inspection process) the methodology is judged to be sound, then I would
suggest a reduction to the 8 LSAs identified as Low to Medium Sensitivity under the revised sensitivity matrix proposed by CPRW and that the recommendations in the LSS are
enforced. These 8 LSAs still provide a potential resource pool of 195MW, from which it should be viable to obtain an installed capacity of up to 45MW. This would provide a
greater degree of certainty for planners, developers and residents.
I provide further evidence in the following pages (p23-27) to justify the more flexible and responsive approach I suggest in my alternative proposal for Policy RE1 (p3 and 4).
TEST 3: WILL THE PLAN DELIVER? (i.e. is it likely to be effective?)
CHANGE IN EMPHASIS OF UK POLICY
The emphasis of UK policy is shifting now from simply generating energy to managing supply and demand in the form of battery storage, responsiveness to innovation and rapidly
developing technologies, and smart use of energy. (OFGEM: Upgrading our Energy System: July 2017)
This is a new and important document. It is a document that will influence the thinking of the UK Government and the Welsh Assembly Government.
In the last few months there have been repeated announcements on the rapid development of electric vehicles by car manufacturers. The UK government plans to invest millions
of pounds to explore how the batteries in electric cars can help the national power grid and increase the take-up of cleaner vehicles. British businesses will be able to bid for
government funding for research and trials of vehicle -to-grid technology, which officials believe holds enormous potential benefits.
In line with the above approach, it is expected that ministers this autumn will offer more than £3m to help local leaders build low-carbon initiatives, such as the use of solar panels
on social housing.
(Guardian Newspaper 13/09/2017 p28).
Separately, a report by Imperial College London has predicted that solar power and batteries could be so financially attractive to householders by 2030 that they would “bleed
revenues from the utilities sector”.
“There is no doubt that technological innovation is moving the world towards a cleaner energy system. The results of our research are exciting as they show we will soon be
entering a period where reliable and profitable solar power production by residential energy consumers becomes a reality in relatively cloudy places like London. The new concept
of firm power parity that we have developed is more suited to the competitive landscape that renewable technologies currently find themselves in. Firm power is what’s available
when the sun is not shining.”
See Appendix 4 (pages xx-xxii) for a summary of the report by Imperial College London.
Again, this is important in the context of the very significant capacity that already exists for Renewable Energy and Low Carbon generation in Powys. There is an argument to be
13/12/2017
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made that given its significant generating capacity and also its significant network constraints the focus in Powys should now be putting greater emphasis on:

The above approach is supported by numerous statements from the above OFGEM document including:
P4There are also fundamental changes taking place within the energy markets, which will see new sectors, technologies, and services flourish.
P5A smart, more flexible energy future can bring significant benefits for consumers, the system and the wider economy. A study for the Government estimates the benefits of a
smart energy system to be £17-40bn to 2050.2 These benefits come from avoided or deferred network reinforcements, avoided generation build, avoided curtailment of low
carbon generation, and better operation of the system.
P6By harnessing the potential of energy storage, demand-side response and smarter business models, we have an opportunity to upgrade to one of the most efficient, productive
energy systems in the world. This is central to how we deliver secure, affordable and clean energy now and in the future.
P8We want to encourage innovation. A key role for the Government and Ofgem is to create the environment for new ideas to flourish by removing barriers to innovation. Our
energy system needs technologies and infrastructure that are both cheap and clean, but it also needs innovation in processes, transactions and consumer offerings. This is a
fundamental part of the Government’s Industrial Strategy and Ofgem’s approach to regulation
P9We want to work in partnership with others to deliver change at the required pace. Other countries around the world are facing similar challenges. We are looking at different
approaches, with the Government working with other governments and Ofgem working with other regulators. In GB, the System Operator, transmission owners, distribution
network operators, generators, suppliers, aggregators, tech companies, Local Enterprise Partnerships, local authorities, community energy groups, and consumer groups,
amongst others, are already considering the challenges and opportunities smart technologies bring. This Plan maps out how we want to work together on this transition.
P11We want to see storage become a genuinely viable proposition in the energy system.
I have included further statements from this document in Appendix 5 (pages xxiii-xxv).
………………………………………………………………………………
Additional Renewable Energy Infrastructure will certainly be required to meet future energy demand in the UK as the above document acknowledges. However, in order to
achieve a resilient and stable supply, these infrastructure projects will need to be diverse in nature and spread geographically around the UK as Renewable Energy output is and
will remain highly weather dependent.
UK Energy Research Centre:The costs and impacts of intermittency – 2016 update
2.3.3. Meeting peak demand p19
As the fleet of a particular weather-dependent resource such as wind or solar increases, the contribution of the next MW of capacity in meeting the peak demand with a certain
13/12/2017
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level of reliability may decline. This is because, due to the typical size of weather systems, each new MW of capacity cannot be regarded as totally independent of existing
capacity. However, the larger the area across which output can be aggregated, the more each installation can be regarded as independent and the more confidence there can be
about its contribution to meeting the peak.
The following statements are taken from: Digest of United Kingdom Energy Statistics (DUKES) 2017
P116 Electricity fuel use, generation and supply
5.21 Renewable generation3, including wind, solar and biomass, was stable compared to the previous year, at 83 TWh in 2016. Less favourable weather conditions for hydro,
wind and solar (lower wind speeds, reduced rainfall and fewer sun hours compared to 2015’s record year) were mitigated by the addition of new generation sites which increased
overall wind and solar capacity. Overall wind and solar generation4 remained constant at 48 TWh. Natural flow hydro generation fell by 14 per cent, from the record 6.3 TWh in
2015 to 5.4 TWh in 2016 due to lower rainfall levels in the catchment areas
P120 Plant loads, demand and efficiency
5.36 Load factors for natural flow hydro and wind (as well as other renewables) can be found in table 6.511. Weather conditions were not as favourable as in 2015, with lower
wind speeds and reduced sun hours. This saw the onshore wind load factor (on an unchanged configuration basis) fall from the record 29.4 per cent in 2015 to 24.2 per cent in
2016, and offshore wind load factor fall from 39.7 per cent to 36.7 per cent in 2016. The overall wind load factor (on an unchanged configuration basis) was 28.8 per cent, down
from the record 33.3 per cent in 2015. Rainfall (in the main hydro areas) was also lower (20 per cent down in 2016 compared to 2015), leading to a decrease in the hydro load
factor (on an unchanged configuration basis) of 5.5 percentage points, from 39.5 per cent to a 33.9 per cent in 2016 12. Pumped storage use is less affected by the weather and
the load factor trended downwards from 2008 to 2015, as lower peak time demand for electricity and lower prices deterred its use. In 2016, the load factor rose by 0.9 percentage
points from 2015 to 12.3 per cent.

P160 Electricity Generation, Capacity, and Load factors by technology
[Text image inserted here]
If the wind is not blowing and the sun is not shining in Powys it doesn’t matter how many wind or solar farms are installed very little energy will be generated.
…………………………………………………………………………….
The approach of PCC to date and perhaps also of the WAG has been one of maximising generation of Renewable Energy. The approach outlined in the Ofgem document is
concerned in a far more rounded way with optimising the potential of Renewable and Low carbon energy.
I fully support the development of Renewable Energy however, I cannot support the lack of vision offered by Policy RE1 (MAC 123). I do not believe that is appropriate for Powys.
It is not aligned with the current direction of thinking and I believe that it lacks the flexibility and forward vision to deliver. Thus, I feel that it remains unsound.
Powys has been a leading county in the pursuit and delivery of Renewable and Low Carbon Energy. I believe that with the right policy Powys can continue to take the lead in
Renewable Energy with a vision that will respond in a progressive and innovative way to the rapidly changing climate in Renewable Energy technology, and to the challenges and
opportunities that this will present in terms of supply and demand.
The Ofgem document (Ofgem: Upgrading our Energy System: July 2017) is a new document and it provides new arguments, evidence and indications of future thinking that I
think are more aligned with my alternative proposal for policy RE1. I believe that this change in the direction of thinking should carry significant weight in structuring Policy RE1.
13/12/2017
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……………………………………………………………………………………..
I have lived in Radnorshire and walked the Radnorshire hills for 40 years. Their power and their beauty are deep within me. They have at different times brought me solace, deep
contentment, joy and so much happiness. Please do not allow this precious, valued and beautiful landscape to be sacrificed in the pursuit of a policy that seeks to meet an energy
demand that could, and I believe now should, be met through a diverse range of alternative measures.
THE FOLLOWING HAS ALSO BEEN SUBMITTED AS SUPPORTING EVIDENCE:

Appendix 1
PAGES ii-vi
Appendix 2
Appendix 3
Appendix 4
Appendix 5
Appendix 6

REGENERIS: Study into the potential economic impact of wind farms and associated grid infra structure on the Welsh Tourism Sector (FEB 2014)
The Low Carbon Energy Generation in Wales: Updated Study of Low Carbon Energy Nov. 2015 PAGES vii-xi
Tidal Lagoon Power (Swansea) PAGES xii-xiv
Tidal lagoon Power (Cardiff)
PAGES xv-xix
ICL: Renewable energy to cause major disruption to UK utilities by 2030 PAGES xx-xxii
Ofgem: Upgrading our Energy System: July 2017) PAGES xxiii-xxv
LQAS: Draft Predictive ALC Maps for Powys (3 maps) PAGES xxvi-xxix

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
OUTLINE WHAT CHANGES ARE NEEDED TO THE MATTERS ARISING CHANGE TO MAKE THE LDP SOUND
1.Amend Policy RE1 in line with the alternative proposal for Policy RE1 I suggest on p6-7of this submission. (Please note the page no’s may change when this submission is
transferred to the website – the alternative proposal is at the end of the Introduction of this submission.)
2.Increase the search area for LSAs to include land of ALC grades 5,4 and 3b.
3.Replace the Sensitivity Matrix offered by ENPLAN with the more accurate revision of this matrix suggested by M .Bolger on behalf of CPRW.
4.Reduce the number of LSAs to those of lower sensitivity.
5.Reduced the target of 45MW installed capacity for Solar PV farms.
6.Consider Storage options.
And in order to offer sufficient protection for the landscape:
7.Include Open Access Land and Common Land as constraints
8.Amend Policy DM4 (Landscape) in line with the changes suggested by CPRW
9.Designate Special Landscape areas.
And finally:
10.Take into account the views and ideas expressed by the organisations and individuals who contributed to Hearing Session 15 in order to ensure that Policy RE1 “is grounded
in the views and expectations of local people”.

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6639.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

22/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC123
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
*There is too much information submitted in this representation to be presented solely at a Hearing Session therefore I wish my written comments to be initially considered by the
Inspector.
If the Inspector feels it helpful, then I would, in addition, be willing to speak about any part of the representation that the Inspector feels would be appropriate.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Concerns that Policy RE1 doesn't consider changes to technology, it allows wind and solar developments anywhere, it doesn’t take account existing contributions, output versus
outcome. There is inconsistency between RE1 and Table RE2 (2026). Conflict with PCC aspirations under the Well Being of Future Generations Act. Concern over contribution of
45MW from a potential pool of 360MW. Landscape (lack of SLAs, undervalues sensitivity). Issues with AECOM data. Proposes alternative wording for RE1.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6639.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

22/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAc124
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Council Response:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with the representation. With regard to the amendments suggested to the following paragraphs:Para 4.10.1.: Additional text is not necessary as the
definition of the tyopes of renewable and low carbon energy from PPW is not scale dependent.Paras 4.10.3., 4.10.8. & 4.10.12.: The Council considers that Policy DM4
provides adequate protection to the landscape. Reducing the numbers of LSAs from 20 to 8 would not follow the evidence presented in the landscape sensitivity study and
REA.No additional references to Para. 12.8.9. of PPW are necessary because the LDP need not repeat national planning policy. Para 4.10.6.: No alteration required as the
wording of Policy RE1 reflects paragraph 2.4 of TAN8.4.10.7.: The Council disagree wi the suggested approach to solar development outside LSAs because development may
still be possible at a site specific level when constraints can be satisfactorily addressed.4.10.9./Table RE2: No amendments to Table necessary because it reflects the findings
of the REA.As a result, the Council considers that no changes are necessary to make the Plan sond.
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6639.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

22/10/2017

Source:
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAc124
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Submitted against MAC124 regarding reasoned justification to Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
POLICY RE1 (MAC 124) TESTS OF SOUNDNESS
I believe that changes need to be made to statements 4.10.1 to 4.10.12 in order to ensure soundness. The following statements need to be read in conjunction with the evidence I
have provided in my submission under MAC 123.
4.10.1This could contain an additional statement which gives examples under the CONSUMER-LED and SMALL-ENERGY category. Please see Note 1, following my alternative
suggested wording for Policy RE1 in response to MAC 123, for suggestions of what this might contain.
4.10.3 The statement under 4.10.3 emphasises the first bullet point under PPW 12.8.9. However, I believe that the policy will not deliver as it gives insufficient attention to the 3rd
and 4th bullet points below:
PPW 12.8.9 Local planning authorities should facilitate the development of all forms of renewable and low carbon energy to move towards a low carbon economy (see 4.4.3) to
help to tackle the causes of climate change (see 4.7.3). Specifically, they should make positive provision by:
• considering the contribution that their area can make towards developing and facilitating renewable and low carbon energy, and ensuring that development plan policies enable
this contribution to be delivered;
• ensuring that development management decisions are consistent with national and international climate change obligations, including contributions to renewable energy targets
and aspirations;
• recognising the environmental, economic and social opportunities that the use of renewable energy resources can make to planning for sustainability (see Chapter 4); and
• ensuring that all new publicly financed or supported buildings set exemplary standards for energy conservation and renewable energy production.
PPW 12.8.9 is linked to PPW 12.8.10. In addition, I therefore believe that the policy is unsound because it offers insufficient landscape protection to ensure bullet points one and
two below:
PPW 12.8.10 At the same time, local planning authorities should:
• ensure that international and national statutory obligations to protect designated areas, species and habitats and the historic environment are observed;
• ensure that mitigation measures are required for potential detrimental effects on local communities whilst ensuring that the potential impact on economic viability is given full
consideration; and
• encourage the optimisation of renewable and low carbon energy in new development to facilitate the move towards zero carbon buildings (see 4.11 and 4.12)
4.10.6 Wind energy proposals greater than 23MW will only be acceptable within or close to the boundaries of SSAs; acceptable sites close to SSAs will be those that provide
robust evidence that the land is suitably unconstrained in line with Tan 8.
In my submission under MAC 123 I have provided evidence to justify the removal of the part of the above statement that I have crossed out.
4.10.7“LSAs are considered to be the least constrained areas of the County within which it may be possible for Solar PV farms of the Local Authority wide scale to be
accommodated.”

13/12/2017
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6639.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

22/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAc124
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

This carries the assumption that all areas outside the LSAs are therefore more constrained. Given that the designated 45MW can easily be sourced from within the 20 identified
LSAs (or even a further reduced list) how can it therefore be logical to consider applications in areas that are considered more constrained?
4.10.8Table RE1: In line with my arguments under MAC 123:
I believe that Table RE1 should be replaced with a reduced list of LSAs sourced from appropriate land of ALC grades 5, 4 and 3b.
However, if (as a result of the Inspection process) the methodology use to select the 20 LSAs is judged to be sound then I believe that the table should be replaced by a ranked
table of the 8 LSAs judges to be of Low to Medium Sensitivity under the revised ENPLAN Sensitivity matrix proposed by CPRW.
[Text image inserted here]
4.10.9 Table RE2.
In line with my arguments under my response to MAC 123 I believe that:
i.The installed capacity (by 2026) for Solar PV farms of 45MW could be reduced.
ii.The installed capacity for BIR (by 2026) should be increased. With greater emphasis on Consumer-Led and Small-Scale technology there is a potential for this figure to increase
and possibly quite rapidly.
iii.The table should be expanded to include installed storage capacity.
[Text image inserted here]
(Source: REA, 2017)* Includes SSAs
NB: It remains very confusing when comparing the above table with Table 29 in the AECOM report. There seems to be a lack of clarity between potential installed capacity and
potential delivered capacity by 2026.
4.10.12Policy RE1 supports the delivery of national policy by encouraging renewable and low and zero carbon energy projects, subject to material planning considerations.
Proposals which are likely to have a significant impact on the landscape and/or visual amenity will be required to undertake a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment in
accordance with Policy DM4.
Following Hearing Session 15, Peter Ogden, on behalf of CPRW made the following comment on statement 4.10.12:
The wording of this paragraph requires correcting and significantly redrafting as its current wording introduces a significant inconsistency and promotes two different approaches
towards the assessment of the impacts of renewable energy schemes on the landscapes of Powys. Policy DM3 as currently written only requires a Landscape Assessment based
on the very limited LANDMAP classification attributes as mentioned and yet the landscape methodology used to assess the acceptability of Solar array sites reflect the outcomes
of the LANDMAP data and also a more refined Landscape Susceptibility and Sensitivity Assessment. This difference introduces an illogical internal inconsistency in the
methodological approach being advanced to judge the impacts of different renewable energy proposals on the same landscapes.
I support the CPRW statement above.
13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6639.N2//RE1
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

22/10/2017

Summary: MAc124
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Please see comments relating to 4.10.1 to 4.10.12 above.
Also, as stated under MAC 123:
1.Amend Policy RE1 in line with the alternative proposal I have suggested for Policy RE1 on p6-7of the MAC 123 submission. (Please note the page no’s may change when the
submission is transferred to the website – the alternative proposal is at the end of the Introduction of the MAC 123 submission.)
2.Increase the search area for LSAs to include land of ALC grades 5,4 and 3b.
3.Replace the Sensitivity Matrix offered by ENPLAN with the more accurate revision of this matrix suggested by M .Bolger on behalf of CPRW.
4.Reduce the number of LSAs to those of lower sensitivity.
5.Reduced the target of 45MW installed capacity for Solar PV farms.
6.Consider Storage options.
And in order to offer sufficient protection for the landscape:
7.Include Open Access Land and Common Land as constraints
8.Amend Policy DM4 (Landscape) in line with the changes suggested by CPRW
9.Designate Special Landscape areas.
And finally:
10.Take into account the views and ideas expressed by the organisations and individuals who contributed to Hearing Session 15 in order to ensure that Policy RE1 “is grounded
in the views and expectations of local people

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
*There is too much information submitted in this representation to be presented solely at a Hearing Session therefore I wish my written comments to be initially considered by the
Inspector.
If the Inspector feels it helpful, then I would, in addition, be willing to speak about any part of the representation that the Inspector feels would be appropriate.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
changes need to be made to statements 4.10.1 to 4.10.12 in order to ensure soundness.
4.10.1 - This could contain an additional statement which gives examples under the CONSUMER-LED and SMALL-ENERGY category.
offers insufficient landscape protection.

13/12/2017
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6639.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

22/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAc124
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Given that the designated 45MW can easily be sourced from within the 20 identified LSAs (or even a further reduced list) how can it therefore be logical to consider applications in
areas that are considered more constrained?
I believe that Table RE1 should be replaced with a reduced list of LSAs sourced from appropriate land of ALC grades 5, 4 and 3b. - However, if (as a result of the Inspection
process) the methodology use to select the 20 LSAs is judged to be sound then I believe that the table should be replaced by a ranked table of the 8 LSAs judges to be of Low to
Medium Sensitivity under the revised ENPLAN Sensitivity matrix proposed by CPRW.
i.The installed capacity (by 2026) for Solar PV farms of 45MW could be reduced.
ii.The installed capacity for BIR (by 2026) should be increased. With greater emphasis on Consumer-Led and Small-Scale technology there is a potential for this figure to increase
and possibly quite rapidly.
Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6639.N3//DM4

Late? Status Modified Summary

22/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC47
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM4

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

This representation relates to a paragraph within a representation on MAC 124. However it is unclear what the wording is that is supported as it has not been included within the
representation. The representation submitted by CPRW in relation to Policy DM4 is in support, whereas CPRW did submit revised wording as an examination document (ED067)
following Hearing Session 11.In the redrafting of Policy DM4 the Council did refer to and include some of CPRW suggested wording (from ED067) in the Matters Arising Changes
to DM4. The Council considers no further changes are required to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC47 requesting amendments to policy DM4, however unclear what wording is supported as it has not been included within the representation.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6639.N3//DM4

Late? Status Modified Summary

22/10/2017

Source:
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC47
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

, I have read the rewording of policy DM3 (LANDSCAPE – Now DM4) that was suggested by CPRW and I fully support the proposed rewording.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
8.Amend Policy DM4 (Landscape) in line with the changes suggested by CPRW

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Amend DM4. - Unclear what wording that is supported as it has not been included within the representation, therefore unduly made.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6639.N5

Late? Status Modified Summary

22/10/2017

Source:

Summary: Not Duly made not related to a MAC
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-14. Miscellaneous

The Council considers that this part of the Representation (included within the Represenation submitted for MAC124) is Not Duly Made becuase it does not relate to a MAC but
relates to an examination document. It is unclear what constraints are different. This issue will be considered and checked when the final proposals map is produced.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Does not relate to a MAC but relates to an examination document. It is unclear what constraints are different. This issue will be considered and checked when the final proposals
map is produced.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
The MAPS provided following Action Point 6, in some cases have different boundaries from Constraints Maps. This causes confusion.
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6639.N5

Late? Status Modified Summary

22/10/2017

Source:

Summary: Not Duly made not related to a MAC
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6639.N6

Late? Status Modified Summary

22/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC123 and MAC124
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Duly Made / Not Duly Made Reason

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

This comment / respresentation is deemed not duly made because it refers to the presentation of the MACs and not to the content of the MACs.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Thank you for your Representation. However, these comments do not relate to the content of a MAC. As a result this representation has been deemed Not Duly Made and will
not be considered further by the Inspector.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Policy RE1 has been split between two MACs, MAC 123 and MAC 124. This causes difficulties for both writer and reader as the two MACs are mutually dependent.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Policy RE1 has been split between two MACs, MAC 123 and MAC 124. This causes difficulties for both writer and reader as the two MACs are mutually dependent.
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6712

Davies, Melvyn and Irene

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd

Late? Status Modified Summary

04/10/2017

6712.N1
Source: Post or in person

Summary: No MAC number provided.
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

Thank you for your representation. However, these comments do not relate to the content of a MAC. As a result this representation has been deemed Not Duly Made and will not
be considered further by the Inspector.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
No MAC number provided/general criticism of WG RE Policy

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
After all the research on green energy why is the Welsh Assembly not maximising all wind and wave power on the coast, together with all factory and farm buildings and fast
flowing rivers and streams to connect to existing power lines? The proposed mess will ruin the valuable and irreplaceable landscape. The plans for the pylon route flows from Mid
Wales to Wrexham via England. It is an affront to think we are going to allow forty percent of power cables to be buried in Wales, but not in England. There is already exisitng
power lines passing through an area of Wales via Trawsfynydd to Wrexham that could be utilise.
As a former resident in Wales I have already suffered financial loss after proposed wind turbines and pylons through The Kerry Ridgeway effected a property that I owned. As a
result I lost large sums of money when I sold my residence at The Kerry Pole.
We are now under threat in our Shropshire residence and hope this uneconomical power grab will now mean you will keep all power structures in Wales and not in England.

Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6727

Jarrett, Carol

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6727.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan and detailed site assessments
would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for
renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 relating Policy RE1 and evidence behind it

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
It is disappointing that the Local Authority has not listened to the majority of the evidence, knowledge and suggestions provided by CPRW and Powys residents throughout the
hearing sessions.
It was left to CPRW and Powys residents to scrutinise the evidence base for this policy because the Authority failed to ensure evidence and assessments which they
commissioned from such as AECOM was robust and credible, the scale of the errors uncovered was astonishing given the massive impact this plan will have on Powys for
generations to come. This has been coupled with what appears to be an imperative to adopt old fashioned renewable energy technology at any cost, with no rationale and
without consideration of any alternatives. There have been policy changes throughout this process to the point that the provenance of this policy is now lost in the mists of time
resulting in a deeply flawed RE1/LDP.
This latest version of the policy fails to reflect the evidence or the fundamental concerns raised at the hearing sessions. The RE1 is not consistent with the evidence base and
uses vague terminology which leaves the policy open to interpretation and renders it not fit for purpose. It does not address cumulative issues, remains unbalanced in terms of
the large land take identified for solar energy versus the insignificant amount of possible energy that could be generated. It takes no account of the very significant contribution of
renewable energy Powys is already making. The policy would be easily over-ridden in practice and leave the Authority open years of challenge from developers and residents
alike at great cost to Powys tax payers.
For example The AECOM REA (p. 24) outcome for Wind energy says; ‘There are no remaining least constrained land parcels of sufficient area to identify wind LSAs for local
authority wide schemes of installed capacity range 5- 25MW.
Therefore why does the RE1 policy continue to provide for wind development 5 - 25MW outside of SSA’s?
‘ii.Wind energy proposals of less than 25 MW will only be supported / permitted where criteria 3-7 below are met’.
The Authority is stating an intention to allow wind development up to 25MW on constrained parcels of land, criteria 3 – 7 are irrelevant in these circumstances, it is already
established that the land is constrained. There are no effective mitigation measures for industrial turbines of 120m+ and we heard evidence of the very sad results of
inappropriate siting of turbines at the hearing sessions. Mitigation measures which could make a difference were raised by residents during the hearing sessions however these
suggestions have been ignored, the Authority continues to hide behind the outdated and known to be ineffective ETSU-R-97, which is not compliant with WHO guidelines, to
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
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6727.N1//RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

absolve itself of the distress residents are experiencing from turbine noise.
In addition, the Authority has not revisited the inadequate 500m buffer distances which were raised as a major concern during the hearing sessions. Wales has not reviewed the
separation distances since they were set out in TAN 8, based on the sizes of turbines in 2005 and they proved inadequate even then. Scotland sets a 2km buffer and England no
longer supports onshore wind development
The Powys Local Authority has approved large numbers of wind turbines but it appears has not monitored or evaluated them and therefore does not know how many residents
are adversely affected and neither do not know what works and what doesn’t in Powys, they just go on making the same mistakes.
A recent Freedom of Information request to Powys Local Authority revealed:
•There have been numerous complaints about noise from wind turbines in Powys, supporting the fact that ETSU-R-97 is not fit for purpose.
•Complaints about low frequency noise are not separately identified.
•There is no record as to whether the noise complaint has been resolved to the complainant’s satisfaction.
In terms of efforts to understand turbine noise problems in the County and in order to prevent further/future turbine noise issues it is reported that:
•It is not routine require noise raw data (to ensure its compliance with regulations) in support of noise prediction reports in turbine applications.
•The cumulative data from all complaints about noise from wind turbines is not routinely collated to identify trends and factors common these noise complaints e.g. turbine
make/model, topography, verification of distance from residential properties pre decision, raw data supplied by applicant etc.
•Development management/Planning Committee are not made aware of the incidence of complaints about noise from wind turbines.
Additionally and despite approving industrial size turbines with their consequent increased low frequency noise and infra sound emissions I have been advised personally that the
Authority cannot afford the equipment to scientifically measure for such noise.
Against this backdrop it is cavalier to say the least, for the Authority to ignore the evidence and the people and allow wind development of up to 25MW on constrained parcels of
land outside of SSA’s as is proposed in Policy RE1. In view of the above the precautionary principle must apply, the Authority has a responsibility to safeguard its residents, a
responsibility which is paramount.
There is no evidence to support further wind development on constrained parcels of land outside of SSA’s and neither is there any need because Powys already generates more
than its fair share of renewable energy and Tan 8 allows Authorities to restrict wind energy over 5MW to SSA’s but Powys Local Authority has chosen not to, why?
RE1 Policy, 2 (p. 82)
The policy states:
•‘i. Solar PV proposals (5 – 50MW) will be supported / permitted in appropriate locations
within the boundaries of Local Search Areas (Solar LSAs) and where the criteria
below are met’.
•‘Outside Solar LSAs, solar PV proposals will only be supported / permitted where all
the criteria below are met’.
Can someone please explain to me what the difference is between these two statements, is this an error?
Solar PV development will be permitted in ‘appropriate locations’ within the LSAs but outside of LSAs this qualifier is omitted, does this mean that ‘inappropriate locations’ will be
considered outside of LSAs? It is very confusing and makes no sense, an LSA by virtue of being an LSA has presumably been identified as an ‘appropriate location’ if not what is
the difference between an LSA area and areas outside of LSAs?
The qualifier ‘criteria below are met’ apply equally to all solar PV development whether inside a solar LSA or outside of the LSA. I cannot see that this policy distinguishes any
differences between development within LSAs outside of LSAs, this renders LSA boundaries meaningless, development is obviously going to be allowed anywhere with the same
criteria applied across the board.
Given the proposed extent of the solar LSA’s it is not unreasonable to Powys for residents to expect that the scraps of remaining landscape outside of the LSA’s (especially in
Radnorshire) to be protected from such development otherwise what is the point of this policy? This policy does not provide this balance or safeguard.
The plan is unable to deliver in practice because it is not coherent or consistent, the terminology is vague and confusing, and there is no clarity to distinguish between
development inside of LSAs and outside of LSAs. It isn’t a ‘local’ plan serving local need. It is muddled and devoid of any hard auditable outcomes it is therefore difficult to see
13/12/2017
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Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

how it would provide any coherent, consistent framework to support Planning Officers and Planning Committees in practice. It appears to be based on subjective value
judgements which is the road to anarchy.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
There needs to be further discussion, the rationale behind this policy requires clarification. The policy in its current state is not clear, has no measureable outcomes and does not
protect that which it should be protecting.
The Local Authority needs to engage in a meaningful way

Council Response:

Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0

Reason for request to speak at hearing
RE1 Policy
Local knowledge / rationale of the RE1 policy

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Policy RE1 doesn't incorporate evidence discussed in the hearing sessions, the terminology of the Policy is open to interpretation and confusing, cumalitive issues have not been
addressed. Unsure why the Policy supports wind energy when discounted in the assessment.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6727.N2//RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 124 Reasoned Justification to RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6727.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Type: Objection

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 124 Reasoned Justification to RE1
Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used in the Welsh Government Toolkit [WPP50] . It would not be appropriate to include common land and CROW
Access land as constraints and they are covered by separate regulatory regimes which do not place a bar on development. The REA acknowledges cumulative impact of
potential development and the "theoretical build out" exercise informs the contribution which solar PV development could make. The categorisation of landscapes was carried out
by independent consultants as part of the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment. This employed a robust and repeatable methodology that enabled a fair and uniform approach to be
taken to establish relative landscape sensitivity for solar PV developments across the county. The Council considers that those LSAs which are included in the Plan following the
landscape assessment are appropriate and based on sound assesssments and those with the highest sensitivity have been excluded. Development proposals would have to
accord with all relevant policies in the Plan and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable. In
accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and therefore no
changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC124 regarding Policy RE1 reasoned justification and evidence behind it

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
It is disappointing that the Local Authority has chosen to ignore most of the evidence and suggestions to improve the LDP which was provided by CPRW and Powys residents
through the hearing sessions and written submissions.
There have been policy changes throughout this process, the failure of the Authority to scrutinise the evidence and assessments which they commissioned coupled with what
appears to be an illogical imperative to adopt old fashioned renewable energy technologies at any cost has resulted in a plan that is not locally appropriate or acceptable and has
no logical rationale unpinning the Renewable energy policies.
The Position Statement, May 2017 says, ‘In accordance with the evidence, solar PV technologies will be the primary strategy for delivering renewable energy generation in the
Powys LDP area’.
The number and extent of the proposed solar SLAs are not supported by robust rationale or evidence base and when the proposed renewable energy policy is viewed against the
background of existing renewable energy developments and the SSA areas in Powys the overwhelming cumulative effect is laid bare. The balance is completely weighted
towards renewable energy generation with no consideration for the outstanding landscapes of Powys, biodiversity, tourism and quality of life for Powys residents.
Maps of the solar LSAs are not named and the location and boundaries are unclear on MACS Proposal Maps (E083c2), the plan it so disjointed as to be inadequate in terms of
showing cumulative effects in any meaningful way. The LSAs are shown on the constraints map but they all seem to be of different scale and are not named, they are numbered
but I am completely confused trying to sort out what’s what.
The rationale behind the development of solar SLAs is unclear. The evidence base for the LSAs in their current form is not obvious, their purpose is not defined although it has
been suggested that they are to enable developers to identify the best areas in which to focus their initial efforts. To blight large areas of Powys as ‘development areas’ for this
purpose seems wholly inappropriate especially when developers can look at accurate maps of solar resource for the whole of the UK and pin point areas themselves. The
Authority has confirmed throughout the hearing sessions that LSAs carry no presumption in favour of development. The RE1 Policy shows that LSAs are not intended to protect
the landscape outside of LSAs because development can happen equally inside LSAs and outside. The inclusion of LSAs in the policy in their current form is neither necessary
nor logical.
The Powys landscape topography is intrinsically unsuited to LSAs, for example, LSA SL, Waun Ddubarthog, is the largest proposed solar LSA. When this LSA is mapped to the
Powys Renewable and Low Energy Assessment 2017 – Maps (S3.2) P. 25, it is very obvious that there are only small scattered areas of solar resource within the LSA and even
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6727.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 124 Reasoned Justification to RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

then some of the largest areas at the northern fringe of LSA SL have been excluded due to their high intrinsic value, open moorland,’ (Enplan Sensitivity Assessment, p. 29). The
Authority has ignored this evidence, this area remains inappropriately within the LSA boundary. When the obvious constraints are mapped into this LSA the solar resource looks
insignificant.
So why has the Authority drawn such a large envelope around an area of land much of which is unsuitable for solar PV and full of constraints i.e. large areas of common land,
CROW Access land, open country, ancient woodland and Glyndwrs Way. Is it coincidence that this LSA was originally a wind LSA which has simply been re labelled ‘solar’,
situated as it is between the Newtown South Wind SSA and the large sprawling Llandinam Wind Farm, has this really become a solar LSA or does it remain a wind LSA in
disguise?
Cumulative issues are overwhelming Central Powys, this is obvious when LSA SL is superimposed on map W2.2 Central Powys (p. 31), it fits like the piece of a jigsaw between
the Newtown South Wind SSA and the large sprawling Llandinam Wind Farm, it is inconceivable the landscape and natural environment could accommodate yet another large
scale technology development outside of the SSA in this area.
The number of proposed LSAs in Radnorshire is overwhelming there is no justification for the inclusion of LSA’s in landscape of medium – medium high sensitivity especially as
Powys already generates more than its fair share of renewable energy and the. There is no evidence that alternative approaches to renewable energy generation or energy
savings were considered, the cumulative effect of LSAs, SSAs together with the already operational capacity does not have the right balance between renewable energy
generation and protection of the outstanding landscapes pf Powys, biodiversity, tourist industry, the economy and quality of life for Powys residents.
Given that solar LSAs in their current form serve no practical or logical purpose that can be defined or justified the designation of large areas of Powys as ‘development land’ is
damaging to the local economies and blights the area for absolutely no reason
The policy in terms of the rationale for solar LSAs remains a mystery to me, the RE1 Policy designates huge areas of land for solar development, but you can use these LSAs for
other forms renewable energy generation, including wind because obviously wind and solar are not incompatible bed fellows. On the other hand you can develop anywhere
outside of LSA’s too and the same criteria apply? Given that Powys already generates more than its fair share of renewable energy this policy is not based on local need and
neither is it logical, reasonable or balanced, in its current state the plan it is not sound, it does not provide a clear framework to support the planning process.
Council Response:
Question: 3c

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

Representation Texts:
Further discussion to define the rationale for LSA development and transparent, evidence based selection process if necessary.
Meaningful engagement by the Powys Local Authority, CPRW and residents have invested a great deal of time and effort and genuinely wish to have a renewable energy policy
for Powys that will deliver.
Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
RE1 and LSAs
Local knowledge

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Rationale for LSA development and transparent, evidence based selection process required. Meaningful engagement.
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6727.N2//RE1
Source: Email
Council Response:

13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 124 Reasoned Justification to RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained
0
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6758

Dale, Azra

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6758.N1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source:

Summary: Concerns about accessing information
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

Your concerns about accessing LDP information are noted but these comments do not directly relate to a MAC so therefore,this representation is not duly made.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Not related to a MAC. Concerns about accessing information

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
I am aware that I am not the only one who finds the materials available for review in relation to the MACs very confusing. This very much concerns me as it may well put off many
residents from making their own submissions, in addition to making these very important matters inaccessible to many. Although I am relatively new to this process, this seems to
be a very worrisome pattern with critical matters such as these which impinges upon the truly democratic process that this is supposed to be.
As a general comment I have to say that in my opinion renewable energy and low carbon energy development is based upon false premises particularly when it comes to wind
energy. There is a growing body of research and information which supports the position that wind turbines are not clean nor green. I have noted from a number of wind farm
proposals comments along the lines that savings in terms of carbon emissions would materially outweigh any potential environmental effects. This is not supported by research
and in practice, in fact quite to the contrary. Industrial wind turbines are unreliable and intermittent and their output is far below what it is estimated to be. They cannot be relied
upon when needed and in fact their intermittent energy emissions create problems with the National Grid. At the same time we the residents and tax payers of Powys pay for the
excessively generous subsidies paid to the corporate developers via tariffs tacked onto our electric bills. In fact many wind farms are paid by the government to remain switched
off due to the problems with the National Grid which this intermittent and unreliable energy creates. Wind turbines also require “dirty energy” from coal and nuclear plants in order
to operate which negates in my opinion and others, the clean green marketing profile ascribed by developers and the parties who support them.
The following is an excerpt from an article published by The Spectator on 13th May 2017:
Wind turbines are neither clean nor green and they provide zero global energy
From the International Energy Agency’s 2016 Key Renewables Trends, we can see that wind provided 0.46 per cent of global energy consumption in 2014, and solar and tide
combined provided 0.35 per cent. Remember this is total energy, not just electricity, which is less than a fifth of all final energy, the rest being the solid, gaseous, and liquid fuels
that do the heavy lifting for heat, transport and industry.
The problem is the wind resource itself, and we cannot change that. It’s a fluctuating stream of low–density energy. Mankind stopped using it for mission-critical transport and
mechanical power long ago, for sound reasons. It’s just not very good.
As for resource consumption and environmental impacts, the direct effects of wind turbines — killing birds and bats, sinking concrete foundations deep into wild lands — is bad
enough. But out of sight and out of mind is the dirty pollution generated in Inner Mongolia by the mining of rare-earth metals for the magnets in the turbines. This generates toxic

13/12/2017
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Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: Concerns about accessing information
Type: Not duly made

Mode Written

Status Not duly made or Late

and radioactive waste on an epic scale, which is why the phrase ‘clean energy’ is such a sick joke and ministers should be ashamed every time it passes their lips.
It gets worse. Wind turbines, apart from the fibreglass blades, are made mostly of steel, with concrete bases. They need about 200 times as much material per unit of capacity as
a modern combined cycle gas turbine. Steel is made with coal, not just to provide the heat for smelting ore, but to supply the carbon in the alloy. Cement is also often made using
coal. The machinery of ‘clean’ renewables is the output of the fossil fuel economy, and largely the coal economy.
A two-megawatt wind turbine weighs about 250 tonnes, including the tower, nacelle, rotor and blades. Globally, it takes about half a tonne of coal to make a tonne of steel. Add
another 25 tonnes of coal for making the cement and you’re talking 150 tonnes of coal per turbine.
The point of running through these numbers is to demonstrate that it is utterly futile, on a priori grounds, even to think that wind power can make any significant contribution to
world energy supply, let alone to emissions reductions, without ruining the planet. As the late David MacKay pointed out years back, the arithmetic is against such unreliable
renewables. (Source: Spectator)
The foregoing comments are supported by these very in-depth research papers:
The hidden fuel costs of wind generated electricity
The embodied carbon dioxide within a windfarm
Many of the sites identified for potential development are areas of peat which are known to hold and preserve CO2. In the Cambrian News article Consternation as windfarm site
is found to be emitting carbon dioxide regarding Cefn Croes wind farm, a statement by the Environment Agency about the £50m scheme which caused serious environmental
damage is quoted as follows: “There is considerable concern about the huge amount of drying peat around some of the turbines, with oxidation of exposed peat leading to a huge
loss of carbon to the atmosphere … The agency finds it hard to believe that the original environmental impact assessments did not raise concerns about the dire consequences
of draining the raised bog.”
"Layer upon layer of dead organic matter accumulates faster than it can be broken down, and over time it is compressed and pickled to form peat. The depths of these peat
deposits vary across Scotland [and Wales] depending upon local conditions but on some bogs it can be as much as ten metres! That’s a staggering depth when you consider that
peat accumulates at the agonisingly slow rate of around 1mm per year. Put simply, the volumes of peat we’re ‘consuming’ cannot be replaced in our lifetimes because even a
metre’s worth could take 1000 years to replace.” (Source)
The disruption and potential release of CO2 long held in the peat of Powys is of high risk when any form of development involving excavation as it is the case in the construction
of wind and solar industrial ‘farms’.
Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Concerns about accessing information.
0
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6758.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC123
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

Thank you for your Representation. However, the comments and article quoted are not related to any specific or identifiable change to the Plan. As a result this part of the
Representation has been deemed Not Duly Made and will therefore not be considered further by the Inspector.The Council disagrees with your representation in relation to the
comments on peat. The REA is a strategic high level exercise and published data on peat was incorporated as a constraint and is shown on the constraints mapping in addition to
statutory environmental constraints. The Council considers that those LSAs which are included in the Plan following the landscape assessment are appropriate and based on
sound assesssments and those with the highest sensitivity have been excluded. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan and detailed
site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans
positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 regarding paras 4 and 5 of Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c

0
Representation Details

Representation Texts:
Paragraph 4. of MAC123 sets forth that “proposed development, shall comply with all other relevant policies and SHALL NOT HAVE AN UNACCEPTABLE EFFECT ON”
i.valued landscapes;
ii.the natural environment;
iii.the historic environment; and
iv.groundwater.
When I look at the LSAs identified and listed in MAC124 with these in mind, all of the foregoing will necessarily be affected detrimentally and permanently by the construction and
development of the installation on an industrial scale of the renewable energy forms listed as wind, water, solar, geothermal energy and plant material (biomass) with their
required infrastructure.
Natural Resource Wales itself “consider the landscape and visual sensitivity of the area [Llandegley Rhos (LSA No. S21) and Gilwern Hill (LSA No. S22)] which includes valued
perceptual qualities of ridges and uplands of high scenic quality; attractive views, tranquillity and historic landscape integrity across much of the area; and the areas access and
openness to views from the public right of way network, open access land, national cycle trail and main roads; is a context within which proposed development cannot be
accommodated without significant adverse regional scale effects.”
PARAGRAPH 5 STATES: SATISFACTORY MITIGATION SHALL BE IN PLACE TO REDUCE THE IMPACT OF THE PROPOSAL AND ITS ASSOCIATION INFRASTRUCTURE.
PROPOSALS SHALL MAKE PROVISION FRO THE RESTORATION AND AFTER-CARE OF THE LAND FOR ITS BENEFICIAL RE-USE.
13/12/2017
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Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC123
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

How can valued natural landscapes, the natural environment, the historic environment replete with known and yet unknown monuments and other artifacts along with ground
water (natural springs and rivers) ever possibly be re-stored? How can the disruption, displacement and potential death of all that comprises the biodiversity of our precious living
landscapes of Powys along with the ancient history it holds, has preserved and protected for centuries, millennia possibly be re-stored?
Once the diggers come in and the destruction and desecration of what should be protected areas of landscape, scientific interest and natural beauty of great historical
significance begins there is no way to re-store the damage done. This is not the vision I hold for the future of our precious sacred landscapes of Powys which should be honoured,
protected and preserved for our children and all future generations.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
As outlined above.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Renewable energy and low carbon energy development is based upon false premises particularly when it comes to wind energy. There is a growing body of research and
information which supports the position that wind turbines are not clean nor green.
0
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6771

Hall Shipp, Sharon

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

6771.N1/4.7.9/R1
Source: Email

Summary: MAC 109 reasoned justification to policy R1
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.7.9
Policy: R1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

Support noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC109 regarding re-wording of reasoned justification to policy R1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The rewording to include edge-of-centre developments is to be welcomed.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
N/A

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
N/A

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Support for the rewording of the reasoned justification to policy R1 (para. 4.7.9) to include edge-of-centre developments.
0
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30/10/2017

6771.N2/4.7.10-4.7
Source: Email

Summary: MAC 111 reasoned justification to policy R2
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.7.10-4.7.11
Policy: R2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

Support noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC111 regarding changes to reasoned justification to policy R2

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The deletion of the specific information relating to a particular size of convenience store is welcomed, as is the rewording to include the reoccupation of vacant shop units.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
N/A

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
N/A

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Support for the deletion of the specific information relating to a particular size of convenience store and the rewording to include the reoccupation of vacant shop units within the
reasoned justification for policy R2 (para. 4.7.10-4.711).
0
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6771.N3//R3
Source: Email

Summary: MAC112 Policy R3
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: R3

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Duly Made / Not Duly Made Reason

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

Submitted against MAC112 regarding wording of Policy R3

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
The Council disagrees with this representation.Town Centre Areas were defined at an earlier stage in the Plan making process and were shown on the inset maps. Policy R3
protects Town Centre Areas and supports retail frontages from being diluted by non A1 & A3 uses. Retail development proposals beyond Town Centre Area boundaries are
addressed through national planning policy and reference to the relevant policy documents is made through revised paragraph 4.7.9 in the Plan. Therefore no changes are
considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Representation Details
I object to the potentially excluding use of terminology in MAC112/Policy R3 on the grounds that it is not 'locally specific' and therefore fails Soundness Test 2. It refers to defined
Town Centre Areas and thus excludes edge-of-centre developments such as the Kayes site in Presteigne. Any development on such a site should also be considered in terms of
whether the proposal would enhance the vitality and viability of the existing town centre to which it is adjacent. Any such development also needs to be considered in terms of the
existing A1 and A3 units and the possibility of the reoccupation of vacant units within the Primary Frontage (as addressed in MAC 111).

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Reword the section to make incoporate edge-of-centre developments.

Council Response:
Question: 4b

Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing

N/A

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to MAC112/Policy R3 as it refers to defined town Centre Areas and therefore excludes edge-of-centre developments such as the Kayes site in Presteigne which should
be considered in terms whether the proposal would enhance vitality and viability, existing A1 and A3 units and possibiliyt of reoccupation of vacant units within the Primary
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30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC112 Policy R3
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Frontage. It is not locally specific and therefore fails soundness test 2.
Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6771.N4/4.7.12/R3

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 113 Appendix 7 of the Plan - Primary Retail Frontages in Presteigne
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.7.12
Policy: R3

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

The Council disagrees with this Representation. Primary retail frontages were defined at an earlier stage in the Plan making process and were shown on the inset maps. Arising
from a Hearing Session Action Point, Appendix 7 has been inserted into the Plan to provide clarity with respect to the boundaries of Town Centre Areas and frontages. The
Representor's proposals would result in the inclusion of premises with established non A1 & A3 uses which would not be appropriate for a primary frontage. Therefore no changes
are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC138 requesting review of retail frontages in Presteigne (new appendix 7 to the LDP)

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Representation Details

Given the attached map of Presteigne (Map Schedule Appendix 2, page 137) which relates to this MAC, I would challenge the present determination which is shown on that map
and thus object on the basis of Soundness Test 2.
Significant Primary Frontages are missing from the map. My conclusion is that either this has been wrongfully determined by PCC's examination of the town and/or that the rules
relating to determination do not specifically address local activities and needs. Starting at the north end of the High Street, the following retail units are missing from the
map:
Carini Butchers, Slix Hair Studio and The Salty Dog (greengrocer-cum-fishmonger).
On Broad Street, the Primary Shopping Frontage area has missed out a vacant doublefronted shop unit (2 Broad Street), Llandandro Curios (3 Broad Street) a vacant
doublefronted shop unit (4 Broad Street) and a vacant shop unit (5 Broad Street)
These vacant shops should to be included (as per MAC 111's recommendations) in any overall assessment of retail activity within the town.
More Primary Frontages are missing in Broad Street: Carpets & Curtains (London House,Broad Street), Arts and Crafts Shop, and Glennva Charpedi.
Taking into account the local character of the town, and the stated policy to safeguard and enhance that character, the Primary Frontage area and the Town Centre Area are
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6771.N4/4.7.12/R3
Source: Email

Summary: MAC 113 Appendix 7 of the Plan - Primary Retail Frontages in Presteigne
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

much more analogous than the current map indicates and should include the above retail units. The Primary Frontage determination is crucial to the full and fair examination of
any
planning application for additional retail development.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
A re-examination of the determination of the Primary Frontages of Presteigne town centre.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
N/A

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to maps in Appendix 2 of the Schedule (new Appendix 7 of the Plan) referred to in para. 4.7.12, specifically the map showing the Retail Frontages for Presteigne, on the
basis of Soundness Test 2. Significant Primary Frontages and retail units, including vacant units, along High Street and Broad Street (list of units provided) are missing from the
map. Request for re-examination of the determination of Primary Retail Frontages of Presteigne town centre.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6771.N5//R3
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC114 reference to the deleted Policy R3 in MAC111
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: R3

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

6771.N5//R3
Source: Email

Summary: MAC114 reference to the deleted Policy R3 in MAC111
Type: Not duly made

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Duly Made / Not Duly Made Reason

Representation Texts:

Mode Written

Status Not duly made or Late

Refers to MAC111 as including a reference to former Policy R3 deleted by MAC114. MAC111 does not include such a reference.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
This representation has been treated as Not Duly Made because it refers to MAC111 as including a reference to former Policy R3 deleted by MAC114. MAC111 does not include
such a reference.

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

Policy R3 to be deleted but is referred to in MAC 111.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Tie up references to R3 in other MACs

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
N/A

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

Objects as policy R3 is to be deleted but is referred to in MAC 111 and need to tie up references to R3 in other MACs.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6816

Dodman and Boulanger, Nigel and Sandra

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6816.N1//W2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC121 - Anaerobic Digesters NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: W2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-08. Minerals and Waste

Thank you for your Representation. However these comments with regards Anaerobic Digestion and its regulation do not relate to the contents of MAC121 which is concerned
with waste management development proposals. As a result the Council considers that this part of the Representation is Not Duly Made

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Comment does not relate to MAC121 and the issue of waste managment proposals

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

First of all like I wish to complain about the complexity of the required method for comment and the virtually indecipherable information on the website. Why can you not produce
a simple, accessible format if you really do want ordinary members of the public to contribute to this process? For example, it is very difficult to locate boundaries and accurate
locations of the solar LSA's.
My main concerns are:
MAC refs 121 and 124 re Anaerobic digestion, 12, 123 and 124 re revised Renewable Energy Policy RE1, and 42 re intensive livestock units. These should fail all three tests for
soundness for the following reasons:
1 Anaerobic digestion - there seems to be no proper regulation in place and there should be a separate category for these units. At the moment it is dealt with under renewable
energy and waste management. There are no real safeguards against air pollution or offensive odours for instance.
2 Renewable energy - (see Representation N3, N4, N5)
3 Intensive Livestock Production - (see Representation N6)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
1 Anaerobic digestion - there seems to be no proper regulation in place and there should be a separate category for these units. At the moment it is dealt with under renewable
energy and waste management. There are no real safeguards against air pollution or offensive odours for instance.
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6816.N1//W2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC121 - Anaerobic Digesters NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
MAC121 - Objection to how Anaerobic Digestion is treated within the LDP - new policy required instead of within W2 (and RE1)

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6816.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC124 - Objection to how Anaerobic Digestion is treated
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. Any development proposal would be assessed against all the policies in the Plan. Detailed site assessments would be required to
determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable. The reasoned justification (MAC124) makes specific reference to "...odour associated with anaerobic
digestion" and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC124 concerns the omission of anerobic digestors from Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
First of all like I wish to complain about the complexity of the required method for comment and the virtually indecipherable information on the website. Why can you not produce
a simple, accessible format if you really do want ordinary members of the public to contribute to this process? For example, it is very difficult to locate boundaries and accurate
locations of the solar LSA's.
My main concerns are:
MAC refs 121 and 124 re Anaerobic digestion, 12, 123 and 124 re revised Renewable Energy Policy RE1, and 42 re intensive livestock units. These should fail all three tests for
soundness for the following reasons:

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6816.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC124 - Objection to how Anaerobic Digestion is treated
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

1 Anaerobic digestion - there seems to be no proper regulation in place and there should be a separate category for these units. At the moment it is dealt with under renewable
energy and waste management. There are no real safeguards against air pollution or offensive odours for instance.
2 Renewable energy - (see Representations N3, N4 & N5)
3 Intensive Livestock Production - (see Representations N6)
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Anaerobic digestion - there seems to be no proper regulation in place and there should be a separate category for these units. At the moment it is dealt with under renewable
energy and waste management. There are no real safeguards against air pollution or offensive odours for instance.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
MAC124 - Objects to the way Anaerobic Digestion is treated within the LDP. New Policy required instead of within RE1 (and W2)

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6816.N4//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC123 - Objects to evidence behind Policy RE1
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council notes the comments but disagrees with the Representor. The categorisation of landscapes for the Renewable Energy Assessment was carried out by independent
consultants as part of the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment. This employed a robust and repeatable methodology that enabled a fair and uniform approach to be taken to
establish relative landscape sensitivity for solar PV developments across the county. The LDP does recognise the value of tourism and the importance of quality of life, all of
which is reflected in, for example, the LDP's Development Management and Tourism policies. No change to the Plan required.
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6816.N4//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC123 - Objects to evidence behind Policy RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 regarding a Solar Local Search Area (Policy RE1)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
First of all like I wish to complain about the complexity of the required method for comment and the virtually indecipherable information on the website. Why can you not produce
a simple, accessible format if you really do want ordinary members of the public to contribute to this process? For example, it is very difficult to locate boundaries and accurate
locations of the solar LSA's.
My main concerns are:
MAC refs 121 and 124 re Anaerobic digestion, 12, 123 and 124 re revised Renewable Energy Policy RE1, and 42 re intensive livestock units. These should fail all three tests for
soundness for the following reasons:
1 Anaerobic digestion - (see Representations N1 & N2)
2 Renewable energy - I object to Llandegley Rhos being categorised as medium landscape sensitivity for solar power development, given the comments of the planning
committee about Hendy Windfarm application, and the confirmed value of this landscape. It should be high. There needs to be an appreciation of the value of tourism, and the
effect on the quality of life for local residents. Once again we see an unfair burden placed on Powys by proposals to produce energy to meet Welsh Government targets at the
cost of landscape, tourism and quality of rural life
3 Intensive Livestock Production - (see Representation N6)

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Renewable energy - I object to Llandegley Rhos being categorised as medium landscape sensitivity for solar power development, given the comments of the planning committee
about Hendy Windfarm application, and the confirmed value of this landscape. It should be high. There needs to be an appreciation of the value of tourism, and the effect on the
quality of life for local residents. Once again we see an unfair burden placed on Powys by proposals to produce energy to meet Welsh Government targets at the cost of
landscape, tourism and quality of rural life

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
MAC123 - Objects to evidence behind Policy RE1
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6816.N5//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC124 - Objects to evidence behind Policy RE1
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic,
development management, landscape and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be
acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC124 regarding a Solar Local Search Area (Policy RE1)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
First of all like I wish to complain about the complexity of the required method for comment and the virtually indecipherable information on the website. Why can you not produce
a simple, accessible format if you really do want ordinary members of the public to contribute to this process? For example, it is very difficult to locate boundaries and accurate
locations of the solar LSA's.
My main concerns are:
MAC refs 121 and 124 re Anaerobic digestion, 12, 123 and 124 re revised Renewable Energy Policy RE1, and 42 re intensive livestock units. These should fail all three tests for
soundness for the following reasons:
1 Anaerobic digestion - (see Representation N1 & N2).
2 Renewable energy - I object to Llandegley Rhos being categorised as medium landscape sensitivity for solar power development, given the comments of the planning
committee about Hendy Windfarm application, and the confirmed value of this landscape. It should be high. There needs to be an appreciation of the value of tourism, and the
effect on the quality of life for local residents. Once again we see an unfair burden placed on Powys by proposals to produce energy to meet Welsh Government targets at the
cost of landscape, tourism and quality of rural life
3 Intensive Livestock Production - (see Representation N6)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6816.N5//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC124 - Objects to evidence behind Policy RE1
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Renewable energy - I object to Llandegley Rhos being categorised as medium landscape sensitivity for solar power development, given the comments of the planning committee
about Hendy Windfarm application, and the confirmed value of this landscape. It should be high. There needs to be an appreciation of the value of tourism, and the effect on the
quality of life for local residents. Once again we see an unfair burden placed on Powys by proposals to produce energy to meet Welsh Government targets at the cost of
landscape, tourism and quality of rural life

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
MAC124 - Ojects to evidence behind Policy RE1

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6816.N6//DM2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC42 - Intensive Livestock NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

This Representation is Not Duly Made. It does not address the changes specified under MAC42, but raises a more general objection about the lack of a specific policy on
Intensive Livestock.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

The representation is not related to content of MAC 42

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
First of all like I wish to complain about the complexity of the required method for comment and the virtually indecipherable information on the website. Why can you not produce
a simple, accessible format if you really do want ordinary members of the public to contribute to this process? For example, it is very difficult to locate boundaries and accurate
locations of the solar LSA's.
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6816.N6//DM2
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC42 - Intensive Livestock NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Mode Written

Status Not duly made or Late

My main concerns are:
MAC refs 121 and 124 re Anaerobic digestion, 12, 123 and 124 re revised Renewable Energy Policy RE1, and 42 re intensive livestock units. These should fail all three tests for
soundness for the following reasons:
1 Anaerobic digestion - (see Representations N1 & N2)
2 Renewable energy - (see Representations N3, N4 & N5)
3 Intensive Livestock Production - Powys CC has no Intensive Livestock Policy and relies upon NRW to pronounce on this rapidly expanding topic. There have been 18 intensive
poultry unit applications in the last few months and apparently no will to seriously consider the potentially harmful effects of Ammonia and Nitrogen pollution, as well as the
growing problem of waste disposal. There are obvious threats to human health, biodiversity and small scale farming from uncontrolled and unregulated growth intensive livestock
production.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Intensive Livestock Production - Powys CC has no Intensive Livestock Policy and relies upon NRW to pronounce on this rapidly expanding topic. There have been 18 intensive
poultry unit applications in the last few months and apparently no will to seriously consider the potentially harmful effects of Ammonia and Nitrogen pollution, as well as the
growing problem of waste disposal. There are obvious threats to human health, biodiversity and small scale farming from uncontrolled and unregulated growth intensive livestock
production.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
MAC42 - Objects to way Intensive Livestock is treated in Policy DM2 NOT DULYMADE.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6847

Njord Wind Developments Ltd, Bryn Blaen Windfar

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6847.N1//RE1

Agent:

Framptons

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123 Objection to policy RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The Council contends that it is optimising renewable energy in line with national planning policy and in accordance with the Toolkit
for Planners [WPP50]. With regard to the specific wording amendments: Criterion 1.i. The Council recognises that it is not determining authority and thus can only support.
However, the wording of the criterion enables the relevant decision maker to use the policy to permit or refuse as appropriate. The wording of the criterion reflects para. 2.4 and
2.13 of TAN8 and seeks to concentrate, not confine, wind energy proposals greater than 25MW within or close to the boundaries of SSAs.Criterion 1.ii.: The reason for
support / permit is explained above. The Council will be the decision making body for wind energy schemes less than 10MW.Criterion 3.: The Council disagrees that the
criterion is unreasonable. the Criterion for instance, protects SSAs for large scle wind energy proposals for concentrating large scle wind energy proposal in line with TAN8.
Criterion4.: This criterion includes cross references to other policies in the Plan. It should be read in the context of the policy as a whole and the opening sentence of Policy RE1
is positively worded.Criterion 6.: The wording of Criterion 6 was derived as an Action following Hearing Session 15.Criterion 7.: The Council raises no objection to the
removal of the word ""additional"" from this criterion, but does not consider the change is necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 regarding wording changes to Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
[Refers to attached submission]
September 2017
Submission in respect of Policy RE1 Renewable Energy (MAC 123)
Introduction
1.0 These representations are made on behalf of Njord Wind Development Ltd, Bryn Blaen Wind Farm Ltd, and Hendy Wind Farm Ltd. The representations are made in respect
of Policy RE1 as a matter arising from the Examination of the LPD.
1.1 It is submitted that Policy RE1 is not sound as a development plan policy in its continued failure to be in accordance with national planning policy for Wales (PPW9; TAN8).
The underlying planning policy objective of the Welsh Government is to use the planning system to ‘optimise renewable energy development’. This underlying objective is made
clear within PPW Edition 9 and recent Ministerial Statement.

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6847.N1//RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 123 Objection to policy RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

1.2 There are no special local circumstances relevant to the administrative area of Powys County Council (PCC) to substantiate a more restrictive approach to the deployment of
renewable energy generating development than provided for by national planning policy.
1.3 It is respectfully submitted that PCC reveals an inability/unwillingness to frame a policy for the development management of renewable energy development which is
consistent with national planning policy. The Examining Inspector is accordingly requested to prepare the text of such a policy in order to achieve soundness.
1.4 These submissions are particularly directed at wind energy development – and so do not touch upon solar energy.
Submissions
1) Wind Energy
Criterion i
2.1 This criterion is flawed for two reasons:
i) PCC is not the determining authority for wind farm proposals of this scale. As such, the word ‘permitted’ is otiose. It is a matter for the Welsh Government to consider the weight
which should be applied to the development plan when determining proposals of this scale.
ii) National planning policy (PPW; TAN8) does not restrict wind energy proposals greater than 25MW to ‘locations within or close to the boundaries of the Strategic Search Areas’.
A proper reading of national planning policy establishes that the policy for locating wind energy proposals of this scale is of ‘concentration’ not ‘confinement to’.
Criterion ii
2.2 PCC is not the determining authority for applications for renewable energy generating development in excess of 10MW (Developments of National Significance (DNS)).
Criterion 3
2.3 This criterion is fundamentally flawed in its concept and planning purpose. To satisfy the criterion, a wind farm developer would have to demonstrate to the LPA that proposal
of less than 25MW could not be made larger to at least greater than 25MW. This development plan criterion places an unreasonable burden upon an applicant, including very
substantial additional costs in the submission of a planning application. There is no justification for such an approach to the taken within a development plan. There is no
evidential basis to suggest that, if planning permission is granted for a wind farm of less than 25MW, proposals may come forward at a later date to enlarge the wind farm –
which, when considered on its merits, may be acceptable.
2.4 National planning policy seeks to embrace wind energy development – and expresses an urgency of increased delivery. This policy criterion will inappropriately – and without
justification – act against the prompt delivery of new wind energy development.
Criterion 4
2.5 Modern, large scale wind turbines necessarily will have some adverse effects upon landscape character and visual amenity. With its rich heritage, adverse impacts may also
occur to the heritage environment. Other effects may be caused by individual proposals against the sub-criteria i – x. The planning system requires a planning balance to be
undertaken to determine whether a particular proposal would have an ‘unacceptable adverse effect’. While Policy RE1 makes reference to the potential negative effects arising
from wind farm development, it is entirely silent upon the benefits of wind energy development. Such an omission denies to the reader of the policy how the planning balance will
be undertaken. Amended wording to the policy is required to ensure compliance with national planning policy.
Criterion 6
2.7 The purpose of a planning policy is not to set out in details matters that may be controlled by the imposition of specifically worded conditions on an individual grant of planning
permission.
Criterion 7
2.8 The word ‘additional’ is otiose. A planning permission cannot be bought or sold. Planning policies should be succinct not verbose.
13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6847.N1//RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 123 Objection to policy RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

[representations in respect of para. 4.10.4 and 4.10.9 - entered as a separate representation under MAC124].
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Recommended Change in respect of criterion 1:
It is submitted that compliance with national planning policy would be achieved by:
− the deletion of ‘only be supported/permitted’
− replacement with ‘locationally focussed’.
Recommended Change in respect of criterion 2:
− Omit the word ‘permitted’
Recommended Change in respect of criterion 3:
− Delete criterion 3
Recommended Change in respectof criterion 4:
− Delete ‘shall comply with all other relevant policies in the LDP’. These words are otiose, because the planning balance requires an assessment to be made against the provision
of other relevant policies in order to determine whether the overall impact is acceptable.
− After ‘unacceptable adverse effect’, add ‘when considered against the national planning policy objective to optimise renewable energy development’. The inclusion of these
words provides the proper planning context for the planning balance to be performed.
Criterion [5?]
2.6 No change sought.
Recommended Change in respect of criterion 6:
− Delete criterion. The imposition of a planning condition to address non-operation of part of the development, and the duration of the consent, are matters directed at mitigating
the impact of the proposal, and hence covered by Criterion 5.
Recommended Change in respect of criterion 7:
− Omit the word ‘additional’.
[representations in respect of para. 4.10.4 and 4.10.9 - entered as a separate representation under MAC124].

Council Response:
Question: 4b

Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing

Submission in respect of policy RE1 Renewable Energy (MAC123). The issues involved are complex and should be dealt with orally.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6847.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Question:
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 123 Objection to policy RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Summary of Representation
Objection to policy RE1 as not in accordance with national planning policy for Wales (PPW9; TAN8). Specific objections to policy criteria 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7 in this regard.
Recommends deletion/additional/amended wording to criteria 1, 2, 4, and 7 and deletion of criteria 3 and 6.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6847.N2/4.10.4/RE

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 124 Objection to reasoned justification of policy RE1 (para. 4.10.4 and para. 4.10.9)
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.10.4
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation for the following reasons:Para 4.10.4.: Comments noted but the scales align with PPW figure 12.2 [WPP11b].Para 4.10.9.:
Table RE2 reflects the findings of the Renewable Energy Assessment 2017 and in relation to wind power identifies a potential contribution as is made clear in para 4.10.9.The
Council does not consider any further amendments are necessary take the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC124 objecting to reasoned justification paras 4.10.4 & 4.10.9

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
September 2017
Submission in respect of Policy RE1 Renewable Energy (MAC 123)
Introduction
1.0 These representations are made on behalf of Njord Wind Development Ltd, Bryn Blaen Wind Farm Ltd, and Hendy Wind Farm Ltd. The representations are made in respect
of Policy RE1 as a matter arising from the Examination of the LPD.
1.1 It is submitted that Policy RE1 is not sound as a development plan policy in its continued failure to be in accordance with national planning policy for Wales (PPW9; TAN8).

13/12/2017
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6847.N2/4.10.4/RE
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 124 Objection to reasoned justification of policy RE1 (para. 4.10.4 and para. 4.10.9)
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

The underlying planning policy objective of the Welsh Government is to use the planning system to ‘optimise renewable energy development’. This underlying objective is made
clear within PPW Edition 9 and recent Ministerial Statement.
1.2 There are no special local circumstances relevant to the administrative area of Powys County Council (PCC) to substantiate a more restrictive approach to the deployment of
renewable energy generating development than provided for by national planning policy.
1.3 It is respectfully submitted that PCC reveals an inability/unwillingness to frame a policy for the development management of renewable energy development which is
consistent with national planning policy. The Examining Inspector is accordingly requested to prepare the text of such a policy in order to achieve soundness.
1.4 These submissions are particularly directed at wind energy development – and so do not touch upon solar energy.
Paragraph 4.10.4
2.9 This paragraph is not up-to-date with announcements from the Welsh Government. Wind farms in excess of 10MW, being a DNS, are considered to be of strategic
significance (Refer to Minister for Natural Resources’ letter to Chief Planning Officers on ‘Renewable Energy Projects’, dated 15th March 2016).
Paragraph 4.10.9
2.10 The development plan is a policy document for the purposes of development management. The content of the development plan should be readily capable of being
understood by developers and the general public. While paragraph 4.10.7 refers to the ‘high level strategic assessment’ undertaken by REA, Table RE2 is readily capable of
being misconstrued as to its content. The identified Potential Change (MW) by 2026 for wind power of just 4MW is visible as a provision of the potential for increased delivery of
wind power within Powys over this period. Such an increased capacity – say 2 x 2MW turbines – reveals the underlying negative approach to wind farm development by PCC. If
Table RE2 is considered to have any value within the Development Plan, and explanation as to its application within the development management system should be provided.
[representations made in respect of policy RE1 entered separately against MAC123].
Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

Recommended Change in respect of para. 4.10.4:
− Delete last sentence as the content is not compliant with national planning policy.
Recommended Change in respect of para. 4.10.9:
− Either :
i): Add the following to paragraph 4.10.9:
‘Table RE2 identifies the outcome of the high level strategic assessment undertaken by REA. The identified potential changes (MW) by 2026 is not a material consideration to the
determination of any individual development proposal.’
Or,
ii): as Table RE2 serves no useful purpose for the development management process, Table RE2 should be omitted from the development plan.

Council Response:
Question:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
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Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6847.N2/4.10.4/RE
Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 124 Objection to reasoned justification of policy RE1 (para. 4.10.4 and para. 4.10.9)
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Para. 4.10.4 is out-of-date as developments in excess of 10MW are considered to be of strategic importance - DNS (refers to Minister's Letter to Chief Planning Officers 15th of
March 2016) and therefore final sentence of paragraph should be deleted as not compliant with national planning policy.
Content of Table RE2 capable of being misconstrued and the increased capacity of 2 x 2MW turbines reveals underlying negative approach to windfarm development by PCC.
Explanation required as to the appliction of Table RE2 within development management system. Either additional wording in para. 4.10.9 to explain that the identified potential
changes (MW) by 2026 in Table RE2 are not a material consideration in the determination of an individaul application or Table RE2 should be omitted.

Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
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6858

Lilley, Emma

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6858.N1//R2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 110 Policy R2
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: R2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Duly Made / Not Duly Made Reason

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

The representation objects to Policy R2 in principle and adds to previous representation 6858.U1

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Thank you for your Representation. However, this Representation maintains your objection to having a retail allocation and comments on evidence available at previous stages
and so repeats points that you had made in your representation (6858.U1) in previous consultation stages. As a result this representation has been deemed Not Duly Made and
will not be considered further by the Inspector.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
While I welcome the clarification of what 0.4 hectares (ie 4,000 square meters) means in terms of the size of the proposed retail development area in Presteigne, ie 1,000 square
meters net retail floorspace, I object to the provision of 1,000 square meters of net retail floorspace in Presteigne at all on the grounds that such a provision runs counter to Test
of Soundness 2, in that this land allocation is not based on a sound and credible evidence-base. The Retail Study Addendum 2015, on which Powys County Council based its
projections for retail land allocation in the County is highly flawed: vital tables are missing from the Appendices; out-of-date population data is used; numerous contradictory
statements made, and volte-faces included that are not supported by fact; overall it fails to establish any evidenced need for a new retail development in Presteigne. This
document reads as if
compiled on the hoof, and would not stand up in a court of law. I therefore enclose in support of my representation a short report (titled 'Report into the evidence base in the
Powys Retail Study Addendum and Appendices [February 2015]') demonstrating the Study's lack of credibility as an evidence-base.
In addition, the provision of 1,000 square meters net retail floorspace as part of Policy R2 fails Test of Soundness 3: this allocation of land cannot be said to be deliverable
because the impact on the town centre and the historic environment is yet to be assessed. How can Powys County Council put into policy an allocation that is dependent on the
outcome of an assessment that's still to be done? This is policy-making at its most Kafka-esque.
[Report into the evidence base in the Powys Retail Study Addendum and Appendices (February 2015) submitted - filed with the representation]

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Deletion of policy R2 in its entirety.
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6858.N1//R2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 110 Policy R2
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

Reason for request to speak at hearing
I would like to speak about why the allocation of '1,000 square meters of net retail floorspace' fails the Test of Soundness 2. The Retail Study Addendum 2015 forms the rationale
behind the land allocation but its credibility is questionable and needs to be publicly contested.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to policy R2 as object to the provision of 1,000 square metres of net retail floorspace in Presteigne as the land allocation is not based on a sound and credible evidencebase and therefore fails testof soundness 2. This provision and land allocation also fails test of soundness 2 as it cannot be said to be deliverable as the impact on the town
centre and historic environment is yet to be assessed. Requests deletion of policy R2 in it's entirety.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6858.N2/4.7.10/R2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 111 reasoned justification of Policy R2
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.7.10
Policy: R2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Duly Made / Not Duly Made Reason

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

The representation objects to wording in paragraph 4.7.10, partly amended by MAC111, but is deemed not duly made as it adds to previous representation 6858.U1

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Thank you for your Representation. However, this Representation comments on evidence available at previous stages and so repeats points that you had made in your
representation (6858.U1) in previous consultation stages. As a result this representation has been deemed Not Duly Made and will not be considered further by the Inspector.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6858.N2/4.7.10/R2
Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 111 reasoned justification of Policy R2
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

While I welcome the acknowledgement of the importance of making use of the town's vacant shop units in order to accommodate the projected 'need' for Class A1 to A3
floorspace, I object to the use of the word 'need' itself in para 4.7.10 ('The allocation of land along with the reoccupation of vacant shop units will accommodate all of the projected
need for Class A1 to A3 floorspace in the Knighton-Presteigne area') when no 'need' was in fact established in the Retail Study Addendum 2015. In this it fails Test of Soundness
2, in that there is no 'sound and credible evidence' for extra floorspace being 'needed' in Presteigne nor is the rationale 'logical and clear'. Please see in support of my objection to
the 'need' for floorspace in Presteigne, my attached report into the evidence base – on which 'need' has been established (titled 'Report into the evidence base in the Powys
Retail Study Addendum and Appendices [February 2015]').
In the Retail Study Addendum 2015 the word 'need' heads up a para (3.42) titled 'Qualitative Need for Convenience Goods Floorspace' but the words beneath fail to follow
through and develop any argument in support of 'qualitative need'. I quote (RSA 2015, 3.42): 'In qualitative terms, Knighton benefits from a main foodstore in the form of Harry
Tuffins on the edge of the town centre. Presteigne, on the other hand, does not have a large foodstore.
This qualitative deficiency could be addressed by clawing back leakage from Knighton to Presteigne. This is discussed further in Section 4.' (In fact, there is no such discussion in
Section 4.)
Correct, Presteigne does not have a large foodstore. But it has two convenience stores, a Spar and a Premier, a greengrocer-cum-fishmonger, a butchers, two delis and a
bakery. A socalled 'qualitative deficiency' is not evidence of need. Merely stating the fact that there's no large foodstore in Presteigne is NOT the same as establishing 'need'.
Who defines 'need' in this context? The people of Presteigne surely. But they have not been asked. There has been no attempt by PCC or retail consultants Nathaniel Lichfield to
consult Presteigne, and the
majority of the town's residents are therefore blissfully unaware that Powys County Council, working in collaboration with retail consultants Nathaniel Lichfield (who compiled the
flawed Retail Study Addendum 2015), has decided that Presteigne needs a supermarket.
The flawed presumption of 'need' is the whole basis for the inclusion of policy R2 in the LDP; in including the policy, the PCC is handing the owners of the Kayes site the
opportunity to gain a premium price for their land, thus putting it beyond the pocket of less commercial schemes. This presumption of planning approval is underhand,
untransparent, utterly undemocratic and cannot be allowed to go unchallenged.
[Report into the evidence base in the Powys Retail Study Addendum and Appendices (February 2015) submitted - filed with the representation]

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Either delete para 4.7.10 in its entirety (together with para 4.7.11) or replace the phrase 'projected need' with 'assumed need' and add in a clause about the need for a
comprehensive public consultation in order to establish 'need'.

Council Response:

Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0

Reason for request to speak at hearing
About the presumption of 'need' in relation to retail floorspace in Presteigne, which has not been proven and therefore fails Test of Soundness 2. It is necessary to speak publicly
because 'need' has been assumed on behalf of the people of Presteigne.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Object to the use of word 'need' in para. 4.7.10 as there is no sound and credible evidence for extra floorspace being 'needed' in Presteigne nor is the rational 'logical and clear',
and therefore it fails tests of soundness 2.
.
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6858.N2/4.7.10/R2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 111 reasoned justification of Policy R2
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6858.N3//R3

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC112 Policy R3
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: R3

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Duly Made / Not Duly Made Reason

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

Submitted against MAC112 regarding wording of Policy R3

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
The Council disagrees with this representation.Town Centre Areas were defined at an earlier stage in the Plan making process and were shown on the inset maps. Policy R3
protects Town Centre Areas and supports retail frontages from being diluted by non A1 & A3 uses. Retail development proposals beyond Town Centre Area boundaries are
addressed through national planning policy and reference to the relevant policy documents is made through revised paragraph 4.7.9 in the Plan. Therefore no changes are
considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
I object to the potentially excluding use of terminology in MAC112/Policy R3 on the grounds that it is not 'locally specific' and therefore fails Test of Soundness 2: by referring to
'defined Town Centre Areas' the wording of the policy appears to exclude 'edge-of-centre' development. As we know, the Kayes site in Presteigne is an edge-of-centre
development and would benefit from being included here.
The whole crux of whether a supermarket is appropriate for Presteigne hangs on the application of clauses such as whether the development (1) 'enhances the vitality and
viability of the existing town centre' and (3) 'would not result in less than 75% of units within the Primary Frontage being used for A1 and A3 uses'. I therefore suggest the
language is clarified to include edge-of-centre areas so there's no opportunity for wriggle-room at planning stage.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Add in the phrase 'and edge-of-centre Town areas' after mention of 'defined Town Centre areas' both in the body of the text and the heading of Policy R3.
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6858.N3//R3

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC112 Policy R3
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
I would like to speak about the need for 'edge-of-centre Town areas', on which the Kayes site sits, to be included in MAC112/Policy R3. Key to whether a supermarket is
appropriate for Presteigne is whether it would indeed, in the words of Policy R3, 'enhance the vitality and viability of the existing town centre', and the inclusion of 'edge-of-centre
Town areas' here is therefore vital.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to MAC112/Policy R3 as it refers to defined town Centre Areas and therefore excludes edge-of-centre developments such as the Kayes site in Presteigne. The crux fo
whether a supermarket is appropriate to Presteigne hangs on the application of clauses trelating to enhancing vitality and viability of the existing town centre, and not less than
75% in Primary Frontages being used for A1 and A3 uses. It is not locally specific and therefore fails soundness test 2.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6858.N4//R4

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 138 Appendix 7 - map of Primary Frontages for Presteigne
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Appendices
Policy: R4

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

The Council disagrees with this Representation. Primary retail frontages were defined at an earlier stage in the Plan making process and were shown on the inset maps. Arising
from a Hearing Session Action Point, Appendix 7 has been inserted into the Plan to provide clarity with respect to the boundaries of Town Centre Areas and frontages. The
Representor's proposals would result in the inclusion of premises with established non A1 & A3 uses which would not be appropriate for a primary frontage. Therefore no changes
are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Submitted against MAC138 requesting review of retail frontages in Presteigne (new appendix 7 to the LDP)
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6858.N4//R4

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 138 Appendix 7 - map of Primary Frontages for Presteigne
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Representation Details
The map on page 137 includes the 'Primary Frontages' that have been identified in Presteigne's town centre area.
However, significant Primary Frontages (including the Town's key retailers) are missing and the map therefore fails Test of Soundness 2, in that it isn't locally specific in its
consideration of what constitutes a primary frontage to a Presteigne resident, nor is the map consistent or logical in its allocation of primary frontages.
In Presteigne's High Street, working down from 'Warden Court', at the top right-hand end of the High Street, the following are missing:
Carini's (the Butchers) [immediately next to Warden Court)
Slix Hair Studio [next door but one to Carini's]
The Salty Dog (greengrocer-cum-fishmonger) [next door to Slix Hair Studio]
On Broad Street, working left to right from Lorna's Bakery (on the opposite side from the
Library), the Primary Shopping Frontage area has missed out the following:
Vacant double-fronted shop unit (2 Broad Street)
Llandandro Curios (3 Broad Street)
Vacant double-fronted shop unit, with word 'Newell' above the door (4 Broad Street)
Vacant shop unit (Newell House, 5 Broad Street)
It is important that these vacant shops are included as they represent currently vacant shop units and form an important of the town's existing retail capacity. Presteigne is barely
a town, much more like a village, and therefore all its shop frontages matter – too many empty shops and the town centre will suffer. Again, in Broad Street, working from left to
right from the town's library, the following Primary Frontages are missing:
Carpets & Curtains (London House, Broad Street)
Arts and Crafts Shop, Glennva Charpedi [immediately next door to Carpets & Curtains]

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Revise the map on page 137 to include the missing primary frontages.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
I would like to speak about the importance of including the above-mentioned retail units as part of Presteigne's Primary Frontages. It is important that the vacant retail units do not
get overlooked because they're not currently occupied. The 'reoccupation of vacant shop units' (as mentioned previously in MAC111) is an important consideration in the
'projected need' for retail floorspace in the Knighton-Presteigne area and must not be disregarded in favour of new retail development.

Council Response:

Question:
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0

Summary of Representation
Objection to maps in Appendix 2 of the Schedule (new Appendix 7 of the Plan) specifically the map showing the Retail Frontages for Presteigne, on the basis of Soundness Test
2 in that it isn't locally specific in its consideration of what constitutes a primary frontage to a Presteigne resident, nor is the map consistent or logical in its allocation of primary
frontages. Significant Primary Frontages and retail units, including vacant units, along High Street and Broad Street (list of units provided) are missing from the map. Requests
revision to the map on page 137 to include the missing primary frontages.
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Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6858.N4//R4
Source: Email
Council Response:

13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 138 Appendix 7 - map of Primary Frontages for Presteigne
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6859

Environment Information Services

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N1/2.2.2/

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC3 LDP's context
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP's Context,
para.2.2.2
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

The Council disagrees the additional information is needed to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC3 requesting additional text in para 2.2.2 relating to the size of Powys

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Text does not provide area figures for Powys LDP area and Powys sections of the Brecon Beacons National Park which then total the overall area for the county. There is no key
to the different boundary lines shown in figure 2 relating to Powys and the National Park.

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
See previous comment.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection in relation to para. 2.2.2 and figure 2. Text does not provide area figures for Powys LDP area and Powys sections of the Brecon Beacons National Park which then total
the overall area for the county. There is no key to the different boundary lines shown in figure 2 relating to Powys and the National Park.
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N2//DM3

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 45 Policy DM3
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM3

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

The definition of 'Open Space' as referred to in Policy DM3 is defined in the Open Space Assessment. The definition does include instances of 'Open Access Land' in a way that
is consistent with National Policy TAN 16 - Sport, Recreation and Open Space. However the Open Space Assessment only applies to 'Towns' and 'Large Villages' (as defined in
the Plan) whereby there is very little if any 'Open Access Land'. The Council does not agree that the plan needs to cover 'Open Access Land' elsewhere as it is subject to its own
legislation.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC45 requesting clarification that policy DM3 does not apply to open access land

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Need to clarify that this policy does not include Open Access Land, and further, to explain where this is covered in the Plan.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Text changes as suggested above

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to policy DM3 as need to clarify that this policy does not include Open Access Land, and further, to explain where this is covered in the Plan.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N3//DM13
Source: Email
13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC62 Policy DM13
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N3//DM13

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC62 Policy DM13
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM13

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

Policy DM13 applies to all development proposals so there is no need to include a specific reference to renewable energy. Table DM1 explains how the LDP's policies should be
used. With regard to the inclusion of a specific reference to BMV agricultural land in criterion 14, the Council does not agree with this suggestion because there is no need to
repeat national planning policy in the LDP (paragraph 4.10.1, PPW (WPP11b)).

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC62 regarding Policy DM13 requesting additonal wording and for the inclusion of reference to Agricultural Land Classification (Grades 1,2 and 3a) in
DM13.14v

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
This Policy is intended to apply to all forms of development, but for the avoidance of doubt it should be made clear that it includes all renewable energy proposals. It also fails at
Section 14v to particularise the ‘Best and Most Versatile’ agricultural land.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
1. Insert the words …. ‘of any kind’ after development proposals in line 1 of the text for Policy DM13
2. Insert the following after ‘soils’ in 14v ….. ‘especially those classed as Best and Most Versatile agricultural land in grades 1, 2 and 3a’
In respect of this it should be noted that the Welsh Government’s Agricultural Land Classification is undergoing a radical review, with nation-wide results due to be published on
27th November 2017, following which the current data is to be withdrawn.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
Everything I have raised above.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to policy DM13 as it should be made clear that it applies to all renewable energy proposals. The policy at 14v. fails to particularise the 'Best and Most Versatile'
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N3//DM13

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC62 Policy DM13
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

agricultural land and therefore text should be inserted to refer to grades 1, 2 and 3a. Reference also to Welsh Government's reviwe of Agricultural Land Classification due to be
published on 27th November 2017.
Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N4//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC123 Policy RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. Policy RE1 refers to ""close to"" in relation to wind energy developments greater than 25MW being located close to the boundaries
of SSAs aligns with paragaph 2.4 of TAN8 and thus is in accordance with national planning policy. Therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 suggesting wording amendment to Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The various references to locations ‘close to’ the boundaries of the SSAs are misleading without further explanation. There should be an integral forward reference to 4.10.6
where this issue can be explained
more fully. This is dealt with in my comments on MAC 124.

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Insert in RE1 (1 i ) after ‘(SSAs)’: …. ‘as amplified in 4.10.6’
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N4//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC123 Policy RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Reason for request to speak at hearing
Criteria for defining possible wind energy sites greater than 25MW which lie outside but close to SSAs (in relation to EIS submission on MAC 124)

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to policy RE1 as the various references to locations ‘close to’ the boundaries of the SSAs are misleading without further explanation. Requests additional wording to be
inserted in RE1 (1 i ) after ‘(SSAs)’: …. ‘as amplified in 4.10.6’.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N5//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC123 Policy RE1 criterion 4
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

The Council disagrees with this representation. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic, development
management, landscape and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable.
In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and therefore no
changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 suggesting wording amendments to Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

0
Representation Details
The Criteria are incomplete. See next section.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N5//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC123 Policy RE1 criterion 4
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Add two sub-criteria:
xi) Local distinctiveness in accord with Policy DM13 Design and Resources (see 4.2.74)
Xii) The function and benefit of soils, in accord with DM13 Design and Resources,(especially in relation to peat (4.2.91) and Best and Most Versatile agricultural land (DM13
Criterion 14v) – as amended by EIS Submission on MAC 62

Council Response:

Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0

Reason for request to speak at hearing
All of it, needs explanation in relation to other representations.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to policy RE1 criterion 4 as the criteria are incomplete. Requests additional criteria in respect of xi) local distinctiveness in accord with Policy DM13, and xii) the funtion
and benefit of soils in accord with DM13 criterion 14v, especially in relation to peat and BMV land.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N6/4.10.6/RE

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 124 reasoned justification of policy RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.10.6
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Council Response:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. Para 4.10.6 refers to ""close to"" in relation to wind energy developments greater than 25MW being located close to the
boundaries of SSAs aligns with paragaph 2.4 of TAN8 and thus is in accordance with national planning policy. Therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan
sound.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N6/4.10.6/RE

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 124 reasoned justification of policy RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Submitted against MAC124 regarding text changes to para 4.10.6

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
TAN 8 paragraph 2.4 introduces the possibility of consent for wind energy proposals above 25MW …‘close to SSAs’ but having previously stated firstly at paragraph 2.2 that …
‘large scale (over 25MW) onshore wind developments should be concentrated …..into SSAs’ and secondly at paragraph 2.4 that ……..’the boundaries are seen as encompassing
sufficient suitable land’ It is in this context that TAN 8 paragraph 2.4 suggests that ‘local planning authorities might wish to consider the possibility of development of wind farms
in these areas [close to
SSAs] as well’
The reference at 4.10.6 to … ‘within or close to’ the boundaries of the SSAs implies that options outside the SSAs are the norm, simply if there is robust evidence that the land is
suitably unconstrained. There needs to be text to explain that such sites are the exception, are discretionary, and are subject to reasonable distance limits which do not create
mini-SSAs unrelated to the original ‘parent’.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Add to final text of 10.4.6: ……… relates perceptually to the current SSA, and does not create an impression of an independent ‘mini SSA’

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
All of it . There is a danger that the existing text misrepresents TAN 8 paragraph 2.4

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation

Objection to the reasoned justification of policy RE1 (para. 4.10.6) as reference to ‘within or close to’ the boundaries of the SSAs implies that options outside the SSAs are the
norm, simply if there is robust evidence that the land is suitably unconstrained. The text should explain that such sites are the exception and discretionary, and are subject to
reasonable distance limits which do not create mini-SSAs unrelated to the original ‘parent’.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N7/4.10.7 an
Source: Email
13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC124 reasoned justification to policy RE1 NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N7/4.10.7 an

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC124 reasoned justification to policy RE1 NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.10.7 and 4.10.8
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

Thank you for your representation. However,this representation reitertates comments raised at previous stages and so repeats points in your representation (6859.U1). As a
result this representation has been deemed Not Duly Made and will not be considered further by the Inspector.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC124. It reiterates and adds to previous representation 6859.U1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
In my detailed Statement for Session 15, I criticised the Council’s Contractor AECOM for carrying out an assessment of Solar PV potential which was explicitly confined to
Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) Grade 5.
At the start of Hearing Session 15 the author Mr Simon Hartley announced that he had made a fundamental “error” and that contrary to his evidence the assessment had in fact
included Grades 3, 4 and 5. This has since been conceded in a self-incriminating Appendix 1 to Session 15’s Action Point 1 which clearly reveals a posthumous insertion of the
additional grades. Accordingly the exercise to define Solar PV Local Search Areas was carried out using a false prospectus, which meant that my criticism was focussed solely
on the underlying question of ostensibly incorrect land grade selection. Had the Grades been correctly specified I would have concentrated on a more pervasive flaw in the
analysis which is that all potential Solar PV sites were subject to a 500m
residential buffer so as to exclude potential noise impacts. This is an erroneous concept – and is not even recognised as a potential constraint to Solar PV at RE1 4 (v). This
means that despite the revelation that the Solar PV Site Search did take place beyond grade 5, its findings are fatally flawed by the unwarranted exclusion of 500m around all
residential sites. As a result the whole Solar PV exercise (including related assessments) is flawed.
It should be deleted. Moreover, as indicated in my submission for Session 15, the Welsh Government’s
Agricultural Land Classification is in the process of complete review including for the first time a detailed subdivision of Grade 3 which will now allow an accurate depiction of the
Best and Most Versatile land.
As a result of this the current version of the ALC is scheduled to be withdrawn in November 2017.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Remove the complete Solar PV Assessment of Local Search Areas, find an appropriate opportunity to re-run it without the 500m residential noise buffer, and apply the search to
Grades 3b, 4 and 5 in the new ALC Maps which will replace the redundant current version after November 2017.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
13/12/2017

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6859.N7/4.10.7 an
Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC124 reasoned justification to policy RE1 NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Not duly made or Late

All of it, to emphasise that the Plan would be fundamentally unsound if it proceeded with the Solar Local Search Area proposals in their present form

Council Response:

Question:
Representation Texts:

Council Response:

13/12/2017

0

Summary of Representation
Objection to para. 4.10.7 and 4.10.8 of the reasoned justification to policy RE1. The whole Solar PV exercise (including related assessments) is flawed due to the unwarranted
exclusion of 500metres around all sites, and should be deleted and re-run. Also reference to Welsh Government's teview of Agricultural Land Classification and that the current
version is scheduled to be withdrawn in November 2017. NOT DULYMADE.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6871

Martin, Mr Richard

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6871.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC123 NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

Thank you for your representation. However, these comments do not relate to the content of a MAC and repeat points made at a previous consultation stage (6871.U1). As a
result this representation (6871.N1) has been deemed Not Duly Made and will not be considered further by the Inspector.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Repeats and adds to previous representation 6871.U1 about renewable energy provision

Council Response:
Question: 3c

0
Representation Details

Representation Texts:
My comments concern the renewable energy parts of the LDP, and are as follows.
1. The establishment of search areas of any kind is bound to cause blight on properties within or near them, as well as inflicting great anxiety on their owners. This is exactly
what happened in my area before the wind search areas were removed, when a buyer pulled out of their purchase after finding out about the search area here.
Why is this effect not blindingly obvious to everyone? The whole idea of search areas is flawed and they must be removed entirely.
2. Surely the use of brown field sites is preferable wherever possible? There is simply no need at all to designate open countryside for solar energy development, where very
large acreages of brown field sites exist, ie. roofs of domestic, industrial and agricultural buildings.
3. As I stated at the hearing earlier this year, even if all 280 acres of search areas were developed the contribution to the national grid would be negligible. It would amount to
putting 4.5MW into the grid system already carrying an average of 35,000MW. PCC would be blighting the Welsh landscape and homeowners living within it for almost no gain at
all.
4. I object to wind speed maps appearing on PCC’s website. This risks the same blighting effect as the search areas, should they be discovered by potential purchasers of
property.
No further comments.
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6871.N1//RE1
Source: Email
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC123 NOT DULYMADE.
Type: Not duly made

Mode

Status Not duly made or Late

Reason for request to speak at hearing
Box not completed - will need to ascertain if Representor wishes to speak or not.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Expresses concern about property blight. Also concerned about complexity and amount of published information beng difficult to track and understand. NOT DULYMADE.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6889

Agent:

Mynydd Y Gwynt Limited

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6889.N1//RE1

Aaron and Partners LLP

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 123 policy RE1
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. Policy RE1 does conform to the requirements of PPW [WPP11b] and represents a positive approach to any renewable energy
proposals that should come forward. The wording of the policy reflects para. 2.4 and 2.13 of TAN8 and seeks to concentrate, not confine, wind energy proposals greater than
25MW within or close to the boundaries of SSAsThe Policy does provide a means for achieving the required belance through the use of the word 'unacceptable' which
recognises that negative impacts may be inevitable. All relevant policies of the Plan would apply to any renewable energy development proposal and therefore need to be
assessed as to the degree of unacceptability that the proposal involves. The Council therefore considers that no changes are therefore required to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 regarding policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Our client considers that Policy RE1 should be rejected for the following reasons:
(a) Policy RE1 as a whole does not conform with planning policy, and in particular Planning Policy Wales which seeks to optimise renewable energy development.
(b) The policy seeks to restrict wind farm developments of over 25MW to within or close to the boundaries of the Strategic Search Areas; this is inappropriate as TAN 8 does not
prohibit development outside of the Strategic Search Areas and, in any event, planning applications for wind farms over 10MW are determined by the Welsh Ministers and not by
Powys County Council.
(c) Policy RE1 only permits renewable energy development that complies with all other policies in the LDP and does not have an unacceptable adverse effect on a wide range of
matters (including landscape, natural environment and historic environment). This policy does not reflect the planning balance assessment that needs to be undertaken in
determining an application for a wind farm. For example, it is inevitable that numerous large turbines will have a negative impact on the landscape (and potentially on other
sensitive receptors) but the proposed development may still be acceptable because of the benefits of the development.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Policy RE1 should be redrafted to reflect the above comments.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to policy RE1 as it does not conform to national policy in terms of optimising renewable energy development and restricting wind farm developments of 25MW within or
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6889.N1//RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 123 policy RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

close to SSA boundaries. The policy does not reflect the planning balance assessment needed in determining a planning application for a windfarm.
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6959

Anderson, Mr James

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6959.N1/3.3.20-3.3

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 29
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy,
para.3.3.20-3.3.23
Policy: SP3

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-04. Housing - Affordable Housing

The LDP’s approach towards the release of land outside settlement boundaries for affordable housing accords with the provisions made under national planning policy and
guidance for this (see Chapter 9 of Planning Policy Wales - WPP11b - and Technical Advice Note (TAN) 2 – WPP15). The LDP’s development management policy H6, referred
to in the reasoned justification to policy SP3, sets out the specific limited circumstances under which the development on exception sites outside development boundaries will be
permitted. The Council, alongside Housing Associations, will work to ensure the right housing is being built in the right areas to address the needs of residents whilst meeting
sustainability goals.
The LDP does not plan for major developments outside the proposed settlement boundaries and LDP housing allocations are contained within these boundaries. The scale of
affordable housing developments on exception sites will be required to be commensurate with the defined need and appropriate to the settlement tier, in accordance with LDP
policy H6.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC29 regarding reasoned justification to policy SP3 in relation to affordable housing outside development boundaries

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
I object to the release of land outside of settlement boundaries specifically for affordable homes. There is a significant risk that such a policy could lead to the isolation /
segregation of people who cannot afford to by their home on the open market on the outskirts of towns away from access to services. Such segregation will hinder community
cohesion.
I also object to the release of land outside of settlement boundaries as open countryside should be safeguarded for future generations. Land within settlement boundaries should
always be used first. Developers will generally seek to build on Greenfield sites due to lower costs (no demolition etc.), but not requiring developers to redevelop existing
brownfield sites can lead to unsightly areas reducing the attractiveness / sustainability of existing settlement areas.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
The proposal to make special arrangements outside of settlement boundaries for affordable housing to be dropped.
Major applications submitted for land outside of settlement areas that is not overtly stated within the local development plan as being allocated for housing development should
also be rejected. This will also seek to reduce the risk of oversupply of building land that could lead to the loss of local builders who may go out of business because they cannot

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6959.N1/3.3.20-3.3

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 29
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

sell the houses they have built due to excess housing on the market.
Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
MAC 29
MAC 24
Environmental Report Addendum (Including Candidate Sites)

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to the release of land outside of settlement boundaries specifically for affordable homes as this could lead to segregation and isolation which could hinder community
cohesion, and also as open countryside should be safeguarded for future generations. Major applications outside settlement areas should also be rejected.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6959.N2/3.3.6/SP1

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC 24
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy,
para.3.3.6
Policy: SP1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Council Response:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-02. Housing - Distribution and Numbers

The Representor's views are noted. However, the Council has previously set out it's reasoning with regard to the Dwelling Requirement Figure (DRF) in a paper at the request of
the Inspector (Examination Document: ED046, Hearing Session 3, Action Point 1) and the MAC stage has provided an opportunity to explain this reasoning in the LDP. Welsh
Government Population and Household Projections are regularly reviewed and the Council would comment that the LDP process itself has flexibility, through monitoring and
review, to adapt to changing circumstances over the lifetime of the Plan. At present the DRF is deemed to be evidenced and appropriate and the Council does not support a
change in this regard.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6959.N2/3.3.6/SP1

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC 24
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Submitted against MAC24 requesting review of housing requirement in light of recent household projections

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Welsh Government suggest that the evidence suggests that around 1,605 new housing units are required to meet the needs of residents over the plan period. However, the LDP
includes land supply to deliver 5,596 units, with a minimum target of 4,500 units.
If the need is for 1,605 units, and agreement to either 5,596 or 4,500 units is reached, there will be significant oversupply of housing land / units. With a finite number of people
who will be looking to buy houses or to rent in Powys, an oversupply is likely to lead to unsustainable housing markets and a loss of local builders due to an inability to sell houses
in a housing market flooded with new houses.
The position is likely to be made more critical given the number of planning applications for major housing developments being submitted outside of the LDP which as approved
may increase the number of houses built further.
Finally, if it is accepted that there is a finite number of people who wish to buy or rent housing in Powys, then a logical outcome is that the first housing units to market may sell to
the detriment of units seeking planning permission / coming to the market later. This could mean that agreed housing is not located in the best locations to support community
cohesion / sustainability, but simply in the areas that developers act first (whether this is in areas supported by the LDP or not). Such a position would be against the aims of the
LDP, and would not result in rational, consistent or sustainable planning.

Council Response:
Question: 3c

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

Representation Texts:

The number of houses required to be built under the LDP should be reviewed in light of Welsh Government’s assessment of need, and the number of houses supported for
development within the LDP adjusted downward as appropriate. My view is that the number of new housing units required as suggested by Welsh Government should be adopted.

Council Response:

0

Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

Reason for request to speak at hearing
MAC 29
MAC 24
Environmental Report Addendum (Including Candidate Sites)

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to the use of the 2011 based projections rather than the more recent (March 2017) household projections to form the dwelling requirement figure.
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6964

RES (Renewable Energy Systems)

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6964.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

27/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC123
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with the Representor and responds to each point as follows: 1. With regard to the requirements of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015 (WFGA),
Examination Document ED020 explains that LDPs submitted before 1st April 2016 do not have to comply with the requirements of the WFGA. The Council did undertake an
assessment of the LDP using the Council's Integrated Impact Assessment Tool (see ED041) which concurred with the LDPs Sustainability Assessment, against which every
stage of the LDP has been assessed throughout the lifetime of the LDP's development. 2. The decision to revise the REA is explained in the RE Position Statement (ED061,
paras 3.0.2 & 3 and section 4). The 7Km buffer is suggested by the Toolkit (WPP50) for the treatment of visual impacts as beyond that distance, wind developments do not
appear dominant in the landscape. Following representations from the National Park authorities at FFC stage regarding the duty to have regard to the purposes of the National
Park and the potential harm to the designated landscapes, this standard visual impact buffer as proposed by the Toolkit was applied. PPW states that National Parks and AONB
are of equal status in terms of landscape and scenic beauty and in development plans should be treated as of equivalent status. The Council also received Representations from
NRW and the Ministry of Defence requesting buffers be applied to SPA's and the Sennybridge Training Area. The 7km buffer around SSA's and existing windfarm developments
is a visual buffer around areas where landscape change is considered acceptable and to mitigate the potential impacts of cumulative development, but does not preclude
development close to SSA boundaries if acceptable sites can be located 3. Local scale and community schemes are covered by criterion 4 of Policy RE1; including RE
development in other appropriate locations would be repeating national planning policy and is therefore un-necessary;With regards the relevance of criterion 6 the representor's
comments are noted, however this criterion arose from the action points of Hearing Session 15. The Council therefore considers that no further changes are necessary to make
the Plan sound.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC123 RE1 regarding evidence base and national policy

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the Schedule of Matters Arising Changes to the Powys Local Development Plan (LDP). The aim of these representations is to assist
Powys County Council (PCC) in formulating an appropriate Development Plan, which will promote the generation of energy from renewable and low carbon energy sources.
Renewable Energy Systems Ltd (RES) is one of the world’s leading renewable energy project developers with operations across Europe, North America and Asia-Pacific. The
company has been an established presence at the forefront of the wind energy industry since the 1970s, with a portfolio which has grown to more than 12GW worldwide. As a
result of its long-term involvement in the renewable energy sector, RES has gained a high level of expertise in the development, design, construction, financing and operation of
small to large scale wind farm projects, as well as biomass, solar PV, anaerobic digestion, offshore wind, marine energy and battery storage.
With every project, RES is committed to building a more sustainable future. Therefore it is integral that each of its schemes is designed and built to generate energy in the most
economic way with minimal environmental impact.
RES is fully engaged in the development plan process and wishes to participate in creating a positive framework which will promote the generation of energy from renewable and
low carbon energy sources.
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1. The LDP in the Context of National Renewable Energy and Carbon Reduction Policies UK and Welsh Governments are required by legislation to make large overall savings in
carbon. For example the Environment Act 2016 places a duty on Welsh Government to develop carbon budgets with the aim of reducing our greenhouse gas emissions by at
least 80% by 2050.
On 26 September 2017 the Cabinet Secretary for Environment Lesley Griffiths announced ambitious targets for energy generation in Wales, including setting a target for Wales to
generate 70 percent of its electricity consumption from renewable energy by 2030. The statement also set a target of one Gigawatt of renewable electricity capacity to be locally
owned by 2030 and an aim to have an element of local ownership in all new renewable energy projects by 2020.
Planning Policy Wales (PPW) requires Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) to have a key role in facilitating the development of all forms of renewable and low carbon energy. This
role will be increasingly important for all LPAs in Wales if the legal requirements and this latest ambitious target are to be met. The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act
2015 requires public bodies, including local authorities like PCC, to use the ‘five ways of working’ to maximise their contribution to the seven wellbeing goals. At the next iteration
of the LDP, PCC must satisfy its duties under the 2015 Act and demonstrate that its LDP aligns to the seven well-being goals and PCC’s own emerging well-being objectives.
RES considers that the proposed renewable energy policy (Policy RE1) of the LDP requires amending to ensure that PCC satisfies its duties under the 2015 Act. With the right
policy, renewable energy development in Powys will further the seven well-being goals, by helping to achieve:
innovative, productive low carbon industry and skilled jobs;

2. Update to the Renewable Energy Assessment and PCC Renewable Energy Position Statement
Further to PPW, the December 2015 Ministerial Letter encouraged LPAs to utilise the results of the Renewable Energy Assessments (REA) in formulating local policies (including
allocations or areas of search) for local authority scale renewable energy schemes (5-25MW). The letter clearly outlines that the “designation of such areas would show
leadership at the local level; give certainty to the renewable energy industry in making investment decisions; and, through the LDP consultation process, would give communities
a say as to where renewable energy development should be located”.
In May 2017, PCC issued a position statement on renewable energy alongside an update to the August 2016 REA. In updating the REA a significant change has been made to
the potential wind resource within the County, outside of the identified Strategic Search Areas (SSAs). This has led to the most recent REA identifying only 4MW of additional
onshore wind potential with no Local Search Areas (LSAs) identified for onshore wind outside of the SSAs. This is in stark contrast to the capacity of 1,124MW for onshore wind
within the 2016 update to the REA along with identifying several wind LSAs that could accommodate this capacity.
It is unclear why the 2016 update was revised and it is unclear why the potential for additional wind resource within the County has, without justification, been significantly reduced
as a consequence of the 2017 update.
The REA and May 2017 position statement outline the following rationale behind the 2017 update: “The REA was originally compiled based on the method set out in the Welsh
Government guidance document ‘Planning for Renewable and Low Carbon Energy – A Toolkit for Planners’ July 2010. A revision of the ‘Toolkit’ was produced in September 2015
and, in response this REA has been updated to incorporate changes”.
This does not explain the rationale behind the 2017 update given that the 2016 REA also outlined that the method had been updated to take account of the 2015 toolkit. It
appears that the reason for the 2017 update was to introduce additional criteria to effectively rule out the potential for further onshore wind development, with no LSAs for wind
being identified. The criteria below were added to the 2017 REA, with no valid justification, in addition to the criteria set by the 2015 Welsh Government Toolkit:

All of these criteria are matters that would more reasonably be for developers to consider during development of a project. There are many cases where wind farms have been
acceptable within 7km of sensitive landscapes, as the impact will very much depend on the local situation. Similarly, wind farms can be constructed in areas of peat with
13/12/2017
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appropriate mitigation. The issue of grid accessibility is a matter for the developer rather than criteria which identify a potential resource. Grid accessibility/connectivity is also a
changing position and therefore completely inappropriate to use at the resource assessment stage.
Furthermore, the proposed 7km buffer around consented schemes and SSAs includes areas that already have wind turbines that have previously been considered acceptable.
These areas offer great potential for further development and it is for developers to demonstrate the suitability of the sites during the application process. It is important to note
that Policy RE1 encourages wind development in areas within or close to SSAs which is in complete conflict with the proposed application of a 7km buffer for the purposes of
policy development.
The 2015 Toolkit was published in order to assist LPAs in the preparation of policies “that can support and facilitate the deployment of renewable and low carbon energy
systems”. The toolkit gives some flexibility to include additional criteria; however the use of additional restrictive criteria will significantly and unreasonably reduce the opportunity
for onshore wind development in Powys. That does not facilitate the deployment of renewable and low carbon energy systems, which the Toolkit aims to achieve.
3. Schedule of Matters Arising Changes - Policy RE1
Although the policy wording has been significantly updated through the Schedule of Matters Arising Changes we note the following main points and request that consideration is
given to a further revision of the policy wording:
The policy is silent in relation to renewable energy development in other appropriate locations (e.g. previously developed land which has support through TAN 8);
development in or close to SSAs; and
In addition, if any of the foregoing points in relation to the evidence base and REA are accepted, the policy may require further amendment in relation to the potential for onshore
wind at the local scale and the need to avoid conflicting with national policy.
Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Concerns regarding the revisions to the renewable energy assessment, loss of Wind LSAs, Renewable Energy Policy, and compatiblility with the Well-being of Future
Generations (Wales) Act 2015, National Policy. Highlights policy omissions, and contradictions.
0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM13

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

The LDP policies are worded to be positive and to enable development to take place in order to meet the Plan's sustainable objectives. The policy framework, through policies
DM1 (Planning Obligations) and DM13 (Design and Resources), enables the LPA to ensure that adequate infrastructure and services are provided to meet a development’s
needs along with those of the community. The Council is satisfied therefore, that no further changes are required to criterion 13 of policy DM13.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC62 regarding Policy DM13 (13) requesting additonal wording regarding utilities (capacity)

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

OFFICER NOTE: This is a representation submitted by Cllr A Jenner with the support of Glyn Davies M.P., Russell George A.M., and 23 individual County Councillors. Please
refer to the clarification email saved with representation confirming which Councillors supported the representation. (Please note that the Council's Cabinet did not support the
representation, nor did all of the Cainet members as inferred by the representation).
We write in response to the current consultation on Powys’ Local Development Plan 2011-2026 (the LDP). It is understood that consultation comments must relate to the Matters
Arising Changes (MAC) and so in addition to highlighting the relevant MAC Schedule references (as done above), for clarity, we also refer to the specific paragraph and page
numbers in the Composite LDP which incorporate the MAC.
(link:htttp://pstatic.powys.gov.uk/fileadmin/Docs/Planning/LDP/LDP_2015/LDP_Stages/2017_MAC/Composite_Version_incorporating_Matters_Arising_Changes_September_201
7__En.pdf )
Firstly, we wish to make some general comments which give context/background to the additions which we request you give your due consideration for inclusion in the LDP.
Contextual Comments
1.There has been a considerable lapse of time since the allocated LDP sites were initially consulted on and agreed. During this period, the flood gates have opened to non LDP
applications (and indeed non Unitary Development Plan (UDP)) applications. Many of these applications have been approved and there are still more applications coming through
which are outside the LDP allocated sites and the UDP. Due to this, the sustainability position in many towns, large and small villages has moved on since the allocated LDP sites
were agreed.
2.There is a risk that if these approved non LDP sites are developed and then LDP site applications are also developed, that villages just won’t have the services, resources or
utilities to sustain such development. Further, the necessary infrastructure or amenities may not be able to be reasonably increased or improved by way of planning conditions or

13/12/2017
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obligations, depending on the individual circumstances in the villages.
3.It is understood that once the LDP is adopted, legislation (The Planning and Compulsory Act 2004 (Section 38, 6)) states that any “… determination must be made in
accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.” As the Local Planning Authority, we therefore have a legal duty to determine applications in line with
the development plan. With this in mind, and due to the concerns mentioned in 1 and 2 above, the amendments we suggest below are fundamental to enable decision makers
(albeit in exceptional circumstances) to reject any applications for unstainable development where the services/utilities/resources in a village are at capacity. The need for our
suggested additions to be included in the LDP is also backed up by recent comments provided from Powys County Council, which have stated that refusals of LDP site
applications would be “highly unusual given the weight that is attached to the development plan in decision making”.
4.One of the LDP objectives is to ensure sustainable development and it is this principle which has underpinned the reasoning for this submission. Further, The Well Being of
Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 also requires Sustainable Development, and it is hoped that our suggested amendments guarantee that this requirement is met.
5.Finally, please note that our requested amendments are not intended to apply to single site applications which are often logical settlement extensions and are often intended to
provide housing for local family members or employees. Rather, our comments relate to multiple dwelling applications where there is evidence to show that a town or village is at
capacity and cannot sustain further multiple dwelling developments.
Requested Additions to the LDP
With the above contextual/background comments in mind, we request that the following additions are included in the LDP
DM 13 Design and Resources Policy (from page 75). We request the addition of the following wording at point 13:
Should it be evidenced that utility services are inadequate or at capacity and such services cannot reasonably be increased or improved, development of an allocated LDP site
(as allocated in H1) will not be permitted and future development will be constrained until a satisfactory alternative can be found.
As stated above, our concerns relate to applications for multiple dwellings and not to single site dwelling applications which are often logical settlement extensions (often for local
family members and workers etc). From interpreting the wording in H1 (paragraphs 2.1 and 4.6.1 (Criterion 1 and 2)), we presume such single site applications should be
permitted according to the LDP and we support this allowance.
We trust that you will give due consideration to our requests. Further, given our submission has come from a Member of Parliament, A Welsh Assembly Member and a significant
number of Councillors representing the interests of many communities in Powys, we hope that your consideration gives due weight to this and that you recognise the concern
highlighted above which many of Powys’ Residents have.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
DM 13 Design and Resources Policy (from page 75). We request the addition of the following wording at point 13:
Should it be evidenced that utility services are inadequate or at capacity and such services cannot reasonably be increased or improved, development of an allocated LDP site
(as allocated in H1) will not be permitted and future development will be constrained until a satisfactory alternative can be found.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
I would wish to speak about the background/context to the representation and the requested additions to the LDP (i.e. the whole representation). It is necessary due to the public
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interest in ensuring sustainable development in Powys.
Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Policy wording change proposed to account for scenarios when utility services are at capacity/inadequate.

Council Response:

0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.6.1
Policy: H1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-03. Housing - Delivery and Infrastructure

Whilst acknowledging the concerns raised in this representation, the Council wishes to re-iterate that the employment and housing sites selected for LDP allocation are those
which have been assessed as suitable, available and deliverable within the Plan period. It is an objective of the LDP that the allocated sites will be developed successfully by
2026 so that the Plan meets identified needs and that development is secured in line with the overall growth and spatial strategy.
Due to the preparation work undertaken at the LDP Candidate Sites Assessment stage and further work thereafter, it is considered that infrastructure issues are unlikely to be so
significant as to make development of allocated sites unfeasible or unviable. LDP Policy DM1 relates to planning obligations including securing essential infrastructure and
services where necessary to make a development acceptable in planning terms. Planning decisions should be made within a framework of positive and pro-active planning with
the presumption in favour of sustainable development (PPW Chapter 4).
Under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act decisions on planning applications should be made in accordance with the adopted development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. The planning application process is able to deal on a case by case basis judging each proposal on its own planning merits including those
situations where infrastructure concerns are raised and substantiated as material planning considerations.
Given this overall framework, the Council cannot support the proposed changes to the Plan as they are not considered necessary or relevant changes which would contribute to
the soundness of the LDP. As Councillors are aware, it is in the interests of the Council to have an adopted LDP so as to ensure the plan-led system is functioning effectively,
thus providing greater certainty and consistency around development decisions for the benefit of all stakeholders.

Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
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Submitted against MAC92 regarding reasoned justification to policy H1 requesting additional wording relating to settlement capacity

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
OFFICER NOTE: This is a representation submitted by Cllr A Jenner with the support of Glyn Davies M.P., Russell George A.M., and 23 individual County Councillors. Please
refer to the clarification email saved with representation confirming which Councillors supported the representation. (Please note that the Council's Cabinet did not support the
representation, nor did all of the Cabinet members as inferred by the representation).
We write in response to the current consultation on Powys’ Local Development Plan 2011-2026 (the LDP). It is understood that consultation comments must relate to the Matters
Arising Changes (MAC) and so in addition to highlighting the relevant MAC Schedule references (as done above), for clarity, we also refer to the specific paragraph and page
numbers in the Composite LDP which incorporate the MAC.
(link:
http://pstatic.powys.gov.uk/fileadmin/Docs/Planning/LDP/LDP_2015/LDP_Stages/2017_MAC/Composite_Version_incorporating_Matters_Arising_Changes_September_2017__En
.pdf )
Firstly, we wish to make some general comments which give context/background to the additions which we request you give your due consideration for inclusion in the LDP.
Contextual Comments
1.There has been a considerable lapse of time since the allocated LDP sites were initially consulted on and agreed. During this period, the flood gates have opened to non LDP
applications (and indeed non Unitary Development Plan (UDP)) applications. Many of these applications have been approved and there are still more applications coming through
which are outside the LDP allocated sites and the UDP. Due to this, the sustainability position in many towns, large and small villages has moved on since the allocated LDP sites
were agreed.
2.There is a risk that if these approved non LDP sites are developed and then LDP site applications are also developed, that villages just won’t have the services, resources or
utilities to sustain such development. Further, the necessary infrastructure or amenities may not be able to be reasonably increased or improved by way of planning conditions or
obligations, depending on the individual circumstances in the villages.
3.It is understood that once the LDP is adopted, legislation (The Planning and Compulsory Act 2004 (Section 38, 6)) states that any “… determination must be made in
accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.” As the Local Planning Authority, we therefore have a legal duty to determine applications in line with
the development plan. With this in mind, and due to the concerns mentioned in 1 and 2 above, the amendments we suggest below are fundamental to enable decision makers
(albeit in exceptional circumstances) to reject any applications for unstainable development where the services/utilities/resources in a village are at capacity. The need for our
suggested additions to be included in the LDP is also backed up by recent comments provided from Powys County Council, which have stated that refusals of LDP site
applications would be “highly unusual given the weight that is attached to the development plan in decision making”.
4.One of the LDP objectives is to ensure sustainable development and it is this principle which has underpinned the reasoning for this submission. Further, The Well Being of
Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 also requires Sustainable Development, and it is hoped that our suggested amendments guarantee that this requirement is met.
5.Finally, please note that our requested amendments are not intended to apply to single site applications which are often logical settlement extensions and are often intended to
provide housing for local family members or employees. Rather, our comments relate to multiple dwelling applications where there is evidence to show that a town or village is at
capacity and cannot sustain further multiple dwelling developments.

13/12/2017
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Requested Additions to the LDP
With the above contextual/background comments in mind, we request that the following addition is included in the LDP
H1 Housing and Development Proposals. We request the addition of the following wording be added as a further criterion at paragraph 4.6.1:
Where development of non-allocated LDP sites has commenced (since the LDP allocated sites were previously identified) and it can be evidenced that the services, resources,
infrastructure or utilities in a village/settlement are now at capacity, then development of an LDP site (as allocated in H1) will not be permitted until capacity is improved or
extended. Where capacity cannot be reasonable extended or improved through planning conditions or obligations, the development will not be permitted and future development
will be constrained until a satisfactory alternative can be found.
As stated above, our concerns relate to applications for multiple dwellings and not to single site dwelling applications which are often logical settlement extensions (often for local
family members and workers etc). From interpreting the wording in H1 (paragraphs 2.1 and 4.6.1 (Criterion 1 and 2)), we presume such single site applications should be
permitted according to the LDP and we support this allowance.
We trust that you will give due consideration to our requests. Further, given our submission has come from a Member of Parliament, A Welsh Assembly Member and a significant
number of Councillors representing the interests of many communities in Powys, we hope that your consideration gives due weight to this and that you recognise the concern
highlighted above which many of Powys’ Residents have.
Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
H1 Housing and Development Proposals - We request the addition of the following wording be added as a further criterion at paragraph 4.6.1
Where development of non-allocated LDP sites has commenced (since the LDP allocated sites were previously identified) and it can be evidenced that the services, resources,
infrastructure or utilities in a village/settlement are now at capacity, then development of an LDP site (as allocated in H1) will not be permitted until capacity is improved or
extended. Where capacity cannot be reasonable extended or improved through planning conditions or obligations, the development will not be permitted and future development
will be constrained until a satisfactory alternative can be found.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
I would wish to speak about the background/context to the representation and the requested additions to the LDP (i.e. the whole representation). It is necessary due to the public
interest in ensuring sustainable development in Powys.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Proposed addition to the Reasoned Justification at para 4.6.1 to account for scenarios in which the services, resources, infrastructure or utilities in a village/settlement are at
capacity.
0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions, para.4.6.3
Policy: H2

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-03. Housing - Delivery and Infrastructure

Whilst acknowledging the concerns raised in this representation, the Council wishes to re-iterate that the employment and housing sites selected for LDP allocation are those
which have been assessed as suitable, available and deliverable within the Plan period. It is an objective of the LDP that the allocated sites will be developed successfully by
2026 so that the Plan meets identified needs and that development is secured in line with the overall growth and spatial strategy.
Due to the preparation work undertaken at the LDP Candidate Sites Assessment stage and further work thereafter, it is considered that infrastructure issues are unlikely to be so
significant as to make development of allocated sites unfeasible or unviable. LDP Policy DM1 relates to planning obligations including securing essential infrastructure and
services where necessary to make a development acceptable in planning terms. Planning decisions should be made within a framework of positive and pro-active planning with
the presumption in favour of sustainable development (PPW Chapter 4).
Under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act decisions on planning applications should be made in accordance with the adopted development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. The planning application process is able to deal on a case by case basis judging each proposal on its own planning merits including those
situations where infrastructure concerns are raised and substantiated as material planning considerations.
Given this overall framework, the Council cannot support the proposed changes to the Plan as they are not considered necessary or relevant changes which would contribute to
the soundness of the LDP. As Councillors are aware, it is in the interests of the Council to have an adopted LDP so as to ensure the plan-led system is functioning effectively,
thus providing greater certainty and consistency around development decisions for the benefit of all stakeholders.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC95 regarding reasoned justification to policy H2 requesting additional wording relating to settlement capacity

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
OFFICER NOTE: This is a representation submitted by Cllr A Jenner with the support of Glyn Davies M.P., Russell George A.M., and 23 individual County Councillors. Please
refer to the clarification email saved with representation confirming which Councillors supported the representation. (Please note that the Council's Cabinet did not support the
representation, nor did all of the Cabinet members as inferred by the representation).
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We write in response to the current consultation on Powys’ Local Development Plan 2011-2026 (the LDP). It is understood that consultation comments must relate to the Matters
Arising Changes (MAC) and so in addition to highlighting the relevant MAC Schedule references (as done above), for clarity, we also refer to the specific paragraph and page
numbers in the Composite LDP which incorporate the MAC.
(link:
http://pstatic.powys.gov.uk/fileadmin/Docs/Planning/LDP/LDP_2015/LDP_Stages/2017_MAC/Composite_Version_incorporating_Matters_Arising_Changes_September_2017__En
.pdf )
Firstly, we wish to make some general comments which give context/background to the additions which we request you give your due consideration for inclusion in the LDP.
Contextual Comments
1.There has been a considerable lapse of time since the allocated LDP sites were initially consulted on and agreed. During this period, the flood gates have opened to non LDP
applications (and indeed non Unitary Development Plan (UDP)) applications. Many of these applications have been approved and there are still more applications coming through
which are outside the LDP allocated sites and the UDP. Due to this, the sustainability position in many towns, large and small villages has moved on since the allocated LDP sites
were agreed.
2.There is a risk that if these approved non LDP sites are developed and then LDP site applications are also developed, that villages just won’t have the services, resources or
utilities to sustain such development. Further, the necessary infrastructure or amenities may not be able to be reasonably increased or improved by way of planning conditions or
obligations, depending on the individual circumstances in the villages.
3.It is understood that once the LDP is adopted, legislation (The Planning and Compulsory Act 2004 (Section 38, 6)) states that any “… determination must be made in
accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.” As the Local Planning Authority, we therefore have a legal duty to determine applications in line with
the development plan. With this in mind, and due to the concerns mentioned in 1 and 2 above, the amendments we suggest below are fundamental to enable decision makers
(albeit in exceptional circumstances) to reject any applications for unstainable development where the services/utilities/resources in a village are at capacity. The need for our
suggested additions to be included in the LDP is also backed up by recent comments provided from Powys County Council, which have stated that refusals of LDP site
applications would be “highly unusual given the weight that is attached to the development plan in decision making”.
4.One of the LDP objectives is to ensure sustainable development and it is this principle which has underpinned the reasoning for this submission. Further, The Well Being of
Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 also requires Sustainable Development, and it is hoped that our suggested amendments guarantee that this requirement is met.
5.Finally, please note that our requested amendments are not intended to apply to single site applications which are often logical settlement extensions and are often intended to
provide housing for local family members or employees. Rather, our comments relate to multiple dwelling applications where there is evidence to show that a town or village is at
capacity and cannot sustain further multiple dwelling developments.
Requested Additions to the LDP
With the above contextual/background comments in mind, we request that the following addition is included in the LDP
H1 Housing and Development Proposals (from page 95). We request the addition of the following wording at paragraph 4.6.3 (OFFICER NOTE: 4.6.3 is Reasoned Justification
to Policy H2 not H1, Representation is logged under Policy H2 accordingly although the original representation form quotes H1).
Where development of non-allocated LDP sites has commenced (since the LDP allocated sites were previously identified) and it can be evidenced that the services, resources,
infrastructure or utilities in a village/settlement are now at capacity, then development of an LDP site (as allocated in H1) will not be permitted until capacity is improved or
extended. Where capacity cannot be reasonable extended or improved through planning conditions or obligations, the development will not be permitted and future development
will be constrained until a satisfactory alternative can be found
13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6977.N3/4.6.3/H2

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC95
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

As stated above, our concerns relate to applications for multiple dwellings and not to single site dwelling applications which are often logical settlement extensions (often for local
family members and workers etc). From interpreting the wording in H1 (paragraphs 2.1 and 4.6.1 (Criterion 1 and 2)), we presume such single site applications should be
permitted according to the LDP and we support this allowance.
We trust that you will give due consideration to our requests.
Further, given our submission has come from a Member of Parliament, A Welsh Assembly Member and a significant number of Councillors representing the interests of many
communities in Powys, we hope that your consideration gives due weight to this and that you recognise the concern highlighted above which many of Powys’ Residents have.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
H1 Housing and Development Proposals (from page 95). We request the addition of the following wording at paragraph 4.6.3
Where development of non-allocated LDP sites has commenced (since the LDP allocated sites were previously identified) and it can be evidenced that the services, resources,
infrastructure or utilities in a village/settlement are now at capacity, then development of an LDP site (as allocated in H1) will not be permitted until capacity is improved or
extended. Where capacity cannot be reasonable extended or improved through planning conditions or obligations, the development will not be permitted and future development
will be constrained until a satisfactory alternative can be found.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
I would wish to speak about the background/context to the representation and the requested additions to the LDP (i.e. the whole representation). It is necessary due to the public
interest in ensuring sustainable development in Powys.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Proposed addition to the Reasoned Justification at para 4.6.3 to account for scenarios in which the services, resources, infrastructure or utilities in a village/settlement are at
capacity.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6977.N4//RE1
Source: Email

13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC123
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6977.N4//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC123
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic, development
management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable. In
accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and therefore no
changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 regarding additional wording relating to economic damage

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The renewable energy policy fails to state that it may refuse renewable energy proposals on the grounds of economic damage.
Agriculture and tourism are mainstays of our local economy and must be protected from any disproportional harm from energy proposals.

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

Policy RE1 should be amended so that it includes at para RE1 4 following the words “shall not have an unacceptable adverse effect on:”
A new clause –
“local businesses such as farming, tourism and the supply, retail and other enterprises that serve them”.
This should be at 4.ii with the numbering of all other clauses adjusted accordingly.

Council Response:
Question: 4b

Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing

N/A - wirtten comments
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6977.N4//RE1
Source: Email
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC123
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Summary of Representation
Proposing additional wording to policy RE1.
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

7015

Anderson, Jane

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7015.N1

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC6 - Objects to evidence behind assumptions in para 2.2.13
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP's Context
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

Paragraph 2.2.13 is part of a scene-setting, factual description of Powys' characteristics and the context of the LDP. The Council is satisfied this description is based on sound
evidence and no further changes to this paragraph are necessary to ensure the Plan is sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC6 regarding description of market towns in paragraph 2.2.13

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The claim that market towns continue to offer residents a range of services is not based on a robust analysis of what services are available in reality. For example, whilst on paper
market towns may have a dentist, in reality the post may be vacant, resulting in residents having to go to other market towns to access services.

Council Response:

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
An analysis of services actually available in each market town needs to be undertaken so that appropriate levels of proposed sustainable housing development can be set in
knowledge of how the proposed level of development is likely to impact on local residents / what the level of strain on local services developments are likely to have after true
consideration of the Health and Wellbeing Act requirements.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
MAC6 - Objects to evidence behind assumptions in para 2.2.13
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7015.N2

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC5 - Objects to evidence behind assumptions used in para 2.2.12
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP's Context
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

The Council considers that the LDP is sound , with it's policies and proposals having been based on assessments and evidence of the housing, employment and other needs
across the County. The Plan's Dwelling Requirement Figure addresses all types of housing need and recognises the importance of providing affordable housing but not at the
expense of meeting the housing needs of others in the community such as the housing requirements of the professionals and/or young graduates mentioned by the Representor.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC5 (para 2.2.12) in relation to tourism being a key economic sector

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
This MAC makes an assumption that Tourism is a key economic sector in Powys. However, there is no analysis of tourism trends or that it will continue to generate economic
returns. As a result, the plan fails to provide a realistic plan for employment opportunities, especially in relation to the geographic areas identified as receiving the majority of
housing development. Within the LDP’s proposal to deliver significant levels of affordable housing, a focus on low paid, seasonal work such as leisure and/or agriculture will not
encourage a sustainable attraction of professional / graduates required to support the development of economic opportunities to secure inward investment / higher paid
employment opportunities across Powys.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
A concentration is required on the housing needs of all community members. This includes the housing needs of professional people and young graduates looking to settle in
Powys. An over focus on affordable housing and lower paid employment sectors will not support local communities to prosper.

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

MAC5 - Objects to evidence behind assumptions used in para 2.2.12 concerning tourism, and employment and housing
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7015.N3//SP1

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC24 - Objects to approach taken re Housing Growth
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy
Policy: SP1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

In response to the Representor's concerns, the Council states that the LDP does detail where "major" development will occur, generally through land allocations which recognise
suitable, available and deliverable development sites. In making decisions on planning applications, the Council is obliged to comply with all relevant legislation, national and
local policy and have regard to the material considerations which may be applicable in each instance. Decisions should be made in accordance with the adopted development
plan unless material considerations dictate otherwise. It is recognised that the transition period between adopted statutory development plans, in conjunction with the current
national framework seeking to address and prioritise housing land supply issues has resulted in some new "unforeseen" development sites coming forward in the Powys LPA
area. The Council wishes to see an adopted LDP as quickly as possible to ensure the plan-led system is functioning effectively so as to provide greater certainty and
consistency to all stakeholders. The Council has evidenced the housing target and has assessed LDP sites through a robust candidate sites appraisal process. No further
changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC24 relating to approach towards determining housing growth

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The LDP needs to include development sites identified through a robust appraisal process as being the best sites to meet the housing needs of communities. However, adopting
a housing target that is significantly above the level of housing need identified by Welsh Government together with a call for ‘Windfall Sites’ is likely to lead to irresponsible
planning through adoption of sites that have not been assessed as appropriate for meeting peoples’ needs. Further all the time and effort put in to developing the LDP with the
Council by stakeholders / research evidence gathered will not be relevant to disparate development site proposals added.
Inclusion of such sites which are not defined at the outset will at best leave the LDP document as a rough guide to where development may occur. Further, in light of the number
of major housing development planning applications for sites not supported by the draft LDP for approval, it could be argued that adopting para 3.3.8 will create a free for all
environment for developers, making a mockery of the LDP process and the LDP itsef irrelevant.
Also because planning applications for additional housing outside of / not included or supported within the LDP are submitted directly to the Council’s Planning Department, there
is a disconnect between the aims of the LDP and actual planning consideration. For example, proposed developments on greenfield sites that are not included within the LDP as
still individually considered by Planning Officers even if they would cumulatively result in over supply compared to assessed need. This could lead to unsustainable, over
development of some areas and an overstretching of local services whose capacity was planned for LDP specified housing number.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
The LDP should detail where major development should occur, making it the single reference document for controlling the number of housing units required over the lifetime of
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7015.N3//SP1

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC24 - Objects to approach taken re Housing Growth
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

the plan and governing which housing developments should be supported within the planning process. This will enable the LPD to be plan led, and the evidence / research
provided to support decisions will be clear and transparent as Welsh Government require.
Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
MAC24 - Objects to approach taken to determining Housing Growth

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7015.N4//SP3

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC29 - Objects to approach taken to Exception Sites in paras 3.3.20 -.23
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy
Policy: SP3

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

Strategic Policy SP3 sets out the LDP Affordable Housing Target and the approaches being taken to achieve this. The Council advises that the release of land beyond settlement
boundaries is only supported in very limited circumstances and accords with provisions made under national planning policy and guidance. Detailed policies H1 and H6 (MAC91,
92 and MAC 100) cover the "exceptions" policy which should only be exercised where there is a proven, unmet local need for such housing. The scale of affordable housing
developments on exception sites will be required to be commensurate with the defined need and appropriate to the settlement tier, in accordance with LDP policy H6.
More generally most Affordable Homes will be sought through Policy H5 as part of open market housing developments located within settlements (towns and large villages) and
additionally arise through supply mechanisms other than planning, such as social housing grant. This approach addresses the accessibility concerns cited by the Representor.
Affordable housing includes social housing and the Council, alongside Housing Associations, will work to ensure the right housing is being built in the right areas to address the
needs of residents whilst meeting sustainability goals. No changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC29 regarding reasoned justification to policy SP3 in relation to affordable housing outside settlement boundaries

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
The release of land outside settlement boundaries is ill conceived and will fail to deliver as it lacks insight as to ‘who’ is likely to live in the affordable housing. A significant
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7015.N4//SP3
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Summary: MAC29 - Objects to approach taken to Exception Sites in paras 3.3.20 -.23
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

proportion of residents are likely to be vulnerable people on low income, and/or disabled people who may find is difficult to access private cars for travel in to town centres. LPD
evidence presented paragraph 2.2.9 transport shows that dependence on private car ownership is the norm in Powys. Why should such vulnerable people therefore be forced to
live outside the towns where there may also be no buses or rail links, and away from the main services; this could also lead to discrimination and ghettos.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Peoples’ needs need to drive where housing should be built. All potential development sites within settlement areas should be built on before moving to out of settlement areas.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
MAC29 - Objects to approach taken to Exception Sites in paras 3.3.20 - 23
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

7037

Morgan, Mr R V

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

7037.N1
Source: Post or in person

Summary: Objecting to the proposed development boundary adjacent Woodlands and Hillside, Landrindod Wells - NOT DULY MADE
Type: Not duly made

Petition of 40 signatures

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written
Additional material submitted

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Inset Maps
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-11. Settlements, Allocations and Commitments

Thank you for your representation. However, the representation relates to land which is not an allocated housing site but lies within the identified Llandrindod Wells development
limits in the LDP. This boundary has been proposed in the Plan since the Revised Draft Deposit Plan in 2015 and as such is not subject to a MAC. The representation, therefore,
is deemed not duly made; any representation on this issue should have been made at an earlier consultation stage.
Concern is also expressed about the proposed inclusion within the development limits of additional land which was discussed at Hearing Session 13 as an “alternative site” where
the Council opposed its inclusion. Having been the subject of discussion at the Hearing Session it is now for the Inspector to decide whether the alternative site is included or not.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Not relating to a MAC. Objecting to the proposed development boundary adjacent Woodlands and Hillside, Landrindod Wells (included in the Plan at the deposit stage)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
A covering letter dated 5th October 2017 reads:
Dear Sir/Madam
Re: Proposed changes to the Local Development Plan showing a New Development at the rear
of Woodlands and Gorse Farm Estates (Sites 24,746 and 953).
I enclose c40 signed letters with the issues and concerns that the residents of Woodlands have raised with regards to the proposed changes to the above LDP plan. I would ask
that these be forwarded to the relevant inspector before the closing date of 30th October 2017.
Following the recent public drop-in session, I was surprised to learn that the Council have agreed to
extend the development boundary of the settlement (within the UDP) to include the northern half of
CS963 and the north western part of CS24 - as there was an application before the council in 2015 re
this development which was refused, see attached (with the reasons given, as the site is made up of
sloping fields, which contain mature trees and which sits higher than the adjoining estate and is the last field before the skyline). I am therefore confused as why these sites
have now been included as there has been no material change which could justify this decision being overturned.
There are other very significant issues which also need to be taken into account including:

13/12/2017
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

7037.N1
Source: Post or in person

Summary: Objecting to the proposed development boundary adjacent Woodlands and Hillside, Landrindod Wells - NOT DULY MADE
Type: Not duly made

Mode Written

Status Not duly made or Late

i) Ecology — grassland habitat, great crested newts etc
ii) Woodland — what is the Council’s adopted tree management policy (ATMP) with regards to
the removal of the existing trees.
iii) Surface water drainage.
iv) Highways – new and/or improved highway infrastructure will be required as the existing
road within the estate is too narrow.
I look forward to your response.
Yours faithfully
R V Morgan
Supplementary information attached: 1. c40 signed letters objecting to the development of the site,standard letter plus addiitonal comments
2. an extract from the LDP Candidate Sites Status Report
Council Response:

Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0

Summary of Representation
Petition objecting to the proposed development boundary in Llandrindod Wells located adjacent to Hillside and Woodlands. NOT DULY MADE as not relating to a MAC. The
Council has responded by letter to to the representor acting on behalf of the group petition and explained the position.
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

7043

Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7043.N1/1.5 and 1.

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC2 Introduction
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Introduction,
para.1.5 and 1.7
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

The Council disagrees with the Representor. All stages of the LDP development process have been assessed against a robust and independent Sustainability Appraisal and
Strategic Environmental Assessment. This is to make sure that the LDP takes Sustainable Development to its heart, as evidenced by the Plan's Sustainable Settlement
Hierarchy. Whilst Examination Document ED020 precludes the LDP from the need to comply with the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act, the Council did undertake a high-level
check of its LDP against the 7 goals of the WFGA, similar to that which Gwynedd and Anglesey undertook. The results of this assessment, carried out in October 2016 using the
Council's Integrated Assessment Tool, (see document LDP41) echoed the conclusions of the Sustainability Appraisal. No Change necessary to the Plan.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC2 regarding the application of the Well-being of Future Generations Act

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

This letter supports the covering MAC form and is submitted by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd.
We write to object to the inclusion of revised Policy RE1 in the LDP. Unless otherwise stated, the following comments relate to MACs 2, 123 and 124.
[first part of representation relating to current Welsh Government Policy in respect of renewable energy and climate change entered separately against MAC123 under rep
7043.N2]
Planning (Wales) Act 2015 and Well-being of Future Generations Act 2015
PCC and the Inspector will be aware of PCC’s obligations under the WFGA in the context of the Planning (Wales) Act 2015. Section 2 of the Planning (Wales) Act provides that
when exercising its functions in respect of preparing a local development plan PCC must ensure, as part of carrying out sustainable development in accordance with the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015, that the development and use of land contribute to economic, social, environmental, and cultural well-being of Wales3. We have seen
document ED020 which states that the Planning (Wales) Act 2015 (Commencement No. 2 and Transitional and Saving Provisions) Order 2015 precludes the WFGA from
applying to LDP’s submitted for examination before 1 April 2016.
We believe that this is not a sustainable position for PCC to take. Whilst it is legally correct, any decision taken by PCC in accordance with an adopted LDP will need to take
account of the WFGA as it applies to the specific planning application. As such, should the plan be adopted without addressing the requirements of the Well-being goals, there
will be a clear gap (and a potential conflict) which PCC will need to account for in determining every planning application. Document ED020 notes that the same Order applies to
the Gwynedd and Ynys Mon joint LDP. Gwynedd and Ynys Mon anticipated this and have taken a pragmatic approach towards the WFGA, undertaking a high level assessment
of their joint LDP to ensure that it complies with the seven goals in the WFGA (see enclosed extract from their joint LDP).

13/12/2017
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7043.N1/1.5 and 1.
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC2 Introduction
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

As such, to demonstrate the LDP is in accordance with the WFGA, both PCC and the Inspector should ensure that the LDP supports the Well-being goals (set out in WFGA) and
the Well-being objectives (listed in the Government’s revised Well-being Statement 2017). As currently drafted, we do not consider that policy RE1 supports the delivery of a low
carbon society, given the constraints used by PCC to identify the available resource.
In addition, and in the context of the MAC and the new Government policy, it is unclear throughout the LDP how the forthcoming changes to the planning regime will be
accommodated. For example, the Developments of National Significance (DNS) regime is not mentioned at all in the LDP (except as “DNS” in AMR26 on p.164 of the revised
composite LDP) or an explanation of how PCC policy applies in the DNS context. Moreover, policy RE1 does not take account of the thresholds set out in the DNS regime (i.e.
anything over 10MW will be within the competence of the Welsh Government). Once the NDF is adopted policy RE1 will be immediately out of date and inconsistent for DNS
schemes, and possibly for schemes below this threshold should Welsh Government take the view that a more centralised approach to renewable energy policy is required.
We recognise that the planning regime in Wales is in a period of change and that PCC cannot speculate on future policies. However, current Government policy is clearly
focussed on delivering more renewable energy schemes and the DNs regime is already in place and will be strengthened by the NDF once it becomes a statutory development
plan. Given that the LDP will be in place until 2026 it should reflect current policy to ensure that its policies (principally policy RE1) are resilient and provide users of the planning
system with clarity and certainty. Allowing the adoption of a policy that does not accord with the Government’s stated approach and objectives will immediately lead to policy
conflicts; which will not provide the public with confidence in the system. As currently drafted, we consider that policy RE1 is unsound and should be amended to reflect the
current direction of Welsh Government policy. In addition, RE1 does not support the well-being objectives 3 and 11, noted above.
National Policy Considerations
Technical Advice Note 8: Planning for Renewable Energy (TAN8) and Planning Policy Wales (PPW) provide guidance on the development of renewable energy schemes and the
need to ensure a transition to a low carbon society (N.B. this latter requirement follows the wording in the previous Well-being objective, not new Objective 3, listed above).
Notwithstanding these policies and the need (i) to set clear targets to facilitate the development of all forms of renewable and low carbon energy by considering the contributions
that PCC’s area can make; (ii) to create development plan policies that enable this contribution to be delivered; and (iii) to ensure that development management decisions are
consistent with national and internal climate change obligations, including contribution to renewable energy targets and aspirations, PCC has consistently under-delivered on its
requirement to deliver renewable energy development.4
Whilst PCC has produced a Renewable Energy Assessment (detailed below) it has failed to transpose this into policy or a Supplementary Planning Document since it was
originally produced in 2015.
Policy RE1 has been diluted to such an extent that it neither acts as a driver to tackle climate change nor is it compliant with TAN8 or PPW. Neither TAN8 nor PPW seek to
constrain renewable development in the same way as policy RE1. RE1, as currently drafted, is contrary to the spirit of national policy and guidance, for example, PPW at para.
12.8.2, requires planning policy at all levels to facilitate delivery of renewable energy development.
FOOTNOTE 1 http://gov.wales/newsroom/environmentandcountryside/2017/170928-lesley-griffiths-high-on-ambition-for-clean-energy/?lang=en. Accessed online on 30 October
2017
FOONOTE 2 see s.4 WFGA
FOONOTE 3 On this point, it is unclear why MAC2 states that “Update the relevant text in the LDP regarding changes to national planning legislation and guidance and the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 to clarify that the Act does not apply to the LDP”. Given the linkage between s.2 of the Planning (Wales) Act 2015, this statement
does not appear to be correct.
FOOTNOTE 4 See PPW Chapter 12 and the Minister for Natural Resources letter to LPAs dated 10 December 2015.
[remainder of representations specifically stated as relating to MACs 123 and 124 - entered separately]
Attachment which includes an extract from Anglesey and Gwynedd's Local Development Plan and from the associated Inspector's Report relating to the Well-being of Future
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Generations (Wales) 2015 Act, Wales Act 2017 / Planning (Wales) Act 2015.
Council Response:
Question: 3c

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

Representation Texts:
Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
Given the significant recent policy announcements from Welsh Government, and the need to ensure the LDP is found sound and in compliance with the WFGA, we consider that
the Inspector should hold a further Renewable Energy specific hearing to test RE1 and the REA against the new Government policy.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to MAC2 as PCC's position on the application of the Well-being of Future Generations to the LDP is not believed to be sustainable. Any decision taken by PCC in
accordance with an adopted LDP will need to take into account the WFGA as it applies to the specific planning applciation. Reference to Gwynedd and Ynys Mon having
undertaken a high level assessment of their joint LDP.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7043.N2//RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC 123 Policy RE1
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

13/12/2017
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The Council disagrees with this representation. PPW [WPP11b] requires the Council to undertake a renewable energy assesssment in line with the Toolkit for Planners [WPP50]
. In doing so the Council has applied the assumptions in the Toolkit. It is noted that the objector contends some of the assumptions. However, developers are not bound by the
Toolkit and may look to develop in other locations provided that they meet Policy RE1 and are in accordance with the Development Plan and all other material considerations. In
accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations.With regard to the
requirements of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015 (WFGA), Examination Document ED020 explains that LDPs submitted before 1st April 2016 do not have to comply
with the requirements of the WFGA. The Council did undertake an assessment of the LDP using the Council's Integrated Impact Assessment Tool (see ED041) which concurred
with the LDPs Sustainability Assessment, against which every stage of the LDP has been assessed throughout the lifetime of the LDP's development. Criterion 6 arose as a
consequence of the act point arising from Hearing Session 15.Policy RE1 is applicable to all scales of renewable energy development proposals including local and
community schemes. The Council therefore considers that no further changes are necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC123 regarding Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
[same representation entered under 7043.N3]
This letter supports the covering MAC form and is submitted by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd.
We write to object to the inclusion of revised Policy RE1 in the LDP. Unless otherwise stated, the following comments relate to MACs 2, 123 and 124.
Current Welsh Government Policy
We draw Powys County Council’s (PCC) and the Inspector’s attention to a number of recent policy documents which have been published by the Welsh Government, relating to
current Government strategy on renewable energy and climate change.
Ministerial Statement
On 28 September 2017 the Cabinet Secretary for Environment and Rural Affairs, Lesley Griffiths AM, announced that Wales should be at the forefront of global efforts to
decarbonise and announced new and increased targets for renewable energy production in Wales.1 Wales now has a target to generate 70% of its electricity consumption from
renewable energy by 2030. Furthermore, there is a target for 1GW of renewable electricity capacity in Wales to be locally owned by 2030 with all renewable schemes to have at
least and element of local ownership by 2020.
This policy should be taken into account as part of the local development plan (LDP) process and in assessing the soundness of Policy RE1. Clearly, determining whether ‘the
plan fits’ in terms of Planning Policy Wales (and in accordance with the guidance in the LDP Manual (2015)) includes considering whether the LDP has regard to national policy.
Taking Wales Forward, Prosperity for All and Well-being Statement 2017
In September, the Welsh Government published its strategy for the current term (2016-2021) Taking Wales Forward outlines the Government’s key priorities over the coming 5
years.
There is real emphasis on ensuring that the promises set out in the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 (WFGA) are delivered, including the need to tackle
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climate change and ensure that the Government’s Green Growth Wales agenda is delivered. Key commitments in the strategy include: promoting community-led projects,
including community energy; progressing towards the goal of reducing greenhouse emissions by at least 80% by 2050; “supporting the development of more renewable energy
projects…and community energy schemes”; and investing in the skills required for the green economy and promoting green growth and innovation.
The strategy is supported by Prosperity for All which provides further detail on the headline principles outlined in the strategy document. There is a recognition that climate
change is set to continue, meaning that Wales has to reduce carbon emissions and actively manage the risks that climate change presents to health, well-being and to
communities. On p.10, states:
Low carbon energy generation and greater use of renewable energy sources, including community energy schemes have the potential to cut carbon emissions while benefitting
local areas.
Key actions for Welsh Government, set out in the document, are to “introduce a new National Development Framework, setting out a 20-year land use plan for Wales, guiding
strategic development and supported by the National Infrastructure for Wales” and to “set out a low carbon pathway providing clarity and certainty for action and investment
around the low carbon economy through setting targets for 2020, 2030 and 2040”. Finally, the document provides that the Welsh Government will seek to “establish a bespoke
infrastructure consenting process which is responsive to business and community needs, to support sustainable economic growth, and to decarbonise our energy supply”.
Page 21 of Prosperity for All sets out how Wales needs to deliver high quality, modern infrastructure which supports the Welsh Government’s goals for lower carbon living. Again
the creation of the new National Infrastructure Commission for Wales is noted, whose function will be to strengthen the governance and strategic planning for major infrastructure
investments, including energy projects.
As part of the Strategy, the Welsh Government has also published revised Well-being objectives in the Well-being Statement 2017. These objectives define how the statutory
well-being goals are to be achieved. These revised objectives include: “Objective 3 – Drive sustainable growth and combat climate change” and Objective 11 – Deliver modern
and connected infrastructure. Both have been given a more direct emphasis since the original objectives were published in 2015/2016. These objectives are seeking to secure
the statutory Well-being Goal of securing a prosperous Wales (part of which is to ensure a low carbon society).2
Put simply, this updated Government policy clearly demonstrates a shift towards (i) delivering a low carbon economy to tackle climate change and (ii) delivering more renewable
energy schemes. The LDP process should take these policies into account especially given that the Welsh Government is due to produce its National Development Framework
within the next twelve to eighteen months, which the LDP will need to be in compliance with.
[part of representation relating to the Planning (Wales) Act 2015 and Well-being of Future Generations Act 2015 - entered separately against MAC2 under rep 7043.N1]
National Policy Considerations
Technical Advice Note 8: Planning for Renewable Energy (TAN8) and Planning Policy Wales (PPW) provide guidance on the development of renewable energy schemes and the
need to ensure a transition to a low carbon society (N.B. this latter requirement follows the wording in the previous Well-being objective, not new Objective 3, listed above).
Notwithstanding these policies and the need (i) to set clear targets to facilitate the development of all forms of renewable and low carbon energy by considering the contributions
that PCC’s area can make; (ii) to create development plan policies that enable this contribution to be delivered; and (iii) to ensure that development management decisions are
consistent with national and internal climate change obligations, including contribution to renewable energy targets and aspirations, PCC has consistently under-delivered on its
requirement to deliver renewable energy development.4
Whilst PCC has produced a Renewable Energy Assessment (detailed below) it has failed to transpose this into policy or a Supplementary Planning Document since it was
originally produced in 2015.
Policy RE1 has been diluted to such an extent that it neither acts as a driver to tackle climate change nor is it compliant with TAN8 or PPW. Neither TAN8 nor PPW seek to
constrain renewable development in the same way as policy RE1. RE1, as currently drafted, is contrary to the spirit of national policy and guidance, for example, PPW at para.
12.8.2, requires planning policy at all levels to facilitate delivery of renewable energy development.
13/12/2017
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Policy RE1 (MAC 123 and 124)
Against a supportive backdrop for more renewable energy schemes and the need to deliver projects to tackle climate change, PCC has drafted a revised Policy RE1 which is in
contrast to Welsh Government’s aspirations. For onshore wind, outside of the Strategic Search Areas (SSAs), PCC has revised the resource available for wind down from
1,124MW to 4MW. This significant reduction, amounting to less than two commercial-scale wind turbines, is due to the employment of additional constraints in the Renewable
Energy Assessment (May 2017 revision) prepared by AECOM.
REA May 2017
The revised REA provides that it has been undertaken in accordance with the Welsh Government guidance document ‘Planning for Renewable and Low Carbon Energy – A
Toolkit for Planners’. It states that new methods have been introduced to meet requirements of Planning Policy Wales and / or to better reflect local data / circumstances (p.11).
The report is not clear on what this local data / circumstances are. It provides that a methodology is included at Appendix A, however Appendix A is difficult to interpret as it lists
only a number of links to other reports with no indication or reference to the relevant material in the links. It is therefore difficult to understand on what basis these assumptions
have been made, or to challenge them with evidence. As such, we consider that the methodology used in the report to achieve the level of wind resource available in Powys is
flawed and policy RE1 is therefore not based on robust and credible evidence.
On p.12 the report states “Where no accurate way has been found to apportion renewable energy resource, generation of future uptake, a 17.74% apportionment sourced from
PCC and based on relative populations has been utilised.” It is not clear from the report what this means or how it has been applied to show available wind resource.
The Report provides (p.13) that the REA is concerned with identifying ways in which to secure additional opportunities for electricity generation outside of SSAs that would be
determined either by the Welsh Government under the DNS regime or by PCC.
In dealing with wind energy resource, the assessment has focussed on areas with wind speeds of over 6.5m/s and those between 6m/s and 6.5 m/s in order to undertake a
“prioritisation exercise later in the process”. It is not clear what this statement means or how areas are to be prioritised (other than acting as a constraint). In addition, the report
provides that “it has been assumed that there is no wind energy potential in areas with an average annual speed of less than 6m/s”. Again, no reason or justification for this
assumption is given. Whether or not a site is suitable for windfarm development does depend on wind speed but also on the technology available, taking into account the height
and generating capacity of the wind turbines. This is a matter for developers to take into account when undertaken a site selection process and sites should not be constrained in
this way without reasoned justification because turbines above 45m may be viable in areas where wind speed is below 6m/s. The assumption used in the REA report certainly is
not industry standard and we consider that this assumption results in a misleading wind resource figure.
On p.23, the report provides that “noise buffers have been applied by AECOM”, however it is not clear what these buffers are there is no detail in the methodology at Appendix A.
If it is that development should not take place within 500m of residential development then this point needs to be much clearer, given that the final policy wording in RE1 is based
on its assumptions.
On p.23 (para. 4.2.2.2) a list of non-statutory constraints are explored, providing that “there are some significant areas of constraint associated with non-statutory designations
such as restricted airspace associated with MoD exclusion zone around Mynydd Epynt, and the 5km Civil Aviation Authority exclusion zone surrounding Welshpool Airport.” The
report then lists further constraints, including: a 7km buffer around protected landscapes (i.e. National Parks and AONBs), a 7KM buffer around SSAs and existing and
consented wind farms in the planning system on 31/03/2017; and areas of thick peat. These constraints have the effect of excluding onshore wind development.
There is no justification in the report for the application of a number of these constraints because:
(i) Buffer zones
The premise that development cannot take place within buffer areas (i.e. around National Parks, AONBs, SSAs and consented wind farm projects) is unreasonable and
unprecedented. There is no policy support for applying buffer zones around nationally designated landscapes (specifically TAN8), and no justification for a distance of 7km is
provided in the REA report. The result of applying these buffers it to sterilise large areas of land which might be suitable for wind farm development. With regard to buffers
around existing wind farms and the SSAs, many wind farm developments exist within these areas already. By way of example the enclosed plan shows the location of
13/12/2017
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operational and consented wind farms within 7km of SSAs. This demonstrates that development within these areas can and has been shown to be acceptable. As such, there is
no justification for their inclusion.
(ii) Thick peat
In respect of areas with thick peat, this tends to be a site specific issue which can be appropriately mitigated and enhanced through planning conditions. Vattenfall’s operational
228MW Pen y Cymoedd wind farm in south Wales is a good example of how a peat enhancement and restoration scheme has been used to improve areas previously used for
commercial forestry. The habitat management plan associated with Pen y Cymoedd is the largest peat restoration project in south Wales. Excluding areas from wind farm
development because of the potential presence of thick peat (which is undefined), without site specific investigation and proposed mitigation measures, is unreasonable and
unjustifiable.
(iii) Grid connection
The report goes on to constrain areas due to proximity to the existing grid network. This is on the basis that it can be costly to connect to the grid so “areas that are considered
likely to be too distant to connect to grid cost effectively have been constrained”. Also “Electricity grid comprising 33, 66 and 132 kV has been mapped with only sites with
available resource within 10km of any line being accessible.
To use the current availability of the grid network to constrain further development is also unreasonable and unprecedented. We judge this to be a commercial matter for
developers and the relevant grid operator and not an issue for planning policy. The grid network can, and will, develop to accommodate future energy projects. If PCC wishes to
influence the development of the grid network it should be done through specific policy, not by constraining the development of renewable energy projects.
We consider that policy RE1 and Table 1 RE2 are based on a flawed assessment in the REA and are therefore unsound.
Policy wording of RE1
As noted above, we do not consider that policy RE1 in its current form can be considered sound. Notwithstanding this, it is worth noting two additional points in respect of the
specific wording in the policy. Firstly, criteria 6 should be reworded or omitted because it currently reads like a planning condition. In our view, given that the purpose of criteria 6
is commonly mitigated by the inclusion of a planning condition on any wind farm consent, PCC should remove it and rely on the development management process. If it wishes
to retain it, we consider that this should be reworded so that it is a policy requirement rather than a planning condition.
Finally, given the Welsh Government policy thrust towards more local ownership, we note that RE1 does not deal with community / local ownership at all. This is an omission
which we consider should be addressed in the light of recent policy.
[part of representation relating to AMR26 entered separately against MAC130 under rep 7043.N4]
FOOTNOTE 1 http://gov.wales/newsroom/environmentandcountryside/2017/170928-lesley-griffiths-high-on-ambition-for-clean-energy/?lang=en. Accessed online on 30 October
2017
FOONOTE 2 see s.4 WFGA
FOONOTE 3 On this point, it is unclear why MAC2 states that “Update the relevant text in the LDP regarding changes to national planning legislation and guidance and the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 to clarify that the Act does not apply to the LDP”. Given the linkage between s.2 of the Planning (Wales) Act 2015, this statement
does not appear to be correct.
[Attachments comprising of 2 maps:
map 1 - Operational Consented wind Farms With Capacity of 10MW and Above in Relation to National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty in Wales
map 2 - Operational / Consented Wind Farms With Capacity of 5MW and above in Wales.]
Council Response:
Question: 4b
13/12/2017
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Given the significant recent policy announcements from Welsh Government, and the need to ensure the LDP is found sound and in compliance with the WFGA, we consider that
the Inspector should hold a further Renewable Energy specific hearing to test RE1 and the REA against the new Government policy.

Council Response:

Question:
Representation Texts:

0

Summary of Representation
Objection to policy RE1as contrasts Welsh Government Policy with reference to Ministerial Statement, Taking Wales Forward, Prosperity for All and Well-being Statement 2017,
TAN8 and PPW. Highlights concerns with the REA and significant reduction in the resource available for wind as a result of assumptions made in relation to constraints - buffer
zones, thick peat, and grid connection. Objection to policy wording of policy RE1, specifically criterion 6 as it is should be worded as a policy requirement not as a planning
condition, and also omission in relation to community / local ownership.

Council Response:

0
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Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Council Response:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

"The Council disagrees with this representation. PPW [WPP11b] requires the Council to undertake a renewable energy assesssment in line with the Toolkit for Planners
[WPP50] . In doing so the Council has applied the assumptions in the Toolkit. It is noted that the objector contends some of the assumptions. However, developers are not bound
by the Toolkit and may look to develop in other locations provided that they meet Policy RE1 and are in accordance with the Development Plan and all other material
considerations. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate
locations.With regard to the requirements of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015 (WFGA), Examination Document ED020 explains that LDPs submitted before 1st
April 2016 do not have to comply with the requirements of the WFGA. The Council did undertake an assessment of the LDP using the Council's Integrated Impact Assessment
Tool (see ED041) which concurred with the LDPs Sustainability Assessment, against which every stage of the LDP has been assessed throughout the lifetime of the LDP's
development. Criterion 6 arose as a consequence of the ac point arising from Hearing Session 15.Policy RE1 is applicable to all scales of renewable energy development
proposals including local and community schemes. The Council therefore considers that no further changes are necessary to make the Plan sound.
0
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Submitted against MAC124 regarding the reasoned justification to Policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
[same representation repeated for 7043.N2]
This letter supports the covering MAC form and is submitted by Vattenfall Wind Power Ltd.
We write to object to the inclusion of revised Policy RE1 in the LDP. Unless otherwise stated, the following comments relate to MACs 2, 123 and 124.
Current Welsh Government Policy
We draw Powys County Council’s (PCC) and the Inspector’s attention to a number of recent policy documents which have been published by the Welsh Government, relating to
current Government strategy on renewable energy and climate change.
Ministerial Statement
On 28 September 2017 the Cabinet Secretary for Environment and Rural Affairs, Lesley Griffiths AM, announced that Wales should be at the forefront of global efforts to
decarbonise and announced new and increased targets for renewable energy production in Wales.1 Wales now has a target to generate 70% of its electricity consumption from
renewable energy by 2030. Furthermore, there is a target for 1GW of renewable electricity capacity in Wales to be locally owned by 2030 with all renewable schemes to have at
least and element of local ownership by 2020.
This policy should be taken into account as part of the local development plan (LDP) process and in assessing the soundness of Policy RE1. Clearly, determining whether ‘the
plan fits’ in terms of Planning Policy Wales (and in accordance with the guidance in the LDP Manual (2015)) includes considering whether the LDP has regard to national policy.
Taking Wales Forward, Prosperity for All and Well-being Statement 2017
In September, the Welsh Government published its strategy for the current term (2016-2021) Taking Wales Forward outlines the Government’s key priorities over the coming 5
years.
There is real emphasis on ensuring that the promises set out in the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 (WFGA) are delivered, including the need to tackle
climate change and ensure that the Government’s Green Growth Wales agenda is delivered. Key commitments in the strategy include: promoting community-led projects,
including community energy; progressing towards the goal of reducing greenhouse emissions by at least 80% by 2050; “supporting the development of more renewable energy
projects…and community energy schemes”; and investing in the skills required for the green economy and promoting green growth and innovation.
The strategy is supported by Prosperity for All which provides further detail on the headline principles outlined in the strategy document. There is a recognition that climate
change is set to continue, meaning that Wales has to reduce carbon emissions and actively manage the risks that climate change presents to health, well-being and to
communities. On p.10, states:
Low carbon energy generation and greater use of renewable energy sources, including community energy schemes have the potential to cut carbon emissions while benefitting
local areas.
Key actions for Welsh Government, set out in the document, are to “introduce a new National Development Framework, setting out a 20-year land use plan for Wales, guiding
strategic development and supported by the National Infrastructure for Wales” and to “set out a low carbon pathway providing clarity and certainty for action and investment
around the low carbon economy through setting targets for 2020, 2030 and 2040”. Finally, the document provides that the Welsh Government will seek to “establish a bespoke
infrastructure consenting process which is responsive to business and community needs, to support sustainable economic growth, and to decarbonise our energy supply”.
Page 21 of Prosperity for All sets out how Wales needs to deliver high quality, modern infrastructure which supports the Welsh Government’s goals for lower carbon living. Again
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the creation of the new National Infrastructure Commission for Wales is noted, whose function will be to strengthen the governance and strategic planning for major infrastructure
investments, including energy projects.
As part of the Strategy, the Welsh Government has also published revised Well-being objectives in the Well-being Statement 2017. These objectives define how the statutory
well-being goals are to be achieved. These revised objectives include: “Objective 3 – Drive sustainable growth and combat climate change” and Objective 11 – Deliver modern
and connected infrastructure. Both have been given a more direct emphasis since the original objectives were published in 2015/2016. These objectives are seeking to secure
the statutory Well-being Goal of securing a prosperous Wales (part of which is to ensure a low carbon society).2
Put simply, this updated Government policy clearly demonstrates a shift towards (i) delivering a low carbon economy to tackle climate change and (ii) delivering more renewable
energy schemes. The LDP process should take these policies into account especially given that the Welsh Government is due to produce its National Development Framework
within the next twelve to eighteen months, which the LDP will need to be in compliance with.
[part of representation relating to the Planning (Wales) Act 2015 and Well-being of Future Generations Act 2015 - entered separately against MAC2 under rep 7043.N1]
National Policy Considerations
Technical Advice Note 8: Planning for Renewable Energy (TAN8) and Planning Policy Wales (PPW) provide guidance on the development of renewable energy schemes and the
need to ensure a transition to a low carbon society (N.B. this latter requirement follows the wording in the previous Well-being objective, not new Objective 3, listed above).
Notwithstanding these policies and the need (i) to set clear targets to facilitate the development of all forms of renewable and low carbon energy by considering the contributions
that PCC’s area can make; (ii) to create development plan policies that enable this contribution to be delivered; and (iii) to ensure that development management decisions are
consistent with national and internal climate change obligations, including contribution to renewable energy targets and aspirations, PCC has consistently under-delivered on its
requirement to deliver renewable energy development.4
Whilst PCC has produced a Renewable Energy Assessment (detailed below) it has failed to transpose this into policy or a Supplementary Planning Document since it was
originally produced in 2015.
Policy RE1 has been diluted to such an extent that it neither acts as a driver to tackle climate change nor is it compliant with TAN8 or PPW. Neither TAN8 nor PPW seek to
constrain renewable development in the same way as policy RE1. RE1, as currently drafted, is contrary to the spirit of national policy and guidance, for example, PPW at para.
12.8.2, requires planning policy at all levels to facilitate delivery of renewable energy development.
Policy RE1 (MAC 123 and 124)
Against a supportive backdrop for more renewable energy schemes and the need to deliver projects to tackle climate change, PCC has drafted a revised Policy RE1 which is in
contrast to Welsh Government’s aspirations. For onshore wind, outside of the Strategic Search Areas (SSAs), PCC has revised the resource available for wind down from
1,124MW to 4MW. This significant reduction, amounting to less than two commercial-scale wind turbines, is due to the employment of additional constraints in the Renewable
Energy Assessment (May 2017 revision) prepared by AECOM.
REA May 2017
The revised REA provides that it has been undertaken in accordance with the Welsh Government guidance document ‘Planning for Renewable and Low Carbon Energy – A
Toolkit for Planners’. It states that new methods have been introduced to meet requirements of Planning Policy Wales and / or to better reflect local data / circumstances (p.11).
The report is not clear on what this local data / circumstances are. It provides that a methodology is included at Appendix A, however Appendix A is difficult to interpret as it lists
only a number of links to other reports with no indication or reference to the relevant material in the links. It is therefore difficult to understand on what basis these assumptions
have been made, or to challenge them with evidence. As such, we consider that the methodology used in the report to achieve the level of wind resource available in Powys is
flawed and policy RE1 is therefore not based on robust and credible evidence.
On p.12 the report states “Where no accurate way has been found to apportion renewable energy resource, generation of future uptake, a 17.74% apportionment sourced from
13/12/2017
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PCC and based on relative populations has been utilised.” It is not clear from the report what this means or how it has been applied to show available wind resource.
The Report provides (p.13) that the REA is concerned with identifying ways in which to secure additional opportunities for electricity generation outside of SSAs that would be
determined either by the Welsh Government under the DNS regime or by PCC.
In dealing with wind energy resource, the assessment has focussed on areas with wind speeds of over 6.5m/s and those between 6m/s and 6.5 m/s in order to undertake a
“prioritisation exercise later in the process”. It is not clear what this statement means or how areas are to be prioritised (other than acting as a constraint). In addition, the report
provides that “it has been assumed that there is no wind energy potential in areas with an average annual speed of less than 6m/s”. Again, no reason or justification for this
assumption is given. Whether or not a site is suitable for windfarm development does depend on wind speed but also on the technology available, taking into account the height
and generating capacity of the wind turbines. This is a matter for developers to take into account when undertaken a site selection process and sites should not be constrained in
this way without reasoned justification because turbines above 45m may be viable in areas where wind speed is below 6m/s. The assumption used in the REA report certainly is
not industry standard and we consider that this assumption results in a misleading wind resource figure.
On p.23, the report provides that “noise buffers have been applied by AECOM”, however it is not clear what these buffers are there is no detail in the methodology at Appendix A.
If it is that development should not take place within 500m of residential development then this point needs to be much clearer, given that the final policy wording in RE1 is based
on its assumptions.
On p.23 (para. 4.2.2.2) a list of non-statutory constraints are explored, providing that “there are some significant areas of constraint associated with non-statutory designations
such as restricted airspace associated with MoD exclusion zone around Mynydd Epynt, and the 5km Civil Aviation Authority exclusion zone surrounding Welshpool Airport.” The
report then lists further constraints, including: a 7km buffer around protected landscapes (i.e. National Parks and AONBs), a 7KM buffer around SSAs and existing and
consented wind farms in the planning system on 31/03/2017; and areas of thick peat. These constraints have the effect of excluding onshore wind development.
There is no justification in the report for the application of a number of these constraints because:
(i) Buffer zones
The premise that development cannot take place within buffer areas (i.e. around National Parks, AONBs, SSAs and consented wind farm projects) is unreasonable and
unprecedented. There is no policy support for applying buffer zones around nationally designated landscapes (specifically TAN8), and no justification for a distance of 7km is
provided in the REA report. The result of applying these buffers it to sterilise large areas of land which might be suitable for wind farm development. With regard to buffers
around existing wind farms and the SSAs, many wind farm developments exist within these areas already. By way of example the enclosed plan shows the location of
operational and consented wind farms within 7km of SSAs. This demonstrates that development within these areas can and has been shown to be acceptable. As such, there is
no justification for their inclusion.
(ii) Thick peat
In respect of areas with thick peat, this tends to be a site specific issue which can be appropriately mitigated and enhanced through planning conditions. Vattenfall’s operational
228MW Pen y Cymoedd wind farm in south Wales is a good example of how a peat enhancement and restoration scheme has been used to improve areas previously used for
commercial forestry. The habitat management plan associated with Pen y Cymoedd is the largest peat restoration project in south Wales. Excluding areas from wind farm
development because of the potential presence of thick peat (which is undefined), without site specific investigation and proposed mitigation measures, is unreasonable and
unjustifiable.
(iii) Grid connection
The report goes on to constrain areas due to proximity to the existing grid network. This is on the basis that it can be costly to connect to the grid so “areas that are considered
likely to be too distant to connect to grid cost effectively have been constrained”. Also “Electricity grid comprising 33, 66 and 132 kV has been mapped with only sites with
available resource within 10km of any line being accessible.
To use the current availability of the grid network to constrain further development is also unreasonable and unprecedented. We judge this to be a commercial matter for
developers and the relevant grid operator and not an issue for planning policy. The grid network can, and will, develop to accommodate future energy projects. If PCC wishes to
influence the development of the grid network it should be done through specific policy, not by constraining the development of renewable energy projects.
13/12/2017
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We consider that policy RE1 and Table 1 RE2 are based on a flawed assessment in the REA and are therefore unsound.
Policy wording of RE1
As noted above, we do not consider that policy RE1 in its current form can be considered sound. Notwithstanding this, it is worth noting two additional points in respect of the
specific wording in the policy. Firstly, criteria 6 should be reworded or omitted because it currently reads like a planning condition. In our view, given that the purpose of criteria 6
is commonly mitigated by the inclusion of a planning condition on any wind farm consent, PCC should remove it and rely on the development management process. If it wishes
to retain it, we consider that this should be reworded so that it is a policy requirement rather than a planning condition.
Finally, given the Welsh Government policy thrust towards more local ownership, we note that RE1 does not deal with community / local ownership at all. This is an omission
which we consider should be addressed in the light of recent policy.
[part of representation relating to AMR26 entered separately against MAC130 under rep 7043.N4]
FOOTNOTE 1 http://gov.wales/newsroom/environmentandcountryside/2017/170928-lesley-griffiths-high-on-ambition-for-clean-energy/?lang=en. Accessed online on 30 October
2017
FOONOTE 2 see s.4 WFGA
FOONOTE 3 On this point, it is unclear why MAC2 states that “Update the relevant text in the LDP regarding changes to national planning legislation and guidance and the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 to clarify that the Act does not apply to the LDP”. Given the linkage between s.2 of the Planning (Wales) Act 2015, this statement
does not appear to be correct.
[Attachments comprising of 2 maps:
map 1 - Operational Consented wind Farms With Capacity of 10MW and Above in Relation to National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty in Wales
map 2 - Operational / Consented Wind Farms With Capacity of 5MW and above in Wales.]
Council Response:
Question: 4b

Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing

Given the significant recent policy announcements from Welsh Government, and the need to ensure the LDP is found sound and in compliance with the WFGA, we consider that
the Inspector should hold a further Renewable Energy specific hearing to test RE1 and the REA against the new Government policy.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to policy RE1as contrasts Welsh Government Policy with reference to Ministerial Statement, Taking Wales Forward, Prosperity for All and Well-being Statement 2017,
TAN8 and PPW. Highlights concerns with the REA and significant reduction in the resource available for wind as a result of assumptions made in relation to constraints - buffer
zones, thick peat, and grid connection. Objection to policy wording of policy RE1, specifically criterion 6 as it is should be worded as a policy requirement not as a planning
condition, and also omission in relation to community / local ownership.
0
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Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP's
Monitoring Framework
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-13. Plan Monitoring and Review

AMR26 focuses on monitoring developments permitted within SSAs and policy RE1 is identified as being relevant to this monitoring indicator (as it is for AMR27, AMR29, AMR30
and AMR31). The trigger points set out within the LDP’s Annual Monitoring Framework could result in various actions being taken. The need to review any particular policy will
be considered as part of the Annual Monitoring Report, which will take into account the reasons for failure of a target and implications for the implementation of the LDP (see
section 5 of the LDP – ED083g). The failure to meet a target may not be solely as a result of LDP policies as there may be other influences, and in the case of certain renewable
energy developments, other national policy and decision makers involved (see paragraphs 5.15-16, ED083g).

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Not submitted against MAC130, however specific reference to AMR26 relating to the trigger and process for reviewing policy RE1

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
[remainder of representation entered under rep 7043 N1, N2 and N3]
AMR26
In the Composite Plan, Table 3 p. 154 deals with the Annual Monitoring Framework. AMR26 deals with the trigger for reviewing policy RE1 (at least we assume that this is the
case). We have sought clarification form PCC on the process that will be undertaken to review policy RE1 as, at this stage, it is unclear. We would be grateful if you could
please confirm what the process to review RE1 is.

Council Response:

Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0

Reason for request to speak at hearing
Given the significant recent policy announcements from Welsh Government, and the need to ensure the LDP is found sound and in compliance with the WFGA, we consider that
the Inspector should hold a further Renewable Energy specific hearing to test RE1 and the REA against the new Government policy.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Request for clarification regarding the process to review policy RE1 as it is assumed that AMR26 contains the trigger for policy RE1.
0
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Jones, Mr Gareth
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Summary: Objection to Alternative Site ASDB7 - NOT DULY MADE
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-11. Settlements, Allocations and Commitments

Thank you for your representation. However, the representation relates to land which is not an allocated housing site but lies within the identified Llandrindod Wells development
limits in the LDP. This boundary has been proposed in the Plan since the Revised Draft Deposit Plan in 2015 and as such is not subject to a MAC. The representation, therefore,
is deemed not duly made; any representation on this issue should have been made at an earlier consultation stage.
Concern is also expressed about the proposed inclusion within the development limits of additional land which was discussed at Hearing Session 13 as an “alternative site” where
the Council opposed its inclusion. Having been the subject of discussion at the Hearing Session it is now for the Inspector to decide whether the alternative site is included or not.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Not relating to a MAC. Objection to Alternative Site ASDB7.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

0
Representation Details
As joint owner of the property known as Hillside, which is located at the end of Hillside Lane,
Llandrindod, I would wish to raise my concerns regarding the proposal to include the remainder of
Sites Refs CS24 and CS953 into the Powys County Council Local Development Plan 2011-2026
The northern and eastern boundary of Hillside adjoins the western boundary of Site C524
Environment
Hillside has a large pond of approximately 220 sq. meters surface area situated some 20 meters from
site C524’s boundary with our property. The pond is naturally fed from runoff water directly from
the site and attracts much wildlife, including being a breeding site for greater crested newts,
common frogs and ducks.
Any development would undoubtedly disturb the breeding of the greater crested newts.
Last year saw the first nesting of a red kite that we’d seen in trees in site CS24, a protected bird.
In addition, the garden at Hillside is frequently visited by badgers entering from various locations
from the proposed site (see recent photo enclosed). Whilst the location of the badger set itself is
currently unknown to me a housing development would undoubtedly impact negatively on their
habitat.
Powys’ landscape is one of rugged natural beauty and one of the most important aspects of the
county in attracting visitors. There are numerous mature trees/woodlands forming part of site 953
To allow the remainder of sites 24 and 953 to be included in the development boundary, could
potentially see the Woodlands Estate extended to become a very large development.
This would be an extension of build form which is not in character with the development of the
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town. Set on the side of a hill the development would be visible for a considerable distance, and
adversely impact local nature reserve which borders it
Footpaths
There are a number of footpaths running through sites 24 and 953 which are regularly used by
walkers and ramblers. One of the footpaths forms part of a walk included in Pathfinders book of Mid
Wales and the Marches walks. It is described as ‘walk climbs the hills to the east of the town for
magnificent views in a beautiful natural setting’
Powys UDP strategic vision supports, inter alia, greater social leisure and cultural activity, protecting
natural resources and to conserve character of the country side - and emphasises the importance of
public footpaths.
The footpaths are close to the town centre, free for all to use and increase the health and wellbeing
of those who use them.
The footpaths have not been considered in the proposed development.
To allow the remainder of sites CS24 and C5953 to be included in the development boundary would
adversely affect the use and enjoyment of these footpaths
Environment
The inclusion of the remainder of these sites in the development boundary would result in a
substantial increase in traffic in the vicinity of the primary school, with the inevitable risk to
children’s safety.
The additional traffic generated by the development of the 50 houses ( possibly resulting in an
additional 100 cars ) with the inevitable risk to children’s safety would mean that significant
measures would need to be undertaken to ensure a safe environment.
UDP Policy GP1 states that “development proposals will only be permitted if they consider the
following — the design, layout, size, scale, mass and materials of the development shall complement
and where possible enhance the character of the surrounding area”.
To conclude:
I strongly agree with the Council’s statements (
Session 13— Wed 3
May 2017 ALTERNATIVE SITES 2)
that the proposal would not contribute to the aims and objectives of the Plan, or be consistent with
the Plan’s Spatial Strategy.
In addition, there are significant constraints and barriers to the development of the site and
considerable infrastructure requirements as detailed in the Council’s statement. As the site is
situated on a hillside, the topology of the landscape would need to be substantially changed to
accommodate housing and the indication from the proposed plan means that existing houses next
to the development would be subject to loss of privacy in being overlooked.
The image on Page 11 included in the application by ‘Representor ID — Mr Paul Spencer-White — No.
2239’ shows a direct view into a bedroom and bathroom at Hillside.
I would be grateful if you would confirm receipt of this letter and confirm that it will be forwarded to
the inspector
Council Response:
13/12/2017
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Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Exclusion of sites CS953 and CS24 from the LDP.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Raises concerns regarding the proposal to include the remainder of site references CS953 and CS24. Note this relates to the site proposer's request for this land to be included ASDB7. The Council is not proposing to include the remainder of these candidate sites within the development boundary of Llandrindod Wells. The representor is supporting the
Council's case in this respect. NOT DULY MADE as not relating to a MAC.
0
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Natural Power Consultants Limited
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Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

The Council disagrees with the Representor and responds to each point as follows: 1. With regard to the requirements of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015 (WFGA),
Examination Document ED020 explains that LDPs submitted before 1st April 2016 do not have to comply with the requirements of the WFGA. The Council did undertake an
assessment of the LDP using the Council's Integrated Impact Assessment Tool (see ED041) which concurred with the LDPs Sustainability Assessment, against which every
stage of the LDP has been assessed throughout the lifetime of the LDP's development. 2. The decision to revise the REA is explained in the RE Position Statement (ED061,
paras 3.0.2 & 3 and section 4). The 7km buffer is suggested by the Toolkit (WPP50) for the treatment of visual impacts as beyond that distance, wind developments do not
appear dominant in the landscape. Following representations from the National Park authorities at FFC stage regarding the duty to have regard to the purposes of the National
Park and the potential harm to the designated landscapes, this standard visual impact buffer as proposed by the Toolkit was applied. PPW states that National Parks and AONB
are of equal status in terms of landscape and scenic beauty and in development plans should be treated as of equivalent status. The Council also received Representations from
NRW and the Ministry of Defence requesting buffers be applied to SPA's and the Sennybridge Training Area. The 7km buffer around SSA's and existing windfarm developments
is a visual buffer around areas where landscape change is considered acceptable and to mitigate the potential impacts of cumulative development, but does not preclude
development close to SSA boundaries if acceptable sites can be located 3. Local scale and community schemes are covered by criterion 4 of Policy RE1; including RE
development in other appropriate locations would be repeating national planning policy and is therefore un-necessary;With regards the relevance of criterion 6 the representor's
comments are noted, however this criterion arose from the action points of Hearing Session 15. The Council therefore considers that no further changes are necessary to make
the Plan sound.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC123 RE1 regarding evidence base and national policy

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

0
Representation Details
Natural Power is an independent consultancy and products provider with over two decades of unique renewable energy and infrastructure industry expertise. We provide expertise
at every stage of the project lifecycle: from feasibility, development, pre-construction, construction, operations and through all elements of due diligence.
Natural Power’s 360 degree lifecycle experience spans more than 800 projects, with a team of over 340 experts. Our lifecycle approach to consulting services allows us to work
smarter and reduce risk from day one of a renewable energy or infrastructure project.
Natural Power has an office in Aberystwyth, mid-Wales which works on projects across Wales. Recently we have been involved in significant projects in Powys which has helped
grow our business and increase employment in mid-Wales.
The comments and observations below are made in respect of:
1.Policy fit with recent aspirations outlined at the National level;
2.The update to the Powys Renewable Energy Assessment (REA) [ED059] and Powys County Council (PCC) Renewable Energy Position Statement (May 2017 [ED061]; and
3.The Schedule of Matters Arising Changes – Policy RE1.
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The submission deals with each of these areas in turn.
1.Policy aspirations at the National level
Various pieces of legislation require UK and Welsh Governments to make large overall savings in carbon. In Wales we also have the Environment Act 2016, which places a duty
on Welsh Government to develop carbon budgets for Wales with the aim of reducing our greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% by 2050, to support the global ambition
agreed in Paris in 2015.
In the light of that legislation and the associated requirements, the Cabinet Secretary for Environment Lesley Griffiths recently (September 2017) announced ambitious targets for
energy generation in Wales, outlining her belief that Wales can be at the forefront of global efforts to decarbonise.
The announcement has set a target for Wales generating 70 percent of its electricity consumption from renewable energy by 2030. In addition a target of one Gigawatt of
renewable electricity capacity to be locally owned by 2030, and an aim to have an element of local ownership in all new renewable energy projects by 2020, have also been set.
As set out within Planning Policy Wales (PPW), Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) have a key role in facilitating the development of all forms of renewable and low carbon energy,
a role which will be increasingly important for all LPAs in Wales if the legal requirements and this latest ambitious target are to be met.
The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 requires public bodies, including local authorities like PCC, to use the five ways of working to maximise their contribution
to the seven well-being goals – a number of which relate to climate change and low carbon. At the next iteration of the Local Development Plan (LDP), PCC must satisfy its duties
under the 2015 Act. PCC should demonstrate that its LDP aligns to the seven well-being goals and PCCs own emerging well-being objectives.
Natural Power considers that the current renewable energy policy (Policy RE1) of the LDP needs amending to ensure that PCC satisfies its duties under the 2015 Act, given that
renewable energy development in Powys (including wind) will further the seven well-being goals. For example renewable energy development would help achieve:
•A prosperous Wales – reducing energy costs and creating innovative, productive low carbon industry and skilled jobs;
•A resilient Wales – clean energy replacing fossil fuels contributing to improved ecosystems and energy security;
•A globally responsible Wales – making a positive contribution to global well-being with clean energy replacing fossil fuels, supporting the decarbonisation agenda; and
•A healthier Wales – clean energy bringing positive effects for air quality.
2.Update to the REA [ED059] and PCC Renewable Energy Position Statement [ED061]
The December 2015 Ministerial Letter [WPP51a] encouraged local planning authorities (LPAs) to utilise the results of the REAs in formulating local policies (including allocations
or areas of search) for local authority scale renewable energy schemes (5-25MW). The letter clearly outlines that the “designation of such areas would show leadership and the
local level; give certainty to the renewable energy industry in making investment decisions; and, through the LDP consultation process, would give communities a say as to where
renewable energy development should be located”.
In May 2017, PCC issued a position statement on renewable energy [ED061] alongside an update to the August 2016 REA [ED059]. In updating the REA a significant change
has been made to the potential wind resource within the County, outside of the identified Strategic Search Areas (SSAs). This has led to the most recent REA [ED059] identifying
only 4MW of additional onshore wind potential with no Local Search Areas (LSAs) identified for onshore wind outside of the SSAs. This is in stark contrast to the capacity of
1,124MWe for onshore wind within the 2016 update to the REA [EB17] along with a number of LSAs that could accommodate this capacity (recognising that the 1,124 figure
included some consented schemes).
Having reviewed both REAs, Natural Power is unclear on why the 2017 update was required and is concerned that the potential for additional wind resource within the County
has, without justification, significantly reduced as a consequence of the 2017 update.
When exploring the changes and rationale behind the 2017 update, the REA and associated position statement outline the following:
“The REA was originally compiled based on the method set out in the Welsh Government guidance document ‘Planning for Renewable and Low Carbon Energy – A Toolkit for
Planners’ July 2010. A revision of the ‘Toolkit’ was produced in September 2015 and, in response this REA has been updated to incorporate changes”
This does not in itself explain the rationale behind the update given that the previous (2016) REA also outlined that the method had been updated to take account of the revised
toolkit.
In any case, it appears that the reason for the 2017 update was to introduce additional criteria, which have effectively ruled out the potential for further onshore wind development
and led to no LSAs being identified.
It is our understanding that the criteria below were added to the 2017 REA ,in addition to the criteria set by the 2015 Welsh Government Toolkit:
a)A 7km buffer has been applied around protected landscapes (National Parks and AONBs); and
b)Areas of thick peat have been included.
In addition, the REA through GIS mapping at Stage 2 of the process, has included the following criteria:
13/12/2017
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c)A 7km buffer around consented wind farms and SSAs; and
d)Criteria in relation to access to the electricity grid has been included.
These are matters that would more reasonably be for developers to consider and assess at the application stage of any development proposal. For example, there are many
cases where wind farms have been acceptable within 7km of sensitive landscapes as the impact will very much depend on the local situation. For example, Pen y Cymoedd Wind
Farm, the largest in Wales, was consented with turbines only half this distance from a National Park. Similarly, wind farms can be constructed in areas of peat with appropriate
mitigation, Pen y Cymoedd being an example of this too. In particular, the issue of grid accessibility / connectivity is a matter for the developer and a project viability issue rather
than a criteria which identifies potential resource. Grid accessibility/connectivity is also a changing position and therefore completely inappropriate to use at the resource
assessment stage.
Furthermore, with reference to the 7km buffer around consented schemes and SSAs, this covers areas that already have wind turbine development that has previously been
considered to be acceptable. It is Natural Power’s view that these areas offer great potential for further development, should developers be able to demonstrate no unacceptable
adverse cumulative effects and no planning reason why planning permission should not be granted. It should also be noted that Policy RE1 encourages wind development to
areas within or close to SSAs which is in complete contrast to the application a 7km buffer for the purposes of policy development.
The 2015 Toolkit was published in order to assist LPAs in the preparation of policies “that can support and facilitate the deployment of renewable and low carbon energy
systems”. Although we acknowledge that the toolkit gives some flexibility in including additional criteria, we consider that the addition of additional restrictive criteria will effectively
reduce the opportunity for onshore wind development in the County. That is not in the spirit of facilitating the deployment of renewable and low carbon energy systems, which the
Toolkit aims to achieve.
3.Schedule of Matters Arising Changes - Policy RE1 [MAC123]
Although the policy wording has been significantly updated through the Schedule of Matters Arising changes we would note the following main points and request that
consideration is given to a further revision of the policy wording:
•The policy is absent in relation to local scale and community based wind farms;
•The policy is silent on a position in relation to renewable energy development in other appropriate locations (e.g. previously developed land which has support through TAN 8);
•There appears to be a contradiction between the approach to the REA with the application of the 7km buffer around SSAs and the focus of the policy – which seeks to focus
development in or close to SSAs; and
•We do not consider point 6 to be of relevance to local policy and consider that such requirements are better agreed within planning conditions for individual schemes.
In addition, should our points in relation to the evidence base and REA hold weight, the policy may require further amendment in relation to the potential for onshore wind at the
local scale.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Changes needed to policy RE1.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Concerns regarding the revisions to the renewable energy assessment, loss of Wind LSAs, Renewable Energy Policy, and compatiblility with the Well-being of Future
Generations (Wales) Act 2015, National Policy. Highlights policy omissions, and contradictions.
0
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7055

Amegni Ltd

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

7055.N1//RE1
Source: Post or in person

Summary: MAC123
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with the Representor and responds to each point as follows: 1. With regard to the requirements of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act 2015 (WFGA),
Examination Document ED020 explains that LDPs submitted before 1st April 2016 do not have to comply with the requirements of the WFGA. The Council did undertake an
assessment of the LDP using the Council's Integrated Impact Assessment Tool (see ED041) which concurred with the LDPs Sustainability Assessment, against which every
stage of the LDP has been assessed throughout the lifetime of the LDP's development. 2. The decision to revise the REA is explained in the RE Position Statement (ED061,
paras 3.0.2 & 3 and section 4). The 7km buffer is suggested by the Toolkit (WPP50) for the treatment of visual impacts as beyond that distance, wind developments do not
appear dominant in the landscape. Following representations from the National Park authorities at FFC stage regarding the duty to have regard to the purposes of the National
Park and the potential harm to the designated landscapes, this standard visual impact buffer as proposed by the Toolkit was applied. PPW states that National Parks and AONB
are of equal status in terms of landscape and scenic beauty and in development plans should be treated as of equivalent status. The Council also received Representations from
NRW and the Ministry of Defence requesting buffers be applied to SPA's and the Sennybridge Training Area. The 7km buffer around SSA's and existing windfarm developments
is a visual buffer around areas where landscape change is considered acceptable and to mitigate the potential impacts of cumulative development, but does not preclude
developmentclose to SSA boundaries if acceptable sites can be located 3. Local scale and community schemes are covered by criterion 4 of Policy RE1; including RE
development in other appropriate locations would be repeating national planning policy and is therefore un-necessary; Finally on the last point regarding the relevance of criterion
6 the representor's comments are noted, however this criterion arose from the actions of Hearing Session 15. The Council therefore considers that no further changes are
necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC123 RE1 regarding evidence base and national policy

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Response by letter:
Amegni is a local onshore wind farm developer, owner and operator based in Carno, Powys. We have developed both the Carno 2 Windfarm and the recently consented Camo 3
Windfarm and our ethos is to keep the benefits of our windfarm developments in the local area. Given the recent announcement by Leslie Griffiths we feel that we are well placed
to make a submission in response to the above consultation.
The comments and observations below are made in respect of:
1. Policy fit with recent aspirations outlined at the National level;
2. The update to the Powys Renewable Energy Assessment (REA) [ED059] and Powys County Council (PCC) Renewable Energy Position Statement (May 2017 [EDO61]; and

13/12/2017
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7055.N1//RE1
Source: Post or in person

Summary: MAC123
Type: Comment

Mode

Status Maintained

3. The Schedule of Matters Arising Changes — Policy RE1.
The submission deals with each of these areas in turn.
1.Policy aspirations at the National level
Various pieces of legislation require UK and Welsh Governments to make large overall savings in carbon. In Wales we also have the Environment Act 2016 which places a duty
on Welsh Government to develop carbon budgets for Wales with the aim of reducing our greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80% by 2050, to support the global ambition
agreed in Paris in 2015.
In the light of that legislation and the associated requirements, the Cabinet Secretary for Environment Lesley Griffiths recently (September 2017) announced ambitious targets for
energy generation in Wales, outlining her belief that Wales can be at the forefront of global efforts to decarbonise.
The announcement has set a target for Wales generating 70 percent of its electricity consumption from renewable energy by 2030. In addition a target of one Gigawatt of
renewable electricity capacity to be locally owned by 2030, and an aim to have an element of local ownership in all new renewable energy projects by 2020, have also
been set.
As set out within Planning Policy Wales (PPW), Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) have a key role In facilitating the development of all forms of renewable and low carbon energy,
a role which will be increasingly important for all LPAs In Wales if the legal requirements and this latest ambitious target are to be met.
The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 requires public bodies, including local authorities like PCC, to use the five ways of working to maximise their contribution
to the seven well-being goals — a number of which relate to climate change and low carbon. At the next iteration of the Local Development Plan (LDP) PCC must satisfy its
duties under the 2015 Act. PCC should demonstrate that its LDP aligns to the seven well-being goals and PCCs own emerging well-being objectives.
We consider that the current renewable energy policy (Policy RE1) of the LDP needs amending to ensure that PCC in satisfies its duties under the 2015 Act, given that renewable
energy development in Powys (including wind) will further the seven well-being goals. For example renewable energy development would help achieve:
- A prosperous Wales — reducing energy costs and creating Innovative, productive low carbon industry and skilled jobs;
-A resilient Wales — clean energy replacing fossil fuels contributing to Improved ecosystems and energy security
- A globally responsible Wales —making a positive contribution to global well being with clean energy replacing fossil fuels, supporting the decarbonisation agenda; and
-A healthier Wales — clean energy bringing positive effects for air quality.
2. Update to the REA [EDO59] and PCC Renewable Energy Position Statement [EDO61]
The December 2015 Ministerial Letter (WPP51a] encouraged local planning Authorities (LPAs) to utilise the results of the REAs in formulating local policies (Including allocations
or areas of search) for local authority scale renewable energy schemes (5-25MW). The letter clearly outlines that the “designation of such areas
would show leadership and the local level; give certainty to the renewable energy industry in making investment decisions; and, through the LDP consultation process, would give
communities a say as to where renewable energy development should be located”.
In May 2017, PCC issued a position statement on renewable energy [EDO61] alongside an update to the August 2016 REA [ED059]. In updating the REA a significant change
has been made to the potential wind resource within the County, outside of the identified Strategic Search Areas (SSAs). This has led to the most
recent REA [ED059] identifying only 4MW of additional onshore wind potential with no Local Search Areas (LSAs) identified for onshore wind outside of the SSAs. This is in stark
contrast to the capacity of 1,124MWe for onshore wind within the 2016 update to the REA [EB17) along with a number of LSAs that could accommodate this capacity
13/12/2017
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7055.N1//RE1
Source: Post or in person

Summary: MAC123
Type: Comment

Mode

Status Maintained

(recognising that the 1,124 figure included some consented schemes).
Having reviewed both REAs, we are unclear on why the 2017 update was required and are concerned that the potential for additional wind resource within the County has, without
justification, significantly reduced as a consequence of the 2017 update.
When exploring the changes and rationale behind the 2017 update, the REA and associated position statement outline the following:
“The REA was originally compiled based on the method set out in the Welsh Government guidance document ‘Planning for Renewable and Low Carbon Energy —
A Toolkit for Planners’ July 2010. A revision of the ‘Toolkit’ was produced in September 2015 and, in response this REA has been updated to incorporate changes”
This does not in itself explain the rationale behind the update given that the previous (2016) REA also outlined that the method had been updated to take account of the revised
toolkit.
In any case, it appears that the reason for the 2017 update was to introduce additional criteria, which have effectively ruled out the potential for further onshore wind development
and led to no LSAs being Identified.
it is our understanding that the criteria below were added to the 2017 REA, in addition to the criteria set by the 2015 Welsh Government Toolkit:
a) A 7km buffer has been applied around protected landscapes (National Parks and AONBs); and
b) Areas of thick peat have been included.
In addition, the REA through GIS mapping at Stage 2 of the process, has included the following criteria:
c) A 7km buffer around consented wind farms and SSAs; and
d) Criteria in relation to access to the electricity grid has been included.
These are matters that would more reasonably be for developers to consider and assess at the application stage of any development proposal. For example, there are many
cases where wind farms have been acceptable within 7km of sensitive landscapes as the impact will very much depend on the local situation. The example
of the Carno 1, Carno 2 and recently consented Carno 3 developments are a good example of this. Similarly, wind farms can be constructed in areas of peat with appropriate
mitigation. In particular, the issue of grid accessibility / connectivity is a matter for the developer and a project viability issue rather than a criteria which Identifies potential
resource. Grid accessibility/connectivity is also a changing position and therefore completely inappropriate to use at the resource assessment stage.
Furthermore, with reference to the 7km buffer around consented schemes and SSAs, this covers areas that already have wind turbine development that has previously been
considered to be acceptable. It is our view that these areas offer great potential for further development, should developers be able to demonstrate no unacceptable adverse
cumulative effects and no planning reason why planning permission should not be granted. It should also be noted that Policy RE1encourages wind development to areas within
or close to SSAs which is in complete contrast to the application (of) a 7km buffer for the purposes of policy development.
We would like to point out that the 2015 Toolkit was published in order to assist LPAs in the preparation of policies “that can support and facilitate the deployment of renewable
and low carbon energy systems”. Although we acknowledge that the toolkit gives some flexibility in including additional criteria, we consider that the
addition of additional restrictive criteria will effectively reduce the opportunity for onshore wind development in the County. That is not in the spirit of facilitating the deployment of
renewable and low carbon energy systems, which the Toolkit aims to achieve.
3. .Schedule of Matters Arising Changes - Policy RE1 (MAC123)
13/12/2017
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7055.N1//RE1
Source: Post or in person

Summary: MAC123
Type: Comment

Mode

Status Maintained

Although the policy wording has been significantly updated through the Schedule of Matters Arising changes we would note the following main points and request that
consideration is given to a further revision of the policy wording:
- The policy is absent in relation to local scale and community based wind farms;
- The policy is silent on a position in relation to renewable energy development in other appropriate locations (e.g. previously developed land which has support through TAN 8);
- There appears to be a contradiction between the approach to the REA with the application of the 7km buffer around SSAs and the focus of the policy — which seeks to focus
development in or close to SSAs; and
- We do not consider point 6 to be of relevance to local policy and consider that such requirements are better agreed within planning conditions for individual schemes.
In addition, should our points in relation to the evidence base and REA hold weight, the policy may require further amendment in relation to the potential for onshore wind at the
local scale.
Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
Not requested to speak at hearing but not on standard form so will need to check.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Local onshore wind farm developer raising concerns re: renewable energy parts of the LDP and the fit with up to date national policy; the underlying evidence base and the
wording of the policy at MAC123.
0
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7057

Foulkes, Mr Peter

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7057.N1//SP7

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC35 - Objects to omission of SLAs
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy
Policy: SP7

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

Para 4.b.5 of the Council's Hearing Statement to Hearing Session 11 highlights that "Planning Policy Wales (WPP11b) paragraph 5.3.11 states that “Local planning authorities
should apply these designations (SLAs) to areas of substantive conservation value where there is good reason to believe that normal planning policies cannot provide the
necessary protection. Such designations should not unduly restrict acceptable development.” The Council considers that the Plan’s normal policies are able to provide the
necessary protection for the landscape without the need to identify ‘areas of substantive conservation value’ over and above those designations already shown on the proposals
map (Registered Historic Landscapes, Historic Parks and Gardens, Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protected Areas etc...).." The Council's position on this has not
changed.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC35 regarding the omission of SLAs from Policy SP7

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
The introduction to this MAC reads – “Amend to identify further strategic resources and assets to be safeguarded by the LDP……..” I can now see the addition in the Schedule of
Matters Arising, Sept 2017 of things such as; ‘Registered Historic Landscapes’ and ‘Conservation Areas’ I can even see the rather coverall yet unhelpful statement – ‘ The valued
characteristics and qualities of landscape throughout Powys’ but what I cannot find is any reference to Special Landscape Areas (SLAs).
I believe that in earlier stages of the Hearing into the LDP that representors from both CPRW and the Cambrian Mountains Society asked for the inclusion of SLAs into the plan
and yet they seem to have been ignored. This despite the fact that many Local Authorities throughout Wales use this designation as an important element in their planning
procedures. Indeed I believe that neighbouring authorities to Powys, namely Ceredigion and Carmarthenshire have Special Planning Guidance documentation to back up their
SLAs.
Word reaches me that Powys CC suggest that all of their county is special and thus there is no need for SLAs, how arrogant of them. I know that the European Landscape
Convention states that all landscapes have value but for Powys CC to extrapolate that to all the county being special is plain wrong.
Perhaps also worthy of mention here is the Cambrian Mountains National Park. This designation was almost achieved in the 1970s and would have included a large area of
upland Powys. But that designation was not signed off by the Secretary of State for Wales on what many think were political grounds rather than the undoubted beauty of the
Cambrian Mountains. Forty years on and little has changed.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
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Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC35 - Objects to omission of SLAs
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

To include Special Landscape Areas (SLAs), with linked Special Planning Guidance, into the LDP.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
I would like to speak to all of above and to bring to the attention of the Inspector examples of SLAs, and their SPGs, from neighbouring Local Authorities.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
MAC35 - Objects to omission of SLAs from the LDP
0
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7060

Keep Llyswen a Small Village Action Group

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7060.N1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: Objection to Housing Strategy, DRF, and Llyswen & Boughrood being categorised together as large village plus site
selection.
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

The Council has previously set out its reasoning with regard to the Dwelling Requirement Figure (DRF) in Examination Document: ED046. Welsh Government Population and
Household Projections are regularly reviewed and the Council would comment that the LDP process itself has flexibility, through monitoring and review, to adapt to changing
circumstances over the lifetime of the Plan. At present the DRF is deemed to be evidenced and appropriate and the Council does not support a change in this regard.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC24 regarding household projections and dwelling requirement figure

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy

0
Representation Details

1. Why have the separate villages of Llyswen and Boughrood been grouped together and thus placed into the large village category of the LDP settlement hierarchy. They fall in
different electoral wards, Llyswen in the Bronllys Ward with Its own elected county councillor and likewise Boughrood lies in the Glasbury Ward with its own County Councillor. As
such Powys County Council are paying two councillors approximately £3000 each per year to manage two separate wards. Both villages on the internet are categorised as two
separate parishes each with their own church. Llyswen is in Brecknockshire and Boughrood is in Radnorshire. We strongly feel that the unprecedented grouping of these two
villages is purely for the Council’s benefit in achieving its housing quota. We do not feel this is lawful.
2. The Council has chosen not to amend the LDP DFR despite Welsh Government 2014 household projects. The suggested figure by Welsh Government for additional
households county wide is 1605 and the LDP proposal is for 4600 — this is an 186% increase. The Councils justification in paragraph 3.3.7 and 3.38 we feel does not adequately
justify this because we feel we are still in a period of slow economic recovery.
3. We feel the Council needs to consider and adhere to its own Policy and recognise that new housing must meet the local need, especially for affordable housing. We strongly
feel that the local need for Llyswen has not been considered and we feel that the Council need to strongly demonstrate the assessment of this need in the village of Llyswen.
4. We appreciate that the Council wishes to plan positively for the future however we feel the proposed houses on plot 1108 should be removed.
5. The latest population figures for Powys show a fall from 133.000 to 122,400 by 2039 and these have not been taken into account.
6. We strongly feel that the DRF is not taking into account the actual housing needs for the village of Llyswen, there are already a number of houses for sale within the village
which have been up for sale for a considerable length of time.
7. Plot reference 1118 is already allocated within LDP and has been as such for some 20+ years and has to date not been developed on. This site is of considerable size and
therefore by this being developed would meeting the housing needs required within the village of Llyswen.
8. Plot reference 1118 is a brown field site therefore more suitable for development, whereby the proposed plot 1108 is a green field site.
9. Keep Uyswen Village a small village action group is representing the views of 14 households many of whom have highlighted their concerns outlined above and these were
highlighted also during the initial consultation period. We do not feel we have received sufficient answers back from all objections made. Furthermore our collective objection hand
delivered to the Brecon Offices on the deadline date does not appear on line under
the objections made and we would like confirmation that this has been submitted to the lnvestigating Officer and considered as part of this review. This is attached for ease of
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Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: Objection to Housing Strategy, DRF, and Llyswen & Boughrood being categorised together as large village plus site
selection.
Type: Objection

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

reference [*].
[* The rest of this MAC Representation consists of a re-submission of their previous Rep submitted at the Focused Change Stage and treated as Reps 6416 F1 to F15]
Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

1. The LDP to justify its dwelling requirement figure further.
2. The LDP to provide policy/procedure written evidence to support the classification of Llyswen and Boughrood being placed in the Large Village category.
3. In light of the above two points, the removal or reduction of plot 1108 from the LDP.
4. Reconsider and justify the inclusion of plot 1108 in fight of MAC45 and the comments above.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
All [No reasons given]

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to Llyswen and Boughrood being categorised together as large village (Strategy and SP5 - not a MAC)

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7060.N2//SP7
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC35 - Objection to site 1108 due to its impact on Rights of Way
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement The LDP Strategy
Policy: SP7

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-01. Preparation, Process and Plan Strategy
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30/10/2017

Source: Email

Type: Not duly made

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC35 - Objection to site 1108 due to its impact on Rights of Way
Mode Written

Status Not duly made or Late

The representation relates to a site (included at Deposit stage) which is not subject to a MAC and therefore, is not duly made.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC35 - the representation relates to a site (included at deposit stage) which is not subject to a MAC.

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

1. The development of plot 1108 will have an unacceptable adverse effect on the public right of way network in Llyswen. The field in question has three rights of way/public
footpaths, across it in various directions, these are regularly used by local people and visitors to the area for recreational purposes and walking with family members and their
dogs.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Reconsider and justify the inclusion of plot 1108 in light of MAC35 and the comments above.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
All [no reason given]

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation

MAC35 - Objection to site 1108 due to its impact on Rights of Way

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7060.N3//DM3
Source: Email
13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC45 - Objection to site 1108 as it is Open Space
Type: Not duly made

Mode Written

Status Not duly made or Late
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Source: Email

Summary: MAC45 - Objection to site 1108 as it is Open Space
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM3

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

The representation relates to a site (included at Deposit stage) which is not subject to a MAC and therefore, is not duly made.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC45 - the representation relates to a site (included at deposit stage) which is not subject to a MAC.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
1. The field in question (1108) provides the only Open recreational space in the village — see MAC35 points

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Reconsider and justify the inclusion of plot 1108 in light of MAC45 and the comments above.

Council Response:
Question: 4b

Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing

All [no reason given]

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
MAC45 - Objection to site 1108 as it is Open Space
0
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30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC47 - Objection to site 1108 on grounds of landscape impact
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM4

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

The representation relates to a site (included at Deposit stage) which is not subject to a MAC and therefore, is not duly made.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC47 - the representation relates to a site (included at deposit stage) which is not subject to a MAC.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
1. The proposed development (1108) is not appropriate and sensitive in terms of integration, siting or scale in the village of Llyswen. The building LIys Meillion dramatically
increased the size and look of our traditional village and further expansion at the size proposed would be completely out of scale. If development is required see MAC24, then it
should be small scale in filling and reuse brownfield sites i.e reconsider the other candidates LDP sites in
the village.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
1.Reconsider and justify the inclusion of plot 1108 in light of MAC47 and the comments above.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
All [ no reason given]

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
MAC47 - Objection to site 1108 on grounds of landscape impact
0
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Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC48 - Objects to site 1108 due to its impact on landscape
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM4

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

The representation relates to a site (included at Deposit stage) which is not subject to a MAC and therefore, is not duly made.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC48 - the representation relates to a site (included at deposit stage) which is not subject to a MAC.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
1. Without doubt a development of this scale in open country will significantly impact on the landscape that surrounds our homes and enriches our lives. Has the quality and value
of the landscape been assessed using Landmap or Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment to see if the proposals can be satisfactorily integrated into the landscape. That
must be done before site 1108 is even considered for inclusion.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
1. Reconsider and justify the inclusion of plot 1108 in light of MAC48 and the comments above.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
All [no reason given]

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
MAC48 - Objects to site 1108 due to its impact on landscape
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7060.N6//DM5

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC50 - Objection to site 1108 based on revised definition of floodplain
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM5

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

The representation relates to a site (included at Deposit stage) which is not subject to a MAC and therefore, is not duly made.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC50 - the representation relates to a site (included at deposit stage) which is not subject to a MAC.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
1. If the definition of a floodplain within the policy is where water flows at time of flood and includes upland areas then the field in question (1108) is a flood plain. The definition of
flood plain was used to exclude other candidate sites, why not this one.
2. Keep Uyswen Village a small village action group is representing the views of 14 households many of whom have highlighted their flood risk concerns outlined above and these
were highlighted also during the initial consultation period.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
1. Reconsider and justify the inclusion of plot 1108 in light of MAC5O and the comments above.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
All [no reason given]

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
MAC50 - Objection to site 1108 based on revised definition of floodplain - NOT DULY MADE AS SITE ALLOCATION REP, NOT A MAC REP.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7060.N7//DM13

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC62 - Objection to site 1108 due to road safety concerns
Type: Not duly made

Status Not duly made or Late

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Written Statement Policies for Making
Planning Decisions
Policy: DM13

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-09. Development Management and Environment

The representation relates to a site (included at Deposit stage) which is not subject to a MAC and therefore, is not duly made.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC62 - the representation relates to a site (included at deposit stage) which is not subject to a MAC.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
1. This policy states that proposals should demonstrate that strategic and local highways network can absorb the traffic impacts. The junction where Llys Meillion meets the main
road is particularly dangerous with cars ‘putting their foot down' as they leave the village and also haven’t slowed down as they approach the village. It is a very busy stretch of
road and what currently exists for pavements are inadequate and highly dangerous.
2. It is no exaggeration when we say that we fear for our children’s lives when walking from the estate to the main village. How is the council hoping to mitigate the impacts of the
proposed development on pedestrian safety?
3. On the junction to Llys Meillion and main road is a care home in which a number of residents live who are wheelchair users. Additional traffic at this junction will further danger
their access to the village.
4. Keep Llyswen Village a small village action group is representing the views of 14 households many of whom have highlighted their road safety concerns outlined above and
these were highlighted also during the initial consultation period.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
1. Reconsider and justify the inclusion of plot 1108 in light of MAC62 and the comments above.

Council Response:
Question: 4b
Representation Texts:

0
Reason for request to speak at hearing
All [no reason given]

Council Response:
Question:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7060.N7//DM13
Source: Email
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC62 - Objection to site 1108 due to road safety concerns
Type: Not duly made

Mode Written

Status Not duly made or Late

MAC62 - Objection to site 1108 due to road safety concerns
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

LDP Document:

51 Matters Arising Changes Schedule - Map Document

RefPoint: 51.

131

New Radnor Community Council

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
131.N3

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M12 - solar LSA
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Map: Pr12: Proposals Map 12

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The categorisation of landscapes was carried out by independent consultants as part of the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment.
This employed a robust and repeatable methodology that enabled a fair and uniform approach to be taken to establish relative landscape sensitivity for solar PV developments
across the county. The Council considers that those LSAs which are included in the Plan following the landscape assessment are appropriate and based on sound assesssments
and those with the highest sensitivity have been excluded. Any development proposal would be assessed against all the policies in the Plan, including the Strategic and
Development Management policies and the tourism and environment policies and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M12 regarding a Solar Local Search Area (Policy RE1)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Renewable energy Policy RE1 – The Council objects to Llandegley Rhos being categorised as medium landscape sensitivity for solar power development, given the comments of
the planning committee about Hendy Windfarm application. It should be high. There needs to be an appreciation of the value of tourism, and the effect on the quality of life for
local residents.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
MAC M12 - Objects to Llandegley Rhos landscape categorisation
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

1552

Douglas Hughes Architects Ltd

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
1552.N1//E4

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M47 Safeguarded Employment Site P48 ES3
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Inset Maps
Policy: E4

Map: P48G: Newtown (G)

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Issue:

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

Support noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M47 regarding safeguarded employment site P48 ES3

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We act on behalf of the land owners. The site is a logical extension of an existing enterprise park. It is well connected in terms of accessibility to pedestrian access to Newtown
town centre, in close proximity to existing bus routes and easily walkable from the local train station. It has good access from the existing highways network and all land
necessary for a new junction onto Heol Vastre is available. The site is not within an area of archaeological, historical or visual landscape interest. The site is available for delivery
within the plan period for economic use. We agree with the conclusions set down in Core Document E12A and PCC Powys Employment Needs Assessment Technical Report 2
(Appendix) that confirms "the site has good market viability for local employment use". We support its inclusion for land safeguarded for economic use in the PCC LDP.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Support for the inclusion of P48 ES3 as an employment safeguarding site.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6315

Natural Resources Wales

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N9//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC M1-MAC M17, MAC M22-MAC M23, MAC M31, MAC M34, MAC M41, MAC M56, MAC M57, MAC M58, MAC M59,
MAC M60, MAC M61, MAC M66, MAC M67
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

Thank you for your Representation. Your Comment is noted and no changes to the Plan are considered necessary.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
MAC M1 - MAC M17, MAC M22 - MAC M23, MAC M31, MAC M34, MAC M41, MAC M56, MAC M57, MAC M58, MAC M59, MAC M60, MAC M61, MAC M66, MAC M67 Comment noting removal of Wind LSAs from Map Schedule

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

MAC Ml - MAC M17, MAC22 - MAC M23, MAC M31, MAC M34, MAC M41, MAC M56, MAC M57, MAC M 58, MAC M59, MAC M60, MAC M61, MAC M66, MAC M67 - We note
the removal of the Wind Local Search Areas to reflect revised Policy RE1 — Renewable Energy and the addition of the Solar Local Search Area to support revised Policy RE1.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Note the removal of the Wind Local Search Areas to reflect revised Policy RE1 — Renewable Energy and the addition of the Solar Local Search Area to support revised Policy
RE1.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N10//H11
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Summary: MAC M40
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Inset Maps
Policy: H11
13/12/2017

Map: P42: Machynlleth

Issue:

MAC:2017-05. Other Specialist Housing & Gypsy & Travellers
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N10//H11

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Source:

Type: Comment

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC M40
Status Maintained

Mode Written

The comment is noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M40 noting removal of Gypsy and Travellers Site P42 HA4 from Map Schedule

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

We note the removal of Gypsy and Traveller Site P42 HA4 and the addition of site P42 HC1 to support revised policy Hi 1 — Gypsy and Traveller Site Provision.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
The removal of Gypsy and Traveller Site P42 HA4 and the addition of site P42 HC1 to support revised policy Hi 1 — Gypsy and Traveller Site Provision

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N11//H11

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC M54
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Inset Maps
Policy: H11

Map: P57C: Welshpool (C)

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Issue:

MAC:2017-05. Other Specialist Housing & Gypsy & Travellers

The comment is noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Submitted against MAC M54 noting inclusion of Gypsy and Travellers Site P57 HC2 from Map Schedule
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N11//H11

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC M54
Type: Comment

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We note the addition of Gypsy and Traveller Site P57 HC2 to support revised policy H11 — Gypsy and Traveller Site Provision

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
The addition of Gypsy and Traveller Site P57 HC2 to support revisedpolicy H11 — Gypsy and Traveller Site Provision
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6639

Watton, Rosemary

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6639.N4

Late? Status Modified Summary

22/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC1
Type: Comment

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Key
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-14. Miscellaneous

Comment is noted. A key is provided to inform the proposals and inset maps. The Council is aware that the maps are difficult to read due to the multitude of constraints and
policies with a spatial component; to overcome this a digital constraints / proposals map will be made available once the plan is adopted. However no changes to the plan itself
are considered necessary.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Does not relate to a specific MAC but relates to the map schedule itself

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details

The PROPOSALS MAPS are difficult to read as they are indistinct. They are also difficult to interpret as no key is provide either with individual maps or in the document as a
whole

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
The PROPOSALS MAPS are difficult to read as they are indistinct. They are also difficult to interpret as no key is provide either with individual maps or in the document as a
whole
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6656

Hayward, Mr Edmund

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6656.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M9 (Solar LSA)
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr9: Proposals Map 9

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council notes your comment but disagrees with your representation. Statutory environmental designations were identified as constraints in the identification of Local Search
Areas and were excluded. The categorisation of landscapes was carried out by independent consultants as part of the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment. This employed a
robust and repeatable methodology that enabled a fair and uniform approach to be taken to establish relative landscape sensitivity for solar PV developments across the county.
The Council considers that those LSAs which are included in the Plan following the landscape assessment are appropriate and based on sound assesssments and those with the
highest sensitivity have been excluded. Any development proposal would be assessed against all the policies in the Plan, including the Strategic and Development Management
policies and the tourism and environment policies and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC9 in error but means MAC M9 - objects to specific Solar LSA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Much of this area is visible from the Gilfach Nature Reserve, which is regarded by many as one of the top 10 nature reserves in the UK and the recent recipient of a large national
lottery grant. This search area adjoins the northern edge of the reserve and would make it a much less attractive place for visitors as well as the unknown damage it could do to
the wildlife on the site, specially to the water in the Marteg. Turning that countryside into a big power station would dramatically reduce its appeal and thus the income which
visitors to Gilfach bring to the local economy.

Council Response:
Question: 3c

Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change

Omit this area.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Concerns over a Solar Local Search Area
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6656.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M10 (Solar LSA)
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr10: Proposals Map 10

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council notes your comment but disagrees with your representation. The categorisation of landscapes was carried out by independent consultants as part of the Landscape
Sensitivity Assessment. This employed a robust and repeatable methodology that enabled a fair and uniform approach to be taken to establish relative landscape sensitivity for
solar PV developments across the county. The Council considers that those LSAs which are included in the Plan following the landscape assessment are appropriate and based
on sound assesssments and those with the highest sensitivity have been excluded. Any development proposal would be assessed against all the policies in the Plan, including
the Strategic and Development Management policies, the tourism and environment policies and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC10 in error but means MAC M10 - objects to specific Solar LSA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Much of this area is visible from Glyndwr’s Way: people choose to walk this national trail because it passes, as it was designed so to do, through unspoilt countryside. Turning
that countryside into a big power station would dramatically reduce its appeal and this the income which its users bring to the local economy.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Omit this area.

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

Concerns over a Solar Local Search Area
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6656.N3//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M12 (Solar LSA)
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr12: Proposals Map 12

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council notes your comment but disagrees with your representation. The categorisation of landscapes was carried out by independent consultants as part of the Landscape
Sensitivity Assessment. This employed a robust and repeatable methodology that enabled a fair and uniform approach to be taken to establish relative landscape sensitivity for
solar PV developments across the county. The Council considers that those LSAs which are included in the Plan following the landscape assessment are appropriate and based
on sound assesssments and those with the highest sensitivity have been excluded. Any development proposal would be assessed against all the policies in the Plan, including
the Strategic and Development Management policies, the tourism and environment policies and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

0

Submitted against MAC12 in error but means MAC M12 - objects to specific Solar LSA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
Much of this area is visible from Glyndwr’s Way: people choose to walk this national trail because it passes, as it was designed so to do, through unspoilt countryside. Turning
that countryside into a big power station would dramatically reduce its appeal and this the income which its users bring to the local economy.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Omit this area.

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

Concerns over a Solar Local Search Area
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6800

Moore & Costa, Ms & Dr Kristine & Dominic /

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M3 Local Search Area SA - Bachrydrada
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written
Additional material submitted

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr2: Proposals Map 2

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic,
development management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be
acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M3 relating to Solar LSA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
See attached spreadsheet which shows target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an
area and the density of panels within that area.
Spreadsheet includes specific comments in respect of LSA SA Bachrydrada:
There are many walking and cycling trails and routes which the LDP identified as Strategic Resources & Assets in the LDP. Therefore this makes the LDP definitely not sound.
As before with FFC79 we are surprised at the difficulty of making our voice heard. We are both educated to a post graduate level and have struggled and struggle with the
machinations of the documentation. If the forms were being directly fed into some sort of spreadsheet or database then we probably would have completed them in the manner
proposed by PCC.
As it is indicated on the top of this document- Action: / scanned / copied / acknowledgement / entered:
So we can see that this document would be scanned & copied and so we have completed a spreadsheet to comment on the MACs. This has the additional advantages of
showing the target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an area and the density of
panels within that area.
The LDP Team may feel that our representations should be ignored in that we have not filled them in on the appropriate form - we would argue that we have made the job of
assimilating our views much easier.

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N1//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M3 Local Search Area SA - Bachrydrada
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

If the LDP Team does decide to reject our representation we will take the matter into the public domain with our national & local representatives.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Remove the solar LSAs we have commented on. See spreadsheet - SA.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to proposed Local Search Area SA Bachrydrada on the grounds that there are many walking and cycling trails and routes which the LDP identified as Strategic
Resources & Assets in the LDP. Therefore this makes the LDP definitely not sound.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M6 Local Search Area SE - Buttington
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode
Additional material submitted

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr5: Proposals Map 5

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. SAMs are recognised on the constraints mapping, but the impact on each SAM and its setting can only be
determined should a site specific development proposal be made. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic,
development management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be
acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

Issue:

0
Submitted against MAC M6 relating to Solar LSA
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M6 Local Search Area SE - Buttington
Type: Objection

Mode

Status Maintained

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
See attached spreadsheet which shows target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an
area and the density of panels within that area.
Spreadsheet includes specific comments in respect of LSA SE Buttington:
One of the main approach roads to mid Wales from Shrewsbury & the Midlands (tourism). SAM affected Strata Marcella Cistercian Abbey from the 1170's. Flood plain of the
Severn River - often flooded in winter.

As before with FFC79 we are surprised at the difficulty of making our voice heard. We are both educated to a post graduate level and have struggled and struggle with the
machinations of the documentation. If the forms were being directly fed into some sort of spreadsheet or database then we probably would have completed them in the manner
proposed by PCC.
As it is indicated on the top of this document- Action: / scanned / copied / acknowledgement / entered:
So we can see that this document would be scanned & copied and so we have completed a spreadsheet to comment on the MACs. This has the additional advantages of
showing the target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an area and the density of
panels within that area.
The LDP Team may feel that our representations should be ignored in that we have not filled them in on the appropriate form - we would argue that we have made the job of
assimilating our views much easier.

If the LDP Team does decide to reject our representation we will take the matter into the public domain with our national & local representatives.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Remove the solar LSAs we have commented on. See spreadsheet. SE.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to proposed Local Search Area SE Buttington as one of the main approach roads to mid Wales from Shrewsbury & the Midlands (tourism). SAM affected Strata
Marcella Cistercian Abbey from the 1170's. Flood plain of the Severn River - often flooded in winter.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N2//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Type: Objection

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N3//RE1

Summary: MAC M6 Local Search Area SE - Buttington
Status Maintained

Mode

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC M7 and M8 Local Search Area SG - Staylittle (proposals map 6 and 7)
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written
Additional material submitted

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr6: Proposals Map 6

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. Registered historic landscapes are identified as a constraint in the REA constraints mapping. Development
proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic, development management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments
would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for
renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M7 and M8 relating to Solar LSA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
See attached spreadsheet which shows target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an
area and the density of panels within that area.
Spreadsheet includes specific comments in respect of LSA SG - Staylittle:
This landscape is already blighted by wind turbines with more planned. And will further encroach on a registered historic landscape.
As before with FFC79 we are surprised at the difficulty of making our voice heard. We are both educated to a post graduate level and have struggled and struggle with the
machinations of the documentation. If the forms were being directly fed into some sort of spreadsheet or database then we probably would have completed them in the manner
proposed by PCC.
As it is indicated on the top of this document- Action: / scanned / copied / acknowledgement / entered:
So we can see that this document would be scanned & copied and so we have completed a spreadsheet to comment on the MACs. This has the additional advantages of

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N3//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source:

Summary: MAC M7 and M8 Local Search Area SG - Staylittle (proposals map 6 and 7)
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

showing the target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an area and the density of
panels within that area.
The LDP Team may feel that our representations should be ignored in that we have not filled them in on the appropriate form - we would argue that we have made the job of
assimilating our views much easier.
If the LDP Team does decide to reject our representation we will take the matter into the public domain with our national & local representatives.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Remove the solar LSAs we have commented on. See spreadsheet - SG.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to proposed Local Search Area SG Staylittle as this landscape is already blighted by wind turbines with more planned. And will further encroach on a registered historic
landscape.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N4//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M8 Local Search Area SH - Trefen
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written
Additional material submitted

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr7: Proposals Map 7

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

13/12/2017

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic,
development management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be
acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N4//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M8 Local Search Area SH - Trefen
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.
Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M8 relating to Solar LSA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
See attached spreadsheet which shows target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an
area and the density of panels within that area.
Spreadsheet includes specific comments in respect o fLSA SH Trefen:
0.9km2 with ~111,000 solar panels. Spectacular rich river valley agricultural land. Known as the Golden Valley. Presuming related to the nearby Anaerobic Digestion Unit for
grid connection.
As before with FFC79 we are surprised at the difficulty of making our voice heard. We are both educated to a post graduate level and have struggled and struggle with the
machinations of the documentation. If the forms were being directly fed into some sort of spreadsheet or database then we probably would have completed them in the manner
proposed by PCC.
As it is indicated on the top of this document- Action: / scanned / copied / acknowledgement / entered:
So we can see that this document would be scanned & copied and so we have completed a spreadsheet to comment on the MACs. This has the additional advantages of
showing the target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an area and the density of
panels within that area.
The LDP Team may feel that our representations should be ignored in that we have not filled them in on the appropriate form - we would argue that we have made the job of
assimilating our views much easier.
If the LDP Team does decide to reject our representation we will take the matter into the public domain with our national & local representatives.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Remove the solar LSAs we have commented on. See spreadsheet - SH.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to proposed Local Search Area SH Trefen. 0.9km2 with ~111,000 solar panels. Spectacular rich river valley agricultural land. Known as the Golden Valley.
Presuming related to the nearby Anaerobic Digestion Unit for grid connection.
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N4//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M8 Local Search Area SH - Trefen
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N5//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M9 Local Search Area SI - Glynhafren
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written
Additional material submitted

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr9: Proposals Map 9

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic,
development management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be
acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M9 relating to Solar LSA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
See attached spreadsheet which shows target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an
area and the density of panels within that area.
Spreadsheet includes specific comments in respect of LSA SI Glynhafren:
Sandwiched between registered historic landscape and ancient woodland. This area of approach to the very popular Hafren forest is already blighted by wind turbines.
As before with FFC79 we are surprised at the difficulty of making our voice heard. We are both educated to a post graduate level and have struggled and struggle with the
machinations of the documentation. If the forms were being directly fed into some sort of spreadsheet or database then we probably would have completed them in the manner
proposed by PCC.
As it is indicated on the top of this document- Action: / scanned / copied / acknowledgement / entered:

13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N5//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M9 Local Search Area SI - Glynhafren
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

So we can see that this document would be scanned & copied and so we have completed a spreadsheet to comment on the MACs. This has the additional advantages of
showing the target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an area and the density of
panels within that area.
The LDP Team may feel that our representations should be ignored in that we have not filled them in on the appropriate form - we would argue that we have made the job of
assimilating our views much easier.
If the LDP Team does decide to reject our representation we will take the matter into the public domain with our national & local representatives.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Remove the solar LSAs we have commented on. See spreadsheet - SI.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to proposed Local Search Area SI Glynhafren. Sandwiched between registered historic landscape and ancient woodland. This area of approach to the very popular
Hafren forest is already blighted by wind turbines.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N6//RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC M9 Local Search Area SJ - Bryn Blaen
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Additional material submitted
Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

13/12/2017

Map: Pr9: Proposals Map 9

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N6//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Type: Objection

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC M9 Local Search Area SJ - Bryn Blaen
Mode Written

Status Maintained

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. Registered historic landscapes and ancient woodland are identified as constraints in the REA constraints
mapping. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic, development management and tourism policies), and
detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy
RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan
sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M9 relating to Solar LSA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
See attached spreadsheet which shows target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an
area and the density of panels within that area.
Spreadsheet includes specific comments in respect of LSA SJ Bryn Blaen:
Sandwiched between SAMs. The highlighted map does not show the 110m wind turbines under construction at Blaen y Glyn. These turbines are already affecting the views into
the hills from the very popular town of Llanidloes as will the 12,500 solar panels. Tourism is very important if not essential to the upper Severn Valley.

As before with FFC79 we are surprised at the difficulty of making our voice heard. We are both educated to a post graduate level and have struggled and struggle with the
machinations of the documentation. If the forms were being directly fed into some sort of spreadsheet or database then we probably would have completed them in the manner
proposed by PCC.
As it is indicated on the top of this document- Action: / scanned / copied / acknowledgement / entered:
So we can see that this document would be scanned & copied and so we have completed a spreadsheet to comment on the MACs. This has the additional advantages of
showing the target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an area and the density of
panels within that area.
The LDP Team may feel that our representations should be ignored in that we have not filled them in on the appropriate form - we would argue that we have made the job of
assimilating our views much easier.
If the LDP Team does decide to reject our representation we will take the matter into the public domain with our national & local representatives.
Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N6//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC M9 Local Search Area SJ - Bryn Blaen
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Remove the solar LSAs we have commented on. See spreadsheet - SJ.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to proposed Local Search Area SJ Bryn Blaen. Sandwiched between SAMs. The highlighted map does not show the 110m wind turbines under construction at Blaen y
Glyn. These turbines are already affecting the views into the hills from the very popular town of Llanidloes as will the 12,500 solar panels. Tourism is very important if not
essential to the upper Severn Valley.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N7//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M9 Local Search Area SK - Bryn Titli
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written
Additional material submitted

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr9: Proposals Map 9

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M9 relating to Solar LSA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. SAMs are recognised on the constraints mapping, but the impact on each SAM and its setting can only be
determined should a site specific development proposal be made. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic,
development management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be
acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

Issue:

0
Representation Details
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N7//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC M9 Local Search Area SK - Bryn Titli
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

See attached spreadsheet which shows target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an
area and the density of panels within that area.
Spreadsheet includes specific comments in respect of LSA SK Bryn Titli:
Again an area blighted by wind turbines. Adverse affect on SAMs.
As before with FFC79 we are surprised at the difficulty of making our voice heard. We are both educated to a post graduate level and have struggled and struggle with the
machinations of the documentation. If the forms were being directly fed into some sort of spreadsheet or database then we probably would have completed them in the manner
proposed by PCC.
As it is indicated on the top of this document- Action: / scanned / copied / acknowledgement / entered:
So we can see that this document would be scanned & copied and so we have completed a spreadsheet to comment on the MACs. This has the additional advantages of
showing the target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an area and the density of
panels within that area.
The LDP Team may feel that our representations should be ignored in that we have not filled them in on the appropriate form - we would argue that we have made the job of
assimilating our views much easier.
If the LDP Team does decide to reject our representation we will take the matter into the public domain with our national & local representatives.

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Remove the solar LSAs we have commented on. See spreadsheet - SK.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to proposed Local Search Area SK Bryn Title. Again an area blighted by wind turbines. Adverse affect on SAMs.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N8//RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC M10 Local Search Area SL Waun - Ddubarthog
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Additional material submitted
13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N8//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M10 Local Search Area SL Waun - Ddubarthog
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr10: Proposals Map 10

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic,
development management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be
acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M10 relating to Solar LSA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
See attached spreadsheet which shows target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an
area and the density of panels within that area.
Spreadsheet includes specific comments in respect of LSA SL Waun Ddubarthog:
SL,SN,SS & ST are closely linked areas. See map below Total of 380,000 solar panels. Where is the grid connection? Adversely affects Glyndwr's Way & the village of Bwlch y
Sarnau.
As before with FFC79 we are surprised at the difficulty of making our voice heard. We are both educated to a post graduate level and have struggled and struggle with the
machinations of the documentation. If the forms were being directly fed into some sort of spreadsheet or database then we probably would have completed them in the manner
proposed by PCC.
As it is indicated on the top of this document- Action: / scanned / copied / acknowledgement / entered:
So we can see that this document would be scanned & copied and so we have completed a spreadsheet to comment on the MACs. This has the additional advantages of
showing the target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an area and the density of
panels within that area.
The LDP Team may feel that our representations should be ignored in that we have not filled them in on the appropriate form - we would argue that we have made the job of
assimilating our views much easier.
If the LDP Team does decide to reject our representation we will take the matter into the public domain with our national & local representatives.

Council Response:
13/12/2017

0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N8//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

Summary: MAC M10 Local Search Area SL Waun - Ddubarthog
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Remove the solar LSAs we have commented on. See spreadsheet - SL.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to proposed Local Search Area SL Waun Ddubarthog. SL,SN,SS & ST are closely linked areas. See map below Total of 380,000 solar panels. Where is the grid
connection? Adversely affects Glyndwr's Way & the village of Bwlch y Sarnau.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N9//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M9 and M10 Local Search Area SN - Bwlch-y-Sarnau (proposals map 9 and 10)
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written
Additional material submitted

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr9: Proposals Map 9

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M9 and M10 relating to Solar LSA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. Registered historic landscapes are identified as constraints in the REA constraints mapping. Development
proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic, development management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments
would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for
renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

Issue:

0
Representation Details
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Source: Email
Representation Texts:

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC M9 and M10 Local Search Area SN - Bwlch-y-Sarnau (proposals map 9 and 10)
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

See attached spreadsheet which shows target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an
area and the density of panels within that area.
Spreadsheet includes specific comments in respect of LSA SN Bwlch-y-Sarnau:
Links SL,SN,SS & ST. Total of 380,000 solar panels. Where is the grid connection? Affects Glyndwr's Way & village of Bwlch y Sarnau & SAMs Site of Medieval Village &
Castel y Garn.

As before with FFC79 we are surprised at the difficulty of making our voice heard. We are both educated to a post graduate level and have struggled and struggle with the
machinations of the documentation. If the forms were being directly fed into some sort of spreadsheet or database then we probably would have completed them in the manner
proposed by PCC.
As it is indicated on the top of this document- Action: / scanned / copied / acknowledgement / entered:
So we can see that this document would be scanned & copied and so we have completed a spreadsheet to comment on the MACs. This has the additional advantages of
showing the target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an area and the density of
panels within that area.
The LDP Team may feel that our representations should be ignored in that we have not filled them in on the appropriate form - we would argue that we have made the job of
assimilating our views much easier.
If the LDP Team does decide to reject our representation we will take the matter into the public domain with our national & local representatives.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Remove the solar LSAs we have commented on. See spreadsheet - SN.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to proposed Local Search Area SN Bwlch-y-Sarnau. Links SL,SN,SS & ST. Total of 380,000 solar panels. Where is the grid connection? Affects Glyndwr's Way &
village of Bwlch y Sarnau & SAMs Site of Medieval Village & Castel y Garn.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N10//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M12 Local Search Area SO - Llandegley Rhos
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written
Additional material submitted

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr12: Proposals Map 12

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. Ancient woodland and SAMs are recognised on the constraints mapping, but the impact on each SAM and its
setting can only be determined should a site specific development proposal be made. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for
example the strategic, development management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy
development would be acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in
appropriate locations and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M6 relating to Solar LSA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
See attached spreadsheet which shows target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an
area and the density of panels within that area.
Spreadsheet includes specific comments in respect of LSA SO Llandegley Rhos:
This area has a wind turbine array application in appeal. Sandwiched between SAMs and ancient woodland. This is the main approach into Radnorshire and the solar panels will
adversely affect that important tourist approach.

As before with FFC79 we are surprised at the difficulty of making our voice heard. We are both educated to a post graduate level and have struggled and struggle with the
machinations of the documentation. If the forms were being directly fed into some sort of spreadsheet or database then we probably would have completed them in the manner
proposed by PCC.
As it is indicated on the top of this document- Action: / scanned / copied / acknowledgement / entered:
So we can see that this document would be scanned & copied and so we have completed a spreadsheet to comment on the MACs. This has the additional advantages of
showing the target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an area and the density of
panels within that area.
The LDP Team may feel that our representations should be ignored in that we have not filled them in on the appropriate form - we would argue that we have made the job of
assimilating our views much easier.
13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N10//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M12 Local Search Area SO - Llandegley Rhos
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

If the LDP Team does decide to reject our representation we will take the matter into the public domain with our national & local representatives.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Remove the solar LSAs we have commented on. See spreadsheet - SO.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to proposed Local Search Area SO Llandegley Rhos. This area has a wind turbine array application in appeal. Sandwiched between SAMs and ancient woodland. This
is the main approach into Radnorshire and the solar panels will adversely affect that important tourist approach.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N11//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M10 and M12 Local Search Area SS - Camlo Hill (Proposals Map 11 and 12)
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written
Additional material submitted

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr11: Proposals Map 11

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. SAMs are recognised on the constraints mapping, but the impact on each SAM and its setting can only be
determined should a site specific development proposal be made. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic,
development management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be
acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:

13/12/2017

Issue:

0
Submitted against MAC M10 and M12 relating to Solar LSA
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N11//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M10 and M12 Local Search Area SS - Camlo Hill (Proposals Map 11 and 12)
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
See attached spreadsheet which shows target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an
area and the density of panels within that area.
Spreadsheet includes specific comments in respect of LSA SS Camlo Hill:
Links SL,SN,SS & ST. Total of 380,000 solar panels. Where is the grid connection? Affects Glyndwr's Way approach to Abbey Cwm Hir (SAM Cistercian Monastery from early
1140s) & village of Bwlch y Sarnau & village of Abbey Cwm Hir

As before with FFC79 we are surprised at the difficulty of making our voice heard. We are both educated to a post graduate level and have struggled and struggle with the
machinations of the documentation. If the forms were being directly fed into some sort of spreadsheet or database then we probably would have completed them in the manner
proposed by PCC.
As it is indicated on the top of this document- Action: / scanned / copied / acknowledgement / entered:
So we can see that this document would be scanned & copied and so we have completed a spreadsheet to comment on the MACs. This has the additional advantages of
showing the target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an area and the density of
panels within that area.
The LDP Team may feel that our representations should be ignored in that we have not filled them in on the appropriate form - we would argue that we have made the job of
assimilating our views much easier.
If the LDP Team does decide to reject our representation we will take the matter into the public domain with our national & local representatives.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Remove the solar LSAs we have commented on. See spreadsheet - SS.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to proposed Local Search Area SS Camlo Hill. Links SL,SN,SS & ST. Total of 380,000 solar panels. Where is the grid connection? Affects Glyndwr's Way approach
to Abbey Cwm Hir (SAM Cistercian Monastery from early 1140s) & village of Bwlch y Sarnau & village of Abbey Cwm Hir.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N12//RE1

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M10 and M12 Local Search Area ST - Ddyle
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written
Additional material submitted

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Policy: RE1

Map: Pr10: Proposals Map 10

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The REA is a high level strategic assessment to identify local search areas which have fewer constraints (but are not necessarily
unconstrained) based on the parameters and assumptions used. SAMs are recognised on the constraints mapping, but the impact on each SAM and its setting can only be
determined should a site specific development proposal be made. Development proposals would have to accord with all relevant policies in the Plan, (for example the strategic,
development management and tourism policies), and detailed site assessments would be required to determine whether any renewable energy development would be
acceptable. In accordance with national planning policy, Policy RE1 plans positively for renewable and low carbon energy development proposals in appropriate locations and
therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M10 and M12 relating to Solar LSA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
See attached spreadsheet which shows target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an
area and the density of panels within that area.
Spreadsheet includes specific comments in respect of LSA ST Ddyle:
Links SL,SN,SS & ST. Total of 380,000 solar panels. Where is the grid connection? Affects Glyndwr's Way and approach to Abbey Cwm Hir (SAM Cistercian Monastery from
early 1100's)& villages of Abbey Cwm Hir and Bwlch y Sarnau.

As before with FFC79 we are surprised at the difficulty of making our voice heard. We are both educated to a post graduate level and have struggled and struggle with the
machinations of the documentation. If the forms were being directly fed into some sort of spreadsheet or database then we probably would have completed them in the manner
proposed by PCC.
As it is indicated on the top of this document- Action: / scanned / copied / acknowledgement / entered:
So we can see that this document would be scanned & copied and so we have completed a spreadsheet to comment on the MACs. This has the additional advantages of
showing the target and possible installed capacity, showing areas that are geographically linked, showing the total number of panels proposed for an area and the density of
panels within that area.
The LDP Team may feel that our representations should be ignored in that we have not filled them in on the appropriate form - we would argue that we have made the job of
assimilating our views much easier.
13/12/2017
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6800.N12//RE1
Source: Email

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC M10 and M12 Local Search Area ST - Ddyle
Type: Objection

Mode Written

Status Maintained

If the LDP Team does decide to reject our representation we will take the matter into the public domain with our national & local representatives.
Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Remove the solar LSAs we have commented on. See spreadsheet - ST.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Objection to proposed Local Search Area ST Ddyle. Links SL,SN,SS & ST. Total of 380,000 solar panels. Where is the grid connection? Affects Glyndwr's Way and approach
to Abbey Cwm Hir (SAM Cistercian Monastery from early 1100's)& villages of Abbey Cwm Hir and Bwlch y Sarnau.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6816

Dodman and Boulanger, Nigel and Sandra

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6816.N3

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M12 - Objects to Llandegley Rhos Landscape categorisation
Type: Objection

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Proposals Maps
Map: Pr12: Proposals Map 12

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Issue:

MAC:2017-12. Renewable Energy

The Council disagrees with this representation. The categorisation of landscapes was carried out by independent consultants as part of the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment.
This employed a robust and repeatable methodology that enabled a fair and uniform approach to be taken to establish relative landscape sensitivity for solar PV developments
across the county. The Council considers that those LSAs which are included in the Plan following the landscape assessment are appropriate and based on sound assesssments
and those with the highest sensitivity have been excluded. Any development proposal would be assessed against all the policies in the Plan, including the Strategic and
Development Management policies and the tourism and environment policies and therefore no changes are considered necessary to make the Plan sound.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M12 regarding a Solar Local Search Area (Policy RE1)

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
First of all like I wish to complain about the complexity of the required method for comment and the virtually indecipherable information on the website. Why can you not produce
a simple, accessible format if you really do want ordinary members of the public to contribute to this process? For example, it is very difficult to locate boundaries and accurate
locations of the solar LSA's.
My main concerns are:
MAC refs 121 and 124 re Anaerobic digestion, [M]12, 123 and 124 re revised Renewable Energy Policy RE1, and 42 re intensive livestock units. These should fail all three tests
for soundness for the following reasons:
1 Anaerobic digestion - (see Representations N1 & N2)
2 Renewable energy - I object to Llandegley Rhos being categorised as medium landscape sensitivity for solar power development, given the comments of the planning
committee about Hendy Windfarm application, and the confirmed value of this landscape. It should be high. There needs to be an appreciation of the value of tourism, and the
effect on the quality of life for local residents. Once again we see an unfair burden placed on Powys by proposals to produce energy to meet Welsh Government targets at the
cost of landscape, tourism and quality of rural life
3 Intensive Livestock Production - (see representation N6)

Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6816.N3
Source: Email
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Summary: MAC M12 - Objects to Llandegley Rhos Landscape categorisation
Type: Objection

Question:

Council Response:

13/12/2017

Status Maintained

Changes needed to the Matters Arising Change
Renewable energy - I object to Llandegley Rhos being categorised as medium landscape sensitivity for solar power development, given the comments of the planning committee
about Hendy Windfarm application, and the confirmed value of this landscape. It should be high. There needs to be an appreciation of the value of tourism, and the effect on the
quality of life for local residents. Once again we see an unfair burden placed on Powys by proposals to produce energy to meet Welsh Government targets at the cost of
landscape, tourism and quality of rural life

Council Response:

Representation Texts:

Mode Written

0
Summary of Representation
MAC M12 - Objects to Llandegley Rhos Landscape categorisation
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

7054

Agent:

Evabuild Ltd

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
7054.N1//E4

Doug Hughes RIBA

Late? Status Modified Summary

30/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: MAC M47. Safeguarded Employment Site P48 ES3
Type: Support

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC Schedule - Map Document Inset Maps
Policy: E4

Map: P48G: Newtown (G)

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against MAC M47 regarding safeguarded employment site P48 ES3

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
I am the land owner of this site. The site is a logical extension of an existing enterprise park. It is well connected in terms of accessibility to pedestrian access to Newtown town
centre, in close proximity to existing bus routes and easily walkable from the local train station. It has good access from the existing highways network and all land necessary for a
new junction onto Heol Vastre is available. The site is not within an area of archaeological, historical or visual landscape interest. The site is available for delivery within the plan
period for economic use. We agree with the conclusions set down in Core Document E12A and PCC Powys Employment Needs Assessment Technical Report 2 (Appendix) that
confirms "the site has good market viability for local employment use". We support its inclusion for land safeguarded for economic use in the PCC LDP.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

MAC:2017-07. Employment, Retail and Tourism

Support noted.

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

Issue:

0
Summary of Representation
Support for safeguarded employment site P48 ES3
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

LDP Document:

52 MAC -Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Environmental Report (Sept 2017)

RefPoint: 52.

6315

Natural Resources Wales

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N15

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Source:

Summary: Assessment of sites -SEA
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC - SEA Environmental Report (Sept 2017)
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-15. SEA, SA, HRA

The Representors comments are noted

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against SEA commenting on reassessed and new site assessments

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We are satisfied with the assessment of sites that have been reassessed as well as the assessment of new sites.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Satisfied with the assessment of sites that have been reassessed as well as the assessment of new sites.
0
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by: Representation No
Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

6959

Anderson, Mr James

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6959.N3

Late? Status Modified Summary

29/10/2017

Source: Email

Summary: Environment Report Appendix 3c
Type: Support

Mode Oral (Examination)

Status Maintained

Document:MAC - SEA Environmental Report (Sept 2017)
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-15. SEA, SA, HRA

The Representors support is noted

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against the Environment Report Appendix 3C

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
I support the Environment Report Appendix 3c, including the rejection of Candidate Site 1148. To support rational, consistent, and sustainable planning the LDP needs to adopted
as the key planning document detailing where major housing developments can and cannot be built during the lifetime of the Development Plan.
For the plan to be viewed otherwise negates the relevance of having a Local Development Plan, and would hinder effective and sustainable planning with reduced planning
control over the number of housing built and where it is located.
Analysis of the proposed candidate sites has enabled the council to identify sites that are considered to be the best placed locations to support housing need, in the most
sustainable and rational way. The number of new housing units to be built over the lifetime of the plan already significantly exceeds the level of housing units that Welsh
Government suggest that Powys need.
I believe that any additional sites is likely to lead to unsustainable housing markets and a loss of local builders due to an inability to sell houses in a housing market flooded with
new housing.

Council Response:
Question:

Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation

Support for the Environment Report Appendix 3c, including the rejection of Candidate Site 1148.
0
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D

LDP Document:

53 MAC - Sustainability Appraisal (SA) Report September 2017

RefPoint: 53.

6315

Natural Resources Wales

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N12

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Source:

Summary: SA - Appendix 3
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC - Sustainability Appraisal (SA) Report
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-15. SEA, SA, HRA

The Representors comments are noted

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against SA Appendix 3 commenting on Appendix 3 and Assessment conclusions

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We note the confirmation that only Appendix 3 has changed and confirm therefore that we have only reviewed this particualr appendix — Appraisal of the LDP Vision, Objectives,
Policies and Spatial Strategy. We are satisfied with the content and assessment conclusions of Appendix 3.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:

0
Summary of Representation
Are satisfied with the content and assessment conclusions of Appendix 3.

Council Response:

0

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N13
Source:

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Summary: Assessment of sites - SA
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC - Sustainability Appraisal (SA) Report
Issue:
13/12/2017

MAC:2017-15. SEA, SA, HRA
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Filtered to show: (all of) Stage=N; Status<>D
Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N13

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Source:

Type: Comment

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

Summary: Assessment of sites - SA
Mode Written

Status Maintained

The Representors comments are noted

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against SA Assessment of Sites commenting on reassessment and new site assessments

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We are satisfied with the assessment of sites that have been reassessed as well as the assessment of new sites.

Council Response:
Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0
Summary of Representation
Satisfied with the assessment of sites that have been reassessed as well as the assessment of new sites.
0
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LDP Document:

54 MAC - Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) Screening Report -September 2017

RefPoint: 54.

6315

Natural Resources Wales

Rep'n/Para/Policy AccessnNo DateLodgd
6315.N14

Late? Status Modified Summary

05/10/2017

Source:

Summary: HRA
Type: Comment

Status Maintained

Mode Written

Document:MAC - Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
Issue:

Question

Representation Texts

Question:

Council Response

Representation Texts:

MAC:2017-15. SEA, SA, HRA

The Representors agreement with the HRA Assessment conclusions is noted

Council Response:
Representation Texts:

0
Submitted against HRA commenting on conclusions of HRA

Council Response:
Question: 3c
Representation Texts:

0
Representation Details
We acknowledge that a screening exercise has been undertaken of each Matters Arising Change and Minor Matters Arising Change to consider the nature and significance of the
changes and whether the changes proposed would affect or alter the conclusions of the previous HRA Screening Assessments’. We note the conclusion that none of the Matters
Arising Changes or Minor Matters Arising Changes were judged to have the potential to affect any of the European sites, above or beyond those potential impacts already
considered in the previous HRA assessments and that therefore no changes are considered to result in a Likely Significant Effect, when considering the existing mitigation
measures provided for by the LDP in its policies, on any of the European sites considered (identified in the HRA Screening Report (June 2015) either alone or in combination with
other plans or projects. NRW agrees with this conclusion.
We thank you for consulting Natural Resources Wales and trust that our comments will be of
assistance to you. Please do not hesitate to contact us if we can be of any further assistance to
you.

Council Response:

Question:
Representation Texts:
Council Response:

13/12/2017

0

Summary of Representation
Note the conclusion that none of the Mailers Arising Changes or Minor Mailers Arising Changes were judged to have the potential to affect any of the European sites, above or
beyond those potential impacts already considered in the previous HRA assessments NRW agrees with this conclusion.
0
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